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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study to investigate the mor::lity of persons In organisations
and especially the effect of organisations on the moral autonomy of persons.
In addition to reviewing the literature of moral autonomy in philosophy,
psychology, sociology and organisation studies and management, the thesis
also examines the ontology of organisations, moral agency and the
organisation as a context. Based on this lmowledge, a model is developed that
addresses the relations of the organisation to society and the person to the
organisation in ethical decision making. From this model the thesis develops
three moral decision making categories. These are: moral autonomy, where
persons are allowed to use their moral values, moral heteronomy, where the
organisation provides such values and moral anomy, where there i~ alack of
moral deliberation and moral values.

Four research propositions are developed from this modal. The propositions
are that people are more likely to make morally autonomous decisions in
personal life dilemmas than in organisational life dilemmas. In organisational
dilemmas, it is proposed that the organlsat!on will affect the morality of Its
members. In bureaucratic organisations, people are expected to make more
anomous organisational decisions when faced with an easy and simple
dilemma and more heteronomous decisions when faced with complex and
difficult dilemmas. In clan organisations, people are expected to make more
autonomous organisational decisions. In a market organisation, people are
expected to make more anomous organisational decisions.
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An exploratory primary research project Is undertaken to teslthe model and the
propositions developed. People from three Australian organisations that
approximate Ouchi's {1980) typology of bureaucracy, clan and market
organisations participated in the research. Managers and supervisors from
each organisation were asked to assess the ethical climate of their organisation
using Victor and Cullen's {1987, 1988) Ethical Climate Questionnaire. They
also responded to Forsyth's (1980) Ethics Position Questionnaire and resolved
and jusllfled 'hair resolutiousto six organisational and six personal ethical
dilemmas. These dilemmas had been assessed by two groups of MBA
students for relevancy, complexity and diHiculty.

The analysis of the primary data reveals that the three organisations hnve
diHerent ethical climates. It also reveals that the respondents from the three
organlsatlons do not differ insofar as they share similarly idealistic and
relativistic ethical ideologies. They do however differ in the reasoning they use
to resolve organisational and In some cases personal ethical dilemmas. People
In organisation Alpha, the bureaucratic organisation, are more likely to make
heteronomous decisions. People from organisation Bela, the clan organisation,
are more likely to make autonomous moral decisions, and people from
organisation Gamma, the market organisation, are more likely to make
anomous moral decisions.

These findings support the research propositions developed. More Importantly,
some people In organisations Alpha and Gamma did not perceive some
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organisational dilemmas as ethical issues but only as business issues that are
void of ethics. In addition, people from organisation Alpha in particular were
more likely to try to avoid making a decision and suggest that someone else in
the organisation should make the decision not the person facing the dilemma.

The findings suggest that organisations that rely on rules and regulations are
more likely to remove the responsibility from ethical decision·making, and lead
to avoidance of such decisions. The implications of these findings are
discussed and opportunities for further research are identified.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
The morality of individuals and social units has been of interest to
philosophers since antiquily. Recently the moral decision making behaviour
of Individuals in organisations has received increased attention from
researchers and writers working in a range of disciplines, the media,
regulatory agencies and the general public. This research Investigates the
moral autonomy of people In organisations. Moral autonomy is the
Individuals' capacity to own and apply moral values in decision making with
ethical implications. The m"del developed in this research is based on
Golembiewski's (1989) proposal that organisational values need to be
subjected to an external and transcendent moral order. II outlines the moral
possibilities between the external moral order, the organisational world and
explores three possiblfllies In ethical organisational decisions. These
possibilities are moral autonomy, moral heteronomy and moral anomy. The
impact of organisations on the moral decisions of their members Is examined
In tenns of these possibilities and the implications tl1at can be drawn from
them.

The importance of the Individuals and their decisions and their Implications
are examined here. Whilst accepting the significance of the group, the
organisation and society at large (Liedtka, 1988), this research examines !he
individual both as a member of the organisation and as a person. The

organisation and society are addressed in the conceptual model and the
relationship between them and the Individual moral decisions is established.
Individuals In organisations are described as hybrid creatures, as centaurs
(Ahme, 1994) and mennaids (Tsahuridu, 2000). In both cases actions In
organisations are described as not wholly personal, but rather as actions on
behalf of the organisation and to a lesser e:<tent on behalf of the person. The
actlvlt1es of Individuals in business are the focus of this research, which seeks
to provide an exegesis of the moral dichotomisation between personal and
organisational lives.

The emphasis of this research is on the Individual, since it is the Individual
who makes decisions that represent organisational actions and behaviour
(Ahme, 1994), even if the Individual does not necessarily affect his own
conduct in the organisation. The individual in many organisations Is not a
person, but a person who fulfils a role or is subject to rules (Nesteruk, 1991 b).
The actions and behaviour of organisations are also not reducible to the
decisions, behaviour, and actions of their individual members. Organisations
are capable of knowing and doing more than their Individual members are, so
that they have a synergistic effect on the inputs provided by persons. People
In organ!satlons do of course remain human but they surrender some of their
autonomy. Organisations provide the resources, tasks, goals, motives,
knowledge, values, and objectives whilst the person contributes brain,
muscles, eyes, and voice {Ahme, 1994, p. 29). Actions in organisations
remain the actlons of the individual but the requirements are different. The
requirements of the assumption of roles in organlsatlons impose an obligatlon
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upon the person fulfilling the role to seNe a spacial function, that Is to further
specific interests of specific groups: "Public offices limit their occupants to
certain considerations and free them from others, such as the good to
humankind" (Nagel, 1978, p. 80). The paramount considerations in
organisations remain economic, and in many the economic imperative defines
good and value. Nagel claims that morality is complicated at every level, but
"its impersonal aspects are more prominent in the assessment of institutions
than In the assessment of Individual action, and that as a result, the design of
institutions may include roles whose occupants must determine what to do by
principles different from those that govern private individuals' (p. 82).

People in many organisations are usually expected to, and rewarded if, they
surrender their individuality because organlsatlons encourage and expect
obedience. In order for organisations to retain their freedom to pursue their
interests, they must protect themselves from Internal "conscience heroes"
(Smith & Carroll, 1984, p. 98). Individuality is not coercively removed from
people, but rather it is socialised out of them. It is converted to commitment to
the organisation, which makes people freely adopt the organisational
Imperative and substitute organisati.:mal values for personal values (Scott &
Hart, 1980). This commitment

als~

provides security to members of the

organisation, because it e.nables them to surrender the organisations'
conscience determinations to top management (Smith & Carroll, 1984).
Obedience is necessary for organisational effectiveness because It Is
essential to the chains of command, and it is something that organisations
require and members of the organisations are ready and willing to provide.
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The combination of the voluntary surrender of personal responsibility by
members of organisations, and the expectation of obedience in the fonn of
commitment by organisations, leads to the presentation of organisational
decisions as technical. This frees both the individual and the organlsat!on
from ethical awareness in organisational decisions. Commitment and loyalty
to the organisation Is not necessarily an anathema, it is a necessary
precondition of Qrganisational citizenship. What is questionable is the lack of
moral courage to think and act morally. when such thoughts and actions are
antithetical to organisational loyalty and commitment, and thereby surrender
moral responsibility.

1.2 DEFINITIONS
1.2.1 Organisations
The tenn organisation is used to refer to a business or government
organisation. An organisation's defining characteristic is its "primacy of
orientation to the attainment of a specific goal" (Parsons, 1960, p. 17), a
specified end (Hasnas, 1998). This characteristic distinguishes the
organisation from other social systems. The features of organisations are
(Ahme, 1994, pp. 25-27):
•

affiliation, a relationship where a number of people are Included and have
promired to come back, whilst others are excluded,

•

cotlective resources,

•

substitutability, where the nature of the relationship is not dependent upon
any particular person,
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•

control, which in organisations implies authority, and affiliates have
conceded to being controlled.

Business organisations are more flexible, explains Ahme, because employers
can choose and dismiss their employees, the owners of the business
organisation can choose the activities they participate in, and the capital of the
business organisation is movable. Membership In organisations is effected
through the employment contract. This contract differentiates between
employment relations and other commercial contracts, because it surrenders
the employee "at the disposal of the employer during a certain period of time
to perform various activities within a zone of Indifference" (Ahrne, 1994, p. 66).

Simon (1976) defmes an organisation as the pattern of communication and
relationships In a group that provide information and assumptions, goals and
attitudes to members. These elements permeate their decision-making.
Under the influence of economics a business organisation's primary measure
and symbol of success is profit, and It Is thus fundamental to its goal structure.
However profit should not be the primary goal of organisations, according to
Parsons (1960), because profit making is not by itself a function on behalf of
the society. This is also raised by Friedman's (1970, p. 69) definition of
organisations, which he describes as "a social body organised for the
accomplishment of a pub!ic purpose through the pursuit of private Interest".

Duska (1997) emphasises the difference between the motives of business
organisations and their purpose, recognising a business' motive is profit but its
purpose is the provision of goods or services. Aristotle, however, perceived
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the profit motive as a pathology, a defect of character, an unnatural and
antisocial vice (Solomon, 1992b). Duska (1997, p. 197) argues that the view
that the sole responsibility of a business is profit maximisation Is "an Insidious
mistake".

According to Duska, society accepts business or9anisa1ions

because they provide benefits but "no society would permit a system that did It
more harm than good. The appeal to profit was a means to n;o1ivate more
production but it was not the purpose of the production" (p.198). The same
sentiments and beliefs were expressed by Ta.vney (1926) early this century:
Economic efficiency is a necessary element in the life of any sane
and vigorous soclety... but to convert efficiency from an instrumental
into a primary object is to destroy efficiency itself. For the condi1ion
of effective action in a complex civilization is cooperation. And the
condition of coopera1ion is agreement, both as to ends to which effort
should be applied, and the criteria by which success is to be judged.

(p. 277)
Tawney (1926) expressed pessimism with the economic order in the
beginning of the twentieth century, and any attempts of reconstructing that
order. He observed that any such attempts neglect the observation that
"since even quite common men have souls, no increase in material wealth will
compensate them for arrangements which Insult their self-respect and Impair
their freedom" (p. 278).

The eighteenth-century economist Adam Sm!th (1759/1976) also attributes
people's action to conscience. He argues that human rela1ionships are not
merely market exchanges, and interest maximisation activities, but also
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act!vltles about psychic wall being, which depend upon the approval of others.
Such wall baing and approval, argues Sm!th, are based on acting morally not
on enhancing wealth. Consequently, despite the selfishness attributed to the
individual '1hera are evidently some principles In his nature, which interast him
in the fortune of others, and render their happiness necessary to him" (p. 9).
Because human nature Js in part moral we require business to satisfy criteria
that are not purely economic or face recurrent revolts on the part of outraged
human nature (Tawney, 1926). The limited attention to morality, if not
absence of morality by persons in business may be the cause of the
individuals' deprivation of the moral decision as to how they should live their
life in western economies (Jung, t958). A conscience in business,
guarantees that people are moral even if not necessarily right (Fasching,
1981). Being moral requires attention to the means as well as ends. Being
moral in business enables people to be aware of ethics when they are making
decisions and acting for the organisation. Morality in businass may not
necessarily make business decisions right but it will make them good. It will
enable the fulfilment of the essence of business which is value creation
(Freeman, 1994). Business viewed as value creation is congruent with the
Aristotelian approach to business ethics, which conceives business as "an
essential part of the good life, living well, getting along with others, having a
sense of self respect, and being part of something one can be proud of'
(Solomon, 1992b, p. · ,,1).
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1.2.2 Ethics and Morals

Solomon (1998, p. 136) describes ethics as "a matter of ethos, participation in
a community, a practice, a way of life" whilst morality is "doing right". Laverty
{1989, p. 376) def!nes morals as "basic bvlleis about right and wrong, good
and bad" and ethics as the behaviour which results from moral beliefs, "ethics
Is the way we practice our morals". Jones and Verstegen·Ryan, (1997, p.
664) use the terms "morality or ethics as a set of standards by which humans
regulate their behaviour in order to achieve the purpose of life". Rachels
(1998) and Grace and Cohen (1996) also use the terms morality and ethics
interchangeably and consider them synonymous. In this research the terms
ethical and moral are used Interchangeably and are assumed analogous.

The issue of what is ethical especially in relation to egoism must also be
addressed. Ethical egoism states that parsons should follow the greatest
benefit for themselves (Vitali, 1986, cited in Upchurch, 1998). Egoism Is not
accepted as ethical because it fails to meet the moral criteria of rationality and
impartiality that set the minimum requirements for morality {Rachels, 1986).
Instead it prescribes the advancement of one's long-term interests {Shaw,
1999). Rachels argues that self interest promotes pragmatism or evan
hedonism but it does not involve ethics. Further, Hoffman (1980, cited in
Shelton & McAdams, 1990) explains that morality is based on the premise
that a parson utilises ego capacities for ethical rather than egoistic ends and
Plagat perceives egocentrism as a general ~.3ature of moral immaturity, not as
a moral quality (Crittenden, 1990). In this research, egoism is perceived to
exclude ethics because the ethical is doing what will not benefit oneself. Even
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restricted egoism, the pursuit of one's self interest within the rules of the
practice (Shaw, 1999) fails to meet the criteria outlined by Rachels. Egoism, it
Is argued here, leads to moral anomy, because others are not considered and
decisions are based solely on self or organisational benefit.

1.2.3 Business Ethics

Business ethics is a branch of moral philosophy, which tries to bridge the
economic motives and moral responsibilities of organisational entities and the
individuals within them. The term business ethics is recant, despite the fact
that morality and organisations have existed since antiquity. Morality existed
before It was formalised in philoscohy and moral philosophy, and there is
evidence of "unsystematic and poetic articulations [of morality] before
anything rational appeared" (Schneewind, 1998, p. 542). The rational
appearance of western morality in the form of a philosophy is traced to
Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. Morality however has existed
since Individuals first interacted socially, because Its fundamental function is
the preservation of the social group {Emler & Hogan, 1992). Morality Is a
social phenomenon, Involving the individual in its relation to olher Individuals.
It Is described as arising from the Interaction of the native powers and
dispositions of Individuals' minds and their situation In the world (Staudlin,
1822, cited in Schneewlnd, 1998, p. 542). Being a self, according to Charles
Taylor (1989), Is being able to find one's standpoint in the space of morality,
being able to occupy it and to be a perspectival point in it. For Taylor, a self Is
a social phenomenon because one is a self only among other selves, and Is
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defined with reference to those who surround it. Consequently, he argues
that being a self is inseparable from existing !n a space of moral issues, with
identity and with how one ought to be. The separation of ethics from business
finds life emptied of its meaning as a result of the effect of instrumental,
capitalist and bureaucratic institutions where lnstumentatity reigns and the
goals are at best utilitarian (Taylor, 1989). The Individual, Taylor claims, has
been removed from a rich community life and entered into a series of mobile,
changing and revocable associations which are usually designed for highly
specific ends. This makes relationships only through a series of partial roles.
This is a problem in business ethics because people in business occupy
several roles at once, and these roles may clash with each other or with the
numerous personal roles people occupy (Solomon, 1992a). This Is the
pervasive problem in business ethics, argues Solomon, and more time and
attention should be devoted to the legltlmecy of roles and responsibilities, and
the organisational structures that define these roles and responsibilities.

Ethics for the Immanuel Kant (1953) deals wlth the law of free moral action.
Ethics Is used to signify a number of concepts for numerous purposes and
there is disagreement as to its status (Kant, 1953; Russell; 1987: Taylor,
1997). Greater disagreement exists about business ethics. Lewis (1985)
found over three hundred definitions of business ethics. Business ethics
includes, but can not be reduced to, ethics In business, argues De George
(1989), who describes it as a field concerned with the Individual and the group
and the system the organisation, as well as the general political-economic
system. The tack of consensus as to what business ethics is and what it
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does, together with the relative infancy of the 'business' aspect of business
ethics explains its current interdisciplinary nature. This may stem from the
relative infancy of the contemporary business organisation and its effect on
society and the Individual. Most of the work In business ethics, comment
Natale, Wilson and Cowell (1990):
emerges as a case-by-case alla!ysis which is more akin to the
legalistic approach to problems, relying on precedent and developed
opinion, than to a systematic structure from which secondary and
tertiary principles might appropriately be inferred. (p. 2)
This phenomenon Is also supported by Schneewind (1991 ), who emphasises
the work done on actllal social and political problems, rather than on the body
of ethical theory. To borrov. Golembiewski's (1989, p. 35) medical analogy,
most of the work in business ethics theory is concerned with autopsies rather
than with the psychiatry or even the skeletal anatomy of organi<Jatlons in
relation to ethics. Normative theories do, however, exist Jn business ethics
and they foclls philosophical ethics upon those aspects of life that involve
bllsiness relationships (Hasnas, 1998). The thrae leading nonnative theories
of business ethics, are the stockholder, stakeholder and social contract
theories (Hasnas, 1998). Hasnas describes the stakeholder theory as both
empirical and normative. As an empirical theory, stakeholder theory
prescribes a method for improving the performance of business, whilst as a
normative theory it asserts that regardless of the effect on bllsiness
performance, managers shollld manage the organisation lor the benefit of all
stakeholders.

II

Lewis (1985) synthesises a definition of business eti1k:s from the literature and
primary research on executives. He defines it as •-rules, slandards, codes, or
principles which poovide guidelines for morally right behaviour and trulhfulness
in specific situations" (p. 381). Nash (1993, p. 5) defines business ethics as
"the study of how personal moral norms apply to the activities and goals of
commercial enterprise". Nash does not perceive business ethics as a
separate moral standard, but the study of how the business context poses Its
own unique problems for the moral person who acts as an agent of this
system. Nash perceives business ethics as personal ethics in a different
context, the context of business. This definition assumes a libertarian view
and fails to account for the effect of the moral context on the moral person.
Empirical research evidence, however, strongly and emphatically supports the
argument that the systems' expectations are stronger determinants of
behaviour than Individual morals (Reilly & Myroslaw, 1990), and that unethical
behaviour Is a system and not a people problem in organisations, because
people follow the system's principles. Small's (1995) definition accounts for
the context. He explains that "the study of business ethics Is concerned with
principles and values that govern the behavior of a person or a group with
respect to what is right or wrong, or to standards of right conduct in a business
setting" (p. 1 ).

Solomon (1992a) sees the role of business ethics to be to clarify the dual
citizenship of people in organisations, the organisational citizenship and the
community citizenship. Organisations are not autonomous city-states but part
of the global comm:.mity. The aim of business ethical theory Is, according to
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Solomon, the cultivation of thought about lives of people in and out of the
corporate context. This definition is accepted in this research. The issue that
the research addresses is about understanding pec.ple's life in the
organisation and possibly the effect of the organisation outside its context on
people.

The use of the term business ethics is problematic because it implies a
different kind of ethics from personal ethics. This project is not about
increasing the chasm between persons and businesspersons but on the
contrary about understanding businesspersons and identifying the conditions
that will enable them to remain persons in business. So the terms business
and organisational ethics are used to descnbe the distinctive types of
dilemmas encountered by people In organisations, as explained by Kjonstad
and Willmott {1995), and net as a different realm of ethics. The use of the
terms does not imply that there should be different ethics In business than in
personal life. This is the premise of the present thesis. The terms are used to
explain ethics In business rather than business ethics. The researcher here
agrees with Solomon (1992b) who in!'ists that business ethics Is not the
superimposition of foreign moral values on business but it is about
understanding the foundation<; of business. Similarly the reference to
organisational dilemmas is not a reference to dilemmas that are not dilemmas
persons face but to dilemmas persons encounter and resolve In organisations
and on their behalf.

l3

1.2.4 Autonomous, Heteronomous and Anomous Morality

The terms autonomy and heteronomy have been used by different disciplines,
especially philosophy and psychology In their theories of morality. Philosophy
emphasises the morality of mature persons, whilst psychology is more
concerned with the development of morality. Anomy appears to have been
neglected as part of those developments. Anomie has been developed and
used in sociology to describe society and individual norrnlessness and lack of
orientatlon. This anomie is based on anomy (absence of law).

1.2.4.1 Moral Autonomy

Etymologically the word autonomy comes from the Greek roots autos (self)
and nomos (law or rule/regulation). Autonomy is usually used to signify selfrule in the political and moral spheres.

Autonomy was initially applied in the political rather than ethical context, when
city-states in Classical Gmece were said to be autonomous or not
autonomous from adjoining city-states (Marshall, 1996). Marshall identifies
Plato's Crilo as one of the first instances that the concept of autonomy may
have been applied to an individual. Later Rousseau and Kant used the
concept of lnd'lvldual autonomy. Autonomy is central to Kant's work In moral
philosophy. In The Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, Kant defines
autonomy as "the property the will has of being a law to itself" (cited in
Marshall, 1996, p. 66).
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Autonomy in ethics is a person's capacity for self-determination, the ability to
see one's self as the author of the moral law by which one is bound (Mautner,
1996). Autonomy in moral judgement Is "an independent and self-legislative
stance taken in making moral judgements in the domain of justice" (Tappan et
al., 1987, p. 315). Dworkin, (1988, p. 34) outlines the general formulation of
moral autonomy, by arguing that •a person Is morally autonomous If and only

if his moral principles are his own".

Rawls (1972) defines autonomous actions as those that are based on
principles that free and rational beings consent to. 'The autonomous person
Is the one who makes the choice of his own life and, by a process of reasoned
internal criticism, creates for himself a coherent set of principles and
standards by which he regulates it" {Benn, 1988, p.10). Davis (1996)
perceives autonomy as a function of the way a person decides. He
characterises an autonomous act as one in which the agent had time lor
adequate reflection before acting and took full advantage of it. Autonomy has
been defined and used to signify a number of concepts. Whatever autonomy
Is, comments Dworkin (1988), all authors agree that it is something persons
have and it is a desirable quality to have. Its practice requires reflective
reasoning.

Synthesising the conceptions of moral autonomy presented above, in this
research moral autonomy is defined as an individual's capaoity'to possess
and apply moral values In making decisions with ethical Implications.
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1.2.4.2 Moral Heteronomv

Heteronomy is the antithesis of autonomy. It places the authority of the law
outside one's self (Mautner, 1996) and represents the morality of duty, since
the moral law is taken from sources other than the self (Pia get, cited in
Tappan et al., 1987). It is taking one's morality from someone else
(Anscombe, cited In Crittenden, 1993, p. 7).

Benn (1988) describes heteronomous people as those who receive their
moral law ready made but retain the capacity to order their lives according to
a law. Benn grants heteronomous people the capacity for independent
judgement. This capacity is not however eKercised and instead a borrowed
law, which they have done nothing to make their own, governs them.

Kant (cited in Tappan at at., 1987, p. 343) describes the slate of nonautonomy
as heteronomy. Acting on account of one's desires, or for some goal, renders
the action a means to a given end, Instead of being seen as an intrinsically
valuable end in itself. Kant, explains Mautner (1996), outlines ft•ur kinds of
heteronomous principles that detennine one's moral actions as a desils lor
the well being of oneself, social approval. Increased perfection of one•>elf, or
dlvin.;, approval. For Kant, actions based on desires or consequenc~s are
heteronomous because they are not motivated by their inherent tightness but
by their outcomes.
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In this research moral heleronomy is defined as the moral values that
originate from an external source, and are used by Individuals In making
decisions with ethical implications.

1.2.4.3 Moral Anomy

Anomy refers to the absence of law. Emile Durkheim developed the concept
of anomy (anomie) to refer to a "condition of relative no11111essness In a
society or group" (Merton, 1968, p. 215). He emphasises the pathological
state of Industry as resulting In anomy, and that state is a consequence. of the
division of labour (Starkey, 1998; Toddington, 1993). Industrialisation has
generally been identified as the cause of anomy. Fromm (1955) for example
suggests that the a~periences in industrial societies limit the possibillty for
leading meaningful and sell-directed lives and make individuals experience
powerlessness and paralysis, leading to alienation In organisations and
society. Industrial societies, Fromm argues, provide the socialisation that
strips people of their abllity to lake initiative because such socialisation
contains the Ieise belief that happiness is the outcome of material comfort and
high levels of production. Similarly, anomy Is defined as a state in which there
is no legitimate end to one's desires, no goal, and no conclusion (lindholm,
1997), a definition which also views anomy as allenation. Anomy is a
condition where the traditional social bonds and personal ties have dissolved,
leading to the dissolution of the Individual's sense of attachment to society
(Mautner, 1996). Symptoms of this condition include an increase In suicide
and crime. Anomy was used earlier by Jean Guyay (1885), comments
Mautner, to signify a futuristic morality independent of obligation and sanction.
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This conception of morality would be guided by ideal values freely adopted by
individuals, so it was closer to the idea of autonomy.

Anomy is defined as a moral lawlessness, in which there is no freedom, but
only "a lack of orientation" (Benn, 1998, p. 183). Kuczmarski and Kuczmarski
(1995, cited in Roshto, 1995) provide the following definitions of anomy:
•

The lack of purpose, Identity, or values In a person or in a society.

•

Disorganization, detachment, or rootlessness.

•

Nonnlessness ·a condition of society characterized by a breakdown of
norms that rule the conduct of people and assure the social order.
Personal unrest, alienation, and uncertainty that comes from a lack of
purpose or ideals.

Hampden-Turner (1970) describes anomous individuals as those who fall to
conceive themselves as choosers, makers and testers of established norms.
He defines anomy as meaninglessness and nonnlessness because the ability
to choose between norms, combine nonns and invest norms into the human
environment enable people to discover human meaning. The lack of
experiencing a dilemma by white Americans is, according to the observation
of Silberman (cited in Hampden-Turner, 1970), the most ominous thing about
the American Dilemma, the crisis between black and white. "The anomie
person does not see and does not want to know. It Is all too big and too
complicated and besides what can he do?" (Hampden-Turner, 1970, p. 74)
thus leading into a common experience by anomie people of becoming "a
thing" (p. 75). Anomie people are often deluded, helpless, obedient, hostile,
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conforming and cruel and their actions become meaningless and irrational.
For action to be rational it must be both free and meaningful (Brubaker, 1984).
These qualities distinguishes human action from natural events because 'truly
human action is rational, free and meaningful; natural events are non-rational,
unfree and devoid of meaning" (p. 93).

In this research, moral anomy refers to the absence of ethical values in
decision making.

1.3 RESEARCH FOCUS

This research determines whether individuals acting In and for organisations
are able to exercise moral autonomy In making organisational decisions. It
examines the impact that organisation entities may have on the moral
autonomy of their members, and the possibility of moral heteronomlsatlon and
anomisa\ion of people in organisations. The emphasis is upon how
Individuals make moral judgements within an organisational context, and not
how they should make moral judgments. It is, in other words, an empirical
inves\lg:.tlon of the ethics in organisational and personal life.

This thesis also explores the impact that organisation entities may have on the
moral autonomy, heteronomy and anomy of their members. Furthermore, It
explores the varianr.e of affect between three disparate organisations and the
moral issue's effect on the morality of individuals.
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Autonomy in decisions that potentiaUy have ethical implications is considered
by the disciplines of philosophy, psychology and sociology as a human
condition, a virtue, an ultimate state of baing, the ultimata state of existence
that humans may aspire towards, and the fullilmant of the human potential.
The difference between disciplines lias in their perception of the likelihood of
achieving moral autonomy in society. This will be outlined in the review of
related literature.

This thesis does not perceive moral autonomy as necessarily leading to more
ethical decisions than heteronomy, as it appears possible for heteronomous
morality to be as moral as autonomous morality. It does, however, perceive
moral autonomy to be right for parsons even if both

autor~omy

and

heteronomy lead to good, because persons who exercise moral autonomy are
ends in themselves and not means to an end. Anomy Is a lack of moral
orientatlon and it appears to be closely associated with the amoral, or lack of
moral judgement of individuals and organisations. Moral anomy is different to
Immorality because the latter includes ethical values which the decision-maker
chooses to violate and act against, whilst moral anomy is the exclusion of
moral values, when their Inclusion is warrar~ted. Moral anomy, it is contended,
in amoral organisations is responsible for the dichotomy between the moral
private person and the amoral organisational being because the moral values
that are applicable in private life are excluded in such organisations, where
good and right is the profitable.
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The research is conducted by adopting an interaclionist approach In which
organisation decision-makers are assumed to be affected by personal and
situational variables when faced with ethical dilemmas, as well as by the
ethical dilemma itself.

The proposttJon of the research is t11at as the difficulty and complexity of the
ethical dilemmas increase people will be more likely to make heteronomous or
anomous moral decisions In the organisational dilemmas than the personal
ethical dilemmas. Conversely, people are expected to make more
autonomous decisions in personal dilemmas.

1.4 METHODOLOGY

The methodology of the thesis combines theories and research from
philosophy,

psychology,

sociology

and

organisational

studies

and

management in order to develop the model and the research propositions. It
also includes primary quantitative and qualitative data and its analysis.

The primary research was conducted In three organisations that differ in the
influence they exerctse and freedom they allow to employees and 11 examines
thirty or more managers in each organisation. The organisations chosen
approach Quchi's {1980) bureaucracy, clan and market types. They are
referred to here as organisation Alpha, Beta and Gamma as they have been
guaranteed anonymity. Organisation Alpha Is a section in a government
department and is a bureaucracy, organisation Beta is a health care provider
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and a clan organisation, and organisation Gamma is a division in a public
tertiary institution and Is considered a market organisation.

The research Instrument includes an assessment of the organisational ethical
climate by the respondent, six organisational and six personal ethical
dilemmas that require responses to open-ended questions, an ethical ideology
assessmenl end demographic information. The choice of the 12 dllemmas
used In this research was established from two phases of rating a sal of 40
dilemmas by two groups of MBA students, to ensure their relevance to
respondents and their comparabllity in tenns of difficulty and complexity.

The organisational ethical climate was assessed using V!ctor and Cullen's
(1987, 1988) Ethical Climate Questlonnalre (EGO). The personal Ideologies
were assessed using Forsyth's (1980) Ethics Position Questionnaire (EPQ).
These two instruments were analysed quantitatively using SPSS 10. The
responses to the dilemmas we;e coded by two raters In terms of the
dimension provided by the ECQ and the EPQ. These codes were categorised
quantitatively. The responses were also analysed qualitatively using QSR
NVivo.

1.5 THESIS OUTLINE

This thesis is presented in nine chapters. Chapter 1 provides the Introduction
to the topic, basic definitions, the emphasis and methodology of the research
and Its objectives.
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Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature of philosophy, psychology,
sociology and their treatment of moral autonomy, moral heteronomy and
moral :!nomy. This chapter provides the foundation for the theoretical model
and supports the value of moral autonomy.

Chapter 3 focuses on business and business organisations. It explores the
literature of autonomy in the business, business ethics and organisation
studies literature. Uaddresses the issue of moral agency and the moral
personhood of organisations, and looks at ethical decision making in
organisations and the factors that affect it

Chapter 4 addresses the Individual and organisational factors that affect
ethical decision making as well as the effect of the actual decision Issue.

Chapter 5 presents the conceptual model and the research propositions. U
analyses the components of the model and outlines the research design. The
EGO and EPO measurement instruments used are also presented here, and
their appropriateness and value justified.

::hapter 6 contains the methodology. It reports on the reliability and validity of
the Instruments used. It also outlines the dllamma rating and selection
process and explains the analysis used to address the research propositions.
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Chapter 7 relates to the quantitative analysis of the ECQ and EPQ and reports
the findings. It provides descriptive stallstics, and tests of significance.

Chapter 8 reports on the resolutions provided to the dilemmas In a descriptive
form. It also reports the analysis of the justiflcalion codings which was also
undertaken in a descriptive manner. Finally it provides the qualitative analysis
of the justifications to the dilemmas, which was undertaken using QSR NVivo.

Chapter 9 discusses the findings and addresses lhe research proposUlons. !I
clarifies and summarises lhe implications of the findings on the research
propositions. It identifies the limitations and constraints of the research and
also the implications the findings have for people and organisations. Finally, it
makes suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO
A. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2.1

AUTONOMY

This review of the literature is framed by the disciplines of philosophy,
psychology, sociology, and organisation studies. It primarily addresses moral
autonomy, and secondarily moral heteronomy and anomy. It also looks at the
ontology of organisations and related concepts that impact on individuals'
autonomy. Theology and education also address autonomy. These

disciplines are not covered in this review of literature, but their Indisputable
importance and contribution are recognised. Although they contribute to the
general understanding of autonomy, they are covered sufticiently for the

purposes of this research by philosophy and psychology respectively. Anomy
Is a concept addressed and developed more emphatically in sociology, with
limited direct coverage in philosophy and psychology.

Most of the concepts and theories presented hera are addressed by a number
of theorists and writers through the ages. This literature swvey does not
cover all of them. Its purpose is to provide a found aU on for the framework
developed in this thesis and the research undertaken, and a comprehensive
understanding of the major concepts.

The recent literature on autonomy is divided into three categories (Davis,

1996):
1. Personal autonomy in general philosophical literature.
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2. Professional autonomy covered explicitly by a philosophical literature.
3. Workplace autonomy covered by a sociological literature.

Moral autonomy is contained In personal autonomy. It is concerned with the
conditions of moral responsibility and moral goodness whilst the emphasis of
general autonomy is the protection of

mo~al

agents from undesirable

influences (Davis, 1996). In business ethics, personal autonomy is apJllied to
the examination of the effect of the organisation on employees' autonomy
whilst moral auto11omy is the moral evatuatio11 of people In business and
business relatiollships (Davis, 1996). Moral aLJtonomy and personal
autonomy are addressed in this review of the literature.

This recent distinction between personal and moral autonomy is not generally
accepted however. Autonomy in the Kanlian sense cannot be distinguished
into personal and moral because autonomy of values is autonomy of persons
in the moral realm and also in all spheres of life (Dan-Cohen, 1992). In
business organisations however, it can be argued that personal autonomy but
not necessarily moral autonomy is enabled. To further develop this theme, It
is necessary to examine autonomy and the major philosophical, psychological
and sociological conceptions of it, which are contained in this chapter.

2.2 MORAL AUTONOMY IN PHILOSOPHY

Moral philosoph~, comments Schneawind (1991), has recently experienced a
revitalisalion of the Kantian view of morality, which accepts right as prior to
good, end an increased emphasis on actual social and political problems.
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Morality is also increasingly addressed In the Aristotelian manner, as a matter
of virtue. Most Importantly for this research, Schneewlnd Identifies a rapid
growth of interest in problems posed by the need to coordinate the behaviour
of many individuals In order to achieve effective action. The emphasis Is now
placed on the Issues that affect groups or communities of autonomous
individuals instead of the historical concern of moral philosophy of the
explanation and validation of the morally autonomous Individual.

Moral autonomy Is seen as an individual phenomenon by Kant (1785/1959),
Schneewind (1991), and Rousseau (176211968) who adopt a libertarian
position. Communitarians, like Nagel (1995), perceive it as an Illusion In the
context of society. Even by communitarians however, it Is accepted as a
necessary illusion that enables individuals to act as if they are autonomous.
These perspectivas and their implications for Individuals in business
organisations and organisations will be addressed.

2.2.1 Kant's Moral Autonomy

Immanuel Kant Is credited with tho development of the a priori knowledge of
morality (Russell, 1912, p. 46). The general principles of ethics for Kant are
\ike the principles of mathematics, discoverable a priori by thinking, and not by
empirically generalising experiences (Ewing, 1965, p. 53). Kant is also
credited with the provision of the most comprehensive account of moral
autonomy (Dan·Cohen, 1992), which he perceives as the suprema principle of
morality. He states:
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But that the principle of autonomy .• .is the sole principle of morals
can be readily shown by mere analysis of concepts of morality; for
by this analysis we find that its principle must be a categorical
Imperative and that the imperative commands neither more or less
than this very autonomy. Kant (1785/1959, p. 59)
The ability of humans to act autonomously, in contrast to heteronomously, Is
what differentiates them from animals, according to Kant. In The Critique of

Practical Reason, he describes autonomy as the "ratio essendi of morality; ie,
it is through autonomy that morality comes to exist" (cited In Serrln, 1995, p.
6). It Is because we have moral autonomy that we have moral agency and we
have autonofl'y because we have rationality. A rational agent for Kant (1953,
p. 35) is an end in himself If he authors the law which he Is bound to obey and
this Is what gives him his supreme value. "It Is precisely the fitness of his
maxims to make universal law that marks him as an and in hlmsalr (Kant,

1953, p. 35).

Kant, in The Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals (cited in Marshall,
1996, p86), defines autonomy as "the property the will has of being a law to
itself". In The Critique of Pure Reason, Kant uses autonomy as the
fundamental law of practical reason, and states: "so act that the maxim of your
will can always at the same time be valid as a principle making universal law"
(cited in Marshall, 1998, p. 86). The end of practical reason is action, whilst
the aim of theoretical mason Is knowledge (Dodson, 1997). Practical mason
explains Dodson, is concerned with the determination of the will. To
determine the w!ll,

pract).~al

reason needs Ideas, "and the objective reality of

ideas Is derived from thP. capacity of the will to be a cause of objects" (p. 96).
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Kant stales that we give objective reality to an idea "at least in the practical
context, because we regard it as the object of our Wit\ as pure rational beings"
(Kant, 1956, p. 16). The autonomy of practical reason provides the foundation
of Kant's mora\ philosophy: the categorical imperative, unconditional duty, and
the dignity of man (Serrin, t995). Morality for Kant is autonomous and not in
need of religious or utilitarian foundation (Edwards, 1998; Preston, 1996). It is
based on reason, which is possible because of autonomy. He developed a
science of morals based on the authority of human reason rather than the
divine command and founded his approach on the rationality of humans.
Rationality provides autonomy by locating the authority for moral decision
within the person, not In external authorities like God or the law (Preston,
1996, p. 47). Kant sought

to explain and establish an objective foundation of

morality. That morality requires Individuals to clearly distinguish between the
categorical ought and is, a morality that cannot be grounded on experience
(Bernstein, 1983). If these requirements are not met, Kant prescribed
heteronomy as the outcome, and Bernstein adds moral relativism, a morality
based on the context and time and place specific.

Kant's autonomy 'presupposes both an autonomous normative criterion and
an autonomous normative motivation" (Bielefeldt, 1997, p. 537). As such,
ethics must be independent of sanctions. If It depends en reward or
punishment it remains hetero11omous, because moral behaviour would only be
a means of satisfying empirical interests and needs. For Kant autonomous
moral action cannot be reduced to a purely Instrumental status. Thus for
moral autonomy to be conceivable, one has to "assume a genuinely moral
motivation which in principle differs from all empirical motive" (Bielefeldt, 1997,
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p. 538). Moral motivation Is Identified as the feeling of respect for one's self
and others. Kant, attributes sell respect to all rational agents, something all
rational agents owe to themselves (Stark, 1997). Recognising one's self worth
leads to respecting one's self.

Barrow (1975) and Peters (1974) identilled in Kant's philosophy three
conditions, besides being free from external control, for personal autonomy to
exist. Namely:
1. The autonomous person must be subject to reason, rather than to
emotions;
2. This reasoning must be authentic and not acquired or borrowed from
someone else; and that
3. The parson must have the strength of will to act as reason dictates.
An autonomous person then, acts on judgements through reflection,
calculation and decision making. II a person is subject to emotions or he
borrows his nomos and reasoning from external sources then the person is
non-autonomous, ie heteronomous.

For persons to be autonomous they need to reason well and to behave well
(Maciver, 1970). If a person Is free from external control but does not have
the strength to act in accordance with reason, again the person Is
heteronor.~ous. Therefore, the person must also be strong in order to act as

reason Instructs him, and not as his desires or external influences suggest.
Reason In Kant's morality dictates action, it does not merely suggest. The
authenticity of reason implies that Kant's autonomous person is moral
because it is rational, not because of belief in any external source.
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Macintyre (i 993) describes Kant's moral philosophy as centred on two
deceptively simple theses.
If the rules of morality are rational, thf'y must be the same for all
rational beings, in just the way

.ne:•. ,he rules of arithmetic are;

and if the ruleq of morality :>:e t

·-,ding on all rational beings, then

the continger • ability of sud• Oelngs to carry them out must be
unimportant- what is Important is their will to carry them out. (p.

44)
This rational conception of morality is based on aprioritism. Practical reason is
the only criterion of morality and Is based on the self and no other external
parameter. Rational morality, the outcome of practical reason, will proVIde
principles that both can and ought to be held by all persons, Independent of
conditions and circumstances, as well as, be consistently obeyed by all
rational agents at all times (Macintyre, 1993). The will's relationship to the
rationally determined moral taw Is analogous to the relationship between an
apple and the effect gravity has on it. As an apple does not have the option to
resist gravity, so the will does not have the option not to follow a moral Jaw
(Dan-Cohen, 1992). This analogy captures the sense of inevitability of
morality for Kant, according to Dan-Cohen, because once the moral duty is
realised in a situation, the moral course is nonoptional. Dan-Cohen explains
that Kant's autonomy is not about choosing but about willing. Wi!ling Is not
about wiling moral choice but rather selecting a preferred option from a given
choice set. Moral action than is the inevitable guidance of the will by a moral
maxim that Is relevant for the situation. Moral action when the moral duty is
realised, in this sense, Is not an option or a choice.
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Persons am ends in themselves and they have morality through reasoning.
The moral'lty they develop is universal and it Is exercised not out of choice but
rather necessity. Persons are ends in themselves because they have freedom
(Guyer, 1998). Guyer argues that Kant bases his conception of autonomy on
freedom, because it has an inner value, that of dignity. Reason cannot
constitute a cause because It cannot give people dignity. The moral puzzle is
thus "why a free agent should choose to prioritize sell-love over autonomy
given the self-evident dignity of autonomy'' (Guyer, 1998, p. 35). This
conception places autonomy above egoism. It thus explains why it is
reasonable for people to behave autonomously and therefore ethically
because, as It was mentioned earlier, autonomy according to Kant extends to
behaviour and action, not only reasoning. That Is, II Includes practical as well
as theoretical reason. Kant thinks it is theoretically indemonstrable but not
unintelligible that humans are all always free, comments Guyer (1998). What
Guyer finds enigmatic is that some of us, some of the time "use our freedom to
affirm the primacy of moral law over all other motives for action, and other
times to affirm the primacy of sell-love over the demands of morality" (p. 35).
He finds this enigmatic because a morally good action is a free act to promote
and preserve the possibility of further free acts and an evil aclls an equally
free act to destroy or damage the possibility of further free act:l. Evil acts are
thus both frail and at the same time undermine freedom. Such acts are
however not based on reason, therefore, will not fulfil the criteria for
autonomous acts. Reasonable acts are based on choices that are willed by
the autonomous decision maker :~.nd such choices are ascertained by the
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rational individual's reason. This explains the reasonableness of Kant's
autonomy that all people can ascertain through thinking.

Moral duty Is contained in goodwill, which Is central to Kant's ethics. Kant's
goodwill is not kind feelings towards another, but ills doing one's duty
because ills one's duty and it is based on respect for the moral law (Ewing,
1965). Ross (1939) follows the Kanlian understanding of duty and insists that
moral acts are always one's duty to do and not motives, !halls, one's duty Is
to do certain things, not to do them from a sense of duty. "And it should be
added that the duty of cultivating the sense of duty is the duty of cultivating the
sense of duty, and

not (h.;; emphasis) the duty of cultivating, from the sense of

duty, the sense of duty" (Ross, 1fl39, p.122). Ross also proposes that the
m<)tive plays no part !n making one act one's duty over another, because duty
Is cultivated for its own sake, not based on motives nor even the duty of
duties. Ross qualifies further that even the examination of one's motives In
dellberatlng moral acts does not guarantee morality. Motives he explains may
lead to either the absence of consideration of the sense of duty, or to the
sophistication that one's duty would be that which is merely very pleasant.

Kant's conception of autonomy was addressed because it provides the most
comprehensive and fundamental insight. It is an individualistic position that Is
being revitalised in moral philosophy and business ethics. It was also
addressed because it provides the foundation for the most recent
understanding of autonomy In philosophy as well as psychology and
sociology.
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2.2.2 Recent Conceptions of Kantian Moral Autonomy

Recent developments In moral autonomy are categorised into two contrasting
views. One perceives autonomy as agent centred and the other as desire
centred (Davis, 1996). The agent centred conception of autonomy perceives
an act as autonomous if the agent is autonomous at the moment of the act,
whilst the desire centrad conception, perceives an act as autonomous if the
desire that leads to the act is autonomous.

Representing the agent centered conception of autonomy, Dworkin (1988),
present~

the general formulation of moral autonomy as: "A person Is morally

autonomous if and only if his moral principles are his own" (p. 34). This leads
to the familiar metaphor used by Dan-Cohen (1992) that describes the
autonomous person as the author of his own life. For moral principles to be a
person's own, thus makillg the person morally autonomous, Dworkin offers the
following prescriptions:
1. A person must be the author or originator of his moral principles.
2. A person must choose his moral principles.
3. A person's ultimate authority or source of his moral principles is his will.
4. A parson decides which moral principles to accept as binding upon him.
5. A person bears the responsibility for the moral theory he accepts and the
principles he applies.
6. A person refuses to accept others as moral authorities, that is, he does not
accept without independent consideration the judgement of others as to
what is morally correct.
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Autonomy Is not easily identified or explained. It is "a term of art Introduced by
a theorist In an attempt to make sensa of a tangled nat of Intuitions,
conceptual and empirical issues, and normative claims" (Dworkin, 1988, p. 7).
Analysing the concept of autonomy and specifying the necessary and
sufticient conditions for its existence, drain it of the complexity that enables it
to perfonn Its theoretical role, claims Dworkin. He sees autonomy's
connection to other notions, and Its role In the justification of normative claims
as more Important than the specification of autonomy per se. Dworkin wants
the concept of autonomy to be ideologically neutral. An Ideologically neutral
autonomy will not be valuable to individualistic ideologies only, such as Kant's,
which perceive morality as essentially individual and view facts and values as
logically distinct (Lukes, 1973). Dworkin rejects the definition of an
autonomous person as the uninfluenced influencer and conceives autonomy
as "the capacity to raise the question of whether I .viii identify with or reject the
reasons for which I now act" (p. 15). Autonomy thus involves consciousness
and reasoning and it reflects agents' reasoning, not their desires. Autonomy,
according to Dworkin, is a second order capacity of people to reflect on their
first order preferences, and to change the first order preferences in light of the
higher order preferences and values.

The desire-centered conception of autonomy was originally developed by
Frankfurt (1981) who expressed the Idea of the relationship between second
order desires and autonomy. He granted the autonomous person consistency
between second order desires and first order desires, or the ability of second
order desires to override first order desires. By exercising this capacity a
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parson, defines his natura, gives meaning and coherence to his life and takes
responsibility for the kind of a person he is {Dworkin, 1988).

The desire-basad conception of autonomy Is a personal characteristic based
on autonomous acts. These acts are derived from autonomous desires or
autonomous motives (Davis, 1996). Autonomy is thus primarily a
characteristic of desires and only secondly a characterMic of acts or persons.
Wren (1997, p. 425) describes Frankfurt's personal autonomy that led to the
emergence of a new account of autonomy in philosophy, as more complex
and hierarchical. An agent's desires are contained in two levels, first order
desires and second order or meta desires. First order desires are, or should
be, subject to meta desires. The meta desires are shaped through moral
consideration, as well as, deep wants and tendencies. Young (1980) defines
autonomous desires as those that fit with a person's life plan.

Autonomy tor Kant is a human condiUon. More recent conceptions of
autonomy accept it as an ideal and something people In societies can
approximate, but not always fully attain. This is an outcome of the shift
towards the concern about autonomous individuals in communities or
societies that was identified earlier. It Is also an outcome of the development
of psychology and sociology that will be addressed later.

Reasoning and coherence are the ingredients used by Benn (1988) for a
morally autonomous person. He defines such a person as "the one who
makes the choice of his own life and, by a process of reasoned Internal
criticism, creates for himself a coherent set of principles and standards by
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which he regulates It" (p.10). Individuals are thus their own agents. Benn
perceives autonomy preferable to the other moral possibilities of heteronomy
and anomy. Rawls, who bases his theory on the Kan,ian conception of
autonomy, also prescribes it for a well ordered society (Kukathas & Pettit,
1990).

The difficulty with autonomy increases when we try to place the individual in a
society or organisation. Rousseau (1762/1968) fonnulated this problem as:
'How to find an association which will defend the person and goods of each
member with the collective force of all, while uniting himself with the others,
obeys no one but himself, and remains as free as before" (p. 60). Individuals
In societies must obey the laws of society, the collective that they have
become part of, and yet remain autonomous. This can be achieved by
extending the will of each Individual to the collective will, which Is reflected In
the law of society and which each member commits to, as it is alsu a personal
law. Thus each person in society obeys himself alone and remains free. So
autonomy is not extinguished the moment the Individual enters the collective,
be that society, organisation or group, provided the laws and rules of the
collective are also based on theoretical reason and allow practical reason.
Kant claims that one Is politically free if one is subject to one's own legislation
(Adams, 1997).

2.2.3 other Conceptions of Moral Autonomy
Communltarians find autonomy more problematic and less definable than
libertarians, and argue that people are not what the libertarians conceive them
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to be. The differences between them however are narrowing !f not settling
(Etzioni, 1996). Etzioni's (1996, cited In Fort, 1998, p. 347) revised
communitar!anlsm for example, emphasises personal autonomy as he states
that the new golden rule is to "respect and uphold society's moral order as you
would have society respect and uphold your autonomy''. The se!tling between
the two positions is also apparent in mere recant libertarian accounts of
autonomy. Nagel (1995, p. 37) formulated a libertarian conception of
autonomy that appears possible and takes account of the community, Is:
Although many of the external and Internal conditions of choice are
inevitably fixed by the world and not under my control, some range
of open possibilities is generally presented to me on an occasion of
action- and when by acting I make one of those possibilities acluai,
the final explanation of this (once the background which defines the
possibilities has been taken Into account) is given by the intentional
explanation of my action, which is comprehensible only through my
point of view. My reasons for doiny it is lhe whole reason why It
happened, and no further explanation is eJther necessary or
possible. (M~' doing it for no particular reason is a limiting case of
this kind of explanation).
Persons are autonomous to the degree that what they think and do in
important areas of life can only be explained with reference to their own
activity of mind, not by external rules or parameters (Barrow, 1975).
Explaining autonomous thoughts and actions must include a reference to
autonomous persons' choices, deliberations, decisions, reflections,
judgements, planning or reasons (Dearden, cited in Barrow, 1975, p. 135).
Barrow qualifies this definition with the fact that in practice autonomy will be a
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matter of degree and there may in fact be other ideals that may conflict with
autonomy. Autonomy for Benn (1988) Is also an ideal which Is rarely fully
realised but which people approximate in varying degrees.

2.2.4 Autonomy and Freedom, Autarkela, Autarchy, Anarchy.

Moral autonomy in philosophy Is primarily concerned with the Individual. This
leads to 1ts g<·neral critic'1sm of not taking into considerat!on the socio-cultural
elements that influence the individual's choices and provide the setting in
which ethical decision making and behaviour materialises (Werhane, 1994). II
is however, possible to consider the socio-cultural elements and retain
autonomy if autonomy signifies self-rule, and not autarkeia (self-sufficiency),
explains May (1 gQ4). Autonomy as self rule, allows behaviour to reflect the
agent's eva!uat!ve assessment and does not reflect self-sufficiency. This is In
line with Dworkin's (1988) and Frankfurt's (1981) understanding of autonomy,
but not Kant's.

It Is also necessary to differentiate between autonomY and autarchy (Benn,
1988). Autarchic (self-directing) Individuals satisfy certain minimal conditions
of both cognitive and practical rationality, whilst Individuals who do not satisfy
lhasa minimal conditions are, according lo Benn, impulsive. Autonomy
according to Benn (1988) goes beyond autarchy. "It is an excellence of
character for which an autarchic person may strive, but which persons achieve
in various degrees, some hardly at all" (p. 155).
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Autonomy Is also differentiated from anarchy. In the recen1!y developed
radical individualism epoch, where many perceive the morel taw as relative
and individualistic, autonomy appears a threat to societal order. Autonomy,
liowever, cannot be exercised in anarchy (Dodson, 1997). Autonomy also
does not lead to anarchy because it requires egkreteia (self-control) and not
akrasla, which is the lack of 'power or command over something particularly in
a morel sense" (Small & Dickie, 2002, p. 4). Dodson rejects the idea of
anarchy as the appropriate condition for moral agents. In such a state, each
person would have the right to do what seems just and good to that person,
independently of the opinion of others and without regard for the effllc\ on
others. True autonomy is collective in nature, comments Dodson, and
requires mutual respect according to Kant. Autonomy Is possible in society
wher. a parson is not subject to the will of any other person who has superior
power, thus becoming heteronomous. The will of each person will include
respect for each individual and will only treat other individual~ as ends and
never as means.

Finally, autonomy is distinguished from liberty and freedom {Dagger, 1986).
Autonomy, explains Dagger, involves connotations of consciousness and the
capacity to choose following reflection. These two charecteristlcs are not
present In the ordinary uses of liberty and freedom. Animals can be free or
acquire their liberty but only humans can be autonomous. This understanding
of freedom is what Bowie (1998) calls negative freedom. Postlive freedom
however Is aligned with Kanlian autonomy, and is the power persons have to
be a law unto themselves. Hill (1992, p. 35) explains that a person is a law
unto himself "if he adopts principles for himself and regards himself bound by
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them and if he was not caused or even motivated to adopt them by any
contingent circumstances (such as his desires)".

Fromm (1942, 1949, 1955) Is a psychologist, but a psychologist who contends
that psychology cannot be divorced from ethics. Fromm (1942) differentiates
between positive freedom (freedom to) and negative freedom (freedom from).
Negatlve freedom, freedom from, leads to Isolation and it results in the
severance of ties amongst human beings. It is a burden that leads to
individuals' attempts to escape from freedom altogether unless they can
progress from negative to positive freedom. It leads to masochism and to
other attempts of escape whilst positive freedom allows or enables an
individual to exist as an Independent self and yet not be isolated but united
with the world, with other persons and with nature. 'Positive freedom consists
in the spontaneous activity of the total integrated personality" (p. 222).
Spontaneous activity is the quality of creative activity of one's free will. Fromm
grants individuals who master positive freedom the capacity for organic
growth, which in tum is possible only under the condition of supreme respect
for others and oneself. Positive freedom is closely related and sometimes
equivalent to autonomy (Lukes, 1973). Similarly positive liberty appears
synonymous with autonomy. Berlin (1 969, p. 131) presents positive liberty as:
I wish to be a subject not an object...decldlng, not being decided
for, self directed and not acted upon by external nature or by other
men as if I were a thing, or an animal, or a slave incapable of
playing a human role, that is, of conceiving goals and policies of my
own and realizing them.
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Autonomy in philosophy is perceived as a distinguishing characteristic of
humans. U is based on the ability of humans to reason, and It Is through this
reasoning that they develop or understand the moral law. Reasoning also
enables the moral law to become one's own, this ownership of the moraliaw Is
the possession al'\d exercise of moral autonomy.

2.3

MORAL AUTONOMY IN PSYCHOLOGY

Moral philosophers since Aristotle have been concerned primarily with ethics
as a practical concern which includes distinguishing right from wrong, whilst
contemporary moral psychologists have been concerned mainly with the
analysis of moral arguments (Kandler, 1992). Psychology is also concerned
with the moral development of the person, unlike philosophy, which is
concerned with the morality of mature adults (Crittenden, 1993).
Psychologists have used the concept of autonomy to signify mature moral
development (Petrovich, 1988). Moral psychology should not however be
distinguished from normative ethics, but rather, it should emphasise that the
phenomena it addresses are the medium of life, for real people (Solomon,
1998).

The issue of the moral development of individuals that is perceived to lead to
autonomy Is developed here. It is addressed by examining Kohlberg's (1976)
theory of moralisation, which is based on cognltlve developmental theory and
not on social or psychoanalytic theories, because together with the theory
developed by Piagat (1932), it provides the most explicit account of autonomy
in psychology. Piagat's and Kohlberg's moral psychology is considered
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"philosophically nuanced" (Wren, 1997, p. 425) because both follow a
deontologlcal theory of morality. Autonomy in moral judgement Is considered
by Kohlberg as "an independent and self-legislative stance taken in making
moral judgements in the domail} of justice" (Tappan, at al., 1987, p 315).

Petrovich (1988, pp. 87-88) summarises the general criteria for autonomy in
psychology:
•

An individuf!l is morally autonomous If Independent of any external
influences.

•

A standard, rule, principle, law or value is said to be autonomous if it Is
internal to a person's own conscience.

•

General attitude to rules, laws etc., can be heteronomous, semiautonomous or autonomous, according to the manner with which an
individual relates to moral standards.

•

Heteronomy and autonomy are sean as distinct types of morality,
autonomy being synonymous with the ethics of mutual respect, whereas
heteronomy represents the morality of duty.

•

The domain of morality is regarded as autonomous since it has its own
criteria of rationality.

Piaget (cited in Tappan at al., 1987) defines autonomous moral judgements as
those made under freedom, without reference to external parameters, such as
authority, tradition, and law for justification and validation. Heteronomy on the
other hand according to Ptaget reflects '1he ethics of authority and constraint"
(p. 330). Moral development, for Piaget (1932), proceeds from a
heteronomous to an autonomous stage. The latter is a more optimal stage,
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because at the heteronomous stage the !nd!v!dua! relies on a moral authority,
tries to escape responslb!l!ty, and avoids critically examining the situation.
Heteronomous morality is based on obedience to authority and to the rules
produced by authority, whilst autonomous morality Is based on reciprocity and
equality among persons (Thomas, 1996).

2.3.1 Cognitive Moral Development

Kohlberg, expanding on P!aget's work, developed a theory of cognitive moral
development (CMD), Initially containing six stages (see Table 2.1). Kohlberg
(1976) presents a more complex model of morality than Piaget. He
recognises preconvenlional and conventional levels that represent anomy and
heteronomy, and postconventional, representing autonomy, unlike Piaget's
two-stage theory.

Beyond Piaget and Kohlberg, the consensus on moral development is
generally contained In three levels (Crittenden, 1993; Thomas, 1996).
Crittenden describes the levels as a pre-moral or perhaps 'proto-moral' (p.
265), which could be characterised by moral anomy, a middle stage where
morality is heteronomous and a mature staga where morality Is autonomous.
Kohlberg's level one falls within the pre-moral class of morality. Level two Is
based on heteronomy and level three on autonomy. The three levels
correspond with the egoism, benevolence and principle classes of ethical
theory (Sims & Keen, 1997). Stage six contains "the moral point of view"
(Colby & Kohl berg, 1987, p. 30), a point of view that all human beings should
Ideally take towards each other, as free and autonomous Individuals. People
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who reach level3 In moral development differentiate themselves from the
expectations and rules of o!hers and define their values In terms of sell
chosen principles (Kohlberg, 1976). People who reach that level are also
more con!:listent between their moral judgement and moral action {Kohlberg,
1964).
Table 2.1
K0 hlb ergs C ognilive Moral Dave O(,lment
Stage 0
Levell

Preconventlonal·
concrete
Stage 1
individual
perspective
Stage 2

Impulsive amorality. No ethical
reasoning.

I

Individualism, instrumental
purpose, and exchange.

Stage 3

Level2

LevelS

Conventional·
member of
society
perspective

'

i

'"'

i

Stage%'

Conformity. Protecting rules and
Interests ol specific institutions.

Stage 4

S<:~clal system and conscience,
commitment to law and order.

Stage 5

Social contract or utility and
individual rights.

Postconventional
or principledStage 6
prior to society
perspective
Stage r•

.'"'''"

'

I

pp.

•I othl"ll
~~,,.~

,

rights. of ali people as

I

'otom•ll

~~:~~;'"''

;]nit.

. p. 33) ' " '

'

I t
is epitomised by the organisation man or
organisation person is the agent, who
woman, (Snell:·iOOO).
serves the principal, plays by the organisation's rules and regulations
and obeys the law.
Kohlberg and Power (1981) eventually postulated stage 7 in the theory
of cognitive moral development, a stage of religious orientation, to
provide an answer to the question "why be moral", which Snell (2000)
describes as natural or etemallaw.

·;-h;
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Initially, Kohlberg also proposed that every stage of moral development
Included two separate substages, a heteronomous substage- Type A and an
autonomous substage. Type B (Tappan et al., 1987). Kohlberg's research
sought to discover whether there existed an autonomous form of moral
judgement on each or the six stages of moral development. Kohl berg
proposed that substage B represents 'the morally autonomous version or the
j~dgement

structure characteristic of a particular stage" (Tappan et al., 1987,

p. 323). He also proposed that an individual would develop from Substage A
of any level to Substage B but never vice versa. This was dysconfirmed by
Kohlberg's American longitudinal study (Tappan et al., 1987).

The basis of Kohlbarg's work is about thinking morally not behaving morally.
Kohlberg (1976) claims that the moral stages are related to cognitive
advances and moral behaviour but the identification of the moral stage must
be based on reasoning alone. As Is the case with Piaget's theory, stage of
development is net necessarily evident in the way Individuals resolve Issues
with ethicallmpllcatlons. It Is only the reasoning that individuals use to resolve
ethical issues that is measured by cognitive moral development measures.
The emphasis is not on changes in method Individuals use to make decisions,
but only on the content or the principles followed by the decision-maker
(Kavathatzopoulos, 1994).

Kohlberg (1976) does however relate his reasoning stages to moral behaviour.
He claims that in order to actin a morally high way one has to have a high
stage of moral reasoning. One can follow stage 5 or 6 moral principles if one
understands or believes in them. He accepts however that reasoning In a high
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level does not necessarily lead to behaving In a moral way. "One can, ..•
reason in terms of such principles and not live up to them" (p. 32), because a
variety of factors determine whether a parson will act his or her stage of moral
reasoning In a particular situation. Despite these limitations, moral stage has
been found, according to Kohlberg, a good predictor of behaviour In
experimental and naturalistic seltlngs.

Kohlberg's work is based on liberatlndivlduallsm (Snell, 2000). Morality for
Kohlbarg, like Kant, Is an individual phenomenon that Is established and
developed through thinking. Kohlberg perceives the stages of moral
development as "universal, integrated, and Invariant" {Thomas, 1996, p. 469).

Despite Kohlberg's continued dominance of moral psychology (Shweder &
Haidt, 1993), he has been subjected to a number of crilici~ms. His major critic
has been Gilligan (1982) who asserts that people have two moral voices
regarding moral issues. Kohlberg, Gilligan claims, measures only the justice
voice and Ignores or misses the sophistication of the care voice. Kohl berg's
research was based on male subjects. Gllligan's research provides some
support for a different morality based on gender. However, recent research
(Schminke & Ambrose, 1997) found that men and women use marginally
diHerent ethical frameworks in business ethics, with women more likely to use
the Kanlian approach. This finding may not necessarily support Gilligan's
(1982) suggestion that women favour an ethic of care, unless women adopt
masculine behaviours to achieve success In masculine organisations, which is
a finding reported by Ely (1995). Ely further explains that the treatment of
gender in organisational research as a personal component, 'synonymous
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with biological sex and universal across organisational settings' (p. 590) is
inaccurate. lnl'ltead she argues that gender is a social construction whose
meaning, significance and consequences, varies In different settings.
Kohlberg (1981) found only one person in his research who reached his stage
6 of moral development, that person being a female social-worker. This
finding may also contradict the concerns that Gilligan raises about the lower
levels attained by women in Kohlbarg's CMD.

Another criticism is that Kohlberg developed stages 5 and 6 because of the
Inherent limitations he perceived In containing morality within the context of a
community.

"He thus sought a standpoint for the rational creation of moral

laws ex nihilo. This standpoint is illusory, and the mistake lies precisely In the
attempt to escape the conditions In which moral considerations make sense'
(Crittenden, 1990, p. 273). In the latest fonnulation of his theory however, he
did emphasise the impact of the context on moral action (Kohlberg, Levine &
Hewer, 1983).

Kohlberg, comments Snell (1996), presents the levels of his theory of moral
judgement as representing distinctive fonns of moral thought, unaffected by
the particular conten\. The CMD is presented as an invariant and universal
sequence of moral development, and as such it is a stage theory. Bandura
(1986, p. 488) states his opposition to stage theories In general, and
comments that 'stage theorists assume that different types of mora! thinking
appear as integrated wholes in discontinuous stages lurrning an Invariant
sequence'. His primary reason for opposing these theories is that they predict
stability in human behaviour that Ban dura feels does not exist. They also
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predict that a person's intellectual or moral capabilities are set by maturation
and therefore intellectual or moral judgements one can make are set by one's
age. Bandura (cited in Hengenhahn & Olson, 1997) believes that human
behaviour is not that consistent, but rather it is circumstantial. The situation
and the Interpretation of the situation determine human behaviour rather than
the stage of development, or traits or the type of person one is. Kohlberg, et
at. (1983) concede that moral action is affected by not only Internal
psychological factors but by the context as well. Moral action, they comment,
takes place in a social or group context and that context usually has a
profoun1 effect on the individuals' moral decision-making (p. 53). Individual
moral decisions are almost always made in the context of group norms or
group decision making processes, and individual moral action Is often a
function of these nonns and processes rather than a function of the
individual's internal psyche. Kohlberg refers to the group norms and
processes as 'the moral atmosphere" (p. 54), the sense of community that can
be a very strong determinant of behaviour. Moral atmosphere, according to
Kohlberg et al. (1983), influences not only the content but also the form of
moral reasoning and action. Recent meta-reviews (Thoma, 1985 and Blasi
1980, cited in White, 19gg) ol correlations between moral development levels
and behaviour, however, show correlation in over 75 percent of the studies
between developmental level and behaviour.

Shelton and McAdams (1990} also comment on the inabtlity of Kohlberg's
CMD to address the content of a person's reasoning. It examines what a
person thinks rather than how he thinks, and the moral action that may follow
the thought. Similarly, Kavathatzopoulos (1994} proposed that Kohlberg's
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theory does not promote the development of ethioal problem solving ability as

it is concerned solely with the moral content of the principles used by the
problem solver.

Forsyth (1992a) claims that Kohlberg accepted a deontologlcal model as the
superior approach of making moral judgements, thus making other views
immoral or at least inferior. Thus, according to Forsyth, making the naturalistic
fallacy from this is how individuals make judgements (empirical) to this is how
they should {normative). Kohl berg did however concede that the stages
themselves are not a theory but descriptions of moral development (Kohl berg,
1976). He perceived them as descriptions that have definite and radical
implications for the science of moralisatlon.

Despite the criticisms, Kohlberg's theory of CMD holds a prominent place in
moral and developmental psychology {Rest, Narvaez, Cebeau, & Thoma,
1g99). Kchlberg's moral development stages help identify 'the conditions
necessary for human flourishing' (Beck-Dudley, 1996, p.123). Kohlberg's
preeminence i3 attributed to his success in providing support for the
cognitlvlsm position about the objective reality of justice, which for Kohl berg is
the supreme moral truth (Shweder & Haidt, 1993). Moral cognitivism posits
that qualities such as goodness, rightness, justice and beneficence are real
and knowable, thus making moral statements true or false {Shwedar & Heidt,
1993}. Kohlberg, according to Shweder and Haidt, gained the upper hand
over psychoanalysts, socialleaming theorists, and radical relativists in the
cognitivlsm • emolivism debate. The cognltlvist approach to moral
development seeks to Identify the intellectual skills and interpersonal
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experiences that make apprehension of moral truth possible. Moral qualities
for cognilivists are objective and universal, apprehended through reasoning,
like they are for Kant. As such, morality can be appraised as true or false.
Emotivism, on the other hand, sees morality as "a system of inculcated,
reinforced, or lntrojected values, evolved to serve some pragmatic
(nonrepresentational) function such as influencing people to do what you
want, coordinating social activities, or balancing Intrapsychic conflict anxiety''
(Shweder& Haldt, 1993, p. 361). Macintyre (1993, p. 12) defines emotivism
as the "doctrine that all evaluative judgments and more speclfk;ally all moral
judgments are nothing but expressions of preference, expressions of attitude
or feeling, Insofar as they are moral or evaluative In character". Emotlvlsm is a
reliance on personal desire being the sole Incentive for action (Lindholm,
1997). Morality for emotlvlsts Is In the mind of the individual and cannot be the
subject of truth or falsehood nor can it be judged against rational standards.

Psychology Is being criticised for individualising the issues of autonomy and
morality (Emler & Hogan, 1992). Emler and Hogan do not prescribe the
abandonment of a moral psychology for a moral sociology, but identify the
necessity of the Inclusion of the effect of moral socialisation on the Individual.
Moral socialisation, they argue, evan If Its function Is not to construct
Internalised controls, Involves becoming receptive to forms of social controls
and also becoming capable of social participation. Individualism the authors
explain has emphasised the rights to self-detennlnatlon, autonomy, nonintarterence, rights to preferences and other rights of the individual. Their
objection to individualism Is based on its silence in what they see as the

"

fundamental funclion of morality:

'~he

preservalion of the social group" (p.

216).

Generally, In psychology as In philosophy, autonomy Is perceived as the
preferable state of being and it is something persons may achieve wllh
maturity in different degrees. The difference between autonomy and
heteronomy Is evident in the method used to resolve a moral Issue, not on the
philosophical content of the solution (Kavalhatzopoulos, 1994). In this sense,
an autonomous decision does not necessarily result in a superior ethical
decision to a heteronomous decision.

2.4 MORAL AUTONOMY IN SOCIOLOGY

The dlslinclion between psychology and sociology Is becoming Increasingly
unclear. Convenlionally, psychology Is concerned With the individual and
sociology, with the group, the social institutions, social interaction, and society
as a whole (Gordon, 1gee). Recently however, sociology Is increasingly
concerned with Individuals and the impact of the social on them. The aim of
sociology Is the social, and this may Include el!her the "element or the entity of
the social" (Aron, 1967, p. 11). The element is the microscopic relationships
between people whilst the entity Is the science of society as a whole,
comments Aron. In this research, sociology is examined primarily In relation
to the element of the social.

Ethics and sociology are necessary for understanding moral judgements and
behaviour (Emmel, 1966). An autonomous ethics as prescribed by Kant, she
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argues, removed from empirical facis and based on a priori principles that
need to be sell authenticating and incapable of conflicting is not possible,
because a judgement as to what is right has to be made in a situation.
Sociology can be helped by moral philosophy about the character of moral
judgments and it can help moral philosophy by enlarging the understanding
about the situations in which moral judgements are made.

Sociology's work Is contained in two extreme views (Bell, 1998). One
extremity perceives society as the force that shapes the individual. Soc!ety
provides to the individual the Illusion of autonomy whilst in reality, it
determines the individual's beliefs, attitudes, and behaviours because ills a
system of social control. This view is In ageement with the communltarian
view in philosophy. The other view, the minority according to Bell, perceives
society as the product of individual and collective choices and decisions. The
social order Is constructed by the actions and interactions of purposive
individuals, and these actions and inlaraclions make soclal change possible.
This view accepts the existence of unintended or unanticipated consequences
that require correction.

Jt perceives any problems in society as a result of the

decisions individuals and collectives have made.

Autonomy needs to taka Into account both the individual and the social.
Loewy (cited In Etzionl, 1996) expresses the necessary individual end social
elements of autonomy as not existing In a vacuum but developed, enunciated,
and ultimately exercised together in common life. He argues that:
to deny the social nexus of autonomy Is threatening both to the social
nexus and to autonomy. Parsons cannot truly be persons outside

their social nexus or outsid.<:~ their community, and the community
cc.nnot exist, develop, thrive, and grow without the unique
contributions of the Individuals within it. (p. 156)

"A moral philosophy characteristically presupposes a sociology" (Macintyre,
1993, p. 23). Morallty is a social phenomenvn. It is bam and exercised in
society, in the community of human beings. Morality is necessary and evident
when individual interaction takes place. Society then presents the arena for
morality. Philosophy and psychology, as well as sociology commonly accept
this. Sociology however, goes further and views society not only as the arena
of moral behaviour but also the source, or the womb of morallty. In the
general sociological understanding, society provides morality to its members
who then exercise their individuai morality in society. Individuals are then
responsible for their own conduct in relation to the social order of the society
they llve In, since it is that social order that defines good and tight in

social~'·

What is an important distinction in sociology however is the difference
between consensus and conformity. Consensus is perceived as an
Indispensable condition for life in society. However, "when consensus comes
under the dominance of conformity, the social process Is polluted and the
individual at the same time surrenders the powers on which his functioning as
a feeling and thinking being depends" (Asch, 1995, p. 21). This understanding
is not far removed from the Kantian understanding of the individual in society.
Kant, teo, talks of a consensus between the individually constructed moral law
with that of society's. The difference l1es in the source of the moral law, which
for Kant Is and should be established through the individuals' thinking and not
provided by society, as is the case of sociology.

A duty to act morally Is found in the sociological literature as well. Durkhelm
(1965), like Kant, proposes that individuals have a duty to act morally but
unlike Kant he proposes that the moral act should also appeal or be desirable
to the agent. Durkheim, explains morality as:
1. For an act to be moral, it must not be satisfying only individual interests, or
have as its objective the perfection of the individual from an egoistic point
of view.
2. If the individual does not constitute a moral end in himself, this Is also true
for the other individuals.
3. If a morality exists, then it can only have as object the group fanned by the
associated individuals. (p. 37)
Each collectivity at any given time has its own morality, postulates Durkheim.
Unlike Kant and Kohlberg, Durkheim proposes that morality is derived from
society and

nc~

from the individual.

Lukes (1973) defines ;m autonomous individual at the social level as a person
who subjects the pressures and nonns confronting him to conscious and
critical evaluation. The autonomous person than forms intentions and reaches
practical decisions as the result of independent and rational reflection. In
sociology as In philosophy and psychology, the requirements for autonomy
include critical evaluation and rationality. Autonomy in the individualistic
models {Kant and Kohlberg) is attributed to reason, whiist on the social model
to internalised cultural norms inflected by experience {Suber, 1992).
Sociology, warns against conformity but also against dE·ep attachment to
autonomy. Such a concern, argues Knights {2000), leads to preoccupation
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with order, harmony, and stability or a concern to eradicate the contingencies
of both social theory and everyday life.

What followers of the atomic theory of the self, such as Kant and Kohlberg,
call autonomy, advocates of the social or relational model of the self call self
determination {Suber, 1992). "Autonomy, in its broadest sense, is about self
determination" {Radin & Werhane, 1996, p. 256). Weber, explains
Toddln9ton, (1993, p. 41) describes the moral goal of human beings as the
overcoming of the unfree elements of their existence as natural beings thus
becoming fully human. This can be achieved by the autonomy of selfgc;vemment and by the coherent values and meanings of a consciously
formed personality.

2.4.1 Social Development

Autonomy Is possible in society if individuals subject society's values and
Influences to a conscious examination. Society and its forces enable the
continuous improvement of individuals. As such the moral selves are neither
removed from their context nor determined by the context In which they are
immersed {Johnson, 1993). Johnson, instead argues "for a self-In-progress,
that Is, a self neither alienated from, nor completely submersed in, its acts, but
has instead an identity that is both revealed In and transformed by its
experience as it develops over tlma'(p. 33). May {1996) also perceives the
self as a process rather than an essence. Seen as a process, a self is
evolving and developing and is a product of social influence but it can also
modify some of those influences. May combines the two conflicting views of
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sociology and argues for a self who Is the Influencer as well as the Influenced,
'such that part of what Influences us also allows us to change that which
influences us" (p. 17). In this sense, the self is not the uninfluenced influencer
(Dworkin, 1968) but is Instead a conscious influenced self that also has the
capacity to influence. This comprehension, the ability of persons to allow their
selves to be influenced consciously, overcomes Suber's (1992) suggestion
that !tIs Impossible to distinguish between the nurturance that constitutes the
self from coercion and manipulation. It also makes possible the distinction
between one's true desires and one's desires that have been cultivated,
despite the fact that one's selfhood is continually being developed and shaped
by one's social influences. Social theory does prescribe that there is a
continuum of development and eventually there is something called a 'selF
that can make self determining decisions but there Is nothing but gradations of
grey between zero and full self determinism (Suber, 1992).

Dewey (1962) sees individuality as a potentiality, a capac tty of development,
even if initially ills spontaneous and amorphous. He describes it as "a unique
manner of acting in and with a world of objects and parsons" (p. 168).
Individuality can be formed according to Dewey only through the interaction
with the actual conditions of the world and it can not be complete in itself.
Individuality is possible because persons have the capacity to act voluntarily.
Dewey (1980, p. 172) describes all voluntary action, as a remaking of the self.
Voluntary actions for Dewey enable individuals to pursue their interests as well
as search for their identity (Quinn, Reed, Browne, & Hiers, 1997).
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Quinn at al. {1997) propose a view that perceives rationality as intersubjective,
not instrumental. lntersubjective rationality is not the possession of an
Isolated atomic individual. It is a rationality that enables the moral self to
examine the actions, attitudes and commitments that enable and expand the
possibility for meaningful and harmonious experience and human interaction
in community (Johnson, 1993). Personality is developed through voluntary
action, and is determined by socialtty and individuality, the corresponding
qualities of socialisation and individualisalion {Maciver, 1970). Individuality,
for Maciver, is the quality and power of self-determination and self-expression,
which helps In the development of personality along wilh the soc!a!
environment.

Neither the undersocialised perspective of individuals acting In Isolation, nor
the oversociallsed perspective of individuals abiding to norms and culture,
adequately explains behaviour {Granovetter, 1992). Human behaviour Is
about the Individual in the situation.

Soc lei learning theory is based on the assumption of determinism rather than
agency (Waterman, 1992). It holds that a person's moral formation involves
the acquisition of rules or norms of behaviour from that person's external
environment (Crittenden, 1990). Ethical choices in human behaviour involve
value judgements. These judgements are not based on free will or
voluntarism but they are determined. Causa!ion, Gordon {1986) explains, is
pervasive throughout the universe even If scientifically it cannot be proven at
all times at a given time, with the exception of quantum physics. As a result
only determinism exists.
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Shriver (cited in Warton, 1997) views humans as largely responsible for their
acts even if they are not fully responsible for their character, since training,
parental care, economic circumstances etc. affect it. Even 1f determinism

explains behaviour, it does not deny the Imposition of responslb!llty to the
individual, because both the free will or voluntarist and detenninist views hold
individuals responsible for their actions (Gordon, 1988). The reason every

human collective holds its members responsible for !heir actions is the survival
of !he collectivity. Responsibility, for Gordon, is ethically judging actions and

providing penalties if necessary and ills Important because the feeling of
responsibility provides a psychological feeling that becomes a causal factor of
future behaviour. ''The individual's feeling of responsibility or accountability Is
an indispensable link in the causal chain. Due to the fact that individuals
cannot be aware of the causes and connections of their decisions and
behaviours, they act "as if he or she had free will" (p. 37).

Generally, in sociology autonomy is perceived as essentiallcr human
functioning in groups. The view that perceives society as the source of values
and the view that perceives society as the outcome of itldividual funclloning
accept the indispensable value of moral autonomy and the necessity of its
practice.

2.5 A CONCLUSION

Johnson and Smith (1999) use Raphael's (1981) moral philosophy to argue
that the main value of moral philosophy to the businessperson is its ability to
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facilitate critical ref!exlon and not In the provision of clear guidelines t11at
provide optimal solutions.

Moral autonomy as described in !his chapter

requires reasoning and critical reflection.

In all disciplines and beyond !he

dlsagreemenls as to !he source and development of moralily, moral aulonomy
encourages such reflection.

As a consequence persons have capaoilies

because of the auloncmy !hey are able to develop and pracllce, which
differenllale !hem from all olher beings.

The percepllons of moral autonomy described in !his chapter loosely follow ils
chrc:-~ologlcal

development.

The understanding of moral autonomy as

something valuable if not essential for human functioning Is necessary for the
development of the conceptual model of !his research.

Moral autonomy is

accepted in the disciplines of philosophy, psychology and sociology as
something that is necessary, possible and preferable.
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CHAPTER THREE
A REVIEW OF AUTONOMY IN BUSINESS RELATED
LITERATURE: ORGANISATIONAL EMPHASIS

3.1 ORGANISATION STUDIES
The concept of moral autonomy In philosophy, psychology and sociology
presented In the previous chapter was based on theoretical and normative as
well as empirical theories. Autonomy in the nurmative and empirical
organisational literature, refers generally to the degree of freedom,
independence and discretion individuals have In organising and executing their
work tasks (Stone, 1998). This conception of autonomy is based on the
characteristics of the job and the freedom and discretion the job provides to the
employee to plan, schedule and decide work procedures. This autonomy is
one of the characteristics of the job characteristics model developed by
Hackman and Oldman (1980). The same concept at a group level Is an
autonomous work team, a team that has freedom to decide how it is going to
achieve objectives the organisation has provided.

More recently, autonomous business units have been used to enable
organisations to deal with change and complexity (McKenna, 1999). These
business units require autonomy of a new variety in the organisational context.
They require autonomy as positive freedom. The transition from autonomy as
delegation to autonomy as devolution is described by Limerick and Cunnington
(1993). They describe autonomy as a relationship between the organisation
and a member of the organisation, and a set of characteristics that are required
for that relationship. Delegation Is the right an individual may be given to make
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decisions on behalf of the organisation, and it can be compared to negative
freedom outlined earlier (Fromm, 1g55). Delegatory autonomy provides
freedom to members of the organisation to decide how they are going to
accomplish their prescribed tasks and functions, not the tasks and functions
themselves. The individual becomes free from the controlling organisation only
in \arms of process, not in content, and is allowed to find ways to accomplish
what the individual is required to accomplish. Devolutlonary autonomy gives
individuals in the organisation the right to make decisions on their own behalf.
Devolutionary autonomy provides positive freedom, freedom to decide on the
means as well as the ends.

Autonomy as task independence and discretion has become something many
organisatlons now consider, enable and promote. More important than work or
task autonomy Is the moral autonomy that people in organisations may or may
not have, because as Jos (tga6, p. 6) explains, it Involves "the ability to make
conscious choices, without being impelled by instinct or dominated by social
circumstance". Moral autonomy in business organisations is mora problematic
or unique than personal autonomy, not because morality diNers but rather
because of the status and influence of the organisation.

3.2 MORALITY IN ORGANISATIONS

Ethical decisions In organisations are more convoluted than Individual ethical
decisions, as these decisions are also affected by organisational factors and
often become organisational decisions. Organisational daclslons and actions
are public decisions. Publlc and private life has been distinguished in the
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philosophical and business literature. McMahon (1994) describes public as the
sphere of the social mechanisms that make it possible for people with
conflicting alms to live together, whilst pn'vate Is the sphere where people with
coincidental aims associate. Machiavelli's central thesis was that successful
leaders must have a special ethical code for their public life, one that differs
form their private moral code (Badaracco, 1997). Isaiah Berlin (cited in
Badaracco, 1997, p. 108) also concurs and states that 'public life has its own
morality" and Russell (1964) Identifies two sources of ethical beliefs, the
political and the personal. Public morality and private morality are derived from
the same source, but contain different elements that are derived independently
from that source (Nagel, 1979). Nagel also agrees that the morality of public
life cannot be Identical to the

mora~·ty

of private life, because the former

requires different elements.

Public morality Is primarily concerned with the ends, the consequences of
decisions and actions. Maritaln (cited in Rohr, 1989, p. 67) argues that public
morality must not be 'hypermoral', which he sees as dangerous as amoral.
Hyparmoral, Maritain explains, is a moral stance that applies ethical norms lor
inta~personal

relations in public situatlons, as he alludes to deontologlcal ethics.

The application of standards of friendship and justlca In public life are not only
irresponsible, but morally wrong, because the effects of acts based on those
standards are greater, and have the potential to affect numerous people
(Hampshire, 1978). Thus, Claims Hampshire, public policies must be judged by
their consequences, by their ends, and not by their intrinsic value, or means.
Russell (1964) also stressed that political decisions cannot be judged by
personal values, because the ends in political decisions are more important
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than personal decisions. In public decisions it has been said, "at times the best
is enemy of the good' (Rohr, 1989, p. 67). Rohr prescribes the good and not
the right for public decisions, because of the possibility of the best resulting in
bad. Russell (1964) prescribes both public and personal morality as necessary
for a good world; the first for the survival of the community and the second for
the value of survival.

Virtu and not virtue Is what Machiavelli uses for the moral code of public llfe
(Badaracco, 1997). Virtu Is a combination of "vigour, confidence, imagination,
shrewdness, boldness, practical skill, personal force, determination, and selfdiscipline' (p. 108}, and is necessary, because not everyone Is virtuous.
Machiavelli thus argues that public life has different values, and public
relationships are different to private relationships. Machiavelli's thesis Is based
on consequentialist {teleological) morallty {Hampshire, 1978). The label
Machiavellian has become a "negative epithet, indicating at least an amoral (If
not Immoral) way of manipulating others to accompl!sh one's ol:ojectives" (Hunt
& Chonko, 1984, p. 30).

More recently and closer to the contemporary organisational context and reality,
Carr (1968/1989) argues that men in business are trying to do unto others as
they hope others will not do unto them, aguin suggesting differences In values
between the public and private. Ladd (1970/1988) reached the same
conclusion as Machiavelli. He emphatically states that social decisions, actions
performed by an official as actor but owned by the organisation as author "are
not and ca1mot be governed by the principles of morality, or, if one wishes, they
are governed by a different set of moral principles from those governing the
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conduct of individuals as individuals' (p. 115). Ladd thus deduced the
Impropriety of expecting organisational conduct to conform to the ordinary
principles of morality.

Carr (1968/1969) also suggests that business has its own set of rules, and
these rules are an integral part of the game, and unless these rules are
followed, an executive Is unlikely to accumulate power and money. Carr
actually states that "in the last lhird of the twentieth century evan children are
aware that if a man has become prosperous in business, he has sometimes
departed from the strict trulh In order to overcome the obstacles" (p. 108-1 09).
Fraedrich, Thome and Ferrell (1994) comment that based on empirical
research conducted, these rules are 'often very difterenr' from non-business
situations. Ladd and Carr, oulline the exislence of an amoral business context
that does not end should nollnclude the moral values of personal life. The
amorality of business has developed by the distinction between ends and
means, and also scientific rationalism. Simon (1976) has argued that, In
administrative science, unless feels are kept uncontaminated by values, the risk
of not being scientific exists. He states:
The proposilion 'Alternative A is good' may be translated Into two
propositions, one of them ethical, the other factual: 'Alternative A will
lead to maximum profit'. 'To maximize profit Is good'. The first of these
two sentences has no ethical content, and Is a sentence of the practical
science of business. The second sentence is an ethical imperative, and
has no place In any science. Simon

(~976,

pp. 249-250).
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These references support and even encourage the distinction between public
and private morality. They seem to be ignoring Aristotle's dictum that
advancing in sciences but falling behind in morality Is going backwards not
forward. They also reflect the exclusion of ethics from neoclassical economics
that resulled from the Enlightenment and continued in the twentieth centUiy,
reflecting the Influence of Weber's value-free social science doctrine
(Rothschild, 1993). This separation of ethics from economics Is the model upon
which business and management theory and practice are based (Cummings,
2002). This has led to what Freeman (1994) calls the separation thesis, the
Idea that ethics and business are independent realms.

Machiavelli's dichotomisation of public and private morality Is cond~lonally
accepted by Tawney (1926) who characteristically claims that:
To argue, in the manner of Machiavelli, that there Is one rule for
business and another for private lila, Is to open the door to an orgy for
business of unscrupulousness before which the mind recoils. To argue
that there is no difference at all is to lay down a principle which few men
who have faced the difficulty In practice will be prepared to endorse as of
Invariable appl!catlon, and Incidentally to expose the Idea of morality
itself to discredit by subjecting It to an almost intolerable strain. (p. 187)

Tawney (1926) attributes the division between public and private morality to the
division of ethics and economics that resulted from the Reformation. Prior to
that division, economics was a branch of ethics and ethics a branch of theology,
retaining human activity In a unified scheme, charecterised by the spiritual
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destiny of man, Tawney explains. The next two centuries that led to the
Restoration also led to religion being converted from the keystone holding the
social ed"1f1ce to a department within It, "and the idea of a rule of right is
replaced by economic expediency as the arbiter of policy and the criterion of
conduct" (p, 273). The unified concept of life that ~:Jxistad prior to the
Reformation Is replaced by a dualism which views the secular and the religious
aspects of life, not as stages within an entity, but as "parallel and independent
provinces, governed by different laws, judged by different standards and
amenable to different authorities" (p. 273). This dlchotomlsation of life is what
led to capitalism, according to Tawney. Provided the secular and the religious,
the Individual soul and the Intercourse of a person with other persons In
business and societal affairs keep to their own territory, there will be peace,
accon.Jing to Tawney, because "they cannot collide, for they can never meet" (p.
274). 'From a spiritual baing, who in order to survive, must devote a
reasonable attenUon to economic interests, man seams sometimes to have
become an economic animal, who will be prudent, nevertheless, if he takes due
precautions to assure his spiritual wall-being" {p. 273). This separation ot the
ethical and the economic has led to the separation of private morallty and
business activity.

In the business arena, It has been expressed repeatedly that personal values
are not applied In organisational decisions. Wong and Beckman (1992) note
that the difficulty of application of personal moral principles to business
decisions renders personal values unconsidered In business decision making.
Generally they argue "people in business are not ethically Insensitive on a
personal laval but many of them experience difficulty in reconciling their
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personal values and business demands" (p.173). Schrager and Short (1978,
cited in Clinard & Yeager, 1980, p. 64) believe that individual personality is
unimportant In organisational criminal behaviour, as !t results from role fulfilling
rather than individual pathology. This is supported by Dan Draw (cited in
Steiner & Stainer, 1991, p. 203), a nineteenth century religious benefactor, who
describes business as void of sentiment and of the morality that applies in
personal life:
Sentiment is all right up in the part of the city where your home is. But
downtown, no. Down there the dog that snaps the quickest gets the bone.
Friendship Is very nice for a Sunday afternoon when you're sitting around
the dinner table with your relations, talking about the sermon of that
morning. But nine o'clock Monday morning; notions should be brushed
aside like cobwebs from a machine. I nevertook any stock in a man who
mixed up business with anything else. He can go into other things outside
of business hours, but when he's In the office, he ought not to have a
relation in the world- and least of all a poor relation.
The differences between private and public life are not only examined in terms
of the diFferent moral standards that developed and are considered appropriate
or applicable in each, or the appropriate emphasis on ends and means; but also
In terms of different decision making processes. Organisational and privata
decisions are different because the personal decisions cannot ordinarily be
delegated, whereas the organisation decisions are often, if not always
delegated (Barnard, 1938, p. 188). Delegation of .-•ecislon making reignites the
agency issues that will be ad-' .Jssed later. If a decision is delegated then ills
assumed that the 'delegatee' will be responsible for that decision, and
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responsibility will include moral responsibility. In organisations how<Jver,
delegation does not include only delegation of a decision-making activity.
Delegaf1on also includes object'1ves, goals, options, and means the decision·
maker has available to him. Barnard (1938) Identified another difference
between personal and organisational decisions. Personal decisions involve a
number of subsidiary decisions that the same decision-maker must make. The
organisational decisions may involve a decision-maker making an Important
decision, and many other decision-makers making the subsidiary decisions, all
acting organisationally not personally. This assists in the dilution of
responsibility and the lack of ownership of decisions. Research by Brief,
Dukerich and Doran (1990, cited in Glover, Bumpus, Logan, & Ciesla, 1997)
and Schwartz {1968) indicate that personal values of ·lndMduals, influe11ce the
choices to ethical dilemmas only when the individuals would be held
accountable for their choices. Another distinction of organisational decisions is
that their reasoning needs to be made explicit and cannot be justified by
intuition, as many private moral actions can (Hampshire, 1978). The explicit
reasoning is necessary due to the consequentialist requirement and as a
defence of the policies that one follows and an explanation of why the parson is
following them, claims Hampshire. In privata morality individuals are not
obliged to calculate consequences or to express their reasoning. It can, or
deontologists would say, should be based on the mea~s and not the ends.
Privata morality is "not principally a judgamant of calculable consequences, but
of more complex and disparate values; and also of some values which do not
involve calculation of consequences, In matters of love and friendship a11d
fairness and integrity" (Hampshire, 1978, p. 50). Today however, there would
be very few writers who would express the opinion that fairness and integrity
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are not values that apply in public mcralily. The complex moral problems of
lnstitullcnallsed life, which are impersonal and personal, "call for mere
intelligence in diagnosis and more resource in moral judgement and moral
courage than do lhasa of a purely personal morality" (Emma!, 1966, p. 214).
The Impersonal side of institutional moral problems requires this, but it also
allows responsibility to be evaded.

Solomon (1998) provides the antilhesls to the separation thesis identified by
Freeman {1994) and claims that "the undeniably humane aspects of corporate
life are ignored or denied while the mere brutal features are highlighted or even
celebrated" (p. 531 ). Solomon argues that there is caring and compassion !n
most organisations. Managers care fer their employees, and intelligence
without compassion is not good management. The ethics of business should
be the ethics of the good life and living well in society, thus enabling managers
to get respect and to care and show compassion. This will require different
images of business. Managers need to overcome the "brutally ccmpetitlve end
chauvinist Images" (p. 531) in which they conceive their activities.

Based on the preceding literature, morality Is generally perceived in two general
ways. As the morality of persons in their life, as perceived by Kant {1953) and
Kohl berg (1981) or as a collection of mcralil!es that persons may use
depending on the roles they fulfil (Ladd, 1970/1988; Russell, 1964; Tawney,
1926). This collection of moralities results in what constitutes a person. The
distinction between public and private morality rejects the notion that persons
have a moral law that they apply In their life, and instead prescribes different
moralities depending on the context or sphere in which morality Is exercised.
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This compartmentalisation of Ute Js criticised by Macintyre (i 999) who attributes
responsibility tor lito both individuals and societias and leads to the dissolution
of persons.

The distinction between private and public morality rests on the assumption that
moral agency Is attributable to persons and not collectives such as
organisations. Recently, however, the demands that call for the examination of
the possibility or reality of a collective moral personhood, are Increasing
(French, i 979, 1995, 1996; Garratt, 1989; Sandelands & Stablein, 1987;
Weaver, 1998). The organisational moral personhood and agency
developments have great Implications for business ethics and the autonomy of
the Individual in the organisation. Although unity of views has not been
achieved, there is increasing acceptance that the organisation does have
something called moral personhood (Metzger & Dalton, 1996; Nes!eruk &
Risser, 1993). The issue of the organisation's moral personhood affects the
private-public morality distinction because if the organisation is a moral agent,
then that has great implications tor the individual in it, the individual's moral
autonomy and the moral responsibility for organisational actions.

3.2.1

Moral Agency

Agency theory is present In several business related disciplines. In the
business context, it generally addresses the duties of an agent to another party.
In this ~ense, one person (the agent) acts for another (the principal) (De
George, 1992). This kind of agency In agency theory is ethically neutral,
comments De George, concerned primarily wlth ensuring the least costly
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compliance of the agent to the principal. This however, renders agency in
economics and related disciplines, which recognise material self-Interest as a
unitary value, not neutral as they proscribe moral autonomy. In the agentprincipal relations, De George, describes three applicable principles (pp, 65·
67):
•

Agents are not ethically allowed to do what the principals are not ethically
allowed to do.

•

Agents cannot exonerate themselves for unethical actions because they are
acting as ag:mts for principals. Age!lts are responsible for the actions they
perform, whether they are under command or on behalf of another.
The principals are morally responsible for the actions of their agents.
Agency involves the delegation of authority but not the complete delegation
of (or abdication from) responsibility.

The agency relationship in this sense does not define the moral relationship but
takes place In the moral milieu (Bowie & Freeman, 1992, p. 9). Morality Is thus
not excluded from the agent-principal relationship and the behaviour of
principals and agents, thus limiting the nurturing and prescription of moral
anomy. The relationship of principles- agents is a relationship that is
developed and defined in the moral realm.

Moral agency contains the prerequisite for autonomy and moral action. Moral
philosophy has a long tradition recognising that to be a moral agent is to be
autonomous or self directed (Rachels, 1997). The central concept of moral
agency Is responsibility, which is related to moral cognition, motivation, and
autonomy, as well as virtue, moral weakness, self-esteem, shame, and guilt
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(Wren, 1997). To act as moral agents, persons must think of themselves as
moral agents (Macintyre, 1999). This, according to Macintyre, includes
claiming an Identity, understanding oneself as a practically rational and
accountable Individual, as well as the performer of particular roles. Macintyre
also prescri~es the two fundamental virtues of integrity and constancy. To have
integrity is to set Inflexible limits to one's adaptability to the roles one is called
on to play in different social contexts. Constancy is the pursuit of lntegrtty
through extended periods of time. Moral autonomy is synchronous with
integrity and constancy.

Dodson (1997) views autonomy as the fundamental attribute of moral agency,
the self-legislation or the capacity of the will to give laws to ltsetr. The self·
legislated laws bind the moral agent and enable the retention of autonomy In
societies and social groups. The argument, expressed in Chapter 2, of the
retention of moral autonomy in society can be applied to organisations as
communities. Beck-Dudley (1996) accepts the organisatlon as a community.
Solomon (1992b) and Brewer (1997) agree and further call it a practice. In a
community or a practice it is possible for people to retain their autonomy, lf the
laws that govern the community or the practice are the laws that each rational
moral agent legislated for himself. That is, the laws that govern organisational
life must be the same as the lnws that each member of the organisation has
legislated for himself for his life. In such a catastasis, each moral agent will be
bound by laws that he legislated based on practical reason. These moral laws
will be applicable to every person in the organisation, without distlnction as to
rank and hierarchical level, because they would be based on each member's
will. This will enable moral autonomy and the eradication of the private-public
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distinction of morality. Heteronomy would exist when an individual member of
the organisatlon is subject to the will of other members of the organisation who
have superior power. In organisations moral autonomy becomes possible if
Individuals have input in the organisational functioning, they thus obey the law
they have legislated themselves.

An agent in ethical theory is any entity that acts, is subject to ethical rules, is a
ratlonal being, and is not an agent for anyone or anything else (De George,
1992). These characteristics make a moral agent's actions subject to moral
evaluation. ThG point that moral agents are not acting for anyone else makes
them an end in themselves, worthy of respect and never to be used as a means
by others, De George comments, following a Kantian understanding of persons.
This point is also important for conscience and the attribution of moral praise,
moral blame, moral responsibility, and moral accountability.

Rachels (1997) provides an argument for the Incompatibility, of belief in God
and moral autonomy, and his argument is objectionable In relation to God.
However, If his criticisms for surrendering moral agency to God are transferred
to surrendering moral agency to the organisation, one appreciates the impact of
the de-moralisation of persons in organisations. Rachels claims that to follow
someone's directions no matter what they are and no matter what one's
conscience directs one to do, is to opt o1.1t of moral thinking and abandunment
of one's role as a moral agent. So the "they made me do it" explanation in
organisations does not absolve people in organisational decisions and actions.
Moral agency should not be abandoned to the organisational altar, and to
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achieve moral agency In organisations, both people and organisations must
develop a community that enables ao.~tonomy.

The moral agency of organlsat!ons also needs to be addressed because if
organisations are moral agents they also have responsibilities that affect their
own and their agents' moral autonomy. Carson (1994) identifies the difficulty of
moral agency in organisations and uses Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, to
address organisational moral agency and ths difficulty of assigning
organisational actions to individuals as well as the assignment or all individual
actions to the organisation. The three main views of the ontology of
organisations are the organis'ition as a moral person, the organisation as
property and the organisation as partial moral person. The organisation as a
community or a moral world does nvt perceive organisations as persons, but
accepts the influence they have on people and groups.

3.2.2 Organlsallons as Moral Persons

The prominence ami interest in business ethics led to an increased interest in
the ontology of organisations in general and business organisations in
particular. For this research it is important to clarify who is \he moral agent in
the organisation-person dyad, because moral agency implies responsibility and
autonomy as has been discussed in the previous section. Moral personhood
contains moral agency, and moral agency contains moral autonomy and
responsibility.

The organisation as a moral parson vitlW is supported by Clinard and Yeager
(1980}, French (1979, 1995, 1996}, Weaver (1998}, Garrett (1989), and
Sandelands and Stablein (1987) among olhers. This view attributes moral
personhood to organisations.

French (1979{1988, 1996) argues that organisations possess moral agency
because they possess an internal decision making structure with pollcios, rules
and procedures. The corporate internal decision (CID) structure according to
French (1996), provides two sets of rules: organisational rules, which
distinguish the players, their rank and the tines of responsibility, thus providing
th.a grammar of decision making; and policy and procedure rules that provide
the logic of organisational decision making. French (1 996} views organisations
as complete members of the moral community because of their capability to
pertonn intentional actions, in and of themselves. Intentional actions for French
(1996} are not based on a desire/belief complex as he inutally proposed
(French, 1979), but rather are planned, or undertaken intentionally to
accomplish goal(s). Intentional actions are thus schemed, designed and even
premeditated. French (1995, p. 12) uses Austin's understanding of intention
where 'I intend to' is a 'future tense' of the verb 'to X', like 'I promise to X' and
possessing the force of 'I shall X'. Garratt (1989) also relies on the
intentionality of organisations to attribute moral agency to them. He holds that
"corporations are moral agents because the reciprocal adjustment of Individual
Intentions and plans that takes place in such organizations yields corporate
intenlionality that is more like human intentionality than it is like the efficient
causality that might be attributed to blindly opE-rating social wholes such as
markets" (p. 536}. Finally, Weaver (1998) attributes moral agency to
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organisations because they are intentional system that are language users and
are adaptable to multiple personalities and McKenna (1996, 1999) contends
that the structural features of the organisation subordinate the intentions of
biological persons and synthesise those intentions Into a corporate decision.

Sandelands and Stable in (1987) extend the debate and raise the possibility that
organisations are mental entities capable of thought. They conclude that even
though they do not categorically prove the existence of the organisation mind
they do find substantial ground to warrant further research into the issue. "One
cannot expect a mind based on behaviours in organizations to be
isomorphlcally Identical to a mind based on the physiology of the human brain"
(Sandelands & Stablein, 1987, p. 149). Such an expectation they call a
homocentric fallacy. The premise adopted by many organisational theorists
that organisations do not make decisions only people do, they claim, limits
these theorists to only examining decisions In organisations without ever
considering the possibility of decision making by organisations. In contrast, the
organisation mind concept suggests that to understand decision making in
organisations, it i:; not enough to describe what is in the minds of the members
of the organisation, as individuals may know more and less than organisations
{see for example Weick & Roberts, 1993).

3.2.3 Organisations as Property

The antithesis of the view that organisations are moral persons, is the structural
restraint view. This view perceives organisations as artificial persons and as
such possessing only artificial responsibilities, "but 'business' as a whole cannot
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be said to have responsibilities, even in this vague sense" Friedman
(1970/1984, p. 126). Ladd (1970/1988) also supports this view, while Ewln
(1991) sees the moral personality of corporations as severely limited and
exhausted by their legal personality. The personality of organisations for Ewin
is restricted to requirements, rights and duties, and not one that is capable of
virtue and vice.

Ladd (1970/1988) claims that the principle of the exclusion of the Irrelevant is
part of the language game. The language game of social decisions permitted
actions to be attributed to organisations rather than the individual, but it did not
contain concepts like "'moral obligation', 'moral responsibility', or 'moral
Integrity"' according to Ladd (1970, p. 119). These terms are however found In
the contemporary lexicon of organisations (De George, 1986; Garratt, 1989;
Sharp-Paine, 1994; Solomon, 1992b). Nesteruk and Risser, (~993) provide the
concepiion of slavery which in the past defined the slaveholder as person and
the slave as property, as a case in poir1t. The fact that today the personhood of
organisations appears problematic in many regards is not proof that they do not
possess it. Ladd (1g7Q/198B) differentiates between corporate acts and
personal acts based on the goal they are directed towards. Ladd, claims
Heckman (1992), determines good and bad actions by the achievement of
organisational goals. He thus considers any act that does not load to goal
attainment an individual act and any act that leads to organisational goal
attainment a good act. This consideration eradicates the possibility of a bad
organisational act. Ladd concedes however that the moral schizophrenia of
organisational 'rationality' and Individual morality must be resolved by somehow
sull"!ndering nelther. Ladd, appears to prescribe to the amoral view of

organisations by slating that "hence individual officers who make the decisions
for and In the name of organization, as its representatives, must decide solely
by reference to the objectives of the organization" (1970/1988, p. 119). A
business organisation Is unable to consider moral issues in Its decision making,
he claims, thus making the organisation more akin to a mar.hine rather than a
moral agent. Ladd's view appears congruent with the amoral calculator mode!
of decision making described by Vaughan (1998, p. 26). She describes that
model as "When an organisation experiences structural strain to achieve its
goals, Individuals acting In their organization roles weigh the costs and benefits
of their actions, choosing to violate laws and rules to attain organization goals".

3.2.4 Organisations as Partial Moral Persons

The third view attributes secondary moral agency to organisations, and holds
both organisations and persons responsible. Nagel (1979) for example argues
that the guilt for organisational wrongdoings may be attributed to individuals just
as private wrongs. The responsibility or the public wrong however, Is partly
absorbed by the moral defects of the organisation through which the act Is
undertaken. The responsibility that can be attributed to the organisation, he
claims, Is in Inverse relationship to the power and independence of the actor.
Another view is that organisations possess restricted personhood (Nesteruk &
Risser, 1993). They possess personhood because the organisation Is a moral
agent due mainly to its internal decision making structure, but it can also be
understood as property in the service of human interests. These Interests are
not necessarily the individuals' within the organisation who make the decisions,
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because as agency theory claims organisations are managed to satisfy the
needs of the principals, the shareholders/owners.

Werhane (1989) views corporations as collective secondary moral agents
because although they cannot act, they create anonymous policies and
practices that are not traceable to Individuals, but upon which corporate
activities are basad. Velasquez (1992) also sees organisations as having moral
dulles and moral responsibilities In a secondary sense. Similarly, Wilmot
(2001) sees organisations as having moral agency and as such moral
responsibility but a responsibility that Is limited because It depends on a more
limited autonomy. These views perceive individuals who underlie the corporate
organisation as the primary bearers of moral duties and responsibilities.
"Human individuals are responsible for what the corporation does because
corporate actions flow wholly out of their choices and behaviours" (Velasquez,
1992, p. 19). Derry (1987) criticises Velasquez (1983) because he claims he is
not reducing the organisation to its members, and he recognises the system of
relationships and rules, which define the organisation beyond a collection of
individuals. Derry's criticism rests on Velasquez's (1983, p. 18) denying "a
reductive view (jf corporate acts" but supporting a" reductive view of moral
responsibility". De George (1990) also restricts the moral duties and moral
responsibilities of corporations to the avoidance of immoral ends for which they
are fanned and Immoral means by which the ends are pursued. Corporations
according to De George can thus not be expected to act from moral motives but
avoid doing whet Is morally prohibited, thus rendering organisations amenable
to moral evaluation but in the absence of moral personhood par sa. De George
(1986) in his analysis of General Motors however, grants moral agency to the
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corporation as it is capable of acting and thus liable to moral evaluation but he
does not confer moral personhood to it.

Frederick and Weber (1987) attribute moral responsibility for organisational acts
to organisations and Individuals. Personal values, according to them, are
involved but may not be central to decisions and acts, because they constitute
only a portion of the total value structure of any organisation. The organisation
is thus morally responsible due to its values and traditions, and not the
Individuals who make and carry out decisions. Individuals' responsibility is
however not extlr.guished because they agree to abide with the organisation's
rules and procedures. "For the values that underlie these rules and procedures
are generally thought to be instrumental in d'irecting that person's work. In that
sense, an individual member agrees {perhaps only tacitly) to participate in the
morality or immorality whichever it may be, implicit in the organization's value
system' (p. 149). Further, a person cannot be absolved from responsibility
because a person making a moral decision Is a moral agent, even though the
person may or may not recognise the! moral issues are at stake (Jones, 1991).

Metzger and Dalton (1996) after reviewing the debate of organisational moral
agency, conclude that those who deny organisations moral agency on the
grounds that they Insufficiently resemble human beings, need to subject their
assumptions about human beings to more rigorous scrutiny. Seabright and
Kurka (1997) have challenged these assumptions through the examination of
the current psychological, sociological and economic views of the self. The
traditional model of a stable, monolithic self has been replaced, they claim, and
an image of a dynamic, differentiated self emerges in the disciplines examined.
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The arguments that are thus based on ontological assumptions such as that the
organisations are more complex, variable and loosely coupled than individuals,
are not supported by Seabtight and Kurka (1997). The argument that
corporations are not morally responsible for their actions "becaU!!e they are
somehow less real or whole than the individu<1ls that compose them" (p. 103), Is
therefore questionable. McMahon (1995) however asserts that regardless of
the ontological status of organisations, they should not be accorded citizenship
in the moral realm in their own right because only individuals can have rights
and duties.

The organisational moral personhood and agency has been the subject of
intensive and extensive debate. Most of the views and writings originate in
philosophy, addressing a metaethical question. These attempts try to establish
!he organisational moral personhood, which in tum enlightens the
organisational moral responsibility debate. The two extreme views that have
developed are:
organisations are moral persons and as such morally responsible for their
behaviour and actions, and
• organisations are structures and not persons and thus can. 1ot be morally
responsible for actions and behaviours that individuals undertake on their
behalf. This view perceives moral responsibility to be attributable solely to
the individuals in organisations.
The third view attributes secondary moral agency to organisations and holds
both organisations and persons responsible for their decisions and actions.
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The organisational moral personhood Is an important questlon for this thesis
because it enli~htans and defines the moral autonomy Issue addressed. If we
accept the moral personhood of organisations, then we must hold organisations
solely accountable and responsible for their actions. This will eliminate any
responsibility for ethical misconduct from the individuals that act in and fvr the
organisations. II, however, we accept organisations as structures only, then we
do not address the issue of the organisation as a being, and see it only as a
structure in which beings decide and act. In this case moral responsibility is
attributed solely to the persons in the organisations.

Recent writing and theorising is more likely to attribute some moral
responsibility to the organisation than was the case in the earlier periods of this
debate. This may be related to the

in~reased

emphasis by the disciplines

examined In Chapter 2, to the interplay of the individual and the context rather
than the traditional emphasis on the individual or the context (Sr::hneewind,
1991). Nord and Fox (1996) go as far as to claim that the individual has
disappeared from organisational studies and identify the groWlh of emphasis on
mutually determining processes. They suggest that the interaclionist
approaches increasingly adopted by organisation studies' writers and
researchers, define behaviour in terms of person and situation characteristics.
This, they claim, Is a phenomenon visible in the social and biological sciences
where the sightings of the individual as an individual are disappearing and
where individuals are sighted, they appear in context only. If there Is one area
where the context is essential to perfonn such sightlngs, that area is ethics
because ethics is about human relationships, not about the solital)' individual.
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The main reason for the denial of organisational moral agency is the fear of
diluting personal moral responsibility (Metzger & Dalton, 1996; Sharp-Paine,
1994; Werhane, 1989). Kerlin (1997, p. 1437) 11nds the treatment o! the
organisation as a moral agent in its own right a 'serious ethical mistake',
because moral blame and pu11ishment should be assigned to the people
responsible for the deliberate creation, failure to co11trol, or wllling11ess to submit
to unethical conduct. "Ethical decisions must, alas, remain within the purview of
personal morality. While the corporation is one forum within which personal
morality may be given expression, freedom lrom moral guilt must be sought
beyond the corporate veil" (Dunn, 1991, p. 8). Dunn perceives as a gross error
the presumption that organisations should not hold their managers-agents both
legally and morally responsible for actions taken on their behalf. Clinard (1980,
p.298) however, states that as long as the organisation's function, design and
structure remain the same, illegal acts may continue because "after the
'responsible' individual is imprisoned another 'organization man' will replace
him'. In this light, organisations are social structures that preclude the people
who inhabit them from understanding themselves as moral agents (Macintyre,
1999) with consequences for both the agents and the structures.

Werhane (1 989) argues that corporate moral responsibility does neither limit
nor reassigns personal moral responsibility but extends it to the corporation,
and its policies and practices. Similarly, Sharp-Paine (1994, p. 109) finds the
dichotomy between individual accountability and 'system' accountability false,
because understanding the importance of the context need not imply
exculpating the individual who has behaved wrongly, '1o understand all is not to
forgive all".
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Individuals in organisations do make individual decisions for the organisation
but the organisation determines what and how, they decide. The organisation's
decision-maker is thus likely to be morally heteronomised or anomised in
accordance with the what and how prescribed by the organisation.

3.2.5 The Organisation as a Moral World

Organisations are described as neither persons nor machines, nor animals
(DeGeorge, i 990; Metzger & Dalton, 1996). Even if we have not reached the
state of attributing anthropomorphous characteristics to orpanisatr..ms, we can
accept them as contexts that affect what and how we decir,c and act. Because
of that influence, It Is Important that organisations are examined not only in
relation to organisational moral agency but also in relation to their status as
moral worlds, worlds in which individuals make moral choices (Nesteruk,
1991 b). This need is also identified by Wildavsky (1969) who calls for the
understanding of the institutional matrix in which moral standards are shaped,
in order to be able to alter or maintain them. Further, Frederick (1992, cited in
Cohen, 1996) maintains that In business life, a reliable picture of moral conduct
can be ascertained "not so much in direct observation of the decision maker as
in a firmer grasp of the decision maker's environment" (p. 1211).

Goodpaster (1969) treats organisations as moral worlds and as moral agents.
He examines the organisation as a moral world, a world that he compares to
Aristotla's city-state. Like Aristotle, who claimed that one couldn't discuss the
nature of a morally good person without discussing the social conditions that
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develop and sustain such persons, we cannot discuss good persons in
organisations if we do not discuss organisallons. Organisations should be
providing the social conditions that develop and sustain morally good people,
for the sake of themselves and their stakeholders, according to Goodpaster. To
achieve this, Goodpaster prescribes that organisations must ensure that neither
the formulation nor the implementation of policy should undermine the ethical
beliefs of their employees, and they must also ensure the communication of
their ethical standards. Both of these responsibilities require the organisation to
respect the dignity and moral autonomy of each employee (Goodpaster, 1989).

Organisations as moral worlds, claims Nesteruk (1991b), structure the
relationships and choices of individuals who work for them. He proposes a
preliminary framework for decision making in the sphere of morality, identifying
three basic models. An individual, according to Nestaruk (1991b) makes
choices:
1. as a person or a moral agent,
2. as the occupant of a role, and
3. as the subject of rules.

In organisations, he suggests, decision makers make choices as occupants of
roles and subjects of rules. The followers of the Structural Restraint View
would argue however that decision makers in organisations make choices as
persons or moral agents. Brief, Dukerich, Brown, and Brett (1996) argue that
personal values do not provide predictions of behaviour in comp!e:< and elusive
organisational practices thus supporting Nesteruk's view.
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A social role Is defined as "an Identity whose characteristics Individuals use to
define themselves and what they should do In a particular setting" (Heiss, 1990,
cited in Brewer, 1997). As occupants of roles, decision makers in organisations
are different than as persons or moral agents, for the individual is obliged to
foster the particular goals of the role, and the Individual's duly is conceived in
terms of fulfilling his/her role. Persons in organisations are socialised In their
roles (Katz & Kahn, 1978). Through this process, people accept the
organisational goal structure (Meier, 1975, cited in Clinard & Yeager, 1980, p.
63) and also the culture (Clinard & Yeager, 1980, p. 66).

Organisational roles contain mutual responsibilities and expectations, which
affect the individual's values and the Individual's attempts to distinguish
between right and wrong courses of action (Derry, 1987). The expected role
behaviour is learned from other's expectations and the rewards that they
receive from their organisational membership. Supervisors, subordinates and
peers form the internal role set, end customers, clients, suppliers and
competitors form the external role set. All send messages to the individual
about expected work behaviour (Adams, 1998).

"Corporate role morality takes as given precisely what classical moral theory
wishes to evaluate, the worthiness of the duties assigned by one's role"
(Nesteruk, 1991a, p. 724). The assumption of the given worthiness of
organisational roles however, creates the danger of fulfilling roles that do not
necessarlly satisfy it. Further, the acceptance of the obligations of the roles,
diminishes the right of the individual in the role to consider personal interests
and general interests that are not related to the organisation or the specific role
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(Nagel, 1979). This was precisely the aim of bureaucracies, namely to make
the Individual dispensable thus constructing the organisation not of people bul
of roles and posilions, which the organisalion controls since it is able to create
and define them (Clinard & Yeager, 1980, p. 64). People In organisations
become functionaries "a new kind of man who in his role of serving the
organization is morally unbounded.... His ethic is the ethic of the good soldier:
taka the order, do the job" (Howton, 1969, cited In Clinard & Yeager, 1980, p.
64). In a milder fonn, Nagel (1978) comm6"ts that the acceptance of a role
confers obligations. With any obligation, a risk is present that the person
fulfilling the role will be required to act in ways that are incompatible with other
obligations or principles that the person accepts. Macintyre (1999) says that
when persons are placed in such a situation, they need to think of their
character independently of their roles. That will result In either finding choices
that may be painful to varying degrees, or totally avoiding these choices.

Beach (1990) explains that the organisational influence is exercised by dividing
tasks among its members, establishing standard practices, transmitting
objectives, providing communication channels and training and indoctrinating its
members with knowledge, skill and loyalt!es. These Influences "allow them to
make the decisions the organization wants made in the way the organization
wants them made" (p 11). As such the organisation provides both the ends and
the means, limiting the possibility of autonomy. The organisation also affects
the locus of choice on decision-making (Vaughan. 1998). The organisation as
a social context shapes what a person perceives as rational at any given
moment. The specialisation and division of labour that occurs in organisations
may make people in organisations unable to see the Illegality and immorality of
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certain actions. Each action is a part of a chain of actions, and even though
each individual act may be legitimate and moral, all the actions linked together
may constitute an illegal or Immoral activity, o! which each individual participant
may be ignorant.

Roles effect the behaviour of individuals who fulfil them but they do not have
only a restrictive outcome but also a liberating effect (Nagel, tg78). They
provide a moral insulation, the abdication of moral responsibility because the
person who fulfils his role, is doing his job. The erroneous reasons for the
liberation of the person who fulfils the role, according to Nagel are:
•

the depersonalisation of the role (the fact that it is shielded from personal
Interests) which leads to the depersonalisation of one's official capacity as
well, thus reinforcing the separation between private and public morality;

•

the additional power conferred on the individual which must be used for the
benefit of the organisation;

•

the division of labour both in execution and in decision which results in
ethical division of labour, thus In ethical specialisation, leading to the
establishment of many roles whose tenns of reference are primarily
consequentia[lst. (p. 76)

Actions in organisations remain the actions of the individual but the
requirements are different. The requirements of the assumption of roles in
organisations impose an obligation on the person fulfilling the role to serve a
special function, to further specific interests of specific groups. "Public offices
limit their occupants to certain considerations and free them from others, such
as the good to humankind" (Nagel, 1978, p. 80). Nagel claims that morality is
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complicaled at every level. However, "its impersonal aspects are more
prominenl in the assessment of Institutions than in the assessment of individual
action, and !hat as a result, the design of institutions may include roles whose
occupants must determine what to do by principles dllferent from those thai
govern private Individuals" (p. 82).

The Value Congruence Model developed by Liedtke (1989) provides a
framework for distinguishing the nature of the value conflicts managers face in
ethical decision dilemmas. Liedtke identified four types of conflict: internal
conflict within the individual's value system (usually relating to role conflict),
Internal conflict within the organisation's value system, external conflict between
the manager's and the organisation's value systems, and conflict at both levels,
Individual/organisational. Internal individual conflict was the conflict most
frequently described. Ethical decision dilemmas can result from conflict within
the individual, the individual's value hierarchy and importance of certain values,
and conflict between Individual and organisational values (Liedtke, 1969). It is
possible however for congruence to exist between the values of the individual
and the organisation. In those cases, Chatman (1969) comments that the value
congruence may lead to extra role behaviours, which are "prosocial acts that
are not directly specified by the individual's job description and that primarily
benefit the organization as opposed

to the individual" (p. 343).

As subjects of rules, decision-makers do not evaluate ends that may be
competing or awn foster particular ends, says Nesteruk (1991 b). What
prevails instead is the requirement of specific conduct lnfom1ed by possible
undisclosed ends. "Individuals who work for corporations are certainly persons,

but they are parsons in roles subject to rules, and their decision making occurs
along a continuum from full-blown moral agency to mechanical subservience to
rules" (Nesleruk, 1991 b, p. 88, emphasis In I he original). As subject to rules
people behave In what Werhane (1999) calls the 'boss mentality' model that is
applied by employees. This model requires the individual to obey and to
respond affirmatively to what is said and asked to do by the boss, the person In
higher authority.

Nesteruk (1991b, p. 89), proposes that as an individual acls less as a person
and more as an occupanl of a role, or less as an occupant of a role and more
as the subject of rules, "decisions become less an act of Individual conscience
and more a function of organization struclure". This, he opines, may result in
I he individuals distancing themselves from !heir organisational decisions and
moral evaluation of decisions, or !hey may maintain a self-perception of moral
agency, even when there is no genuine ethical choice. In both cases there is a
loss of individual responsibility.

Organisations promote the loss of individual responsibility by trealing and
measuring employees In quantitative terms not in individualised terms
(Werhane, 1999). Werhane argues that organisations do not hire, promote,
transfer, layoff, and fire people but job skills, productivity, fit with the
organisation, retrainabllity and performance. She does not suggest that these
criteria be abandoned but for due process to be present as well. The
quantitative focus of businesses perceives employees as economic
phenomena, measured In monetary and slatislicalterms (Werhane, 1999).
What is employed by the organisalion according to Werhane is workers not
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people. Werhane seas and hopes for a transition to employment as a
profession, to enable individuals to become "finely aware and richly
responsible" (James, 1934, cited in Werhane, 1999, p. 247) for oneself, work,
employment and career.

For any social system to survive, individual variabllity must be modified to a
manageable degree (Cohen, 1997; Katz & Kahn, 1978). Organisations as
social systems also need to modify individual variability for their survival and
growth. However, as It has been Indicated above, they must address the affect
they have on the autonomy of their members, because as it has bean argued,
the exclusion of autonomy is harmful for beth the organlsatlon and the
members. The organisation suffers because people do not assume
responsibility for their decisions and behaviour and the people endure
dehum~'lisalion and as a result amoralisation, thus becoming less than

persons.

3.3 ETHICAL DECISION MAKING

There is no consensus as to the factors that guarantee ethical organisational
decisions. This Is not surprising It we take into account the multitude of views
about ethics In general and organisational ethics in particular. Generally, some
argue that ethical decisions are the result of virtuous !nd'vlduals (Macintyre,
1993; Solomon, 1992a) and the personal values (Nash, 1993) and ethical
frameworks (Schmlnke, Ambrose, & Noel, 1997) of decision-makers.
Relativists (Haan, 1986) emphasise that ethical judgements are situation
specific. Haan seas moral action baing 'Informed and influenced by variations
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in contexts", as well as, the decision-makers' "strategies of problem solving
which interacted with these contexts" {p.1282). The developing consensus in
business ethics however (Jones, 1991; Trevino, 1986), is that ethical decision
making is affected by the parson and personal variables (values, character,
personality, Identity etc), the situation and situational variables (organisatlonal
culture, climate, Industry etc.) and the Issue (moral Intensity). The question
remains whether organisational decisions adhere to the decision-makers' Inner
conscience and conviction about the 'right' actions to take (Gioia, 1992).

Some of the personal and organisational factors Identified that affect ethical
decision making In organisations, are shown in Table 4.1 (for reviews of ethics
research see Ford & Richardson, 1994 and Loa, Ferrell, & Mansfield, 2000).
Generally, business decisions with ethical implicatlons have been found to be
affected by the individual(s) making the decision, the organisational and
societal factors shaping the decision and issue factors.

Jones' (1991) issue contingent model of ethical decision making, views ethical
decision making in organisations as a function of the moral intensity of the
encountered dilemma, as well as, personal and organisational factors. This
model claims that organisational factors affect moral decision making and
behaviour at two points (Jones, 1991 ):
•

The establishment of moral intent, affected by implicit organisational
pressures, and

•

Moral behaviour, which is affected by explicit organisational pressures,
despite Intent.
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Tabla 4.1
Identified Factors Affecting Ethical Decision Making
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Machiavellianism (Giacalone, &
Knouse, 1990; Hegarty&Slms,1979;
Singhapakdi & Vitali, 1990b)
Economic value orientation (Hegarty
& Sims,1979)
Ethical ideology (Barnett, at al., 1994:
Forsyth, 1992a)
Stage of moral development {Colby &
Kohlbarg, 1987; Strong & Meyer,
1992: Trevino, 1986)
Age (Arlow, 1991)
Nationality (Small, 1992)
Years of education (Jones and
Gautschi, 1988)
Education in ethics
(Kavathatzopoulos, 1993)
Gender (Arlow, 1991: Glover at al.,
1997; Shelton & McAdams, 1990;
Tsahuridu & Walker, 2001)
Ego strength, field dependence, locus
of control (Trevino, 1986)
NAch (Glover at al., 1997)
Cognitive dissonance & Eichmann
sffect (Curtin, 1996)
Self efficacy (Jensen & Wygant,
1991; Wood & Bandura, 1989}
tv1oral approbation (Jones &
Vcrstagen-Ryan, 1997}
Personal values {Fritzsche, 1995)
Escalation of commitment {Street,
Robertson, & Geiger, 1997)

SITUATIONAL FACTORS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisation's reward system
(Jansen & Von Glinow, 1985;
Trevino & Youngblood 1990)
Peer Influence (Fraadrich, Thome,
& Ferrell, 1994: Singer 1996)
Groupthink (Sims, 1992: Smith &
Caroll, 1984)
Superiors' influence (Posner &
Schmidt, 1992; Hegarty & Sims,
1979)
Informal systems (Falkenberg &
Harremans, 1995; Hegarty &
Sims, 1979), organisational culture,
(Trevino, 1986} and environment
(Fritzsche & Becker, 1984)
Formal systems and ethics pol!cy
(Murphy, 1988; Singhapakdi &
Vitali, 1990a)
Immediate job context and
characteristics of work (Trevino,
1986)
Kind of harm B'ld the magnitude of
the consequences {Fritzsche &
Becker, 1983; Weber, 1996)
Risk of detection {Jensen &
Wygant,1991)
Age of team {Hunt & Jennings,
1997)
Organisational value system
(Liedtke, 1989)
Size of organisation (Schminke,
2001; Weber, 1990)
Social networks and relationships
among actors (Brass, Butterfield, &
Skaggs, 1998)
Structure of organisation
(Schminke, 2001)

Research (Harrington, 1997; Morris & McDonald, 1995; Weber, 1996) supports
Jones' (1991) claim that moral intensity affects ethical judgements. Jonas'
(1991) model of ethical decision making is considered the most comprehensive
because it includes environmental, personal and organisational forces, as well
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as, the moral intensity variable (Loa et at., 2000; Street, et al., 1997; Weber,
Hl96}.

The biggest cause for the absence of ethics in ethical decision making in most
organisations Is not considered the unethicality of the decision-makers but their
inability to consider the ethical issues In the organisational context. In this
sense, it ;., •he organisational forces and the Issues that are considered more
likely to au-~t ethical decisions in organisations. Williams (1997} argues that
business organisations shape the Individual in them so much that they do not
see the ethical dimension of business life. "When efficiency and productivity
are the only values reinforced in the organisation, people are mouii.led slowly to
do whatever will 'get the job done'. Treating people functionally dulls their
sensitivity and constricts their perspective so that their 'world' is basically
functional" (p. 5). Similarly, Jackall (1 988) blames the reality of organisational
life, which makes managers unable to see most issues that confront them as
moral even when others present problems In moral terms, as the reason for this
phenomenon. The zone of indifference identified by Barnard (1938) explains
why this phenomenon exists. Barnard, however, characterises it as
irresponsible, because people in organisations do not effect their morality in
their conduct. They are thus not morally autonomous persons and do not
behave as moral agents.

The irresponsibility Barnard (1938) mentions must be attributed to the
organisations as well as parsons. The nature of the employment relationship Is
such that It grants a certain degree of control to employers over the behaviour
of their employees, resulting in the rel!nquishment of some of the employees
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autonomy (Radin & Werhane, 1996). Jackall (HJBB) attributes the abdication of
personal responsibility and autonomy to the imperatives of the work place. The
paradox in organisations Is that individuals in them relinquish varying degrees
of their autonomy but they remain responsible for their morality, despite the
absence of autonomy to affect their morality.
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CHAPTER FOUR
A REVIEW OF AUTONOMY IN BUSINESS RELATED
LITERATURE: INDIVIDUAL EMPHASIS

4.1 THE INDIVIDUAL AND INDIVIDUAL VALUES

Personal values provide the predisposition to behaviour and action. They
provide normative standards that individuals have internalised, accepted and
use when making decisions that involve considerations of good and bad. Katz
and Kahn {1978) view organisational and personal values as fundamental and
enduring qualities, and significant determinants of behaviour.

Personal values are based on the fundamental truths, the principles an
individual holds. Principles are the source of inspiration or direction for moral
action, and provide the starting point for moral reasoning (Thompson, Melia, &
Boyd, 1 994). Values provide beliefs about how an individual ought to behave
and assign a sense of good and bad, right and wrong (Parrott, 1999) to
behaviour. The normative or 'ought' characteristic of values according to F,avlln
and Meglino (1 987, p. 155), distinguishes values from other constructs such as
attitudes, opinions and preferences, because values specify socially desirable
forms of behaviour. Values are concerned with the types of behaviour a person
feels ought or is proper to exhibit (Ravlin & Meglino, 1g87).

A synthesised definition of values describes them as "standards or criteria for
choosing goals or guiding action and are relatively enduring and stable over
time" (Dose, 1997, p. 220). Rokeach {1968) considers values to be types of
beliefs, centrally located within one's total belief system, about how one ought
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or ought not to behave, or about an end state of existence or an existence not
worth attaining.

Values are examined in this research because they provide a relatively
permanent perceptual framework, which every individual has, and which
shapes and influences an individual's behaviour by influencing intentions
(Bersolf, 1999; England, Dhlngra, & Agarwal, 1974; England, 1975). It needs to
be noted that values do not take over individual behaviour but they tend to
affect it in situations that allow their activation.

Moral values are activated if the decision an Individual is called to make is
perceived as a moral decision. Schwartz (1968) clarifies that:
if a person construes a decision he faces to be a mora/choice,
relevant moral norms he holds are likely to be activated and to affect
behavior. When he falls to perceive that a moral decision is at
stake, however, particular moral norms are unlikely to be activated.
A norm which is not activated is unlikely to have any significant
Impact on behavior regardless of its content or of how strongly the
person holds it. (p. 355)
The existence of values therefore does not guarantee their use. Schwartz
outlines two conditions, which must be satisfied for the activaticn of a person's
moral values (p. 356):
•

"The person must have some awareness that his potential acts may ha·Je
some consequences on the welfare of others"; and

•

"The person must ascribe some responsibility for these acts and their
consequences to himself'.
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These two conditions express the social nature of morality, as well as the
individual's responsibility for moral acts, the necess~y for moral agency to exist.
Any moral choice situation, explains Schwartz, entails actual: or potential
Interpersonal actions, which have consequences for the welfare (material or
psychological) of others. These actions are perfonned by an agent who is
perceived to be responsible, to have acted knowingly as a result of a decision.
Finally he argues, the act and the agent are evaluated based on the
consequences the actions have on the welfare of others. This utilitarian
calculation may however not be undertaken and the act and the agent may be
evaluated on the rightness of decision or action, regardless of consequences.
The means of achieving desirable ends may have contravened values the
decision-maker holds. In organisations, the attempt to achieve desirable
consequfOnces and the desire to Improve the welfare of others may actually limit
the assessment of decisions in moral tenns. Particularly when the 'others' are
the shareholders and the decision-makers' short tenn perfonnance Is assessed
by them, and the deoision·makers' welfare depends on that assessment. Moral
nonns as used by Schwartz are cultural speciflcatlons of what constitutes good
and bad Interpersonal actions. The possibility also exists that a person making
a decision may falsely perceive that a moral value is not applicable to a given
situation (BerscH, 1999). For example, steali'lg is wrong, may be the moral
value but taking something that is not mine when no one is hanned Is
acceptable. In such a case, Bersoff explains, the latter is likely to be activated
and influence behaviour.
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Individual differences in moral values are expected to affect moral judgements
and behaviour, when individuals consider the siluation in ethical terms and feel
they are making a decision In their capacity as moral agents. They thus need
to perceive themselves personally responsible and accountable for the
decision.

Moral autonomy In amoral organisations requires herculean strength or
sociopathic behaviour because such organisations do not contain moral values
that are subject to societal values, but only economic values. This also limits
the possibility for moral heteronomy and makes moral anomy a likely stance in
organisational life. Economic moral theory values the behaviour of people only
to the extent that ., contributes to the fim1's sell interest (Reilly & Myroslaw,
1990), making people amoral, and morally anomous in organisations. These
amoral organisational players share their bodies with the moral good cltlzens,
and they are substantially at peace because when they play for the organisation
there is no moral content in their behaviour, whilst when they are good citizens
there is (Reilly & Myroslaw, 1990).

Managers are not mere functionaries and they cannot be adequately seen as
ciphers who elther serve the predetermined needs of the owners or who act
selfishly (Aivesson & Willmott, 1992). "Caught between contradictory demands
and pressures, they experience ethical problems, they run the risk of dismissal,
they are 'victims' as well as perpetrators of discourses and practices that
unnecessarily constrain their ways of thinking and acting" (Aivesson & Willmott,
1992, p. 7).
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David Ewing (1978, p.168) uses more potent language In describing the
organisation's effect on the Individual, and states: "Only in America do we make
a big production of guaranteeing such civil liberties as free speech, privacy,
conscience and due process to all people except from the hours of 9to 5,
Monday through Friday." The same sentiments are expressed by Werhane
(1999) two decades later in discussing the Individual in the U.S. institution.
She explains that not all employees in the private sector enjoy rights to due
process, freedom of speech -Including protection for legitimate whistle
blowers, privacy, rights to employment information and job security, whilst the
public sector does not guarantee the right to form unions. Werhane goes
further and discusses the antithesis of voting rights and participation between
political decisions and management decisions In the political economy. The
former guaranteed constitutionally the latter ignored or even decried.

Ewing (1978) and Werhane (1999) discuss the outcomes of the separation of
personal and business life. This separation is evident in the language used by
practitioners such as Dan Drew (cited in Steiner & Steiner, 1991) described
earlier, and academics such as Woodcock and Francis (191l9, p. 117), who
state:
For many organizations it is a dog-eat-dog world. In every
commercial organization talented people are planning how to
increase their business at the expense of the competition. Noncommercial organizations are often under threat from those who
provide the funds. Successful managers study external threats and
formulate a strong defence. They adopt the value: Know thine
enemy.
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People have Identity lhat defines them as persons, "provides the core to a
person's being, comprises the consistency of the person over time, and

.

distinguishes a person idiosyncratically from olher people" (Gioia, 1998, p. 19) •
The idenllty people have develops continuously (Seabright & Kurka, 1997;
Watson, 1994) but is also enduring. Aokeach (cited in Van Wart, 1996, p. 526)
prescribes that "any r.onception ol human values, if it is to be fruitful, must be
able to account for the enduring character of values as well as for their
changing character", thus accepting their changing nature as well as constancy.
The possibility for change in values enables growth and mom importantly moral
growth. These elements will be further developed In Chapter 5.

The individual in the organisation has identity including values. Values are
attitudes or passions or principles that have a personal or societal history (Rohr,
1989). Rohr explains that values suggest 'a pattern of attitudes or behaviour
that recurs with some frequency' (p. 77). What is not clear is the degree to
which individuals in organisations exercise their personal values when they
make organisational decisions that have ethical implications. Hampshire (1978)
does not perceive values as an orderly system of decision aids. Instead he
sees individuals in possession of a vast storage of knowledge and belief which
provide specific beliefs for a specific situations.

The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) describes beliefs,
intentions and behaviour. Weber and Gillespie (1998, p. 449) comment that
beliefs link "an object (person, group, institution, behavior, policy, event, etc) to
Its perceived attributes, which can be influenced by the participant's attitudes
(feeilngs about the object)". Beliefs, according to Weber and Gillespie, include
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both personal and social aspects. Intention is the Immediate determinant ol
behaviour, Its formation influenced by beliefs regarding positive outcomes and
social approbation. The stronger the mtention the stronger the likelihood that
the behaviour will eventuate. Behaviour according to this theory Is the action
that is ultimately taken. They describe these as what should I do? (individual
beliefs}, what would 1 do? (intention} and what did I do? (behaviour).

Principles are crit·;ria for adopting or rejecting potential goals and plans. "They
are not the goals themselves, but they define what is and what Is not desirable
about goals; they are not plans themselves, but they define what are and who~t
are not acceptable means for achieving plans" (Beach, 1990, p. 25}.

Another possibility is that Individuals possess multiple identities with diHerent
values. "Personal identities are shifting and multiple" claims Weick (1995, p.
59} or as Dennett (cited in Metzger & Dalton, 1996) calls It, multiple salves.
Beach (1990} also subscribes to the view that people have several selves and
the actual sell, displayed at any lime, depends on the actual situation. Beach
calls the several selves subselves. He claims that only one subset! is
operational at any given lima, and that is determined by the context. According
to this view then it is possible that in organisations people may operate their
organisation self, which may differ from the family self or the church self.

Ashforth and Mae I (1989} suggest the same but use the term multiple identities
instead of multiple selves. Individuals, they claim, belong to a number of
groups, and their identities are likely to consist of an amalgam of identities.
These identities are likely to possess inherent values, beliefs, norms and
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demands that may confl!ct with each other and with the individual's personal
identity. Ashforth and Mae! {1989} conclude that the existence of the identities
does not conflict, but their values, norms and demands CQnfllct. What Is
described is the Identities we develop in the different roles we are cal!ed to fulfil.
Role strain is the term used by sociologists to refer to the conflict between
different roles (Brewer, 1997). McKenna (1999) comments that in the
organisational sphere, managers do not only possess multiple perceived
identities, but they also shape the perceived identities of others. Weick (1995)
uses Wiley's understanding of sensemaking, categorised in three levels: the
intersubjective, generic subjective and extrasubjective. The intersubjective
occurs ''when Individual thoughts, feelings, and Intentions are merged or
synthesised into conversations during which the self gets transformed from 'I'
into 'we'" {p. 71), generic subjective is where "concrete human beings, subjects,
am no longer present and salves are left behind. Social structure implies a
generic sell, an Interchangeable part- as filler of roles and follower of rulesbut not concrete, individualised selves. The 'relation to subject', then, at this
level is categorical and abstract" (Wiley, cited In Weick, 1995, p. 71). The
extrasubjectiva is a level of symbolic reality, each viewed as a subjectless batch
of culture, like capitalism and mathematics.

Character is a person's normal pattern although\ and action, especially about
cor:..:erns and commitments in issues that affect the happiness of others, and
most especially in relation to moral choices (Kupparman, 1991 ). Character is
perceived as the most important characteristic of a person especially In
business, because strong character enables people to act In accordance with
their values and commitments, despite short term pressures and temptations to
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do the contrary (Hartman, 1998b). If a geed life Is an autonomous life, then
Hartman prescribes strong character as a necessary condition for the good life.
Strong character enables people to act on their values and 'to be unable to act
on one's values is the antithesis of autonomy" (p. 551 ).

In summary, people's behaviour is affected by their beliefs, principles and
values. People also develop different selves or identities in order to fulfil the
different roles they are called to fulfil. There is however something called a sell,
and that self can have a strong or weak character. The values, identity and
character of persons affect their decisions. The moral values, however, are
normally activated If the conditions described above are fulfilled. This
phenomenon provides support for the effect of organisations on their people.
The selves or identities people develop, also support it. The role specific
identities and subselves contain the specific role ends and means. In a role
fulfilling catastasis, Individuals are unlikely to use the values they hold as
parents, friends, or 11eighbcurs.

4.2 ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE AND CLIMATE

Orga11isatic11s are assumed to affect their members because organisations
have values (Hulll, Wood, & Chonko, 1989; Kaba11ot1, Waldersee, & Cohen,
1995; Lledtka, 1989), culture (Dahler-Larsen, 1994; De George, 1990; Deal &
Kennedy, 1982; Murphy, 1988; O'Reilly, 1989; Schein, 1997) and identity
(Gioia, 1996, 1998). The organisational culture includes the basic assumptions
conceml11g what is right, proper a11d fair (Gottlieb & Sa11zgiro, 1996). Culture
according to Watson (1994) is in part a moral system because not o11ly it
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defines the values of those who accept it, it also contains assumptions about
the nature of the world, and it assists individuals In the construction of their
identities. Falkenberg and Herremans' (1995) exploratory research found that
pressures within the informal systems are the dominant influence on
employees' behaviours and decisions in the resolution of ethical issues. These
pressures within the infonnal system, they found, will vary according to the type
of unethical activity, as well as, the economic status of the organisation.

Culture, according to Berger (1973, cited in Watson, 1994, p. 22), is a human
and social construction which creates nomos, and order out of chaos. The
organisational culture can supply the ethical nomos for the organisation, among
the other nomoi. The organisational ethical values are contained in culture and
they help to establish and maintain standards that clarify the right things to do
and the things worth doing (Jansen & Von Glinow, 1985). The organisational
culture through tts content and influence, may limit the moral autonomy of
individuals within the organisation, thus increasing the possibility of the other
two positions, moral heteronomy and moral anomy.

Summarising the above, it can be seen that the organisational culture and
climate provide the terms that prescribe moral intent in organisational decision
making, and organisational goals and objectives provide the framework for
behaviour. Both culture and goals or objectives are interconnected and may or
may not contain ethical values. The absence of ethics from the terms provided
by the organisation, affect the identification of dilemmas encountered in
organisations and impact on the individual making organisational decisions.
Individuals may not ba aware that they are making ethical decisions and that
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the organisational decisions they make have ethical implications.
Organisational decisions may be based on the terms provided by the
organisation and some organisations have tenns of short-tenn organisational
goal attainment, or compliance with regulations, and exclude ethics. The terms
organisations provide are contained In tho lonna! and informal control systems.
The lnfonnal aspects that are contained In the organisational culture are
however more potent. The organisational culture is a social control system,
and it gives the impression of great autonomy to individuals acting In
organisations, when paradoxically they conform with unwritten 'codes of
behaviour' much more than with formal control systems (O'Reilly, 1989).

The organisation's culture provides an explanation for the claim made by many
theorists (Metzger, 1987; Reilly & Myroslaw, 1990; Wong & Beckman, 1992)
that people often act differently in the organisational context than In their purely
individual context and do not apply their personal values in the former. Vaughan
(1998) uses Arendt's (1977) work to demonstrate how It is possible for
individuals to define their actions by the cultural values and standards of
organisations, even in organisational cultures that normalised deviant actions.
Such deviance in the case of Arendt's account of Eichmann resulted In his
heinous crimes against individuals and humanity.

This research

examin~s

the effect organisations have on the Individuals' ethical

decision making. It asserts that not all organisations have ethical values in their
culture. Those that do not are amoral and behave In a manner that only
satisfies their egoistic needs. Reidenbach and Robin (1991) assign to
organisational culture the organisation's moral development which in turn helps
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define that culture. The authors present an organisational modal of mora\
development that is inspired by Kohlberg's work of individual moral
development. Stage 1 in this modal contains the amoral organisation, an
organisation !halls pre-moral or proto-moral {sea Chapter 3). Reidenbach and
Robin describe such an organisational culture as one that values 'winning at all
costs', and is unmanaged in respect to ethics. What is important in such
organisations is productivity and efficiency, and their philosophy is that
business is not governed by the same rules that govern individuals. Getting
caught In such organisations, for ethical misbehaviour Is part of the cost of
running a business. Organisations with a moral culture on the other hand will
provide ethical aims and targets fer actions that are ethical. Ethical are targets
that "their pursuit Is justifiable on grounds other than economic or self-Interested
ones" {Margolis, 1998, p. 416). Margolis further explains that ethical aims may
be valued on economic ground as wall, however they are valued evan when
they de not lead to economic ob)ecttves, and economic objectives are valued
on ethical grounds. This Is similar to personal ethics, which was described in
Chapter 1.

Amoral organisations behave as amoral calculators and they are motivated
entirely by profit seeking (Kagan & Scholz, 1984). Such organisations assess
opportunities and risks carefully. When organisations undfrtake such
economic calculations, they will disobey the law when the expected profits of
the disobedience are larger than the anticipated fines and probab!llty of being
caught. This modal of corporate criminality is the most widely accepted,
comment Kagan and Scholz, and views people in organisations as law
breakers, driven by the norms and pressures of the market place, if the profit is
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greater than the costs of non crmpliance or Jaw evasion. The motivation of
business is profit (Duska, 1997) and increasing profit Is what businesses are
motivated to do, but this motivatlon does not expiain organisational behaviour
according to Kagan and Scholz, because some organisations may chose to
comply with certain legislation and not other. This phenomenon, they claim,
can be explained by managerial attitudes towards th€' regulation or ago;oncy, In
addition to or instead of the amoral calculation. Organisational criminality Is
usually an instrumental act that also "exhibits routinisation and patterning"
(Vaughan, 1998, p. 28). Amoral calculations and instrumental actions, however,
do not explain all organisational criminal activities. Some, argue Kagan and
Scholz, occur because of the incompetence, misunderstanding of legislation, or
due to Improper attenlion to the regulatory requirements. Vaurt~an (1998) adds
the normalisation of deviance, as an additional reason that explains why
organisations that are not amoral, misbehave. She claims that normalisation of
deviance explains the Challenger accident, and not misconduct because
employees did not violate any laws or rules in their pursuit of organisational
goals, and there is no evidence of intentional wrongdoing implied In the amoral
calculator model of decision making. The nonnalisation of deviance was
instead a result of the production of a cultural belief system In the work group,
the culture of production, and structural secrecy.

It is also asserted that organisations with strong cultures will have a greater
impact on the decisions and behaviour of individuals in them. Hartman (1998a,
p. 365) claims that some organisations 'have strong cultures that homogenise
people's values, some are morally anarchic." Strong cultures will result In
greater agreement between members about the values about the means and
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ends of the organisation. The type of culture an organisation has wlll also affect
the persons' ability to use their moral values. A democratic organisational
culture may encourage members to taka responsibility for their actions, whilst
an authoritarian culture with its numerous rules that prescribe some behaviours
and proscribe others, may replace individual discretion (Trevino, 1986).

Fraedrich at al. (1994) call for the discovery of how personal moral values enter
an individual's organisational ethical decision making, because in the
organisational context peer relationships and organisational culture have been
shown to be stronger Influences. Nash (cited In Curtin, 1996, p. 63) explains
the business environment and its effects as:
The business environment seems to cultivate a condition of moral
schizophrenia ... too many factors In the culture of the market place,
financial pressures and one's own role playing conspire to tum what
would seem to be ordinary, clear cut offences Into problematic grey
area difficulties or excusable departures from normal moral
standards.

Denhardt (1 961) expresses his concern about the effect of the organisation on
the individual as:
[W]e originally sought to cunstruct social institutions that would reflect
our beliefs and values; now there is a danger that our values would
reflect our institutions. Here we encounter a most serious problem:
as we continue to permit organizations to structure our lives, rather
than vice versa, we may become locked in their grasp. We may
begin Innocently enough, engaging in organizational activities which
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we hope wlll promote useful social goals, yet wind up doing certain
things net because we choose to do them, but because 'that's how
things are done' in the world of organization. {p. 32)

4.2.1 Organisation's Impact on the Individual
The potency of the organisational culture is described by many. Schein {1997)
characteristically states:
But when we see the essence of a [organlzatlonal] culture, the
paradigm by which people operate, we are struck by hew powerful
our insight into the organization now is, and we can see instantly why
certain things work the way they do, why certain proposals are never
bought, why change is so difficult, why certain people leave, and so
on. {p. 207)

Research conducted by Schminke and Ambrose (1997) suggest that
individuals' ethical make up does not appear to operate under a single, stable
ethical framework, but the context appears to Influence the ethical model used.
Fraedrich et al., {i 994) suggest that employees in organisations do not function
as highly individualistic ethical decision-makers. Similarly, Sharp-Paine {i 994)
claims that "rarely do the character flaws of a tone actor fully explain corporate
misconduct. More typically, unethical business practice involves the taclt, if not
explicit, cooperation of others, and reflects the values, attitudes, beliefs,
language, and behavioural patterns that define an organisation's operating
culiure" (p. 1 06). Individuals acting together "can produce morally
objectionable events and states of affairs that no individual acting alone could
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produce" (McMahon, 1995, p. 550). The division of responsibility and the
anonymity that togetherness provides, enables regression of the standards
individuals may hold individually. However, the value systems of managers that
would undertake an elhical act were found to be significantly different from the
value syslems of managers that would taka the unethical act in the study of
Frilzsche (1995). Finegan (1994) found lhat people perceive ethical dilemmas
in the organisations differently and their perception is affected by their personal
value systems.

The organisation as the context of decision-making may impact decision
making by shaping what is perceived as rational by the decision maker
(Vaughan, 1998). Vaughan attributes this Impact to specialisation and division
ollabour which may render the sum of legitimate acts illegitimate, and also
promote the ignorance of the individual decision maker of the total act
performed piecemealy by invisible others (Vaughan, 1998). Secrecy is also
built into the very structure of organisations, continuous Vaughan, because as
organisations grow, actions in one part of the organisation are not visible in
others, leading to the segregation of knowledge, tasks, and goals. Knowledge
becomes specialised which further inhibits knowing and promotes secrecy and
the development of language associated with different tasks can conceal rather
than reveal even between sections of the same organisation.

Public economic crimes according to Nagel (1 979) do not seem to be fully
attributable to the offender. The morality of public roles, according to Nagel,
restrictively effects the individuals In the roles but also significantly liberates
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them. This is the result of the diffusion of action between many actors and the
division of labour In decision and In execution (Nagel, 1979).

In her research, Derry (1987) discovered that at least one third of the
participants in her study (40 men and women managers and professionals) said
they never faced a moral conflict at work. This proportion is likely to be higher
according to Derry, because many people declined to participate in her study
because they had nothing to talk about on the subject of work related moral
conflicts. Derry did not find any distinguishing demographic characteristics for
the group that did not face any moral conflict at work.

There appears to be a lack of consensus on the factors that promote,
encourage or guarantee moral behaviour in organisations. ·rna communitarian
view (Etzicni, 1996; Macintyre, 1993; May, 1996) emphasises the Impact of
society, culture and tradition as the main forces that shape and guide morality
and moral behaviour, whilst the libertarian view (Nozlck, 1974) perceives
morality as an individualistic phenomenon. The contemporary plethora of
codas of ethics suggests that organisations adopt the communitarian view or
possibly a libertarian view Including an assumption that workers are immoral.
Libertarians, according to Hartman (1998a), argue that the acceptance of a
contract, such as the employment contract, in the absence of force or fraud
obliges the parties to the contract to morally comply or quit. Employee
autonomy is thus not limlted, if management complies with the contract that the
employee has accepted. In this view, it is not the social organisation that
affects the individual, but the Individual chooses to be affected by the
organisation. This view does not however take into account the affect of the
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organisation on the individual and the Individual's capacity to choose and
decide based on his consciousness and upon reflection on his personal values.

This affect organisations have on the Individuals' moral autonomy has be;en
alluded to, and explained by a number of business ethicists (Badaracco, 1995;
Jos, 1986; Lozano, 1996; Werhane, 1989).

Empirical investigations also suggest that generally, people in organisations
regress morally. These investigations provide av1dence of variations in moral
reasoning and moral decision making in different contexts, indicating that most
of us most of the time are indeed affected by the organisation and the
community of work. French and Allbright, (1998, p. 191), testing the discourse
ethics procedure suggested by Habannas (1976), concluded that there are
limes when individuals revert to lower stages of moral reasoning, even though
they employ on average, higher levels of moral reasoning in their moral
deliberations. Schminke and Ambrose's (1997) findings suggest that both mala
and female managers tend lo morally regress when they enter a business
setting. These findings support Snell's (1996) concl11sion that ethical theory in
use is volatile, Involving a number of different stages a1od the reasoning enacted
is not necessarily that of the highest stage, among managers. Managers were
not found to reason at the highest possible level, but inste·ld engaged a nP~ober
of stages (typically three or more) in real-life ethical dilen mas. Manaf.ers'
moral reasoning has actually been found to be different be~een f.:OJsiness and
non business dilemmas by Weber (1990) where managers reasoned at a lower
lever on Kohlberg's CMD scale for business dilemmas than for a non business
dilemma. The regression in SMD found by people in business dilemmas
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questions Kohlberg's claim that the proposed stages are invariant and
according to Fraedrich at al. (1994) makes the CMD theory untenable, or CMD
may be less appropriate for business ethics than private ethics. This latter
conclusion reinforces the separatio.m thesis and as such remains worrisome. It
also highlights the reality of organisational morality, and it raises questions that
people In business and people about business must address. Managers' use of
lower laval of moral reasoning to solve business ethical dilemmas can be
explained by the application of context specific cognition that allows them to
fullll highly diHerentiated roles whilst limiting their cognitive dissonance
(Trevino, 1992).

Differences in the business context have been found not only in moral
reasoning and cognition but also in ethical ideology used by individuals In that
context. Brady and Wheeler (1996) found managers more likely to think in
teleological terms than non-managers who were more likely to use
deontologicalterms with increased age. Schminke and Ambrose (1997) also
found a shift towards teleology in business dilemmas, while that shift existed
towards deontology in non-business encountered ethical dilemmas. Fritzsche
and Becker (1984) discovered an almost total reliance on teleology t:-1·
marketing practitioners. Fritzsche and Becker also found that respon:-.es that
justified dilemma resolutions by justice and rights theories, appear to place
greater emphasis on ethical values relative to economic values. Thes!l authors
question whether the almost total reliance on utilitarian philosophy is ~''"~t for
society. Glover at al. (1997) however refer to the study conducted by Fv,rest at
al. (1990) which identified that managers show a slight preference for
deontological values and Murphy and Daley (1990) which found that execuli\e-,
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in the transportation Industry do not rely on any principle (utilitarian, rights or
justice) for justification of their actions.

These empirical findings contradict the two points generally made in business
ethics, identified by Lewis (1985, p. 377) that:
•

a person's ethics in business cannot be separated from his personal or all
other ethics, and

•

business will never be more ethical than the people who are in business.

The above findings of empirical research in business ethics indicate that ethics
in business is not ident!cal to a person's ethics, and general ethics. They also
indicate that business is not mora ethical than the people in it are, and In most
cases, business is not as ethical as the people In It are. These lindings also
appear to disprove the assertion (Denhardt, 1981: Himmelfarb, 1995) that
business values have taken over all human activity and the values of business
have spilt into society and became its values, thus making it amoral or less
moral.

Research also provides explanations of possible reasons for the replacement or
loss of personal morality in organisations and the ethical regression in
business. Possible explanations for this phenomenon may exist in obedience
to authority {Milgram, 1974, 1995), dehumanisatlon (Bandura, 1986),
deindivlduat!on and groupthink (Sims, 1992). Jones and Verstegen-Ryan
(1997) offer a possible explanation for the lower ethical standards in
organisational decisions by the concept of moral approbation. They claim that
moral approbation, the desire individuals have to be seen as moral by others or
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themselves, is affected in organisations because of the organisational
influences. Moral approbation influences the probab!lity a moral agent will act
on a moral judgement. The organisational influences, identified by Jones and
Verstegen-Ryan, are the severity of consequences, moral certainty, degree of
complicity and the extent of Implicit and explicit pressure to comply.

The influence the organisation exerts on individuals affects not only their
reasoning, cognition and Ideology but also the scripts and schemes Individuals
use to resolve organisational issues. The concept of schema W'lS initially
developed by Piaget (192g, cited in Beach, 1990, p. 18). Haan (1966)
attributes to the problem solving strategies, what others call scripts or
schemata, the more potent source of variation in ethical behaviour. Vaughan
(1996) describes culture as "a set of solutions produced by a group of people
as they interact about situations they face in common' (p. 37). In that sense,
culture develops and promotes acceptable schemes and scripts people use to
resolve the situations they face. A schema, Beach explains, "consists of
elements, concepts, and the relationships among them, that are pertinent In
some sphere of interest to the actor. The schema defines the legitimacy of the
elements that it encompasses" (p. 16). These characteristics enable schemata,
which are developed in organisations and are contained in organisational
culture, to shape and bias thought (DiMaggio, 1997). DiMaggio outlines the
mechanisms in schematic automatic cognition that affects decisions and
behaviour (pp. 269-270):
•

people are more likely to perceive Information that is germane to existing
schemata
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•

people recall schematlc,lly embedded Information more quickly and more
accurately

•

people may falsely recall schematically embedded events that did not occur

In contrast, in deliberate cognition, explains DiMaggio, people are sufficiently
motivated to override automatic cognition, the programmed modes of thought,
and think critically and reflectively. Deliberate cognition Is facilitated by
attention, motivation and schema failure. Liedtka (1989) agrees:
Clearly the organisational value system plays a critical role In setting
the stage upon which the ethical dilemmas that their managers face
are played out. The degree to which they are ablo to write the
script, as well, undoubtedly varies with the players involved and the
specific act in progress. (p. 812)

The effect of organisations c

the organisational individual or '1he individual

within the corporation" (Solomon, 1992a, p. 319) In regards to moral decision
behaviour Is of significance. It affects the approach organisations should take
(an 'ought') in the promotion and implementation of organisational ethics by
providing an understanding of the factors that impede or promote (an 'is')
organisational ethical decisions. Organisations have the option of allowing their
members to bring their consciousness to work, provide a consciousness that
people are required to use during work hours in the form of an ethical climate
and culture, or exclude moral values from the person and the organisation.
Analogous are the possible positions the individual within the organisation may
then conceivably exhibit in the sphere of morality: autonomy, heteronomy and
anomy.
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4.2.21ndlvldual Responsibility in Organisations

In the previous section we looked at normative and empirical investigations of
the possible effect some organisations have on the actions and decisions of
pe.rsons. The general con<;ensus appears to be that people are affected by the
organisation. This conclusion strikes at the epicentra of moral responsibility.
All disciplines and all sub disciplines and extremes among lhem, hold
individuals who are rational, responsible for their actions. In 'reality' however,
we are seeing that people are not behaving as moral agents in organisations
and the reasons that happens have bean outlined.

Smith and Carroll (1 964, p. 96) call the 'they made me do it' situation, when
Individuals in organisations assign their moral responsibilities to the
organisation, moral cowardice. The assignment of personal morality to the
organisation is something the organisational hierarchy demands and replaces
with loyalty to the organisation and commitment to the organisational goals.
Dugger (1986, cited in Miceli, 1996) attributes the replacement of personal
ethics with the organisational requirements to a strong identification with the
organisation.

Bell (1996) prescribes that:
[Alii of us ought to be held personally accountable for our acts even if
we are conforming to organizational rules and common be,llef
systems. It Is our moral duty to question such rules and belief
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systems and to disobey them if obeying would lead to seriously
wrongful consequences. (p. 325)
Bell, in antithesis to Vaughan (1998), sees the Challenger disaster as the direct
result of purposive human action and irresponsible moral choice, even if the
actio11 conformed to organisational rules. The action, he claims, can be
attributed to particular Identifiable people. He views Vaughan's analysis as
Incomplete and says it ought to be viewed as such. If it is accepted as a
complete analysis, he argues, it obscures mora than It reveals about causes,
purpose and consequences. Bell also contends that such analyses absolve
individuals of their moral agency and encourage irresponsible behaviour of '1he
social system made me do It" variety. He also claims that such analyses do not
assist people who try to Improve human performance in the future. Bell
perceives Vaughan's account as neither useful nor pedagogic. It ought not to
be made publicly available because it is likely to corrupt individuals In
organisations who are trying and have the capacity to disobey rules and belief
systems that may lead to Immoral decisions. Ball, like many writers that fear
the loss of individual responsibility, is not willing to differentiate between
understanding individuals In organisations and absolving individuals In
organisations. He also seems to fail to differentiate the descriptive work that
Vaughan undertook from the normative. Vaughan did not ever suggest that
individl!als in organisations ought to treat all decisions as routine and not
question the ethical implications of their decisions. However, she did state that
Individuals In organi3ations do, and tried to provide an explanation of such
occurrences. Hare (1997) provides support for Bell's (1998) antithesis to the
~,ttribulion of responsibility to the collective by staling that:
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[w]e must never lose sight of the distinction between what wa are told
to do aud what we ought to do. There is a point, beyond which wa
cannot gat rid of our own moral responsibilities by laying them on the
shoulders of a superior, whether ha be general, priest or politician,
human or divine. Anyon a who thinks otherwise has not understood
what a moral decision is. (p. 374)
Again, 'wa must not' or 'one ought not to' does not provide explanations why we
do and can. Obedience to authority, dehumanisalion, and role morality does.
Gioia (1992) is better positioned to provide the Inside view of the perpetrator
and the outside view of the examiner, in the classic Ford Pinto Incident:
The recall coordinator's job was serious business. The scripts associated
with it influenced me much mora than I influenced it [them]. Before I want
to Ford I would have argued strongly that Ford has an ethical obligation to
recall. After I left Ford, I now argue and teach that Ford had an etnicat
obl!gatton to recall. But, while I was there, I perceived no obligation to
recall and 1 remember no strong ethical overtones to the oasa whatsoever.

It was a very straightforward decision, driven by dominant scripts for the
time, place and context. (p. 388)
Gioia's (1992) reflections emphasise the natura and diHiculty of moral
judgements. Emmet (1966) calls such judgements problematic, because the
rules of morality are not applied automatically. "To face them [moral
judgements] responsibly is to approach them as moral problems, without
special pleading, fear or favour. It Is also to face them as moral problems
where the answer Is not always given by just looking up the local book of rules"
(p. 1DB). When a person approaches moral problems as moral and problematic
then the person uses his judgement and makes decisions, claims Emmet.
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What we are seeing In organisations is that the book of rules often excludes
morality and prescribes obedience to the rules that exclude lt. This further
limits the possibility of appreciating the problematic nature of moral judgements,
and thus makes the possibility of Increasing the skill of making moral
judgements impossible (Emmet, 1966). So, both Ieeming to make moral
judgements and making them becomes an organisationally controlled activity.
This phenomenon Is some organisations makes people in them anomie. Miceli
(1996) describes the anomie manager as a parallel to a sociopath. The anomie
manager's pursuit of profit excludes all moral considerations from decision
making.

Understanding why people behave the way they do in organisations will enable
individuals and organisations to develop systems and processes that enable
moral choice by the individuals for the organisation. Collier (1998) calls it the
one sidedness of academic business ethics and identifies it as one of the
intellectual and phllosopl11ca1 reasons that are responsible for the problems
facing business ethics. Ethics, Collier clarifies, developed with autonomous
persons In mind, and Its own theory of the parson. A moral agent in
philosophical ethics can only be a person. Business ethics In organisations Is
about the collective, net the individual. Collier suggests, that "if business ethics
is to work wlth and through the 'collective' as object, it requires analogous
theoretical understanding of 'business'- in other words, it needs to be
Integrated with an articulated theory of organization as moral agent" (p. 622).
Collier cullines two beneficial outcomes of the combination of the organisation
with the ethical. The provision of a heuristic to the business world that will
enable the evaluation of its practices and the provision to the business ethics
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academy of a theoretical framework that includes the organisational,
philosophical and sociological theory, but able to support a meaningful theorypractice interchange because it will be grounded in practice.

The organisation affects the individual and It provides the environment in which
decisions with ethical implications can be made that would not be made in the
prlvate lives of the decision-makers. Individuals become "immersed In the
formlessness of the modem organisation" and engage In unethical conduct
(Clinard & Yeager, tgao, p. 273). This moral formlessness Is what moral
anomy refers to. The emphasis on costs, profits, returns to shareholders,
market share etc. leads to moral anomy, camouflaged for the psychological wall
being of people in organisations as loyalty and obedience.

The dominant themes In the literature reviewed appear to lead toward a
powerful conclusion. The moment the issue of moral agency enters the
organisation, most organisational and sociological theoretical propositions are
suspended. The organisational culture and climate that can explain so much,
and affect everything and everyone in organisatlons, suddenly lose their
potency and have nothing to do with the responsibility of people making
decisions in them. When it comes to moral agency, suddenly the individuals
that organisations could affect, guide, and control, are assumed to be able to
retain their individuality and be unaffected by the context they exist and decide
in.

Organisations now aspire to be ethical, or if you like, more ethical. In order to
accomplish that task, we need to be able to understand why they are not.
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Suggesting people ought not to do bad things Is not a helpful prescription when
they do and will. What we ought to do is understand why they do, so we can
alter the structure, process, and content of organisations to promote ethical
behaviour.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

5.1 RESEARCH FOCUS

This research examines the morality of persons and the effect of organisations
on that morality. The propositions explored in this research are based on four
underlying suppositions:
1. Ethical decision making is affected by personal values.
2. Ethical decision making is affected by the characteristics of the dilemma.
3. Organisational ethical decision making is affected by the ethical values of
the organisation.
4. Ethical decisions made by people in crge.nisations are different from ethical
decisions made in their personal life.
These suppositions, developed further later in this chapter, provide four
operational propositions, which are:
1. People are expected to make more autonomous moral decisions in personal
dilemmas.
2. In bureaucratic organisations, people are expected to make more anomous
organisational decisions in low difficulty and complexity dilemmas and more
heteronomous decisions In high difficulty and complexity dilemm<·s.
3. In clan organisations, people are expected to make more autonomous
organisational decisions.
4. In a market organisation, people are expected to make more anomous
organisational decisions.
It is proposed that some organisations will enable moral autonomy, others will
impose moral heteronomy and others will lead to moral anomy. This research
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examines how people resolve organisational and personal ethical dilemmas, in
order to ascertain any possible organisational influence. Researchers of
organisation theory have Inferred the influence of the organisalional entity on
individuals' decisions, bul no evidence has been found of an investigation as to
whether moral autonomy is exercised In organisational decisions. McKendall,
DeMarr and Jones-Rikkers (2002) Identified th0 lack of empirical evidence of
the influence organisations' ethical climate exerts on illegal behaviour and
question the assertions made by writers on the field given the absence of such
evidence. The problem this research addresses is the identification of the
personal and organisational impact on the ethical decision making of individuals
in organisations. This understanding could make available a powerlul tool to
organisations to elevate the level of ethics in business practice (Fritzsche,
1995). Victor and Cullen (1987) also propose that conflict between the
organisational ethical climate and personal ethical beliefs is a possible source
of dissatisfaction, turnover and perlorrnance problems, and call for the
Investigation into individuals' adaptation to an ethical climate in terms of their
personal ethical values. They claim such an Investigation will enable an
understanding of several affective and behavioural responses to organisations.

This research examines Individuals making decisions about ethical dilemmas.
It is hypothesised that decision-makers are affected by their personal values
and the characteristics of the dilemma. In the case of work related dilemmas, it
is also asserted that the decision-maker is affected by the ethical values of the
organisation. These three factors, personal moral values, organisational ethical
values and characteristics of the dilemma, combine to create a decision made
by an Individual that can be classified into one of three categories: morally
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autonomous, morally heteronomous or morally anomous. These decision
categories will be explained in this chapter, together with the model developed
in this research (see Figure 5.1 ), based on the understanding of autonomy and
organisations that has been explained in the literature. Because the model
developed iteratively, Ills not possible to exclude all of the debates In the
literature from this chapter. References are made to theories thai i rave been
important In defining the various components of the model to clarify their nature
and relationships.

The research Is based on the premise that public and private moral decisions
difter and as a result, people in organisations decide differently in moral terms
in comparison to personaVprivate decisions. This understanding will help clarify
the organisational posture and structure that is necessary to promote ethical
behaviour.

The conceptual model (Figure 5.1) outlines th<: possibilities between the
external moral order, the organisational world and the moral posslblntles In
organisational decisions. In this research, the left-hand side of the model is
examined. Society's moral order is accepted as congruent with the external
moral order. The possibility presented on the right hand side of Figure 5.1 is
developed in Tsahuridu (2002). The two sides are more accurately viewed as
the ends of a continuum. Individual societies' moral orders may be located
anywhere between these two ideal positions.
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Figure 5.1
Conceptual Model of Ethical De::ision Making in Omanisations
External Moral Order

Consistent Societal MDral

Order

Notes:

1 This research addresses only the left hand side of the diagram. It assumes a
societal order that is consistent with the external moral order.

The right hand side is

expanded in Tsahuridu (2002).
2 The model is based on Golembiewski's (1989, and personal communication 27 June
1999) proposal that organisational values need to be subjected to an external and
transcendent moral order (see Tsahuridu & McKenna, 2000).
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5.2 MORALITY IN ORGANISATIONS

The operational moc:el in this research addresses the organisation and the
Individual in ethical decision making. It develops a framework for analysing the
congruency of organisational and s,.,ciei:.1 values .;.nd the effect such a
congruency may have on the imf ·-~'..I<•I'S ethicf•l judgement. Ethical decision
making models in )rganlsatlr ·S >S'Jume the existence of moral awareness.
The assumption of organi~atiol·,al ethical decision making models (Colby &
Kohlberg, 1987: Trovino, 1986) is that people recognise and think about an
ethical dilemma when they are confronted with one. This is questioned by
Gioia (1992). He argues that decision-makers in organisations are usually not
aware of the ethical issues and use familiar "scripts"\ 1at do not Include ethical
considerations. Familiar problems in organisations are handled with existing
scripts, 'scripts that typically include no ethical component In their cognitive
content" (p. 388).

The model presented here examines the possibility of the lack of moral
awareness that is the result of the incongruency of !he organisational values
with societal values. Hence it addresses !he amorality in business and its effect
on the individuals' morality.

People in organisations may fail to recognise the moral issues they are facing
and thus fail to employ moral dec!slon making schemata, instead employing
other schemata such as economic rationality (Jones, 1991 ). Jones refers to
role and event schemata. The moral decision-making, Jones characterises as
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an evant schema, the moral decision maker as a role schema. So it may be
possible for decision-makers to faille recognise themselves as moral decisionmakers but instead see themselves as economic decision-makers, thus making
an economic decision that may be morally anomous.

Organisations that are Incongruent with the social moral order are likely to
accept the organisational sell-interest value. As explained in Chapter 1,
behaving in a manner that results in self-benefit or is motivated by self-interest,
Irrespective of the consequences is not moral, because morality by definition
requires using the capacities one has fer non-personal benefit. People pursue
two utilities; the one adhered to by the neoclassical economic paradigm, which
Etzioni (1988) calls pleasure utility, and moral utility. Etzioni suggests that
pleasure utility and moral commitment codetermine behaviour and moral
commitment is at least as important as pleasure utility.

Behaviour that excludes morality and is only concerned with the pleasure utility
may not be immoral either, because immoral behaviour presupposes moral
awareness. Immorality in management, implies a positive and active opposition
to what is ethical (Carroll, 1989). II prescribes the goals of profitability and
organisational success in market share and financial terms, at <.ny cost. The
operating strategy in this case would focus on exploiting oppoftunities for
organisational or personal gain and its operating question would be 'can we
make money with this action, decision, or behaviour regardless of what It takes"
(p. 91).

Moral management on the other hand would act, behave and decide in

a manner that is fair for the organisation and all its stakeholders. Carroll (1989)
divides amoral management into intentional and unintentional. Intentional
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amoral managers do not involve the factoring of ethical considerations into their
decisions, actions and behaviours because they believe that business activity
lies outside the sphere to Which moral judgements apply. These managers
differentiate the rules applicable to business from those applicable to other
activities and they are neither moral nor immoral. Unintentional amoral
managers do not perceive bush1ess activity in ethical terms because they are
casual, careless or Inattentive about the possibility of negative or deleterious
effects from their decisions and actions. Amoral management does not attend
cogr:itively to moral issues but is instead guided by the marketplace,
constrained only by the letter of the law. The question guiding decision making
will be "can we make money with this action, decision, behavior" (p. 94) without
intending to be moral or immoraL This approach Is characteristic of an
organisation with inconsistent organisational values in a moral society.

In the literature review it was explained that people develop something that is a
self. The self contains persom11ity and values. These elements distinguish
each person from others. The values people develop, guide their behaviour
when they are activated. These characteristics make people accountable and
responsible for their decisions and behaviour. The process of intemalisation
makes values one's ol'm. For Kant and other libertarian philosophers, this
process is the outcome of rationality and of thinking about what is right. For
communitarians, it is the process of evaluating society's moral code and
accepting what is cr:.nsidared appropriate. The possibility of not making values
one's own but complying with societal, religious and other values was also
addressed (Berm, 1988). In the former case persons are autonomous because
they obey the self-authored or accepted moral law, and in the latter
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heteronomous because they decide or behave in accordance with a law that i~
not theirs but provided by an external source. In both cases however, there is
a moral law that the person uses in making an ethical decision.

Amoral organisations create an environment in which people are stripped lrom
their moral nomos, be that self or other imposed nomos, which is replaced by
the market or economic nomos. They ate not free to apply their internalised or
borrowed nomos but they are required to comply with the market nomos
provided by the organisation. It must be clarified that the lack of moral nomos
required by such an organisation does not lead to heteronomy because moral
autonomy and moral heteronomy presuppose a moral nomos. The absence ol
ethics in an organisation does not render the errployaa in the organisation
heteronomous because there is no moral law that the employee is able or
permitted to usa. They become, at least in their organisational capacity,
morally anomous.

The modal does not require that the positions proposed are fixed and
Individuals and organisations do not shift between them. It does propose
however, that organisations that are Inconsistent with societal morality are more
likely to lead to moral anomy :han organisations that are consistent with II. The
decision situation and the personal values of the decision maker will also affect
the recognition of the ethical elements of the decision situation.
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5.3 COMPONENTS OF THE MODEL

The model comprises four levels, the external moral order, the societal moral
order, the organisational moral order and individual decision making. These
levels and their relationships will now be addressed.

5.3, 1 External Moral Order

The 'external moral order' was originally defined by Aristotle {1976, p. 63) as
Good: "that at which all things aim". Aristotle also addressed the possibility of
the relativism of Good. He explained that good can be distinguished from bad
in an objective manner 'by reference to reasons that do not derive merely from
local traditions and practices, but rather from features of humanness that lie
beneath all local traditions and are there to be seen whether or not they are In
fact recognised as local traditions" (Nussbaum, 1993, cited in Wijnberg, 2000,

p. 333).

This raises the issue of objectivity in ethics that h ..l now be addressed briefly.
Two broad views axis!. One perceives ethics as relative and as such
irreducible to any form of objeclivity, while the other perceives ethics as an
objective truth, valid across time and cultures. These two views are those of
relativism and universal ethics, respectively. The contradiction between them
exists because as Fromm (1949) suggests we have not developed fully as
humans and socielies of humans. He more specifically states that the
contradiction 'will be reduced and tend to disappear to the same extent to
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which society becomes truly human, that Is, takas care of the full human
development of all its members' (Fromm, 1949, p, 244).

The ralat1vistlc approach claims what is ethical Is contingent upon the Individual
or the Individual's culture {Pelton, Chowdhury, & V!tell, 1999). Relativism Is
further distinguished between "descriptive relativism" which is the empirical fact
that peoples' moral principles are found to be different In different periods and
cultures; and "normative relativism", which means that the actual rightness and
wrongness of actions is relative {Emmet, 1966, pp. 92·93). Morality is not
easily distinguished between absolute and relative, argues Emmet, because
particular moral rules may make sense in certain contexts and not In other
contexts. This however "does not imply an inlin~e diversity of morals, leaving
us with only emotional preference or tradition to decide between them" {Emmet,
1966, p. 107) because something that exists beyond preferences and traditions
exists.

Normative relativism does not perceive moral precepts valid across individuals
and societies. Lewis and Speck {1990, cited in Pelton, et al., 1999, p. 243)
arguing in such a manner state that the problem Is that "there Is no consensus
on the right set of ethics. Ethics concerns not only the behaviour that is in
society but also the behaviour that aught to be customary In society''. This
concern reinforces Fromm's {1949) claim that relativism is based on the fact
that society Is not what it ought to be, and when society approaches the
external moral order relativism will no longer be an issue. Relativism is more
Importantly problematic becau::>e It Is based on a fundamental contradiction. It
"claims absolute validity and hence its very form presupposes a principle which
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its manifest content rejects" (Mannheim, 1952, cited in Johnson & Smith, 1999,
p. 1364). Johnson and Smith explain that relativism is unable to cope with its
own critique and as a result it Is unjustifiable on its very own grounds.

Kant is a strong advocate of universal ethics. He described morality as
something rational, nonemplrical and divorced from the dlsc!pllnes of
psychology, anthropology or any science of man (Taylor, 1997). Kant draws a
clear distinction between what is, which according to Taylor belongs in the
realm of observation and science, and what ought to be, which belongs in the
realm of obligation and morals. Kant however seas morality as an 'is' because
II exists a priori and Is revealed to every human being, so for Kant all rational
human bsings will, through thinking, develop the same morality for themselves.
Russell (1987), unlike Taylor and Kant, perceives ethics as a science \halls
r.oncemed not only with the good but also the true. The commonly held view
that ethics is concerned with the good but not necessarily the true, claims
Russell, is based on the common conception of ethics as being concerned with
human conduct, and the vice and virtue of such conduct. The aim of ethics, he
argues, is not contained only in practice "but propositions about practice; and
propositions about practice are not themselves practical, any more than
propositions about gases are gaseous" (p. 19). So for Russell ethics is a
nonnative field that aims to establish propositions of the practice not the
practice Itself. He therefore adopts an objectivistic approach, claiming that such
propositions exist and not a relativistic approach that perceives such
propositions as relative to a specific time, culture or theory. Taylor,
antithetically, questions the existence of a true morality and proposes the
possibility that morality is based on conventions and practical fonnulas, which
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may or may not be workable to achieve whatever aspirations move individuals.
This view however, lacks wide support from ethics and business ethics
philosophers. Werhane (1992) for example argues that the claims of
metaethical relativism may be true, and moral precepts should not be accepted
unconditionally. Similarly, Rachels (1997) suggests that it Is necessary to
examine the accepted ethical opinions and engage in philosophical argument.
Such argument leads to the examination of commonly held opinions and may
lead to doubting such opinions. Moral beliefs, even If firmly established In
common practice should be criticised, and even modified or rejected if
sufficiently good reasons are found. This process enables for the change of
society's moral order, it enables moral growth, end it may enable society's
moral beliefs and customs to advance toward the external moral order.

Werhane (1992) concludes that even If moral facts cannot be revealed, the
patterns of rationality, moral reasoning, moral judgements, and values that
spring from those patterns can. She subscribes to moral realism, which rests
on the premise that some objective ethical values exist. She explains moral
realism as closely related to moral cognitivism. That is the belief that certain
moral principles exist, which are true, binding on, and valid for all individuals.
This research alms to assist In the development of propositions about the
practice of ethics In business organisations by exploring the effect of
organisations on individuals, thus providing further knowledge lor the
establishment of the truth.
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5.3.2 Societal Moral Order

Societies In different times may have customs and values that are not
consistent with the moral order. The Athenian society's treatment of women
and slaves can be a case in point. Individuals however have a responsibility for
the development of their personal morality, which for Russell (1964) is not the
unquestioned adaptation of society's moral code but rather its critical
examination. The critical examination of society's moral code may lead to a
conscientious conviction of an Individual to act against it. Russell, unlike Kant,
does not believe that individuals fonnulate their own moral code, but he
prescribes the critical examination of society's moral code. At the societal level,
the law and its synergistic and Intimate relE.tlonship with ethics is also Identified
by Dunfee (1996).

Ethical decision-making Is founded on the premise that objective moral
standards or facts exist (Werhane, 1992). Without this premise, ethical moral
judgement Is nonsensical, claims Werllane, and explains that "moral standards
are both the ground and the ideal: the necessary condition for moral decisionmaking to take place and the ideal which each decision and judgement seeks"
(p. 392). The existence of moral facts provides an objective basis that enables
moral judgements, as wall as the ideal or goai of moral decision making.
Ethical decision making according to Werhane, is a continuous activity that
takes place within a particular institutional, cultural, and universal level with the
aim of discovering moral facts as well as evaluating and Improving the
methodology of discovery.
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This Ideal in society can be discovered through Kant's social contract (Dodson,
1997). Kant in the first Critique (cited in Dodson, 1997, p. ~6) explains this
ideal as "a constitution allowing the greatest possible freedom in accordance
with that of all others". In any given period of history, society does not reach or
match this Ideal, but the ideal can be approximated through humanity's
collective efforts and there is an obligation to try to do so. Dodson finds the
concept of the ide:il analogous to a limit in calculus, the ideal is approached by
civic society but it is not id1mticalto it.

The moral order, Golembiewski (1989) explains, Is above the ethics of any one
time and place, it Is unchanging and unchanged. ''The human drama involves
adjusting our ethical sets so as to approach more closely our knowledge of the
moral order as it becomes increasingly possible to do so and as our moral
insights become increasingly precise" (p. 61 ). Golembiewski (1989)
differentiates between conduct, morals and ethics. Conduct, he states, refers
to the observed behaviour of individuals or groups, while ethics refers to 'the
contemporary standards at any point In time on which men evaluate their
conduct and that of men about them" (p. 61). Morals, Golembiewski explains
are 'absolute standards that exist beyond time, standards of the good and the
true" (p. 61 ). Golembiewski explains that we may live our IUe by our ethics, but
the course we set must be based on the moral order as we come \o know it.
The expansion of busir,ess ethics (Byrne, 2002; Tsahuridu, 2002) and the
moralh;ation of vegetarianism and smoking (Rozln, Markwith, & Stoess, 1997:
Rozln, 1999) are expressions of changes in societal moral order and evidence
of moral growth.
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The external moral order or the good that is accepted here Is not a relative
phenomenon based on the prelerences or Idiosyncrasies of socielles and
individuals, but rather on moralily that is objective and valid across cultures and
time. This conclusion is based on the reasoning explained earlier. It Is also
supported by empirical research conducted by Abratt, Nel, and Higgs (1992)
that found culture, the different socio-cultural and political factors, to have veiY
little or no impact on ethical beliefs.

5.3.3 Organisational Ethics

The tenn organisational ethics is not used hare as a different ethics that is
applicable to orgaflisations. but as the application of ethics on organisations.
The organisation is a sub-system of the social system. As part of the social
system, "the value system of the orgar1ization must imply basic acceptance of
the more generalized values of the superordinate system- unless it Is a deviant
organization not integrated into the superordinate system" {Parsons, 1960, pp.
20·21 ). Examining the existence and occurrence of amoral management and
the distinclion between public and private morality that was addressed earlier,
the hypotheses that can be formulated are that either amoral management is
deviant, or that amorality is accepted/demanded by the superordinate system.

The model (Figura 5.1) extends the understanding that the problem with moral
values in business organisations exists when there is incongruence between
Individual and organisational values (Liedtka, 1989). Liedtke claims the issue of
individual and organisational values arises only if there is no congruence and
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prescribes the analysis of the dyad (individual-organisational values) to
determine whose value system or self Image dominates the decision making
process. This model proposes a triad instead consisting of societal,
organisational and personal values. Congruency between individual and
organisational value systems may not create an ethical 'issue' if both value
systems exclude moral values. It thus proposes that what is necessary is a
congruency between organisational and societal values to make possible the
identification and examination of issues in ethical terms. If that congruency
exists, then people have the capacity to make ethical decisions. It qualifies that
both organisational

and personal values must include ethical values that are in

congruence with the societal values and the external moral order. This type of
congruency enables even if it does not guarantee moral autonomy of persons
and organisations.

Liedtke (1 989) also suggests that "in the absence of conflict between individual
and organisational values. the rational and satisficing theories are not seriously
inaccurate In describing the actual decision process. In these cases, the
Individual accepts organizational values, perhaps unconsciously" (p. 806). If
however there is no conflict between Individual and organisational values then
the organisation will not object if the individual uses his/11er individual values.
Conflict between or within value systems, according to Liedtke, leads to the
disruption of decision scripts, forcing individuals to use non-scripted processes.
But this account does not address the individual as filler of roles or subject to
rules, discussed in the previous chapter. Individuals as role fillers, can exclude
personal moral values from organisational decisions, thus eliminating this
conflict and using scripts developed by the organisation.
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5.3.4 Individual Decision Making: Autonomy, Heteronomy and Anomy

Autonomy and heteronomy are antithetical extremes in the sphere of morality.
Anomy lies outside this sphere, and it excludes morality. The'le elements of the
model wlll now be described.

In this research, moral autonomy refers to Individuals' capacity to possess
ethical values and apply these values in ethical decisions. The emphasis of
moral autonomy is on both the right thing to do and the good thing to do.
Persons can be morally autonomous in both the deontological and teleological
views, because the difference between deontology and teleology is lhe relative
priority they place on the concepts of good and right (Nesteruk, 1391a).

Nozick (1961, p. 494) claims that "all substantive ethics has been fitted or
poured Into these two powerful and appealing moulds" the moulds of
deontology and teleology. Deontology is a libertarian position based on
universal individual rights {Etzioni, 1996). Deontology argues that morality
primarily involves a respect for each individual's rights by per!onning one's
corresponding duties (Singer, 1997; Wheeler & Brady, 1996). The moral status
of an act, according to deontology, should be judged not by its consequences
but by the agent's intentions {Etzioni, 1996). The teleological approach
determines the morality of an action by its end results or consequences {Singer,
1997). Teleology is a communitarian position which sees values as anchored
in particular communities {Etzioni, 1996).
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Deontology and teleology are not fonns of reasoning, but rather "behaviororientations that can be independen!ly rationalized" (Brady & Wheeler, 1996, p.
937). As a result most people in most situations evaluate the ethicality of an act
on the basis of a combination of deontological and teleological considerations
(Hunt & Vitali, 1986). Support for this model is provided by the research
conducted by Hunt and Vasquez-Parraga (1993) where variance in ethical
judgement can be explained by dean (duty) and tales (end) and variance in
intention can be explained by ethical judgement and tales. DeConlnck and
Lewis (1997) also found that both deontological and teleological considerations
influence ethical judgements with decntological being more influential.

Moral autonomy Is possible in organisations. Davis (1996) perceives both
agent centred (Dworkin, 1998) and desire centred (Frankfurt, 1981)
conceptions of autonomy consistent with the employer- employee relationship,
despite their differences. On the agent centred conception the crucial question
according to Davis is: 'Does the employer leave the employee with the relevant
capacities to reflect on his desires and to accept or change them based on
higher order desires" (p. 444). On the desire centred conception the question
is: "Does the employer instll desires (or, as a manager might say, motivate) In
an inappropriate way, or instil desires that could not survive exposure to the
facts, or instil desires with which the employee cannot identify?" (p. 444). Davis
argues that in the agent centred autonomy, soma hierarchicnl organisations
may limit any possibility for independent thought. In the desire centred
autonomy, Davis accepts that some employees will respond affinnatlvely to the
questions posed but most would not, and law organisations transfonn their
employees into automatons. If employees are not automatons, then they should
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be able to act autonomously in work organisations as they can outside work
organisations and the fact that they are obeying orders is not enough, for Davis,
to show that they are not acting autonomously.

Moral autonomy is preferable to heteronomy (Benn, 1988). Moral autonomy Is
congruent with moral agency and with being a person. It is also congruent with
rf'spacting each parson and treating persons as ends and never as means. It
is also possible that ethical decisions can be made in moral heteronomy. Thus
moral autonomy is net the only slate that renders moral decisions possible, as it
appears possible for heteronomous morality to be as moral as autonomous
morality. Autonomy must not be equated with morality and heteronomy with
Immorality. Antithetically, autonomy and heteronomy may provide the plateau
on which morality for Individuals living in societies is possible. Heteronomy is
however problematic because it presupposes the use of people as means and
not as ends in themselves. "A person is considered to act autonomously only If
the action is compatible with that person's 'considered moral judgement'"
(Shaw, 1996, p. 269). This Is a definition that is in harmony with the
conceptions of autonomy examined in the previous three chapters.

Autonomy as self-rule is thus possible in organisations if the decision maker Is
able to assess the organisational influences. It is not possible however, if the
organisation determines the behaviour rather than the decision maker's
evaluative assessment. A person then possesses autonomy if that parson
does not simply react to the environment or other influences, but actively
shapes behaviour In the context of the environment and the other Influences.
This conception of autonomy allows for a person to be subject to the hierarchy
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or the organisation, without necessarily sacrificing his autonomy. May (19g4)
posits a person's judgement as helmsman. Action is a means to an end and
the agent sets the direction. The direction is set based on considerations Which
may or may not be controlled by the agent, butt he direction Is not simply a
product of these factual considerations, but a product of the agent's active
assessment of factual information. This, concludes May, Is a plausible
conception of autonomy in society. As mentloned, Kant and Rousseau make
autonomy in society plausible if society's values are congruent with each
individual's values, thus making each Individual subject to his own values and
thus autonomous. This is perceived as unlikely In the current globallsed and
plural world. May's communilarlan approach allows for autonomy in society
and in the community of the business organisation.

Anomy is the lack of moral orientation. It appears to be closely associated with
the amoral, or lack of moral values in decision making that leads to amoral
judgements of individuals and organisations. The model presented here lakes
into account the possibility that decisions and actions in organisations may
exclude ethics.

An autonomous moral decision would be based on personal criteria, on the
Individual's will or the Individual's perception of the 'good' to society. It canna!
be based on external values. The self motivates the autonomous moral
decision and it is the self-legislated law that it adheres to. Its explanation is
thus not possible by any other parameter than the sell.
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A heteronomous moral decision can be made by applying external principles
and values. Us explanallon is thus possible by the expected or perceived ends
or external rules.

The anomous decision is a decision made In lhe absence of moral reasoning.
An anomous moral decision Is a decision made under uncertainty where the
decision-maker is unable to recognise the moral Issue so the judgement does
not Involve the use of moral reasoning, it Is made under conditions of m'lrdi
1::·.->~lessness.

The decision-maker in the organisational context Is indifferent

about the ethicality of the decision.

5.4 DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS

The main question explored in this research Is organisations' possible effect on
the moral autonomy of their decision-makers. It is proposed !hat organisational
ethical decision making is affected by !he ethical values of the organisation.
Some organisations are expected to enable moral autonomy, others to impose
moral heteronomy and others to lead to moral anomy. As a result, the ethical
decisions made in and for organisations are expected to be different from
ethical decisions people make in their personal lives. The literature and
rationale for this question have bean discussed In Chapters Three and Four. In
addition, how the characteristics of ethical dilemmas, in particular their difficulty
and complexity, affect the moral autonomy of decision-makers is examined (see
supposition 2). The unit of analysis is the individual, because it is the individual
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who makes decisions, even If on behalf of others and subjected to scripts or
rules imposed by others.

To explore moral autonomy In organisational decisions, ethical dilemmas in the
organisational and personal contexts am used, where respondents am asked to
address dilemmas that differ in complexity and difficulty. The characteristics of
the dilemmas and their selection process are reported In Chapter 6. Different
organisations are expected to have different degree and scope of influence. In
order to explore how different organlsallons affect the morality of their
members, three disparate organisations are chosen. The typology for
differentiating between organisations used here is Ouchi's (1960)
bureaucracies, markets and clans.

The research propositions operationalise the research supp~ositions. These are
summarised in Table 5.1 In relation to persona!lorganisallonal and
diHiculty/complexlty dimensions.

Research Proposition 1

People are expected to make mere autonomous moral decisions in personal
ethical dilemmas and in organisations that have values congruent with society's
values, than under other circumstances (see Table 5.1).

Research Proposition 2

Decision-makers in bureauc-ratic organisations are expected to make more
anomous organisational ethical decisions in organisational dilemmas of low
difficulty and complexity (see Table 5.1) and heteronomous decisions In
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organisational dilemmas of high difficulty and complexity. This Is because in
dilemmas of low difficulty and complexity, people In an organisation !hal Is
guided by strict compliance wlth the rules provided,
elements of the dilemma.

may not identify the ethical

In complex and difficult decisions, decisions that

have higher moral intensity {Jones, 1991) persons are more likely to have moral
awareness. In these dilemmas, the individuals are expected to make decisions
that comply with the rules, regulations and law that are provided by the
organisation and the professional bodies or legal system but less likely to rely
on their own moral values. In these dilemmas the individual may try to decide
In accordance with organisatlonal expectations and the decision will be based
on such organisational input.
Table 5.1
Research Pro1;1ositions for Ethical Decision Mak'mg
Ethical Dilemma
Complexity

Difficulty
Organisation:

Low

High

Low

High

Bureaucratic

Ao

H

Ao

H

A

A

A

A

Ao

Ao

Ao

Ao

A

A

A

A

Clan
Market
Personal Dilemmas
Where. H

Heteronomous, An

Anomous, and A

~

Autonomous.

Research Proposition 3
Decision-makers In a clan

organisation

are expected to make more

autonomous organisational decisions. In clan organisations, decision makers
are expected to be given more freedom and allowed more autonomy to use
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their own moral values and are thus more likely to exercise moral autonomy.
This

Is

the

case

because

clan

organisations

are

characterised

by

independence, or the ab111ty provided to people to use their personal moral
values, and also by benevolence, which is based on caring for others.

Research Proposition 4

In a market organisation, decision-makers are more likely to make anomous
decisions because the emphasis of such organisations is instrumentality, which
is based on egoism.

As it was explained in Chapter 1, egoism excludes

morality.

5.5 RESEARCH DESIGN

The research design Is based on the key concepts of the context of the
organisation, the personal values of individuals, and the judgements individuals
make. It was thought that the way people resolve organisational and personal
dilemmas wilt provide an insight as to whether they exercise moral autonomy in
organisational decisions. It is therefore necessary to examine the context
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different organisations provide, the ethical value of people in the organisations
and the judgements these people make In organisational and personal
dilemmas.

In order to accomplish these tasks both quantitative and qualitative research
was considered necessary. The research questions require the assessment of
the organisational ethical climate (the perception of the organisational ethical
values by the Individual decision-maker), and the personal ethical values of the
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decision-maker. The ethical climate and personal values can be examined
quantitatively, using existing Instruments that have been shown to be reliatde
and have been validated in several studies. In this research, VIctor and
Cullen's (1987, 1988) Ethical Climate Questionnaire (ECQ) and Forsyth's
(1980, 1992a, 1992b) Ethics Poslllon Questionnaire (EPQ) are used, to
examine the ethical climate and personal values respectively. The research
questions also require assessing how personal values are applied in personal
and organisational ethical judgements. II was therefore necessary to develop a
range of ethical dilemmas to ascertain individuals' ethical reasoning In
organisational and personal contexts. These dilemmas needed to be relevant
to the respondents and to be of predictable difficulty and complexity in order to
make comparisons between organisational and personal type dilemmas. The
development and selecllon of the ethical dilemmas, and the data collection
process are discussed in the following chapter. The ECQ and EPQ wtll now be
explained and their selection and use justified

5.6 ETHICAL CLIMATE

The Ethical Climate Questionnaire developed by Victor and Cullan (1967, 1988)
Is used for the assessment of the ethical climate of the three organisations.
Organisational climate is used In this research because it relates to the
workplace as a community (Agarwal & Crutse-Malloy, 1999) and as such, it
provides formal and informal beliefs, values and norms that inform the
members of the community how they ought to behave. The moral climate of an
organisation addresses its moral concerns and is an intervening variable
(Cohen, 1995, cited in Agarwal & Crutse-Malloy, 1999, p. 3) that explains the
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effect of the organisation on employee behaviour. II is dellned as the
"prevailing employee perceptions of organizational signals regarding norms for
making decisions with a moral componenr' (Cohen, 1998, p. 1213). These
employee perceptions are shared between the members of an organisation
(Elm & Nichols-L!ppill, 1993).

Viator and Cullen (1987, pp. 51-52) define the ethical climate of an organisatie>'l
as "the shared perceptions of what Is ethically correct behavior and how ethical
issues should be handled". The ethical dimate, according to VIctor and Cullan,
Is one dimension of the work climate, ~nd reflects and he!ps to define the ethics
of an organisation. II is a relatively stable, psychologically meaningful
perception that members of an organisation hold, concerning ethical
procedures and policies (Wimbush, Shepard, & Markham, 1997b). It focuses
on the perception of individuals and how that perception understands what the
organisation sees as ethical (Dickson, Smith, Grojean, & Ehrhart, 2001). It Is
determined by factors such as the environment in which the organisation
functions, the form of the organisation, and the organisation's history (Cullen,
Victor, & Stephens, 1989). Here it is important to stress that what an
organisation sees

at good or right, may not be considered as such by the

broader society. Dickson et al. (2001) emphasise this point and prefer the term
climate regarding ethics Instead of ethical climate, which Implies the existence
of ethics in the climate. In this research both terms are used, but It must be
kept in mind that the ethical climate does not necessarily contain ethics nor
makes people in the organisation ethical. As we will see later, a highly
Instrumental climate Is more likely to make people behave unethically, but such
behaviour will be considered right and good by the organisation.
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The ethical climate is an appropriate measure for this research because it
ascertains employee perceptions of the organisational influence on e~hlcal
judgements. It also reflects behavioural expectations the organisation places
on Its members.

5.6.1 ECQ's Philosophical Basis

looking beyond what ethical climate is and how it affects people, the basis for
the ethical climate questionnaire is provided by Kohlberg (1984). Kohlberg
identified the scclo-moral atmosphere of an organisation as a significant factor
in ethical decision making by Individuals in organisations. He asserts that
organisations possess norms for ethical judgement. These norms vary
between organisations, so organisations have different ethical climates and the
ethical climate perspective captures the scclo-moral atmosphere.

The ethical climate (Victor & Cullen, 1987) is based on the egoism, caring and
principle ethical orientations, which correspond with Kohlberg's {Colby &
Kohl berg, 1987) preconventional, conventional, and post conventional stages
(Chapter 2 addressed Kohlberg's theory of Cognitive Moral Development and
Gilligan's, 1982, ethics of care). These con10spond to the philosophical ethical
classes of egoism (hedonism), utilitarianism (teleology) and principle
(deontology). Egoism is also a teleological orientation; thus the threa classes
are representations of teleology and deontology, so as it was mentioned earlier
(Nozlck, 1981) the three classes can be poured into the teleological and
deonlological moulds. In terms of individuals' motives, the ethical classes of
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egoism, utilitarianism and f)rinciple can be described as: maximising one's own
inte~·ests, maximising joint interest or adherence to universal principles

respectively.

In relation to the decision making model of this research, egoism corresponds
with the anomous decision category, while the utilitarian and principled classes
correspond with the heteronomous and/or autonomous categories. The
Instrument used to measure personal ethical values, the Ethical Position
Questionnaire {which will be described later In this chapter) is also based on
deontology and teleology, thus making the comparisons between orientations
ami ethical judgments meaningful.

5.6.2 Micro and Macro Levels of Ethical Climate

An Important question about ethical climate is whether it Is an individual (micro)
or an aggregate (macro) level phenomenon. Soma insight can be gained from
the analogous concept of organisational climate. In the case of organisational
climate as Is the case with ethical climate, there is no consensus of oplnion.
This lack of consensus is understandable, since ethical climate is contained in
organisational climate.

The ethical climate Is seen as a macro level concept as it describes the moral
environment of the organisation and its sub-units (James, Joyce, & Slocum,
1988; Wyld & Jones, 1997). However, the essence of the construct and Its
relationship to individual ethical decision making, also give it a mlcr0 level
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dimension. James et at. (1988) posit that climates of any kind exist on two
levels: {a) the psychological plane found in the individual's perception of the
climate and (b) the organisational plane where climate is the aggregate
perception. A psychological climate consists of the individual perceptions that
reflect how work environments, which contain organisational attributes, are
made sense of and understood by individuals (James et al. 1988). The
aggregate of the individual psychological climates makes up the organisational
climate, if individuals in an organisation share perceptions. Shared perceptions
imply shared assignment of meaning, according to James et al. (1968, p. i29)
and "attributing meaning to environmental stimuli is a product of cognitive
information processing, and It is individuals and not organizations that cognize"
(p. 130). Glick (1965) argues that the organisational climate Is an emergent
property that cannot be entirely reduced to Its constituent elements at the
individual level of analysis. This view is based on the attributes of
organisational climate described by Schneider and Relchers (1983, cited In
Glick, 1985) that include· (a) common exposure to the same objective structural
characteristics, {b) selection, attraction, attrition of organisational member,
resulting in a homogenous set of members, and (c) social interaction, reflecting
the symbolic interactionist perspective, focusing on the interaction as the unit of
theory and analysis. Organisational climate is thus developed in a societal
context and cannot be reduced to the individual level.

In this research, ethical climate is accepted as a macro level concept that
enables people in organisations to develop and share meaning and
understanding about what is expected and considered appropriate in tenns of
ethics in organisations. The environment, history and structure of the
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organisation affect it and in tum it affects the individuals who act in and for the
organisa!icn.

In summary, the organisa!icn as a community has a climate that reflects shared
values ar1d beliefs. The climate of the orgar~isatiorJ develops through its formal
and informal systems and affects the behaviour of individuals acting In and for
the organisation. The ethical climate Is part of the general climate of an
organisation and provides nonns for ethical decision making. The
organisation's ethical climate helps to determine "(a) which Issues members of
an organisation consider to be ethically pertinent, and (b) what criteria members

of an organisation use to understand, weigh, and resolve these issues" (Cullen,
et at., 1969, p. 51). As such, an ethical climate contains the policies, practices
and procedures that are rewarded, supported and expected regarding ethics In
an organisation (Schneider, 1967). The ethical climate does not necessarily
define what is right and wrong but focuses on the things an organisation's
members perceive the organisation to accept as ethical (Dickson at at., 2001).
A basic assumption of Victor and Cullan's ethical climate research Is that ethical
critaria are prevalent and significant in organisational decision making. That Is,
organisat!onal decision making does not only involve statements of fact but 1t
frequently involves questions about "what ought to be" (p. 52).

This understanding of ethical climate is Important because it clarifies that an
organisation's ethical climate has normative content and it communicates to an
organisation's members what they ought to do, as wall as what is acceptable
and expected. II is because the organisation has the capacity to have an
ethical climate that it can influence the moral behaviour of its members. This
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capacity is what can affect the moral autonomy of an organisation's members.
An ethical climate does not necessarily prescribe ethical behaviour.
Organisations that have egoistic climates will not promote ethical judgements or
behaviour. They are likely to discourage their members to apply any moral
values. As noted above, it has been clarified that an ethical climate may not be
ethical at all and it is more appropriate to refer to It as the climate regarding
ethics (Dickson,

at al., 2001 ).

The organisation's ethical climate is a major force that affects ethical decisionmaking but it does not affect all decisions made in organisations. It excludes
issues such as how information is gathered, conventions and rules that do not
have an impact on morality, and organlsat!onal choices that do not affect the
wall being of Individuals or groups. Thus, according to Cullen eta). (1989)
ethical climate does not deal with questions of fact or convent!on. The ethical
climate deals with questions of morality that affect others, including the
organisation. The ethical climate is important in relation to ethical behaviour,
because different types of ethical climate can be associated with different types
of ethical behaviour (Cullen, et al., 1989).

5.7 PERSONAL VALUES

The personal moral values of respondents need to be ascertained, In addition
to the assessment of the ethical climate of the three organisations, so the
distinction between autonomous, heteronomous or anomous moml judgements
can be made.
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Values affect the individual characteristics of the person-situation dyad that
affects judgments, intentions and behaviour. Consequently, the existence of
values does not guarantee their usa in decision situations, end the situations
when values are more likely to be activated and used have been outlined.

Values are abstract ideals, "representing a person's beliefs about Ideal modes
of conduct and idealtenninal goals" (Rokeach, 1968, p. 124). Beliefs, Rokeach
explains, provide the content that describes the truth, correctness, and
goodness of objects.

They advocate certain courses of action and certain

slates of existence as desirable or undesirable.

All beliefs according to

Rokeach, are predispositions to action and a set of interrelated predispositions
to action organised around an object or situation is an attitude. An attitude 'is a
relatively enduring organization of beliefs around an object or situation
predisposing one to respond In some preferential manner" (Rokeach, 1968, p.
112). Beliefs like values may be consciously conceived or held unconsciously
and can be inferred from behaviour.

Values have strong motivational, cognitive, affective and behavioural
components (Dose, 19g7; Rokeach, 1968). They are determinants of altitudes,
as well as, behaviour. lntemallsed values become, "consciously or
unconsciously a standard or criterion for guiding action, for developing and
maintaining attitudes toward relevant objects and situat!ons, for justifying one's
own and others' actions and att!tudes, for morally judging self and others, and
for comparing self with others" (Rokeach, 1968, p. 160). Internalised values are
not primarily dependent on any specific lei•JI of reward for !hair motivation
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(Parsons, 1960, p. 140), but they motivate behaviour and attitudes. They are
internalised and Influence behaviour, but do not have the character of goals
(Lewi:l, 1952). Values are not force fields but detennine which types of activity
have a positive or a negati"Je valence for an individual In a given situation.

Values are standards while attitudes are attached to specilio objects, and
individuals possess fewer values than attitudes, thus making values a more
economical construct according to Dose (1997). Rokeach divides values Into
two categories: tellllinal values are concem03d with ultimate goals such as
freedom and equality, whilst instrumental describe values about conduct such
as honesty and ambition.

Parsons (1951, p. 12) defines a value as "an element of a shared symbolic
system which serves as a criterion or standard for selection among alternatives
of orientation which are intrinsically open In a situation". The cultural tradition
according to Parsons is the shared symbolic system, which functions in
Interaction. This symbolic system must be relatively stable for the elaboration
of human action systems. Culture Is transmitted, teamed and shared (Parsons,
1951), it is both the product of and a detellllinant of systems of human
interaction.

5.7.1 The Ethics Position Questionnaire
The Ethics Position Questionnaire (EPQ) developed by Schlenker and Forsyth
(1977) and Forsyth (1980, 1992a) is used for the assessment of the personal
ethical values in this research. The EPQ is a psychologically oriented measure,
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which focuses on relativism (teleology) and idealism (deontology). This
measure was cons!darad the most appropriate because it emphasises personal
moral values and uses the relativism I ideaf1sm cl'lchotomy, which para!!els the
phi!osophlcal dichotomy of teleology and deontology. This is important in this
research because the Ethical Climate Questionnaire is also based en this
dichotomy; thus the comparison batwaan ethical cUmate and personal values
witl be possible and meaningful.

Other value instruments that were considered for this research ware the
England, Dhlngra, & Agarwal (1974) Personal Values Questtonnalre (PVQ) and
Aokeach's (1966) Value Survey. The PVQ was however not regarded an
appropriate lnstrumenl for this research, as it measures values

at managers

and not the moral values of people in general. Aokaach's (1966) Values
Survey (AVS) measures values in general and not ethical values in particular
and was thus not used in this research.
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CHAPTER SIX
METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the methodology and the research instruments and
justifies their choice and appropriateness. The main issue addressed in this
research Is whether organisations affect the moral autonomy of their members.
It also tests the assumption that the individual characteristics, the
organisational characteristics and the characteristics of the dilemma Impact on
the possibility of moral autonomy.

The research instrument, as outlined in the previous chapter, uses the Ethical
Climate Questionnaire (ECQ), the Ethics Position Questionnaire (EPO) and
ethical dilemmas that address organisational and personal issues. The anomy
scale developed by Bachman, Kahn, Davidson, and Velasquez (1967, cited in
Zahra, 1989) was also intended to be used. However, during the analysis it
was found that this scale contributed complexity but not clarity and it has bean
excluded from discussion. The theoretical basis of the instruments and their
reliability and validity, as well as, the selection process of the ethical dilemmas
will be ou11ined in this chapter.

6.1 THE ETHICAL CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
Victor and Cullen's (1g87, 1988) EGO contains 26 statements> referring to the
climate of an organisation. More recen11y, Cullen, Victor and Bronson (1993)
proposed ten additional items to the EGO, however the original 26 item ECQ
scale was found to be more parsimonious based on Fritzsche's (?.000) research
and factor analysis.
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The ECQ Is based on the premise that the ethical climate represents the
collective moral atmosphere that exerts pressure on an individual's ethical
decision making (Upchurch, 1998). The measurement of ethical climate
assumes that each organisation or subunit has Its own moral character, group
members know what this moral character is, and they can tell an outsider about
their organisation's moral character in an objective way, regardless of how they
feel about it (Cullen, at al. 1969).

The ECQ was developed based en social role theory to describe three different
levels of analysis in ethical decision making: Individual, local and cosmopolitan.
The individual laval bases ethical decision making on the individual. The local
level grounds decision making on the practices, policies and related
organisational phenomena, and the cosmopolitan level is extemalto the
individual and the organisation and uses such bases as professional
associations or a body of law (Victor & Cullen, 1988).

Victor and Cullen (1988) proposed nine ethical climates based on the
philosophical distinctions of egoism, benevolence and principle that were
described earlier and the individual, local and cosmopolitan levels of analysis,
making a two dimensional theoretical typology (see Table 6.1). Each proposed
ethical climate is distinct and represents a form of reasoning that might be used
in organisational decision making. Empirically, Victor and Cullen conlinned the
existence of live climates: Caring, Rules, Law and Code, Independence, and
Instrumental (see Table 6.1). In this research the analysis will be conducted
using the theoretical and empirical ethical climates. The theoretical dimensions
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will be used to ascertain primarily the locus of analysis emphasis in each
organisation.
Table 6.1
Ethical Climate Tj!ges
Level of Analysis
Ethical criterion

Egoism

Benevolence

Principle

Individual

Local

Self-interesl(")

Company profit

Instrumental( ..)

Instrumental

Friendship

Team inlerest

Caring

Caring

Personal
morality

Company rules
and procedures

Independence

Rules

Cosmopolitan

Efficiency

Social
responsibility
Laws and
professional
codes
Law and code

(')The theoretical ethical types proposed by Victor and Cullen (1987,
1988, p. 104).
(..) In italics the ethical types empirically derived by Victor and Cullen
(1968) using factor analysis.

In relation to the theoretical model of this thesis, moral autonomy will by
definition be more likely In an organisation that is perceived high on the
Independence dimension. The Independence climate allows and expects
individuals to use their personal moral values

to resolve organisational ethical

dilemmas. Moral heteronomy will be more likely in the Rules, and Law and
Code ethical climates. The emphasis of these climate types is the compliance
with both organisational rules and regulations in the case of a Rules climate, or
professional code and law In the case of a Law and Code cllmate. As a result,
individuals will perceive the necessity to apply the other imposed rule to resolve
ethical dilemmas, thus making moral heteronomy possible. Moral anomy will
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be more likely In a highly Instrumental organisational climate. Highly
Instrumental climates rely on egoism, and egoism by definition excludes
morality. Morality rests on the ability to use ego capacities for non·ego ends
(Hoffman, 1980, cited in Shelton & McAdams, 1990). Instrumental climates
expect and emphasise ego ends, thus disabling morality. Caring type climates
may enable moral autonomy or moral heteronomy. Moral autonomy in a caring
climate will be likely when the organisation allows the Individual to use his/her
values that will result in the benefit or good of society. Moral heteronomy will
be likely when the organisation provides the values that individuals use to care
lor others.

6.1.1 Reliability and Validity of the ECQ
The reliabilitles of the five dimensions of the ethical climate derived by Victor
and Cullen (1988) are: Caring: ro::.80, Law and Code: a= .79, Rules: a= .79,
Instrumental: a=.71, and Independence: a=.60 (Victor and Cullen, 1987, p.
113). These are considered acceptable for exploratory research (Hair,
Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995).

The reliability of the instrument was verified further In a number of other studies.
Elm and Nichols-Lippitt (1993), used a 23 Likert item scale of Victor and
Cullen's (1988) ECQ, corresponding directly to the Caring, Instrumental and
Principled climates. The Cronbach alpha test of reliability in that study
indicated that the Caring climate's a was 0.78, the Instrumental climate's a w11s
0.72, and the Principled climate's a was 0.70. These are all considered
acceptable, according to Nunnally (1978).
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Wimbush, Shepard, & Markham (1997a) examined the Rules, Independence
and Instrumental dimensions In lheir research. The Rules dimension did not
constitute a distinct factor in that research, probably because the Rules, and
Law and Code factors are closely related and respondents did not identify them
as different enough. This research Identified another climate dimension, that of
"service" (o "'0.85), which relates primarily to customer service.

Sims and Keen (1997) used only 15 climate descriptors developed by Victor
and Cullen (1988). The 15 items contained three descriptors from each of the
five ethical climate dimensions found to exist by Victor and Cullen (1988), the
Caring, Law and Code, Rules, Instrumental and Independence. Sims and
Keon found similar reliabilities to those reported by Victor and Cullen (1998).
This research examined four firms and found significant differences in the
ethical climates, but no diHerence In the moral reasoning levels of the
managers In the different companies, using the Defining Issues Test (Rest,
1979) to assess the managers' level of moral reasoning. However, the Defining
Issues Test does not present subjects with business-related ethical dilemmas,
rather it measures ethical reasoning In general. Therefore the effect that the
organisational ethical climate may have on the ethical judgements in
organisational dilemmas was not addressed. As a result the validity of the ECQ
is not affected.

In the not-for-profit sector it was found that the dimensions In terms of loci of
analysis (see Table 6.1) were polarised between individual and cosmopolitan
(Agarwal & Cruise-Malloy, 1999). This indicates that members of that sector
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fall to perceive an ethical climate of the organisation itself but concentrate on
the Individual and the cosmopolitan levels. As a result, in the not-for-profit
sector, the organisational ethical climate Is not a significant determinant of
moral behaviour, ae<:ording to these researchers, but it may be moderated by
existential and/or universal values, nonns and beliefs. The possibility of such a
phenomenon has been characterised as "perverse, irrational and absurd", as
the lack of organisational control over members may be problematic and
impede efficiency and effectiveness (Hodgkinson, 1996, cited in Agarwal &
Cruise-Malloy, 1999, p. 11). This ideology or controlling employees and making
them compliant to achieve organisational effectiveness and efficiency, Is whal
makes moral anomy in organisations possible, turning persons into bits rather
than retaining them as whole persons.

The validity of the ECQ has also been confirmed in Oeshpante's (1996)
empirical research. It was found that managers who believed their organisation
had an instrumental climate were more !iko!y to perceive a strong negative
relat!onshlp between success and ethical behaviour, whilst managers who
perceived a caring climate In the organisation saw a strong posilive relationship
between success and ethics. These findings support the hypothesis that
organisations with instrumental ethical climates are more likely to promote
moral anomy. Relationships between the perceptions of organisational ethical
climate and attitudes and behaviour in organisations have also been found
(Barnett & Vaicys, 2000; Slnghapakdl & Vitali, 1991a; Wimbush, Shepard, &
Markham, 1997b).

'"

In summary, there is consistent evidence that the ECQ provides a reliable and
valid Instrument for assessing the v~.lues o! organisations, as their members
perceive them. These values have been found to .~ffect ethical behaviour at
work (Deshpante 1996). Vitell and Ho (1997) !lee the ECO as a most promising
approach to measuring an organisation's environment. The results of the
Cronbach alpha tests of the ECQ dimensions h1this research are detailed in
Chapter 7 where the quantitative data is analysed and reported.

Respondents use the Instrument in this research to ascertain the perception of
organisations' ethical climates. This finding will make possible the exploration
of whether respondents use ethical values that are provided by the organisation
or their personal ethical values to resolve organisational and personal
dilemmas, thus enabling the exegesis of whether and to what extent
organisations affect their people in moral judgements.

6.2 THE ETHICS POSITION QUESTIONNAIRE
The EPQ (Forsyth 1980, 1992a) contains 20 statements and assesses
respondents in terms of relativism and Idealism. Individuals who score high on
the ten-item relativism scale, eschew universal moral principles and believe that
morality depends upon the nature of the situation and the individuals involved.
Idealists, individuals who score high on the ten-item idealism scale, believe that
morality requires acting consistently with moral principles, norms or laws.
Highly Idealistic indlvlduals feellhat harming olhers Is always avoidable and
positive consequences for all involved determine decisions, whilst low idealistic
individuals believe that harm will sometimes be necessary to produce good.
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Relativism and idea'ism are not perceived as mutually exclusive. Individuals
can score high or low on relativism and ldeali~m. This idea is supported by
Sharp-Paine (1996) who also argues that these two modes of thinking can be
understood as principle and people orientations, which are not rivals even
though they may conflict at times, but rather complimentary ways of thinking.
Based on the idealism and relativism distinction, Forsyth developed the
taxonomy of personal moral philosophies (see Tabla 6.2).

The ethical ideology taxonomy Indicates that ethical values can be based on
Idealism and relativism. Individuals who are highly relativistic will consider the
outcomes of their decisions or actions, not their rightness. So their values, the
fundamental truths they accept, Include the value of the benefit and avoidance
of harm to others.
Table 6.2
Ethical Ideology Taxonomy

i

II

analysis of each actin
each situation; relativistic.

In terms of the EPQ, indi•·1duals belong in one of the following categories:
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Situetionists: individuals high on bolh relativism and idealism. Situationists
reject absolute moral values and undertake an individualist analysis of aach
siluation.

Subjectivists: Individuals high on relativism and low on idealism. Subjectivists
reject universal moral values and base their judgements on personal values
and preferences.

Absolutists: low on relativism and high on idealism. Absolutists adopt a
deontological approach to ethical dilemmas, rejecting consequences and
adoptlng the moral law !hat has been established through thinking.

Exceptionists: individuals low on both relativism and idealism, adopting a
teleological approach tc ethical dilemmas.

The EPQ is not a lypology, because a typology assumes discontinuity, which
may not actually exist in ethical ideology, but it does explain some of the
individual differences in morality based on idealism and relativism (Forsyth &
Nye, 1990). It assumes that a person's "moral beliefs, attitudes, and values,
comprise an integro.!8d conceptual system of personal ethics" (Forsyth & Nye,
1990, p. 399). This system d personal ethics guides moral judgements, solves
ethical dilemmas and prescribes behav'1our In morally toned situations.
Personal moral philosophies influence action only if the moral values are
available to guide cognition and behaviour, comment Forsyth and ~lye. That is,
issues need to be perceived as ethical before moral values are activated.
Moral values may, for example, not be activated if the dilemma Is not perceived
as an ethical dilemma. The factors that affect the availability and usage of
personal moral values in organisations are the focus of this research. The
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environmenti:ll factors, in the form of the organisational ethical climate as well
as the ethical dilemma itself, are examined.

6.2. 1 Reliability and Validity of the EPC

The Idealism

and relativism factors contained In the EPQ have been described

as the factors that most parsimoniously portray an individual's ethical value
system (Douglas, Davidson, & Schwartz, 2001). The EPQ has consistently
demonstrated acceptable levels of reliability. Its twenty items have i:laan shown
to have a two factor solution corresponding to the ph!losophlcal dimensions of
idealism and relativism (Barnett, at al., 1994; Forsyth, 1980). The EPQ has
adequate internal consistency (idealism ct=0.80, relativism a= 0.73), moderate
test-retest reliabililies (0.67, 0.66) (Forsyth, 1980). In Van Kanhove, Vermeir,
and Verniers' (2001) study the reliability of the scale was confirmed as it
reported Cronbach's coefficient

a 0.84 for the Idealism scale and 0.77 for the

relativism scale. Douglas at al. (2001) report similar results. In that study the
Cronbach's alpha for the idealism scale was 0.84 and for the relativism scale
0.81.

The ethical ideologies as measured by the EPQ have also been found to affect
ethical judgements and have considerable predictive utility regarding moral
valuas (Forsyth, 1980, 1992a). Forsyth and Nye (1990) tasted the effect of
ethical ideologies on moral choices and post·transgrasslon reactlons in an
experimental setting. They discovered partial support for an Interpersonal
model of moral choice and reactions. Interpersonal processes Impact an
individual's cognition, feelings and behaviour in morally toned' situations. An
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interpersonal model of morality suggests, according to Forsyth and Nya, that
moral judgement and behaviour varies in different situations because the
interpersonal demands vary. Situational factors moderateq the Impact of
personal moralities on post transgression, and personality and situational
factors influenced the moral decision to lie Independently.

Barnett et al. (1994) found that students with different ethical ideologies
measured by the EPQ, made different judgements about the ethical nature of
business actions. Absolutists were found to be the most negative toward lllegal
i.1usiness practices and also to be more likely to object to legal but ethically
questionable behaviour. They judged actions mora harshly than any other
individuals, thus conflrmlng the relationship between e:hical ideology and
ethical judgement In business dilemmas.

Giacalone, Fricker, and Beard (1995) used the EPQ to ascertain whether
individual ideology impacts on business ethics decisions. They found that
individual ideology as measured by the EPQ, Impacts on the factors individuals
choose to use to evaluate an ethical decision, as well as the disciplinary
severity they advocate. However, the differences found among individuals with
different ethical ideologies were less than expected. The researchers suggest
that this may be due to the fact that on many decisions, individuals do not
behave according to a belief system they hold but for reasons that are
unrelated to their tJhilosophy. This finding reemphaslses the effect of the
context and other factors that may affect ethical decision-making, and supports
the interpersonal model of morality (Forsyth & Nye, 1990).
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The EPQ is used in this research to assess the ethical ideologies of
respondents. The instrument was chosen because of its reliability and the two
factor solution which is consistent with the idealism I relativism dimensions
{Barnett, Bass, Brown, & Hebert, 1998; Barnett & Vaicys, 2000; Tansey, at at.,
1994). More recently, Davis, Andersen, and Curtis (2001) discovered a third
factor, that of veracity in the EPQ, but they accept that it remains a useful tool
for the assessment of ethical Ideologies In business ethics research.

The EPQ is also chosen because it provides an assessment that Is comparable
to the Ethical Climate Questionnaire in philosophical terms, as it also reflects
deontology and teleology. The EPQ's conceptualisation of idealism I relativism
is an important explanatory variable of individual ethical decision making
(Barnett, at at., 1998). Barnett at al. suggest that the EPQ should be used
mora in business ethics empirical research. The results of the alpha tests of
this research are detailed in Chapter 7 where the quantitative data analysis Is
reported.

6.3 ET!iiCAL DILEMMAS
The two instruments in this research that have bean outlined thus far test the
ethical climate of the organisation as perceived by the respondents and the
personal ethical ideology of the respondents. This research also required the
development of ethical dilemmas so respondents' ethical judgements in
organisational and personal dac;sions are ascertained and the moral autonomy,
heteronomy or anomy of responses explored. This is necessary because the
differences, if any, between organisational and personal dilemma judgements
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need to be ascertained, in order to clarify the effect, if any, of the organisation
on the

way an Individual resolves organisational ethical dilemmas.

Ethical dilemmas are used extensively In business ethics research and are
considered suitable especially for early research efforts (Hunt and Vilell, 1986).
They help to standardise tha social stimulus across respondents and also make
the decision making situation more real (Alexander & Becker, 1978, cited In
Singhapakdi & Vitali, 1991b, p. 5). Colby and Kohlberg (1987) used dilemmas
to test their theory of moral development. The moral dilemmas were used to
"elicit a subject's (1) own construction of moral reasoning, (2) moral frame of
reference or assumptlons about right and wrong, and (3) the way these beliefs
and assumptions are used to make and justify moral decisions' (p. 61).

Business ethical dilemmas may involve two types of confllct (Liedtke, 1989):
conflict within the Individual's value hierarchy, and conflict between individual
values and organisational vai•Jes. The emphasis in the ~urrent research is on
conflict between individual and organisational values and the impact of such
confllct on the moral autonomy of the individual.

The question that is addressed in this research is whether individuals are more
likely to resolve personal ethical dilemmas using their personal values and
organisational dilemmas using organisational values. In other words, whethe1
in organisational dilemmas individuals use their personal values, that is
exercise moral autonomy or are subject to heteronomy or anomy. It was also
hypothesised that as the difficulty and complexity of the organisational
dilemmas increased, so would reliance on organisational values to resolve
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organisational dilemmas. To test this, it was necessary to construct a number
of organisational and personal ethical dilemmas of varying difficulty and
complexity, but of high relevance to all potential respondents.

The dilemmas used were designed to obtain nom1atlve judgements about what
one should do. Colby and Kohtberg (1987, p. 152) propose three ways of
getting interviewees to resolve the ethical dilemmas. "(1) Oral interviews (taperecorded and transcribed); (2) oral interviews with responses written by
interviewer; and (3) w<itten interviews'. Written interviews were used in the
present research to limit potential bias, and also to make it easier for managers
to participate due to the more flexible and shorter time required.

A key advantage of using researcher-created dilemmas is that respondents are
less likely to suspect they are being monitored for ethical misbehaviour. In
addition, the same set of dilemmas can be used in the three organisations,
enabling comparisons between them. A number of researchers have used
dilemmas for similar reasons. Wimbush et at. (1 997b) used dilemmas that did
not pertain directly to the industry they researched, and considered this crucial
for getting a higher response rate because employees would not suspect that
the instrument was used for the identification of actual or potential unethical
conduct.

Dilemmas, the most commonly used technique of Investigating decision making
in business ethics, also have disadvantages (Marshall & Dewe, 1g97). One
disadvantage of using ethical dilemmas is that it is generally assumed that the
situation outlined is an ethical problem for the respondent, and all respondents
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perceive the context of the dilemma as the same. The relevance of the
dilemmas to the respondents is lmoortant for accurate assessment of
respondents' moral values, as 'people are not good at predicting what they will
do in circumstances they have not yetli!ncountered" (Fowler, 1995, p. 80).
Ensuring that the dilemmas used are relevant to the respondents is thus very
important and will bo addressl?d in the Selection of Ethical Dilemmas section.

AnothGr disadvantage of using dilemmas is based on the approach used for the
respondents to address them. When the premmtalion of a dilemma Is followed
by a series of questions that require yes/no answers, or provide scales, the
questions prompt reflection on the researcher's reality (Marshall & Dews,
1997). The questions following the ethical casas to ascertain the moral
judgements and reasoning of respondents need careful construction. In
business ethics research efforls, open and clo:;ed ql•astions, and Likert type
scales to assess the reasoning and behaviour of respondents are used.
Hoffman (1998) used ethical dilemmas in a study of ethical differences between
men and women. He followed each dilemma with two questlons where
respondents expressed their preferred actlon on a 10-point scala marked
'definitely would'- 'definitely would not'. One of the que~ lions asked
respondents to assume the role of the president of the organisation and the
other the role of an employee of the orgal"'isation in an effort to ascertain
respondents' emphasis on thl::l organisation's profit vs individual well being.
Fritzsche (1995) used dilemmas to examine the relationship between personal
values and the ethical decisions of managers, asking respondents what they
would do In each situation. Respondents had to indicate on an eleven point
scale (0 - definitely would not, 10 ·definitely would) the possibility that they
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would choose a number of predetermined soluUons. This approach makes
comparisons across responses easter, but it is problemallc In that it imposes
the researcher's reality and does not enable the respondanl

to freett determine

action (Marshall & Dewe, 1997; Randall & Gibson, 1990).

In this research predetennlned responses were not provided to avoid the
imposillon of the researcher's reality. Instead, two open-ended questions were
asked for each dilemma:
1) What should X do?
2) Why?
The first question ascertains the judgment of the respondent while the second
provides the justification for the moral judgement by providing the beliefs and
values the judgement is based on. The first question also addresses the issue
of the personatisation of the dilemma, which examines whether respondents
should be asked to resolve the dilemma based on what they would do in the
situation, or suggest what the person facing the dilemma should do. Dif!oHent
researchers use different approaches to address this Issue. Kavathatzopoulos
(1993) for example asked respundenls to imagine themselves as the main
person in a dilemma and attempt to solve the moral problem. This was done
because "the interiorization or internalization of Instructions by the subjects Is
supposed to take place in condition of relevance to real life and for problems
that concern them' (Kavathatzopoulos, 1993, p. 384). Wimbush at at. {1997b)
also required subjects to assume the role of the decision-maker and indicate
how they would behave in the situation outlined. It has been found however
that when people in ethics research are only asked to respond as themselves
they overestimate their ethical behaviour in relation to their peers, thus limiting
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the generatisabitity of the findings (Cohan, Pant, & Sharp, 1993; Ford &
Richardson, 1994).

To avoid any social desirability bias or halo effect In this research, respondents
were asked to provide a response as to what the person facing the dilemma
should do and not what they would do. lhe present approach is similar to
Weber's (1991 ), using hypothetical dilemmas about conflicts that occur
regularly in organisations. Weber asked respondents to provide a response to
what the protagonist should do and not what the respondent would do in such a
case.

In this research, respondents ware asked to respond to several stories (sea
Appendix A). They were told that there Is no right or wrong solutlon, and the
primary Interest was In the explanations or reasons given for their decisions. It
was emphasised, both orally (where that was possible) and in the written
Instructions given to respondents, that their reasoning was of paramount
importance. They were told that X should do Y Is of no value unless
accompanied by an explanation of why that Is thought necessary,ls provided.
Weber (1991) also used this procedure.

The questions that follow each dilemma in this research ascertain beliefs,
values and judgements (Weber & Gillespie, 1998). While beliefs and values
may not necessarily indicate behaviour, they allow for an examination and
comparison of organisational and personal values in usa to be made. This
finding provides understanding of the bases of the organisalional and personal
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morality of individuals and penn its identification of autonomy, heteronomy and
anomy.

As discussed earlier, in this research no scales or predetennined responses
were offered, so that the respondents' reality and not the researchers reality is
examined. To ensure that the dilemmas are relevant they were tested on 54
postgraduate business students. It was also Important to present organisational
and personal dilemmas that are of comparable difficulty and complexity. The
following section outlines the ethical dilemma selection process that addresses
the;r relevance, difficulty and complexity.

6.3.1 Selection of Ethical Ollemmas

In this research, it was necessary to address the relevance of the ethical
dilemmas to the respondents as well as address the issue of detenninlng the
perceived complexity and difficulty of the ethical dilemmas. To achieve this, 12
dilemmas were selected from a larger set of 50 dilemmas, 25 covering
organisational and 25 personal dilemmas.

The 25 organisational ethical dilemmas were constructed from Issues raised In
recent business research or used In previous business ethics research. Waters
and Bird (1989) developed a four·part typology of morally questionable
managerial acts based on managerial roles. The four types of morally
questionable managerial acts are: non-role, role-failure, role distortion and role
assertion. Non-role and role failure acts are acts against the organisation such
as overstating one's expense account and conducting a superficial
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performance appraisal, respectively. These ethically quesllonable acts are
likely to benefit the individual performing the act. Role distortion and role
assertion acts include acts that benefit the organisation. Examples of role
distortion acts are bribery and price fixing and an example of role assertion acts
is not withdrawing a product that has inadequate safety. Role distortion acts
are within the role mandate of an Individual but that role mandate Is distorted,
by the individual's effort to achieve the role mandate. For example, in an effort
to achieve the sales quota, a salesperson may choose to offer differential
prices to customers. Role assertion acts are made when there is a relative
absence of mandate. They usually refer to cases that are not encountered
frequently and there is little guidance from the law, past experience or
organisational regulations. The emphasis on accounting and control
procedures, as well as codas of conduct in organisations, is primarily dealing
with non·role type acts (Waters & Bird, 1989) because the objective is to protect
the organisation from its employees.

The organisational ethical dilemmas In this research are concerned with role
distortion and role assertion acts. Role distortion and role assertion type
dilemmas were chosen because the organisation's influence on the individual is
examined. These acts allow the examination of how Individuals will decide to
resolve a dilemma in and on beha'! of the organisation and not whether they
may use their organisational membership to benefit themselves or harm the
organisation.

The 25 personal ethical dilemmas are constructed or adapted from general
research on moral philosophy and ethics. They deal with family and
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interpersonal moral issues that require respondents to use their personal moral
values In order to resolve the dilemmas. They also deal with cases where there
is no direct benefit to the person facing the dilemma.

The 50 dilemmas were Initially assassed by two members of the School of
Managemant in the Faculty of Business and eight Ph.D. candidates in
Business, to ascertain their relevance, clarity and face validity. The similarity
between personal and organisational dilemmas in regard to the moral issues
they raise was always sought. Of the Initial 50 dilemmas, 40 were chosen after
this Initial phase of assessmar~t, (20 private life and 20 organisational life
dilemmas) that were found to lulfilthe relevance, clarity and face validity
requirements. TI1ese 40 dilemmas were then presented to 54 MBA students to
ascertain their relevance, difficulty ar1d complexity. The students ware asked to
evaluate the relevance of the dilemmas to their life.

The MBA students were chosen for the assessmer1t of the dilemmas because
they lived and worked in the same geographic environment as the potential
respondents. As such, the dilemmas they would flr1d relevant would be more
likely to be relevant to the respondents. Also the majority (80.4%) ware
currently employed and of those employed, 72.3% were In
supar..isory/managerial positions. The average age of the respundents was
32.5 years. These characteristlcs of the MBA students made them comparable
to the potential respondents.

The rating of the dilemmas took place In the classroom and took forty-five
minutes. The dilemmas ware grouped in organisational and personal
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categories. The students were told to read each dilemma and rate it in terms of
complexity, difficulty and relevance and write their responses on an answering
sheet. Unnumbered graphic scales were used for the relevance, complexity
and difficulty ratings of the dilemmas. The unnumbered graphic scales are an
alternative to the traditional Likert type scales and they employ a horizontal line
drawn bel\veen bipolar responses (Daniel, Elliott-Howard, & DuFrene, 1997).
In this research the bipolar responses were simple-complex, irrelevant-relevant
and easy-dlHicull. Respondents were asked to respond by placing a vertical
line on the horizontal continuum, at the point that most accurately reflects their
opinion. Placing a transparent overlay on the graphic scale, divided the
horizontal line into 7 centimetres, and allowed the scoring of the scales. The
reading of the responses was recorded In millimetres.

The following terms were clarified to students:
1. Complexity refers to:
The number of Issues Involved, and you think must be considered In deciding
how to resolve this case.

A simple dilemma will Involve R few issues.

A

complex dilemma wlll involve many issues.
2. Relevance refers to:
How relevant do you think the dilemma Is to you?

Do you think that it is

something that you have or might experience? An irrelevant dilemma will not be
considered relevant to you. A relevant dilemma will be relevant to you.
3. Degree of difficulty refers to:
How dlHicult do you think the dilemma Is, In regards to its resolution?
An easy dilemma wlll be resolved easily. A difficult dilemma will be difficult to
resolve.
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Note: A dilemma may be complex ie. involve many Issues, that you think must
be considered but you may not consider it difficult, or it may be simple, but you
may consldf'jr it difficult.

6.3.2 First Phase Ratinga of Ethical Dilemmas
Based on the relevance ratings, a total of nine organisational and nins personal
dilemmas were chosen at the completion of this phase of the research. Table

6.3 contains the relevanco, complexity and difficulty ratings of the 20
organisational dilemmas.

Using 3.5 as the mid point of the 7 mm scaie, the organisational dilemmas 9,

11, 15, 17, 13, 7, 3, 5, and 10 were rated as relevant. Of the relevant
dilemmas, 010, 011, and 017 ware of low complexity and difficulty. The
dilemmas 09,013, and 015 were of medium complexity and difficulty. The
dilemmas 03, 05, and 07 were high complexity and difficulty.

The same process was followed for the personal dilemmas (see Tablo 6.4).
Dilemmas 12, 16, 3, 6, 10, 19, 2, 1 and 4 were rated ss relevant. Dilemmas P1,

P6 and P18 were of high relevance but low complexity and difficulty. Dilemmas
P1 0, P12 and P19 were of high relevance but medium complexity and difficulty.
Dilemmas P2, P3 and P4 were of high relevance and high complexity and
difficulty.
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Table 6.3
Relevance, ComQiexit)l and Dffficult)l Ratings of Omanisational Dilemmas
Relevance

Complexity
Std.
Deviation

Difficulty
Std.
Deviatlon

N

Mean

Mean

6

1.73

2.00

"'

1.75

1.52

0.98
1.09

"54

1.56
1.80

1.71
1.52

1.82

1.38

1.25

"

1.87
1.89

1.40
1.70

1.61
1.54

11

54

1.81

1.53

10

54
54

1.85
2.08

54
54

2.13

1.47

17
19

1.67
1.66
1 .. ,

1.72

1.54

2

'

"54
54
54
52

Dilemma

N

6

"54

3.07

2.16
1.94

3.13

1.89

3.14
3.21

2.02
2.37

3.28

'·"
2.28

17
11

1.94
1.95

1.89
2.10

a

1.96

1.57
1.74

16

2.18

1.45

1.56
1.47

'·"'
3.46

1.85

20

2.32

1.99

1.89

20

1.91

1.79

3.56

2.13

'4

2.39

3.59
3.62

2.18
1.91

2.40
2.62

228
1.85

1.66
1.85

2.76

2.01

2.09

3.63

2.16

15
13

3.00

1.81

2.05

4
16
15
14
13

3.64

1.77

1

3.30

216

2.15

3.67

2.23

18

3.49

2.20

2.29

3.70

·1."90

7

3.94

2.23

228

3.70

2.28

2.16
{89

2.17

1.88

5
3.

4.06

4.12

16

14

"'
4
1
8

"2
19
17

'

11

15
18
13
7
3

5
10

54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54

"54
54
53
53
54
53

2.86

3.29
3.30
3.31

2.05

Dilemma

10

14

4.12

Std.
Deviation

N

Mean

2.13

Dilemma
6

"8

18
3
7
5

"

53

54
54
54
54
52
54

2.22
2.24

1.58

2.30

1.79
1.78

250

1.99

2.35

2.22

2.55
2.64

1.85
1.71
1.90

2.72
2.91

1.91

3.20

2.04

3.61

2.10
1.98

3.81
3.81
4.13

2.13
2.15
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Table 6.4
Relevance, Com(;!lexity and Difficul!Y Ratings of Personal Dilemmas
Relevance

Complexity
Std.
Deviation

Mean

Std.
Deviation

"
"
"
54

0.79

0.98

0.92
1.06

1.09

2.14

15
6
5
1

1.21

1.91

18

1.25

2.35
2.41

54
54
54
54
54
54
54

1.61
1.54

N

Mean

13

2.68

2.14

2.76

15

"
"

2.35
2.48

20

54

'5

54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54

3.03
3.03
3.19

9

8

16
14
11

"

12
18
3
6

"

2.89

Dilemma

3.36

2.15

16
13
14

3.41

2.15

9

3.42
3.47

2.26

20

2.15
2.06

"
'
10
"
'11

3.32

3.51
3.63

2.08
·"2,07

19

15
6
16
5

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

"

0.78

0._97

1.08
1.33

1.27
1.57

54

"54

1.47

1.84

54
54
54
54
54

1.50

1.64

1.52
1.66

1.65
1.61

1.71
1.73

1.67

1.91
1.94

1.72
2.03

1. .

1.55
1.61

1.56

9

1.47

1.72
1.90
2.01

1.89

13
10

1.<9

20

"54

1.86

12

54

2.16

1.9;

2.37

1.85

18

53

2.28

2.03

2.44

2.09

2.45'

"

2.61

2.0>

t99
1.89

2.94

2.15
2.29

11

"54

2.49

. :.·54

"'

54

8

54

3.38

226

4
3
2

52·.

3.66"
3.59

53

54
54

'3.64

_,,0

"54

3.69
-~3.82

2.33
:-2:1s

19

53

3.95

1.97

8

•. 2

53

-.4.17

2.11

3

"54.

3.01
3.35-

1

54

4.18
"4.55

2.26
-1.92

4

52

2

53

3.41
4.59

53

1.25

Dilemma

1.33
1.55

sa:

- '4-

Difficulty

N

Dilemma

1.47

2.17
"2.13

18
14

"

53

2.58

4.40

1.61

-2.16
2.29
_,:d1- _2J~6
2.08.
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One-way ANOVA was performed to test whether the difference between the
low and high rated groups of ethical dilemmas was statistically significant, using
the 54 responses. A Scheffe's test revealed that the personal dilemmas PI,
P6, and Pta are different to dilemmas P2, P3, and P4 in complexity and
difficulty. The dilemmas 010,011, and 017 are different to dilemmas 03,05
and 07 in complexity but only different to 05 in difficulty.

To confirm these findings and clarify the difficulty of the organisational
dilemmas further ratings were undertaken.

6.3.3 Second Phase Ratings of Ethical Dilemmas

To test whether the nine organisational and personal dilemmas found to be
relevant by the 54 MBA students will be rated similarly by others, they were
presented to another group of students. To increase the external validity of the
dilemmas used In this research, the 18 dilemmas ware presented to 15 MBA
students who did not participate in the first phase of the study. II was also
envisaged that the difficulty Issue of the organisational dilemmas can this way
be clarified.

This group received the same instructions, but instead of the forty dilemmas
they only rated ti'a 18 dilemmas that were rated as relevant in phase one.

The results of this s9cond phase are reported in Tables 6.5 and 6.6.
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Table 6.5
Second Phase: Ratings of Organisational Dilemmas
Complexity

Relevance
Dilemma

N

Mean

5
15
11
7
17
15

15
15
15
15
15
15
15

3.53
3.75
4.01
4.08
4.08
4.15
4.15
4.39
4.49

9

3
10

15

15

Std.
Deviation
2.09
1.43
1.82
1.76
1.95
1.58
1.79
1.43
1.52

Dilemma

N

Mean

9
10
17
11
15
15

15
15
15
15

1.83
2.03
2.19
225
2.39
2.41
3.23
3.84
4.13

5

3
7

15

15
15
15

15

Difficulty
Std.
Deviafo
0.78
1.28
1.59
1.43
1.27
1.41
1.83
1.73
1.53

Dilemma
9

"

10
17
15
11

N

Mean

15
15
15
15
15
15

2.02
2.07
2.54
2.56
2.59
2.94
3.38
4.23
4.36

5

15

3
7

15

Dilemma

N

Mean

6

15

18

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

1.01
1.17
1.29
2.05
2.11
2.25
3.36
3.81
3.90

15

Std.
Deviation
1.41
1.40
1.63
1.80
1.78
1.76
1.96
1.41
1.46

Tabla 6.6
Second Phase: Ratings of Personal Dilemmas

Dilemma

N

Mean

2
3
12

15
15

18

15
15
15
15
·1515

3.32
3.38
3.76
3.79
3.89

10
6.

19
1
4

15

3.91

4.04
4.26
5.25

Difficulty

Complexity

Relevance
Std.
Deviation
1.70
1.66
1.41
2.01
1.51
1.84
1.62
1.7_1
0.99

Dilemma
6

N

Mean

15

1.10
1.17
1.39
1.81
1.95
2.16
2.86
3.43
3.87

15

18
19
12
10
3
2
4

15

15
15

15
15
15
15

Std.

O!illli!i!li!;m
0.53
0.67
1.14
1.05
1.11
1.35
1.81
1.87
1.51

1

19
12
10
3
.4
2

Std.
Deviation
0.74
1.02
1.34

. t.53
1.58
1.69
1.66
1.61
1.96
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The organisational dilemmas 03, OS, and 07 were the only ones that were
rated consistently in this phase as in phase one (see Table 6.5). They were
again rated as being the most complex and diHicult. The dilemma 09 was
rated the lowest on both complexity and dlftlculty. This dilemma in the previous
phase was rated as medium in tenns of diHiculty and complexity.

The

dilemmas 010, 011, and 017 were of Jaw complexity and low to medium
difficulty.

The dilemmas 013 and 015 were medium complexity and low to

medium diHiculty.

The personal dilemmas P1, P6, and P18 were again rated low In complexity
and difficulty (see Table 6.6).

The dilemmas P10, P12, and P19 ware of

medium complexity and difficulty. The dilemmas P2, P3, and P4, were found to
be of high complexity and diHiculty. This is the same as In the first phase of
rating the dilemmas, thus confinnlng the complexity and difficulty ratings of the
personal dilemmas.

An infonnal discussion following the second rating session revealed that
respondents consider difficult dilemmas those that affect other people,
especially people that respondents feel emotionally attached towards. They
also stated that organisations provide codes and policies that guide decisions,
making organisational decisions easier than those in private life. This indicates
that these respondents were more likely to use organisational values,
regulations or guidelines to resolve organisational type issues and not their
personal values, thus articulating the amoralisalion or separation thesis.
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When prompted to think of a difficult organisational dilemma this was
suggested;
•

You are told you have to sack a number of employees because of
downsizing and you personally do not want to do it, but you do because
you have to follow the organisation's line.

The reliance on organisational rules and policies and the distance between
organisational decisions and the individual or the fulfilment of the role, provide a
possible explanation for the reason the organisational dilemmas were
perceived as more simple and easy than the personal dilemmas.

When asked to provide examples of most difficult personal dilemmas, the
following were suggested;
•

Your spouse hils someone with the car on the way home and does not
stop to help, should you call the police and tum your spouse in?

•

A friend's boyfriend Is kissing another girl at a party and you know your
friend and her boyfriend are organising their wedding. Should you tell
your friend?

Most members of this group agreed that these are Indeed difficult dilemmas to
resolve. A dilemma similar to the second one mentioned was in the original set
of 20 personal dilemmas, but was not rated as highly relevant to be chosen by
the initial 54 MBA students, and was thus not included in this set. So even
though it was considered more diffJcult by members of this group, it would not
have been relevant to most respondents, thus it would have been unable to
accurately assess values and judgements.
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The organisational dilemmas 010, 011, 017 were chosen to bo used In the
research because they were rated as simple and easy in the first phase of
ratings. Dilemmas 010 and 017 were also rated as low in the second phase in
both complexity and difficulty.

Di:~mma

011 was chosen because it was rated

as simple and easy In phase one and as simple and of moderate difficulty in
phase two. The organisational dilemmas 03, 05 and 07 were chosen as the
complex and difficult dilemmas to be used in the research. The personal
dilemmas P1, P6, P18, and P2, P3, P4 were chosen to be used for the
research in the three organisations because they were rated consistently as
simple and easy and complex and difficult respectively, In both phases of the
research.

This rating was considered very important to ensure that the dilemmas were of
relevance to the respondents. Unless respondents are given dilemmas they
consider relevant, they will not be able to forecast what should happen and
why. It is also important to ensure that both organisational and personal
dilemmas were of different degrees of difficulty and complexity sc comparisons
and distinction can be drawn.

6.4 SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION
6.4.1 Organisations' Willingness to Participate in Ethics Research

Gaining access to organisations to collect data for this research was a difficult
task. This is net a unique discovel)', as it has often been reported that access
to and support from organisations to conduct values and ethical research, is
problematic. Victor and Cullen (t988), for example, consider that managers
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have a h!gh degree of sensitivity to any study examining an organisation's
ethics. Other researchers' difficulties in gaining access to conduct ethics
research in organisations include Jackall (1968) who succeeded only when he
made a number of personal contacts and built relationships in organisations
and could use those contacts to circumnavigate the formal gatekeepers. Snell
(1996) also used existing personal relationships of trust, drawing on personal
contacts, networks and referrals to do his field research, which included len
interviews. Liedtke (1988) in part of her research describes the same
experience where she relied on personal contacts to find nine managers in an
organisation, where she had no lop management support. These tactics
improve the success rate but they Increase the possibility of bias in the sample,
by reducing its randomness.

This research required access to atleast30 managers or supervisors in three
organisations. Originally, three organisations were contacted and meetings
held to explain the research. One organisation declined immediately and
suggested time pressure as the reason. The second organisation expressed its
unwillingness to participate 4 months after the original contact. The third
(Organisation Alpha) explained that it would not be available for such research
as it was presently experiencing difficulties with lts ethics and some of Its
members were investigated for ethical misconduct. As a result the potential
participants would leal that management is monitoring them. Two further
organisations were then approached, but both declined after discovering the
emphasis and natura of the research. In all organisations, personal contacts
were used to provide access to human resource and top-level managers. A
third private organisation was then approached, and agreed to distribute the
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research instrument internally but the researcher was not allowed to contact
directly any of its employees. Fifty questionnaires were distributed In this
organisation but only six were returned, thus making these responses
unusable.

Subsequently, another contact In Organisation Alpha was found in a difterent
department and agreed to distribute the research instrument, and assured that
the top management of the department will support the project. In this
department the ethical misbehaviour issues, sighted earlier, did not exist.
Again the researcher was excluded from any contact with the respondents. 45
questionnaires were distributed and 32 questionnaires ware returned. Three
were not fully completed and were unusable. Management of the same
organisation also participated in a seminar and 10 were sent a letter explaining
the research and the questionnaire. Three questionnaires were completed and
returned. A delay of three weeks occurred between distribution and return of
the last three questionnaires. Overall, 55 questionnaires were distributed and
sent, a total of 35 were returned, and of those 32 were useable.

The organisation that suggested the possibility of participation at a later stage
was contacted after four months and agreed to participate. It also disallowed
the researcher from any contact with potential respondents. A total of forty
questionnaires were distributed internally to members of the organisation in a
manageriaVsupervisory capacity, and again only six were returned completed,
making these responses unusable.
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Organisation Beta agreed to participate and provide top management support.
Three meetings with potential respondents ware organised, so questionnaires
could be filled and the researcher could be present and able to provide a brief
explanation of the project as well as its implications and value. In the three
meetings 23 questionnaires ware completed. A list of 17 additional potential
respondents was provided and the questionnaire was mailed to them, followed
by a telephone call. A total of 8 were returned in this second phase. Overall,
40 quest!onnaires were distributed and 31 ware returned.

In Organisation Gamma permission to conduct the research was sought and
granted. 43 questionnaires were distributed to potential respondents. A total of
30 were returned completed. In organisation Gamma, the questionnaires were
distributed using the internal mail, and envelopes were provided to respondents
to mail the completed questionnaires back to the researcher. Two e-mail
messages were also sent to all potential respondents to remind them about
filling in the questionnaire.

6.4.2 Organisation Types
The survey was conducted in three organisations, approximating Ouchi's
(1980) ideal transaction costs types: bureaucracy, clan and market. Because
of the difticulty in gaining access to appropriate organisations to undertake this
research and to limit response bias, the organisations were guaranteed
anonymity and are referred to here only as Alpha, Beta and Gamma.
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Ouchl's organisational types were used because they have been inferred to
affect the development of the ethical climate. This relationship between
organisational fonn and ethical climate has bean supported empirically
(Wimbush, at al., 1997a). Victor and Cullen (1988) use Jones' (1983)
explanation to address the relationship between organisational climate and
fonn. They e~plain that organisations where the e~changes between
individuals and groups are easy to monitor, as Is the case in Ouchl's (1980)
market organisations, instrumental behaviours are more likely to result. When
transactions are more difficult to monitor, as Is the case In bureaucracies than
the emphasis is placed on rules and regulations. Finally when

e~changes

are

the most difficult to monitor, as is the case with highly specialised professional
organisations, then the emphasis Is placed on shared nonns and values and a
caring and individual ethical climate is likely to dominate the organisational
culture.

Organisation Alpha, a department in a regulatory public organisation, is
considered the most bureaucratic of the three e~amined. The ethical climate of
a bureaucracy is expected to be predominantly law and Coda, and Rules (refer
to Table 6.1 ). Organisation Beta is a not for profit service provision
organisation that provides health and related services and is considered a clan
and the most democratic of the organisations a~aminad. Its climate is

e~pactad

to be primarily Caring and Independence. Organisation Gamma is a division in
a tertiary educational institution and is considered a market organisation, \hun
a~pectad

to have a predominantly Instrumental cl!mate. All organisations have

a coda of conduct. In organisation Alpha however there is more emphasis on
compliance with the code than in Beta and Gamma. These organisational
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types were established from secondary data, information available publicly
about the three organisations, and from meetings with staff.

6.4.3 Sample
The Individuals were from the same hierarchical level (middle management) or,
if that was not feasible, from consecutive levels. Sections or departments of the
organisations with similar characteristics were used to recruit the subjects, thus
limiting intra-organisational variance. The individuals were required to have at
least one year's experience In the organisatlon, and be In a middle or lower
management position with project or personnel supervisory experience,
similarly to the criteria used by Elm and Nichols-Lippitt (1993).

6.4.4 Data Collection
The questlonnaires in organisation Alpha were distributed and collected
Internally ensuring the anonymity of the respondents. In Section 6.4.1 it was
explained that the researcher was not given access to the respondents of this
organisation. She was assured however, that respondents would return the
completed questionnaire anonymously. In organisation Beta 80% of \hi!
questionnaires were completed in three group meetings and the rest were
distributed and collected by mail. Self-addressed envelopes ware provided to
respondents with each questionnaire, to facilitate the anonymity of response.
In organisation Gamma the questionnaires were distributed and collected via
the organlsatlon's internal mail. In organisation Gamma, self-addressed
envelopes ware also provided. The different methodologies were imposed by
the organisations' management and work patters, resulting In the researcher
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having high control of the sample selection in organisation Beta but not In Alpha
and Gamma.

In organisation Alpha, 32 useable questionnaires were collected (64%), 31 from
organisation Beta (77.5%), and 30 from organisation Gamma (69.8%).

6.5 RESEARCH INSTRUMENT
The question"

(Appendix A) contained four sections. The Ethical Climate

Queslionnaire (E=CQ) was presented first, followed by the organisational and
personal ethical dilemmas and the Ethics Posilion Ouestlormaire (EPQ),
followed by demographic questions. This order minimises socia~ desirability
responses because the more personal 111ormatlon is presented last All
Instruments in this research Involve ethical overtones and choices, but the
personal value instrument is the most intimate and thus presented last. Elm
and Nichols-Lippltt (1993) presented the Self-Monitoring Scale, which contains
no ethical undertones, first followed by the ECQ which addresses ethical issues
but not of a personal level, followed by the Defining Issues Test which Is a
personal instrument with a focus on moral choices. They felt this order
overcame any framing bias.

The ECQ and the EPQ required responses on a 7 point Likert scale (1 "'
Completely Disagree to 7"' Completely Agree). For the twelve ethical
dilemmas, subjects ware required to respond to two open ended questions, as
described earlier, on what the person in the dilemma should do, and why.
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The Instrument presented to respondents also included the anomy scale
developed by Bachman, Kahn, Davidson, and Velasquez (1967 cited In Zahra,
1989). The eight-item anomy scale used by Zahra (1989), referred

to

organisational estrangement. Quest!ons 2, 3, 8, 25, 27, 28, 30, and 33 of the
questionnaire composed the anomy scale. The scale was also converted to
reflect general estrangement, by translating the questions to reflect general life
hopelessness. Questions 37, 39, 44, 48, 52, 55, 57 and 61 composed the
general life anomy scale. As it was explained in the beginning of this chapter,
these two anomy scales apart from Increasing the complexity of analysis do not
offer any additional insight, and are therefore not addressed further In this
thesis.

Following the ECQ, the organisational dilemmas were presented and then the
personal dilemmas. In order of appearance in the questionnaire (see Appendix
A) the first, third and fifth organisational dilemmas ware the difficult and
complex ones and the second, forth and sixth the easy and simple ones. The
difficult and complex personal dilemmas were the second, third and fifth.

The final sectlon of the questionnaire used open and closed-ended questions to
collect demographic data. Upchurch (1998) used the ECQ and the following
demographic variables: total years of management experience, educational
atlainment level, and position classification, while Wimbush at at. (1997b) used
gender, age, education and tenure. In the current research two questions
about religion were included similar to Small (1992). Overall the demographic
quesli0o\S used can be classified into general data about age, gender,
education, religion, marital status and children, and employment specific data
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about occupation, supervision, years of employment, and years of employment
in the current organisation. This information was sought to explore any
associations between ethical ideologies, climates and dilemma resolutions.

6.6 DATA ANALYSIS
The results of the EGO and EPQ were analysed using the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 10. The qualitative analysis program
Nvivo, version 1.2 was used to analyse the responses to the dilemmas. The
resolutions and rationale for the dilemmas were also coded quantitatively.

The responses to the dilemmas were coded in terms of both the ethical climate
dimensions and relativism/idealism. This was necessary so that the
comparison between organisational climate and resolution to organisational
and personal dilemmas can be made. Also the personal ethical ideology and
resolution to personal and organisational dilemmas would be possible. To
achieve inter-rater reliablllty and overcome researcher bias (Pope, Ziebland, &
Mays, 2000), all the responses wem also rated by the assistant supervisor of
this project Differences in ratings were discussed and resolved to agreed
scams.

6.6.1 Analysis of ECQ and EPQ

The ECQ contains 26 statements. These statements describe the live ethical
climate types empirically derived by Victor and Cullen (1988) using factor
analysis. The EPQ contains the twenty statement idealism and relativism
factors.
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The instructions clarified that respondents should address the EGO based on
how things are In their organisation, not how they wished things were. Victor
and Cullen (1988) suggested this clarification In order to ascertain perceptions
of the actual organisational climate. The instructions also emphasised that
responses will remain strictly anonymous.

The theoretical bases of the EGO contain nine ethical climate dimensions.
These nine ethical dimensions address the egoism, benevolence and principled
philosophical orientations, at the individual, local and cosmopolitan levels.
Based on these dimensions, Victor and Cullen (1988) empirically derived the
Caring, Law & Code, Rules, Instrumental and Independence ethical climates.
Table 6.7 contains Victor and Cullen's empirically derived ethical climate
dimensions, and the corresponding theoretical ethical climate types.

The Egoism Cosmopolitan ethical climate Is the only theoretical dimension that
was split between two climates, the Caring climate and the Instrumental
climate. Looking at the statements that loaded to the two factors, the statement
'The major responsibility In this organisation is to control costs' loaded In the
Instrumental factor, whilst the Egoism statements that referred to overall
efficiency loaded to the Caring factor. This can be explained In terms of the
perceived emphasis of the Egoism Cosmopolitan statements.
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Table 6.7
Empirical and Theomllcal Ethical Climate Dimension

Empirically Derived Ethical Climate Dimensions

Quesllon
Numbors

Caring

Law& Code

Rules

Instrumental

Independence

1, 12, 4, 32,
5, 6, 13

9,11,23,29,

14,15,
20,34

7, 16, 17, 10,
19,21,22

18, 24, 26,

Benevolence
Individual

Theoretical
Ethical
Climate
Dimensions

Egoism
lndlvldual

'

+

Benevolence
Local

Egoism
Local

Principle
Local

'
Benevolence
Cosmopolitan

'
Egoism A.
Cosmopolitan

Principle
Cosmopolitan

~

"

Principle
Individual

+
Egoism
Cosmopolitan

--------------

The control of costs Is perceived In terms of benefit to the organisation, while
the overall efficiency statements are perceived in caring for all resources and
customers. The theoretical as well as the empirical dimensions of climates
were used for the analysis of the organisational ethical climates in this
research. The theoretical dimensions warn used because they provide more
information about the level of emphasis that is not explicitly evident in the
empirically derived Caring and Instrumental climates. This information Is
Important in analysing the ethical dilemma resolutions and will be used in the
presentation of the relationship between the ethical climates and ideologies and
ethical dilemma resolutions that Is presented in Chapter 7.
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Table 6.6 contains the questions as presented In the research instrument that
represent the ethical climate and ethical ideology dimensions.
Table 6.6
Questionnaire Coding
Ethical Dimension

Question Number

Caring
Law & Code

1, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13,32

Rules

14, 15, 20, 34

Instrumental

7,10, 16, 17, 19, 21' 22

9,11,23,29,

Independence

18, 24, 26, 31

Idealism

35, 38, 40, 43, 47, 53, 54, 56, 60, 62

Relativism
36, 41, 42, 45, 46 49, 50 51 58, 59,
Note: As explained previously, 16 questions that address anomia have been excluded I rom
analysis.

To analyse the dlftarences in EGO perceptions and EPQ between the three
organisations, a Ona-Way Analysis of Variance (A NOVA) was undertaken. The
ANOVA allows the means of mora than two groups to be compared, and it will
identify whether the means are significantly different from each other. If
statistically slgnilicant differences are found however, it does notlndioate where
the differences He (Sekaran, 1984). A Scheffe's test, was used to detect where
the differences between the means of the groups lie (Sekaran, 1984). The
Sheffe's test was chosen for the post hoc comparisons, because it has been
found to be the most versatile since it is applicable to unequal sample sizes
(Pedhazur & Pedhazur-Schmalkin, 1991). It Is also the most conservative,
since it is less likely than other approaches to indicate statistically significant
differences between comparisons.
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6.6.2 Analysis of Ethical Dilemmas

This research uses words and numbers, to use the most simple distinction
between qualitative and quantitative research (Miles & Huberman, 1984).
Despite the dimlmr.t tHMretical and epistemological foundations of quantitative
and qualitative research, Bryman (1992) argues that they can Indeed be
reconciled and integrated. In this research ethical dilemmas or cases or
vignettes, were used to provide both words and numbers. The use of ethical
cases, is a general phenomenon in business ethics research.

The use of dilemmas enables the elucidation of the respondents' perspectives,
and provides a contextual detail that is not achievable with quantitative
methods (Bryman, 1988). In this endeavour dilemmas were used to enable the
respondents to provide their ethical judgements and reasoning without the
imposition of the researcher's perspective. This was achievable by asking
respondents open-ended questions and not providing predetermined
resolutions or justifications.

In this research six organisational and six personal dilemmas ware used. Both
sets contain three dilemmas of low complexity and difficulty and three of high
complexity and difficulty. The six organisational dilemmas were presented first,
followed by the personal dilemmas. The organisational dilemmas 10,11 and 17
were the easy and simple chosen and 3, 5, and 7the difficult and complex.
The order of inclusion in the questionnaire was 3, 11, 5, 17, 7, and 10. In the
analysis in Chapter 7, these are referred to as first, second, third, fourth, fifth
and sixth respectively. The personal dilemmas 1, 6, and 18 were the easy and
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simple dilemmas used and 2, 3 and 4 the difficult and complex. The order of
inclusion in the queslionnaire was 1, 2, 3, 6, 4, and 18. In the analysis In
Chapter 7, these are referred to as first, second, lhird, fourth, fifth and sixth
respectively.

The two questions thai followed each dilemma were: (a) What should the
person facing the dilemma do?, and (b) Why? Respondents were told that
what is of paramount Importance for this research is the reasons or
explanations for their decisions, ie answering the 'why' question. The actual
Instructions provided said:
You will find several stories in the following pages. Different people will
offer different solutions. There are no right and wrong solutions. We are
primarily interested in the explanations or reasons you give for your
decisions. Try to justify and explain your statements as fully as possible.
Be sure you elaborate fully. Please do not compare answers to prior
cases. We remind you again that answering the WHY question is of great
Importance. Telling us what should be done Is of no help to us unless you
tell us WHY you think it should be done.

This was necessary because unless respondents explained their justification for
their chosen resolutions to dilemmas, the values in use could not be accessed
and compared to the organisational and personal values that were ascertained
using the ECQ and EPQ.
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6.6.3 Coding of Ethical Dilemmas

The ethical dilemmas are used in this research to enable the identification of
the reasoning people use to resolve organisational and personal type
dilemmas. In Chapter 5, the research model was developed and the research
question presented. It was clarified that due to the influence most
organisations exert on the individual, the individual is more likely in the
organisational context to make decisions that are not morally autonomous. In
order to answer the question of whether organisations affect the moral
autonomy of their members, the ethical climates of the three organisations and
the ethical ideologies of the respondents from the three organisations were
assessed and the findings are presented in Chapter 7.

The answers to the two open-ended dilemma questions were transcribed.
Each answer was separated In tenns of the two questions asked. This enables
the distinction between the resolution and justification of the resolution for each
dilemma. The responses to the dilemmas were analysed qualitatively and
classified quantitatively.

In order to make the reasoning used to resolve the dilemmas comparable to the
uthical climate and ethical ideologies, each dilemma response was coded in
accordance with both instruments. Firstly each response was coded in terms of
the Victor and Cullen's (1987) theoretical ethical climate dimensions of egoism,
benevolence and principle at the individual, local and cosmopolitan levels. The
difficulty of coding responses to open ended ques1ions has been recognised
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but it is accepted as superior to close ended research especially In business
ethics research (Randall & Gibson, 1990). The approach adopted in this
research is not dissimilar to the Multidimensional Ethics Scale, developed by
Cohen at al. (1993) and Reidenbach and Robin (1990) and Reidenbach, Robin,
and Dawson (1991 ), in that responses are coded based on the philosophical
theories. The main difference between the Multidimensional Ethics Scala and
this approach is that respondents here were not asked to rate the dilemma in
tanns of the different philosophical perspectives. The researcher did this. This
was necessary because the aim was to ascertain the reasoning for the
response, not the understanding of the philosophies nor the agreement with the
predetermined categories by the respondent.

The coding was performed by identifying the ethical reasoning and the laval of
emphasis In terms of individual, local and cosmopolitan. If only one type of
reasoning was used the resolution was given the value of seven for that ethical
climate dimension. If more than one ethical philosophy was used, then
depending on the emphasis of the response, the value of seven was divided
amongstlhe different philosophical orientations and levels. This was done so
that the range of justifications used can be accounted and weighted based on
the emphasis given by the respondent.

The coding process of all dilemmas was repeated by coding the responses in
tenns of the EPQ (Forsyth, 1980) dimensions of idealism and relativism. Each
response was assessed in terms of its Idealistic or relativistic orientation and a
rating out of seven was given on both.
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The ethical climate dimensions and ethical Ideology coding of all dilemmas was
perfonned by the researcher and also by the assislant supervisor to achieve
lnler-rater reliability. The two raters were the most appropriate because they
understood the philosophical distinctions as they are represented In both the
EGO and EPQ. The coding process was communicated and clarified between
the two raters so a common understanding of the procedure was achieved.

The agreement of the two raters is very important for this research, because the
analysis of the effect of the organisational ethical climate and persona! ethical
Ideologies is undertaken based on these codes. II was thus necessary that the
two raters agree not only on the climate dimension or ethical ideology but also
on the Intensity rating of each. It was lor this reason that II was decided that
total agreement was necessary for all codes and Intensities. To achieve this
the rating process was perfonned in three rounds. In the first round, agreement
ranged from 77% to 86%. The major disagreement in the fltst phase was In
the intensity rather than the philosophical dimension. In the second phaso the
dilemmas where disagreement was identified were rated again, and written
justification provided for the code. This enabled cross-rater analysis of bias
and interpretation. After this phase, and the communication process that
clarified the code, the disagreement was limited to less than 1% of the cases.
Both raters again reviewed these cases until total agreement was achieved.
The recommended level of interrater reliability is 0.90 (Colby & Kohtberg, 1987)
and it has bean exceeded In this study.

The quanUI!cation of qualitative data appears incongruent according to Bryman
(1992) with quafitative research because predominantly qualitative data is used
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for a predominantly quantitative method. However, he suggests that despite
the incongruency such an approach Is valuable because It provides additional
data that can assists In the understanding of the phenomena. The data that
became available by using this approach could not have been obtained by
using only quantitative methods.

6.7 SUMMARY
The research propositions require the assessment of the organisational ethical
values, the personal ethical values and the resolution of organisational and
personal ethical dilemmas.

The organisational ethical climate Is assessed

using the EGO developed by Victor and Cullen (1987). The personal ethical
values are assessed ushg Forsyth's (1980) EPQ. MBA students chose the six
organisational and six personal ethical dilemmas after two phases of
assessment, In order to ensure they are relevant to potential respondents and
of predictable difficulty and complexity, and to minimise researcher bias.

In order to ascertain the reasoning individuals use to resolve organisational and
ethical dilemmas, the analysts of the EGO and EPQ Is necessary. This will
enable the identification of the organisational and personal values that affect
the proposed resolution. The justification for the proposed resolutlon Is coded
in tem1s of both EGO and EPO values and analysed to ascertain the ethical
values Individuals use to resolve both types of dilemmas.

The three organisations chosen and willing to participate in this research
project are organisations Alpha, Beta and Gamma. They approximate Ouohi's
(1980) bureaucratic, clan and market type fom1s respectively.
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The quantitativa analyses of the ECQ and EPQ are presented In Chapter 7.
Chapter 8 contains the quantitative classification and qualitative analysis of the
organisational and personal dilemmas.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ANALYSIS OF ETHICAL CLIMATE AND IDEOLOGY
This chapter presents the quantitative analysis of the ECQ and EPQ
instruments. The analysis of the ECQ alms to establish if there are differences
in the ethical climates between the three organisations, and if these differences
are supportive of the assumption made that the organisations represent \he
bureaucratic, clan and market types of organisations made by Ouchi (1980).
The analysis of the EPQ evaluates the personal ethical values of respondents.
The differences if any will be used to explain possible differences in the
resolu\Jons and justifications to organisational and personal ethical dilemmas.
The quantitative classification and qualitative analysis of the organisational and
personal ethical dilemmas are presented in Chapter 8. The qualitative analysis
contains the analysis of the resolution and justification of the organisational and
personal ethical dilemmas provided by the respondents.

7.1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Before proceedir>g to the analysis of the ECQ and EPQ, basic descriptive
statistics ware derived and are grouped by organisation. Table 7.1 contains
general characteristlcs such as age, gender, education etc. Table 7.2 presents
the employment related characteristics of respondents. such as job title,
supervision, years In employment etc.

In terms of gender, organisation Alpha had the highest percentage of males
(87.5%), and organisation Beta tile lowest (35.5%). Organisation Gamma's
male respondents represented 70% of total respondents. These proportions
are representative of the general managerial composition of the three
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organisations. It must be noted that in Organisation Beta the proportion of
female first line employees is greater than the proportion of females in the
managerial and supervisory Javel. Organisation Alpha Is in its majority mala In
all ranks and levels. Organisation Gamma has a majority of males and that Is
reflected In the sample. Gender is of great importance In this research because
it will be used to perfonn an analysis of the Ideologies of females and males.

The age of the respondents varied in the three organisations. Initially there
were five age group categories but they were reduced to 4 because the
category of up to 25 years old only contained two respondents from
organisation Alpha, one from organisation Beta and none from organisation
Gamma. In terms of the age of the respondents, the most mature organisation
was Beta with 67.8% of respondents over the age of 45, and the youngest was
OrganlsaUon Alpha with 75.1% of respondents younger than 45 years old. The
age of the respondents is used to parfonn an analysis of ethical ideologies.

As expected, 83.33% of the respondents of organisation Gamma, a tertiary
Institution, have postgraduate educaUon. Organisation Alpha had the greatest
number of respondents with a maximum of secondary education. The
educational level of respondents is used to perform an analysis and ascertain
possible relationships between education level and ethical ideologies. Religion
and its practice, Is also an important characteristic and is used to undertake an
analysis of the sample in terms of ethical ideology.

Table 7.2 outlines the employment-related characteristics of the three groups of
respondents.
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Table 7.1
Respondents' Personal Characteristics by Organisation
Characteristic

Total N

Total
%

••
0

%

~

~
%

0

y

y

0

%

Gender
Female

33

35.5

4

12.5

20

64.5

9

30.0

Male

60

64.5

20

87.5

11

35.5

21

70.0

----·-·-·-·---------·---·····-·-·······-···- --------- -·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-------·-·-----·-·---·-·
Ago

'"

19

20.4

12

37.5

5

16.1

2

6.7

36-45

26

30.1

12

37,5

5

16.1

11

36.7

7

21.9

15

48.4

10

33.3

3.1

6

19.4

7

23.3

0

0.0

46-55

32

34.4

>56

14

15.1

Secondaty

13

14.1

11

35.5

2

6.5

College

12

38.7

8

25.8

Undergraduate

"

22.8

18

19.6

5

16.1

9

29.0

4

13.3

Postgraduate

40

43.5

3

9.7

12

38.7

25

83.3

"EdliCiiiYOii·-·-·---·-·- ---·-------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ---------------·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·-----

Missing

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·Marital status
Single

3.3

---------·----- ---·----- ---·-·-------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
21

22.6

8

25

8

25.8

5

16.7

65

69.9

22

68.8

20

64.5

25

76.7

7

7.5

2

6.3

3

9.7

2

6.7

y,

67

72.0

19

59.4

25

80.7

23

76.7

No

26

28.0

13

40.6

6

19.4

7

23.3

Married-de facto
Divorced-widowed

-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-----·-·- ---·-------·-·-·-·-----·-

Children

-·-·-·-·-·---·-·-----·-·-·-----·-·-·-·-·-·

Religion
Yes

55

61.8

20

64.5

25

76.7

12

42.9

No

34

38.2

11

35.5

7

23.3

16

57.1

Missing

4

2

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-----·-----·---·-·-·-·-·-------·-·-·-·

Religion Practice
Always

13

25.0

3

15.8

7

31.8

3

27.3

Sometimes

26

50.0

7

36.8

12

54.5

7

63.6

Never

13
3

25.0

9

47.4

3

13.6

1

9.1

Missing

• n of organisation's sample
•• percent of organisation's sample
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Table 7.2
Resgondents' Emglo)lment Characteristics b)l Organisation
Characteristic

Total N

Total
%

••0

•••

p

p

%

0

%

Length of employment

'

'

%

0

0-5 yrs

42

45.7

7

21.9

23

76.7

12

40.0

5.1-10yrs

15

16.3

4

12.5

3

10.0

8

26.7

10.1-15 yrs

15

16.3

8

25.0

2

6.7

5

16.7

15.1-20yrs

9

9.8

5

15.6

2

6.7

2

6.7

Over 20 yrs

11

12.0

8

25.0

3

10.0

Missing
--SUfiEirViSO;y··pos·iiiOii·------

----------------------·-----·-------------------------------------------·-·

y,

63

67.7

20

62.5

29

93.6

14

46.7

No

30

32.3

12

37.5

2

6.5

16

53.3

1-10

27

48.2

10

58.8

8

30.8

9

69.2

11-20

11

19.6

4

23.5

5

19.2

2

15.4

21-30

7

12.5

6

23.1

7.7

31-40

2

3.6

3.8

7.7

Over40

9

16.1

Missing

7

1-10

6

3

17.7

3

6

23.1

3

··vaars·rr.-woMorce·-----------·-·---·-·-·-·-·---------·- ---·-----------·-·-·-·-------------·-·-·-----6.6

4

3.5

12.5

3.3
8

27.6

10.1-20

28

30.8

13

40.6

7

23.3

20.1-30

32

35.2

9

28.1

11

36.7

12

41.4

30.1-40

22

24.2

6

18.8

11

36.7

5

17.2

Over 40

3

3.3

3

10.3

Missing

2

"O'CCiUPait'Ofi·-·------- -------·-·-·-·-·-·-------·-·-·-·-·-·---· --------------------·-----------·---·-·-·-·
22

71.0

6.6

6

19.4

3.3

3

9.7

Manager-supervisor

24

26.4

Public servant

30

33.0

Education

28

30.8

Health related

6

Other

3

Missing

2

30

2

6.7

28

93.3

100.0

2

• n of organisation's sample
•• percent of organisation's sample
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The length of employment in the current organisation was grouped In live-year
increments. This information highlights some Interesting distinctions between
the three organisations. Organisation Alpha, the public organisation, has the
lowest number in real and percentage tenns of people who have been
employed in the organisation for less than five years. Organisation Alpha has a
general policy of promotion and advancement based on rank and seniority, with
I~Ue

or no external recruitment at the managerial or supervisory levels. As a

result, the majority of people In supervisory I managerial positions have been In
the organisation for over five years. The department where this research was
undertaken is considered unique, as it requires individuals with specific
expertise. This requirement accounts for I he seven Individuals who have been
in the organisation for five years or less.

Organisation Beta experienced extraordinary growth In the past five years,
primarily due to changes in government policy and government funding. This
accounts for the increase of individuals In the supervisory I managerial
positions in the las! five years who where recruited from lhe external
environment.

It was explained In Chapter 6 that respondents needed to have worked at least
one year In the organisation to be considered for partlcipalion in this research.
This was necessary because individuals needed lo know the moral character of
the organisation and be able to describe this character to outsiders (Cullen, et
al., 1989). This requirement was satisfied. In the total sample, the minimum
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value for the length of employment In the current organisation was one year
and the maximum 32 years (M,9.6, median 6).

Another characteristic that was necessary to be fulfilled for inclusion in this
research was managerial/ supervisory responsibilities. These criteria were set
so people In managerial positions can be examined in all three organisations,
thus making comparison possible. The managerial supervisory level was
chosen because ethical issues exist in any relationships between people and
managers/supervisors need to fulfil fermat and inlonnal interpersonal roles.
This makes ethics an Inherent part of managers' jobs.

The question of whether employees were supervised was answered
afflnnatively by 67.7% of the respondents. Respondents were required to have
fulfilled supervisory responsibilities in the current organisation either in their
current rote, or where that was not possible, to have fulfilled supervisory
responsibilities in the last two years. The high proportion of respondents
identifying their roles as non-supervisory in organisations Alpha and Gamma
reflect poor selection of respondents by organisational Insiders, major
reorganisation of tasks and positions in the organisations, or respondents'
failure to recognise the supervisory aspects of their work. In organisation
Gamma the last possibility Is more applicable, because many academics do not
consider coordinating units and thus tutors, as a supervisory task.

In organisation Alpha, where the questionnaire was distributed internally, the
researcher was assured by the manager distributing the questionnaires that
they were only fer respondents currently occupying a managerial position and
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currently supervising employees, or did so In the last two years. In organisation
Beta, In the first stage of data collection that involved group meetings, the

researcher clarified and confirmed the requirement for managerial/supervisory
responsibilities. In the second stage of data collection which was done via mail,
questionnaires were mailed to potential respondents. The researcher was

again assured that all people provided by the organisation currently filled a
managerial position or did so in the past two years. In Organisation Gamma,
the researcher with the assistance of key persons in the organisation
ascertained this fact and only forwarded the questionnaire to people who
fulfilled this requirement.

In organisation Beta where the researcher had some control over the
respondents and contact with most of them, 93.6% of people recorded their
position as supervisory. tn organisation Beta the percentage was 62.5 % and
in organisation Gamma 46.7%. The low percentage of people in organisation
Gamma who perceive their positions as supervisory, suppons the notion that
people may not necessarily recognise themselves as supervisors

even when

they are perceived as such by management and may f•Jifit supervisory
responsibilities. The supervisory responsibility criterion was set to eno>bte
respondents from comparable positions in the organisations tl' take part in the
research. Based on the proportion of respondents that descri~ed themselves
as supervisors and managements' reporting this has been @Chieved to a p:eat
extent.

Organisation Alpha as noted earlier is a government department with highly
homogenous occupations that differ primarily in rank. Organisation Beta is a
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health care provider and Organisation Gamma a division in a tertiary education
lns1itu1ion. This distinction is reflected in the occupation groups and the
education levels of the respondents of the three organisations.

7.2 RELIABILITY OF MEASUREMENTS
The Cronbach's coefficient alpha was calculated for each dimension of the
ethical climate and personal ideology type, in order to test their internal
consistency. It was noted in Chapter 6that the researchers who developed the
instruments and others who have used them in different studies, have found
acceptable reliability for these Instruments.

The Cronbach's coefficient alpha values are presented in Table 7.3. The
coefficient a for the Independence dimension Is just below 0.60. This is
considered by some (see eg. Sekaran, 1984) the lowest acceptable a level.
Table 7.3
Construct Reliabilito:•
Number of
items

Cronbach's

Cering

'

Law& Code

4

Rules

Mean

Standard
deviation

·"
·"

3,79

0.96

4.87

1.17

4

.62

4.34

1.u1

Instrumental

'

.68

3.93

1.02

Independence

4

.59

3.79

1.07

Idealism

10

·"

4.69

0.92

Relatlv!sm

10

·"

4.10

0.99

Construct

•

~

"

0

>

"g
0

•g

{

• For Items In all constructs: 1 =Completely disagree and 7 =Completely agrre
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However, the reliability of the constructs In this research are acceptable
according to Nunnally (1967) who allows modest reliabilities of 0.60 or 0.50, but
not acceptable according to the revised Nunnaly (1976) who raised the
acceptable a to 0.70. Pedhazur and Pedhazur-Schmelkin (1991) explain that it
is impossible to find an authority for all research and situations and it is more
appropriate to define acceptability on an individual case basis. In this research
all the reliability coefficients were above 0.59. The exploratory nature of this
research effort justifies the acceptance of the Coefficient alpha of 0.59, keeping
in mind that the Coefficient alpha VIctor and Cullen (1988) found for the
Independence factor was 0.60. Therefore, it is concluded that all seven
constructs are reliable.

7.3 ANALYSIS OF THE ORGANISATIONAL ETHICAL CLIMATES
The ethical climates of the three organisations based on the nine theoretical
dimensions were analysed. As discussed in Section 6.4.2, the three
organisations were expected to be perceived differently in terms of egoism,
benevolence and principle.

Organisation Alpha was expected to have a predominantly Law and Code, and
Rules climate. In theoretical dimensions these correspond with the Principle

at

the local and cosmopolitan climates. Organisation Beta was expected to have
a Caring and Independence climate, corresponding to Benevolence in the
individual, local and cosmopolitan levels and Principle in the Individual level.
Organisation Gamma was expected to

have an Instrumental climate,

corresponding with Egoism in the individual, local and cosmopolitan levels.
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7.3.1 Analysis of the Theoretical Ethical Climate Dimensions
Tabla 7.4 contains the means ol the theoretical dimension of the ethical
c!lmatas in the three organisations. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was
per1onned for the nine dimensions using the different organisations as the
criterion for grouping responses. The ANOVA results and the relatlonshlps as
revealed by the Scheffe test are also presented.
Table 7.4
Theoretical Ethical Climate

Egoism

b~

Ornanisatlon {ANOVA)

Total

Alpha

Bela

Gamma

ANOVA
(Scheffel

Individual

4.30

4.39

4.01

4.52

N.S.

Local

3.42

3.50

3.54

3.20

N.S.

Cosmopolilan

4.09

4.30

4.20

3.73

N.S.

3.33

3.33

3.69

2.95

N.S.

3.27

3.20

3.82

2.78

,,,

Cosmopolitan

5.39

5.56

5.71

4.87

N.S.

Individual

3.79

3.63

3.70

4.06

N.S.

Local

4.34

4.76

4.30

3.93

~,

Cosmopolitan

4.87

5.58

4.86

4.12

a>P>Y

·-----------------------------------------------------Individual
Benevolence Local

·-----------------------------------------------------Principle

'Mean score on a seven point scale with 1= completely disagree, 7=. completely agree.

Based on the predictions, organisation Gamma should have significantly higher
means in the individual, local and cosmopolitan Egoism levels. The individual
Egoism dimension contains statements such as in this organisation 'people are
out for themselves' or 'people protect their own interests above all else'. In this
dimension, organisation Gamma had the highest mean score but there was no
significance difference.
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The differences between the three organisations In the local and cosmopolitan
Egoism dimensions were not significant, but it is interesting to note that
organisation Gamma had the lowest mean in both. This can be explained by
the nature of the organisation. Due to the context and environment of the
organisation individuals are more likely to concentrate on their Individual
Egoism, rather than be concerned with organisational interests. Statements
such as 'people are expected to do anything to further the organisation's
Interests, regardless of the consequences' and 'work is considered substandard
only when it hurts the organisational interests' are representative statements of
the Egoism dimension at the local level. The individualistic emphasis of most
academic institutions and the ability individuals have in them to attach !heir
work to themselves not their organisatlons,thus making It transferable, makes
people a lot less likely to be concerned with the organisation's benefit. This is
also supported by the low score In the local Benevolence climate (M = 2.78,
SD

= 1.25).

Further, the survey was conducted at a time when there had been

recent organisational changes, which reduced 'academic freedom'.

In the Benevolence dimension, organisatlon Beta was expected to be the
highest In the three levels, individual, local and cosmopolitan. That was Indeed
the case but the difference was not significant in the individual and
cosmopolitan levels of analysis. In the local level, the mean in organisation
Beta was significantly higher than the mean in organisation Gamma, as
revealed by Scheffe's test.

In the Principle climate, organisation Gamma had the highest mean In the
lndMdual dimension but the differences between the lhree organisations are
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not significant. Organisation Beta was expected to have a mainly Individual
Principle climate. This does not appear to be the case. This Is probably an
outcome of the Increased govemment and organisational regulations in health
related services, that are more likely to prescribe behaviour rather than rely on
the individuals to decide for themselves what is right or wrong. It also reflects
the high proportion of relatively new arrivals from outside the sector due to the
rapid growth of the organisation and the need to meet new govemment
guidelines.

In the local and cosmopolitan levels of the Principle climate, organisation Alpha
had the highest means as expected, and the differences were significant In
both the focal and cosmcpolitan levels. At the local level, the Scheffe's test
revealed that Organisation Alpha was significantly higher than organisation
Gamma. At the cosmopolitan Javel, organisation Alpha Is significantly different
to Beta, which is different to Gamma (see Table 7.4).

The government and professional regulations that apply in the health industry
can explain organisation Beta's relatively high mean Principle scores at the
Local and Cosmopolitan levels. Victor and Cullen (1988) explain that clan
organisations can have a Law and Code ethical climate dimension if they
operate In highly regulated industries. This phenomenon is evident in
organisation Beta, in this research and is also reflected at the local level of the
Principle climate, because the law and coda are reflected in organisational
rules.
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Using the mean 3.5 as the mid point of the seven point Likert scale, all climates
were rated highly except the individual and local levels of the Benevolence

climate In organisations Alpha and Gamma. The means for these two
dimensions were 2.95 and 2.78 respectively, in organisation Gamma. This also
supports the individualist!c and instrumental climate of organisation Gamma. In
contrast to the Individual and Local levels of Benevolenco, the cosmopolitan
level has the highest total mean score (M = 5.39, SD "' 1.58). II must be noted
that the cosmopo!itan level of the Benevolence climate is marJe up of only one
statement: "in this organisation, It Is expected that you will always do what is
right for the customers and the public'. The local level of the Benevolence
climate that addresses the care for the whole organisation and the Individual
level that addresses the care for other Individuals in the organisation are below
the mid point in organisations Alpha and Gamma. This Indicates very little
concern and care for other individuals and the organisation in general.

Overall in the theoretical dimension of the EGO, significant diHerences were
found In the Principle dimension at the local and cosmopolitan levels, and
Benevolence at the local level, as expected. The expected diftemnces in
Egoism were not significant in this research, but they were of the general
direction anticipated. In the individual Principle dimension, organisation Beta
which was expected to have the highest mean did not do so, probably due to
the emphasis en regulations of the Industry and the associated Importation of
managers I supervisors from outside, who were not necessarily health workers
but managers (of the aGcountant variety). This also explains the relatively high
mean on the local level of the Principle climate in organisation Beta. Another
rr·ason that explains this phenomenon Is that members of clan climates support
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each other's work but work Independently (Wimbush, Shepard, & Markham,
1997a). Due to the nature of the services provided in organisation Beta, this
Independence does not really exist, as all services are interdependent. Overall
these findings indicate that there are some significant differences between the
ethical climates of the three organisations, and these differences where they
exist, correspond with Ouchl's typology and the expected climates of the
organisations. The ane.lysis of the empirical dimensions that follows will further
clarify these differences.

7.3.2 Analysis of the Empirical Ethical Climate Dimensions
The three different organisations are expected to be perceived differently In
terms of the Law and Coda, Aulas, Caring, Independence and Instrumental
dimensions of the ethical climate. An analysis of variance (AN OVA) last was
performed for the five dimensions using the different organisations as the
criterion for grouping responses (see Tabla 7.5). A Scheffe test was also
performed, to reveal where the differences between the three groups lie.
Table 7.5
Differences In ethical climate

b~

organisation• (ANOVA)

Total

Alpha

Bola

Gamma

ANOVA
Scheffe

Caring

3.79

3.80

4.19

3.35

P>Y

law & Code

4.87

5.56

4.66

4.12

CC>~:>y

Rules

4.34

4.76

4.30

3.93

~,

Instrumental

3.93

4.06

3.61

3.89

N.S.

Independence

3.79

3.63

3.70

4.06

N.S.

•Mean score on a seven point scale with 1" completely disagree, 7 completely agree.

The overall interorganisational difference in the Caring, Law & Code, and Rules
dimensions Is significant (at the 0.01 level). As expected organisation Beta had
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the highest score in Caring, and Organisation Alpha the highest In the Law and
Code, and Rules dimensions. Organisation Beta was also expected to have
the highest Independence score but that was not confinned in this study.
Organisation Gamma scored higher in Independence, a fact that can be
explained by the nature of work and greater autonomy in tertiary educational
institutions, while organisation Beta is greatly affected by government and
funding department regulations, as well as professional body codes.
Organisation Alpha scored higher in the Instrumental dimension but the
difference was not significant.

The Scheffe test perfonned on the inter·group differences, confinned their
statistical significance (p<0.05) in the Caring climate between organisations
Beta and Gamma. It also confirmed the difference in the Law & Code climate
between organisation Alpha, and Bela and Gamma, and Rules between
organisation Alpha and Gamma.

The analysis of the organisational ethical climates revealed that there are
significant differences between the three organisations. The differences were
found In the Caring, Law & Code and Rules cf1mates. This cllmatlc
heterogeneity suggests that the effect the three organisations will have on the
respondents' resolution of ethical dilemmas is likely to be different. This finding
enables the continuation of the research to explore the effect of the
organisation on the moral autonomy of individuals.

Following the analysis of the ethical climates of the three organisations, the
ethical ideologies of the respondents were analysed. As mentioned in Chapter
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6, the EPQ was used to reveal the ethical values of the respondents so that the
effect of the person and the organisation can be ascertained in the resolution of
the ethical dilemmas.

7.4 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL IDEOLOGIES
The personal ideologies or respondents in the three organisations were
assessed using Forsyth's (1 g8o) EPQ, as discussed in Chapter 6. The EPQ
contains 20 items. Ten Hems assess Idealism and ten assess relativism. A
seven point Likert scale was used, 1 indicating complete disagreement and
?complete agreement. The range of scores for each respondent in ldeaUsm
and relativism is 10 to 70. Higher scores indicate higher ideal!sm or relativism
orientations.
Table 7.6
Ethical ldeoloov Scores by Organisation•
Total
Mean

Alpha
Mean

Beta
Mean

Gemma
Mean

(50)

(SO)

(50)

(SO)

46.85

44.91

49.48

46.19

(7.60)

(9.02)

ANOVA

Idealism

41.03

42.51

38.02

42.57

(9.93)

(9.37)

(8.71)

(11.22)

Relativism
"Total score on a seven point scale where 1= completely disagree, 7= completely
agree.

Table 7.6 contains the means of the idealism and relativism scores in the three
organisations. Organisation Beta had the lowest mean score in relativism and
the highest in idealism. Organisation Alpha had the lowest score In idealism,
and organisation Gamma the highest score in relatlvlsm. To test the
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significance of these differences, an ANOVA was performed but there were no
significant differences between the three organisations.

Based on the findings presented In Tabla 7.6, the individual ethical ideologies in
terms of Idealism and relativism as me:;.sured by the EPQ are not significantly
different between the respondents of the three organisations. Further analysis
was conducted by dividing the respon~es to high and low in both Idealism and
Relativism, using the median scores as suggested by Forsyth and Nye (1990).
The median scores in Idealism and relativism in organisation Alpha were 4.65
and 4.25 respectively, for organisation Bela 4.9 and 3.9 respectively and for
organisation Gamma 4.65 and 4.30 respectively. The overall medians are 4.70
and 4.2 respectively.

Using the overall median, the respondents In the three organlsat!ons were
cross tabulated Into high and low in idealism and relativism (see Table 7.7). As
expected, organisation Gamma had the highest number of respondents that
scored high on Idealism and the highest number that scored low In Relativism.
Table 7.7
Cross Tabulations of High fLow Idealism and Relativism
High I Low Idealism
High I Low Relativism

Ex~ected

Observed
Expected

High Idealism
_t,_oy.o_t~~aJi~l!_l-

Observed

Tote!

a

~

52
52

16
17.9

21
17.3

'

15
16.8

Observed
41
16
10
15
_______ ~~-ep~efl _______4.1 _____ 11.,1 ____ J:J·? _____ 1_3~2-

High Relativism

0bserved
Expected

48
48

20
16.5

12
16.0

16
15.5

Observed
Expected

45
45

12

Low Relativism

15.5

19
15.0

14
14.5

The chi-square test performed in high and low idealism did not reveal any
significant differences {X

2

= 2.64, sig = 0.27, df= 2). Slgnlficant diHerences

were also not tound in the chi-square test performed for high and low relativism

{X

2

= 3.62, sig = 0.16, df= 2). This indicates that In terms of the idealism and

relativism scores, the individuals do not have significantly different ethical
philosophies In the three organisations. Organisation Beta had the highest
number of people high on Idealism and low on relativism, while Alpha and
Gamma had the same number of people on high and low idealism and mora
people high on relativism.

The EPQ was further analysed using the overall median scores as cut-off
points, as suggested by Forsyth and Nye {1990), to create the four groups of
situationists, absolutists, subjectivists and exceptlonists {sea Table 7.8).
Table 7.8
Ethical Ideology Matrix
ABSOLUTISTS
High Idealism

i i

11

4
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The matrix enables the respondents to be categorised In terms of ethical
ideology and is similar to the analysis performed by Giacalone, Fricker, and
Beard (1995). The EPQ does not perceive Idealism and relativism as mutually
exclusive, and the matrix presented in Tabla 7.8 enables the analysis of the
respondents to both Ideologies (see Section 6.2 and Table 6.2).

Cross tabulations and cht·square were performed, using these classifications to
examine if there were statistical significant differences with regard to the
ideologies between the different organisations (Table 7.9).

Table 7.9
Cross Tabulations of Ideology and Organisation
ldealismfRelallvlsm
Matrix

Observed
Expected

Total

a

p

Situationlsts

Observed
Expected

27.00
27.00

11.00
9.29

11.00
9.00

5.00
8.71

Absolutists

Observed
Expected

25.00
25.00

5.00
8.60

10.00
8.33

10.00
8.06

1.00
7.00

11.00

9.00
6.67

4.00
6.45

...............
Subjectivists
Exceptionists

X2

......21:oo ·· .. g:oo··

Ob~~~~d

Expected

21.00

Observed
Expected

20.00
20.00

7.00
6.88

r

6.77

- 14.61' sig- .024, df- 6

A significant difference between the three organisations and the ethical
ideologies, In terms of sltuatlonism, absolutism, subjectivism and exceptlonism
is found. To confirm that the significant-/ is not due to the sample size,
Cramer's V was calculated. Cmmer's V adjusts the value of chi-square to take
account of the sample size (Argyrous, 1996). The value of Cmmer's V In this
case is 0.28 and it has the same significance as the-/ test. Argyrous clarifies
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that generally any Cramer's V value of less than 0.10 is considered very weak,
indicating the relationship between the variables to be very weak or trivial. In
this case Cramer's V is 0.28, which Indicates that there is a moderate
relationship between organisations and lhe elhical ideologies.

The Ideology of the respondents appears to vary in the three different
organisations. Organisation Alpha has more Situationists, Subjectivists and
Excepl!onlsts than expected. These three types of ethical ideologies are based
on teleology, or relativism. Slluallonists are relativistic and exhibit idealistic
scepticism, Subjectivists are ethical egoists, ExcepUonlsts utilitarian, and
Absolutists deontological {Bass, Bamett, & Brown, 1998; Forsyth, 1992a;
Tansey, Brown, Hyman, Dawson, 1994). Organisation Beta has fewer
subjectlvlsts than expected and organisation Gamma fewer Situationists and
Exceptionists than expected. The relallonship and implications of these
findings and the ethical climate of the organisations in the questions of this
research project are discussed in Chapter 9.

7.4.1 Personal Characteristics and Ideologies

Further analyses of variance were undertaken to test the relationships between
age, gender, education, religion and marital status on the ethical ideologies of
respondents.

Generally speaking individuals are expected to be mora idealistic as they
become older (Brady & Wheeler, 1996), and woman are expected to be more
caring than men, indicating an Idealistic concern for the welfare of others
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(Gilligan, 1982; Schminke & Ambrose, 1997; Tsahuridu & Walker, 2001 ).
Education (Jones & Gautschi, 1988) has also been found to affect ethical
decision making. These factors have been described in more depth in Chapter

4.

Two analyses of variance were periormed to test the relationship between
relativism or idealism and personal characteristics. In the first ANOVA,
relativism was the dependent variable (see Table 7.10). In tenns of relativistic
ideology, there was no significant relationship betvoeen age, age group, gender,
education and relativism. Age was grouped as In the four categories of Table
7.1. It was also grouped in terms of up to and including 45 years old and equal
to or greater than 46 years old, and that is what is represented by the age
group characteristic. The age of 45 was chosen to group age, because it is the
median of the sample in terms of age. Table 7.10 indicates that these personal
characteristics were not found to influence the respondents' relativism.
Table 7.10
Relativism and Personal Characteristics
Gender
Female
Male

so

F

Sig.

33
4.10
60
4.10
93..............
4.10

0.76
1.11
0.99

0.00

0.99

0.88
1.11
0.99

"

!?.t.aL. ········---····· ..
Age group
47

Mean

"'
>46

46

4.15
4D6

Total

93

4.10

··············0.18

0.67

In the second analysis of variance idealism was the dependent variable.
Significant relationships were found for both gender and age group wlth
Idealism (Table 7.11 ).
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Table7.11
Idealism and Personal Gharacterislics
0

Gender
Female
Male
Tolal

Age·gro~i;····

Mean

33

5.04
4.49
93
4.68
..................

60

<45

47

>46
Tolal

46
93

4.46
4.91

4.66

SD

0.77
8.08
0.95
0.92
................
O.N
O.i-;
C.J2

Slg.

F

0.01

..................

5.67

0.02

Females were founr' tC' be slgf11!,:;a 1t1y more idealisllc than males and people
over 45 more ideallsllc than

thos<~

under 45 years old. These findings Indicate

that the gander and age of the respondents influenced idealism in this
research.

7.5 CORRELATION ANALYSIS

To examine the nature, direction and significance of assoclalion (Sekaran,
1992) between the five ethical climate dimensions and the two elhical
Ideologies a correlation analysis was perfonned. As was discussed earlier,
both the EGO and the EPQ are based on the deontological and teleological
philosophical orientations. As a result, some relationships are expected to exist
between the ethical ideologies and the perceptions of lhe organisational ethical
climate.

Table 7.12 contains the correlation analysis between climate and Ideologies.
The correlations show that there are significant positive relationships between
the Jnslrumental climate and Relativism, the Caring climate and Law & Code,
and Rules climates, and the Law & Code and Rules climates.
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Significant negative associations exist between Relativism and Caring and the

The Caring Climate has an Idealistic orientation as it has been outlined earlier,
but this orientation Is based on concem for the welfare of others (Gilligan, i 982)
and not justice (Kohlberg, 1976). As such, it is negatively associated with
Instrumentalism which Is based on ethical egoism and is thus based 9n a
relatlvisttc orientation. Caring is also negatively associated with relativism for
the same reason. A positive association also exists between the Caring climate
and the Law & Code and Rules climates. This association can IJI~ e~plained in
terms of the idealistic orientation of the caring climate and the ld,3alislic
orientation of the Rules and Law & Code climates that are based on principles,
at the local and cosmopolitan levels.
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7.6SUMMARY
This chapter presented the quantitative analysis of the ECQ and the EPQ.
What is most important for this research project is not what ethical climates
different organisations may posses or develop, or what type of ethical ideology
individuals posses or develop. The main question of this research Is If and how
the ethical climate of the organisation affects individual ethical judgements.
That is If the moral autonomy of Individuals is affected In organisations. This
question will be addressed in the following chapters, which contain the
quantitative classification and qualitative analysis of the ethical dilemmas and
discuss the findings.

The important outcomes of this chapter that will be used to clarify the effect of
the organisation on the moral autonomy of individuals, are the ethical climate
dimensions of the three organisations and the personal ideology of the
individuals in the three organisations. These will be used in Chapter Bto
determine the moral autonomy, moral heteronomy and moral anomy in
organisational and personal ethical judgements.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
ANALYSIS OF ETHICAL DILEMMAS
The dilemmas presented to respondents addressed organisational and
personal issues. As described in Chapter 6, the dilemmas were assessed for
difficulty, complexity and relevance. Based on the assessments undertaken,
three dilemmas low in difficulty and complexity and three high in difficulty and
complexity for organisational and personal issues, were selected.

Each dilemma required the respondents to write what they thought the person
facing the dilemma should do and then justify their proposed resolution. The
responses to the first question were coded according to the resolution proposed
and the codes were entered in SPSS. This was done so that frequency counts
could be taken, as suggested by Sekaran (19g2). The research is exploratory
and aims to ascertain the general impact of organisations on people. The
frequency tables provided allow for the examination of differences between
organisations in the resolutions and justifications of dilemmas. Further
statistical analyses to address the significance of found differences were not
undertaken for several reasons. Firstly, it was found that the differences per
dilemma response and justification were not significant but the overall
differences are found to be revealing. ciecondly, the resolutions and
justifications are quantifications of qualitative data. Their representation in
numerical terms enables general impressions to be made more explicit, but
they do not lend themselves to statistical analysis as explained by Sekaran
(1992). Finally, the richness of I he data captured in the open-ended questlons
that the responses to the dilemmas provide, is found to be more valuable and
revealing, especially in relation to the research propositions of this project.
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The resolutions to the dilemmas are presented firsl, followed by the analysis of
the justification provided. The analysis is conducled qualitatively In tenns of
ethical philosophy and thematic categories, suppor1ed by quantitative data.

8.1 CATEGORIES OF RESOLUTIONS TO THE DILEMMAS
The resolutions to the ethical dilemmas are presented in tenns of frequency of
responses. The resolutions to the dilemmas provide an understanding of the
possibilities people in the three organisations consider. This understanding
makes comparisons between organisations valuable and provides an insight
about the possible effect of the organisational ethical climate on the resolutions
people propose !hat will be discussed at the end of this chapter. The dilemmas
In low complexity and difficulty are presented first, followed by dilemmas of high
complexity and difficulty in both categories. The dilemma numbers used reflect
the order in which they were presented in the questionnaire (see Appendix A).

8.1.1 Low Complexity and Difficulty Organisational Dilemmas
8.1.1.1 Second Organisational Dilemma
The second dilemma was developed lor this research. It involved a sales
negotiation, when the salesperson was aware of a product fault. In this
dilemma, the least number of respondents who suggested that the client should
be advised were found In organisation Gamma (see Table 8.1).
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Tabla 8.1
Ras!!onsas to Second Org§!nisetional Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha
Resolution
Advise client

"
16

51.61

Advise organisation

3

9.68

Depends

"

%

74.19

13

44.83

6

20.69

3.23

3

10.34

1.23

2

6.90

2

6.90

4

12.90

Nothingfselt product

4

12.90
3.23

2

"
23

%

3.23

Fix problem

Advise if client asks or
will return
Do not complete
contract

Gamma

Beta

%

9.68

3.45

3.23

3.45

2

6.45

3.45

31

100.00

3

6.45

Other
Missing
Total

32

100.00

30

100.00

Respondents who suggested nothing should be done about the knowledge of
the fault In the product or sell the product were only found In organisations
Alpha and Gamma. Respondents who suggested the organisation should be
advised, thus pushing the decision to the organisational hierarchy, were also
only found In organisations Alpha and Gamma.

One respondent from

organisation Gamma commented that the issue should be raised In writing with
the superiors in the organisation, in order "to push the decision higher'' and to
"cover himselr. Similarly, a response from organisation Alpha states:
II he Is just an employee, he will keep quiet about the fault. He'll probably want to keep
his job to pay the bills and school fees. 01 course the right thing to do Is tell upper
management about the lault and let them sort It out.

Interestingly the right thing in this response from organisation Alpha is redefined
as avoid making an ethical decision, making a decision to surrender ethical
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decision making Instead. The responses In this dilemma suggest that
respondents In organisation Alpha are more likely to act unethically on behalf of
the organisation and respondents from organisations Gamma and Alpha are
more likely to avoid making an ethical decision.

This dilemma was perceived primarily in terms of long versus short term benefit
to the organisation In organisations Alpha and Gamma and not as an ethical
Issue for Clint, the person facing the dilemma. 'It Is basically a business
decision not an ethical issue" is a response given by a respondent from
organisation Gamma.
-;he responses from organisation Beta, which has a more caring climate,
suggest that people are more likely to behave ethically on behalf of the
organisation. The caring climate shows concern for the colleagues at work, the
organisation and the customers and society. In addition, respondents from
organisation Beta make the decision instead of passing It to the organisation.
This dilemma, which addresses primarily the customer or the cosmopolitan
level of benevolence, reflects the organisational climates of the organisations.

8.1.1.2 Fourth Organisational Dilemma

The fourth dilemma was adapted from Snell (1996}. It was about a supervisor
who was asked to take a reputedly Incompetent employee In her department,
because no one else would have him. Organisation Alpha had the most
respondents that suggest the supervisor should try to avoid taking on the
employee and also the larger number of respondents who said the supervisor
should refuse taking on the employee (see Table 8.2). Most of the respondents
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in organisation Beta and Gamma suggested a conditional acceptance, based
on retraining, performance management, etc.

The resolutions to this dilemma suggest that In organisation Alpha more people
are likely to avoid taking on responsibilities that are not directly associated with
the way they perceive their role. They are less likely to undertake extra role
behaviours (Chatman, 1989), which are additional actions, not specified by
one's job but which benefit the organisations.
Table 8.2
Resgonsas to Fourth Organisational Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha

Bela

Gamma
%

0

%

Conditional acceptance

8

25.00

14

46.67

12

40.00

Refuse

12

37.50

8

26.67

2

6.67

Accept

7

21.86

4

13.33

6

20.00

Clarify reputed
Try to avoid-accept if
can't
Other

2

6.67

5

16.67

5

15.63

2

6.67

3

10.00

2

6.06

30

100.00

Resolution

'

%

'

Missing

32

100.00

31

100.00

In organisation Beta, more responses show concern lor the reputedly
Incompetent employee, the organisational unit, and the whole organisation,
unlike organisation Alpha where the concern focuses on the manager. In Bela,
respondents look for benefit for all concemed, the employee, the colleagues
and the organisation. A characteristic example Is:
Moving inoompetent employees from one place to another Is not a recommended
management stmtagy. It is a lose /lose situation tor all concerned. The incompetent
learns nothing about their performance and they leave a tmll of anger and frustration In
their wake.
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Even when individuals suggest that the supervisor should refuse to lake lhe
employee, they refer moslly to the effect that will have on the other people in
the department. In organisation Alpha the justilication for refusing lhe
employee relies more heavily on the job deflnillon of the supervisor.
Is It her job to employ incompetent members?
It is not her role to mentor Incompetent employees.
Shels en accountant not an HA expe~.
When are management {upper) going to have the courage to remove Incompetent
low performing individuals who have probably had every opportunity given and never
helped themselves.

This Is anticipated given the emphasis on organisational rules and regulations
in Alpha, which Is more likely to disable people from extending their roles to
assist the organisation and people in the organisation.

In organisation Gamma the responses varied more than in the other
organisations and ranged from accepting the employee because 'she has no
choice. She can express her reservations but has to do as told' to giving an
opportunity to the employee that may not have been provided before. Many
responses however mentioned the need to find out whether the person Is
indeed incompetent.

B. i .1.3 Sixth Organisational Dilemma
The sixth dilemma is about an employee who hears his supervisor lalla the
credit for work done by an absent colleague in a departmental meeting
{adapted from Lockheed Martin Corporation, 1998).

The greater number of respondents who would question the supervisor is found
In organisation Bela, followed by Alpha (sea Table B.3i. The respondents of
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organisation Gamma in this dilemma are quite different. Only four respondents
commented that the person facing the dilemma should question the supeJVisor
and seven that the person should actually speak out during the meeting.
Table 8.3
Aest;!ons!ls to Sixth Organisational Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha
Resolution

Seta

%

Gamma

%

Tell colleague

"6

18.75

3

"

9.68

"

5

%
16.67

Question supervisor

10

31.25

11

35.48

4

13.33

Tell meeting

12

37.50

11

35.48

7

23.33

Nothing

4

12.50

5

16.13

6

20.00

3.23

4

13.33

3

10.00

3D

100.00

Depends
Tell colleague &supervisor
Inform superiors

3.33
32

100.00

31

100.00

In this dilemma the greater number of respondents who would speak out In the
meeting are from organisation Alpha. The authority of the supalVisor Is
emphasised In organisation Alpha, while !halls not the case in the other two
organisations. This may explain the large number of people who would tell the
meeting. Respondents from organisation Alpha also indicate that this is
something that occurs frequently.

Organisation Gamma had the highest number of respondents who would not do
anything about the incident. That can be explained by the more egocentric and
task {not necessarily moral) autonomy that is apparent In this organisation.
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8.1.2 High Complexity and Difficulty Organisational Dilemmas
8.1.2.1 First Organisational Dilemma

The first organisational dilemma involved a policy analyst who was pressured
by management into leaving an option (the green route) out of a report she had
to prepare. The dilemma was adapted from a case available from the Political
Science and Public Policy Department, University of Arkansas (n.d.b). In this
dilemma, the majority of respondents In the three organisations suggested that
the person facing the dilemma should include both routes in her report (see
Table 8.4).
Table 8.4
ResQonses to First Ornanisational Dilemma
Organisation
Al;.'ha

Beta

Gamma

0

%

0

%

0

%

Include both

23

71.88

22

70.97

21

70.00

Do what she is asked

5

'2

10.00

Resolution

15.63

2

6.45

Present best option
Include both, downplay
green route
Take green route

3.13
3.13

'2

9.68

6.45

3.13

2

6.45

Other

3.13
31

100.00

Total

32

100.00

6.67

4

13.33

30

100.00

However, even when respondents agree on the proposed resolution they justify
the resolution differently. In organisation Alpha, more respondents say that
both routes should be included in order to satisfy the job requirements. In
Gamma they suggest that it should be done so the person facing the dilemma
does not suffer as a consequence. A response for example said that she
should include both options in the report because she is a mid·level bureaucrat
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and should 'leave decisions which may backfire to someone further up the
scale'.

Organisation Alpha had the highest number of people who thought that one
must do what one Is asked In organisations, followed by organisation Gamma
(see Table 8.4). In organisation Beta only 6.45% of respondents thought that
one should do what one is asked of In the organisational context. This finding
suggests thatrn organisation Alpha, which is perceived to have a Rules, and
Law & Cede climate, people are more likely to comply with organisational
demands and not their personal values. They are caught between
contradictory demands and pressures, and as Alvesson and Willmott (1992}
explain they are victims as well as perpetrators of discourses and practices that
constrain unnecessarily their thinking and acting. This Is evident in the
justification given by some respondents in c•rganisation Alpha. Two
characteristically slate:
She will suffer if she leaves II out or includes it. Firs! if she leaves~ out she r:ould
be<:ome the locus of the controversy and a scapegoat, as the organisation will not
necessarily support her. Second, she should include II but she will continue to feel
pressure and maybe ostracised or denied rewards such as good work assignments or
promotions.
She should do what Is requested by her superiors and leave out the green mute.
Because if I was in her position that is what I would do. I believe management has dealt
with this type of de<:islons several times before.

The fact persons are likely to do what is required is also evident in responses
that qualify that what one should do Is not what one would do in the
organisational role. Thus voicing the pressure, expectation and likelihood to
comply with organisational demands, even when the respondents consider
them wrong. One response from organisation Alpha characteristically states:
In reality Helen would subscribe to her employers views, however she should present
both options.
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Another inteiesting phenomenon is that more people from organisation Beta
suggest that the person facing the dilemma should present the option she
considers the best, and she should present only the green route. This indicates
that in this organisation the possibility of doing whet one thinks is right in the
organisational context and not what Is defined as right by the organisation, is
present. This possibility is considered anathema at present In most
organisations and by some organisational writers (Hodgkinson, 1996, cited In
Agarwal & Cruise-Malloy, 1999), as described in Chapter 6.

8.1.2.2 Third Organisational Dilemma

The third dilemma involved a person who worked for a non-government
organisation, and was asked to pay a 'security fee' to a band of soldiers. This
dilemma was adapted from the case available from the Political Science and
Public Policy Department, University of Arkansas (Politloal Science and Public
Polley Department, n.d.a).
Table 8.5
Resgonses to Third Organisational Dilemma

....

Organisation
Alpha

,,,

Resolution

'

15

%

'

50.00

16
3

Gamma
%

53.33
10.00

'

%

17

56.67

6

20.00

Pay and advise org.

3

10.00

Advise superiors

6

20.00

Do not pay

3

10.00

2

6.67

Negotiate

2

6.67

6

20.00

3

10.00

3.33

2

6.67

3

10.00

100.00

31

100.00

30

100.00

other
Missing

2

Total

32

3.33

3.33
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In this dilemma 50% or more of the respondents In each organisation suggest
that the security fee should be paid. As in the previous dilemmas, more
respondents from organisation Alpha suggest that the decision should be made
by the organisation and not by the person who actually faces the dilemma (see
Table 8.5). In contrast more respondents from Beta said she should negotiate.

Organisation Beta respondents are more likely to address the unethlcallty of
paying a bribe, even if their majority suggested that it should be paid to save
human lives. They are more likely to use moral language to explain the
reasons they may choose to do what they consider unethical. One response
for example that suggests the 'fee' should be paid, states:
Ethics and morals go out the window hera. Anne does not have the ability or the time to
change what Is already an ingrained culture. Even If she reports it, ills unlikely to
change within the scheduled time frames.
In contrast, an organisation Alpha response states:
Advise the superiors of situation seeking immediate support from relative departments, le
police, army etc. It is not her decision as to whether or not•securilylees" should or
should not be paid, and the pressure should not be placed on her in her position.
In this dilemma no respondents from organisation Gamma suggested that the
bribe should not be paid. Six respondents !rum organisation Alpha resolved the
case by suggesting that what the person facing the dilemma should do is
advise her organisation. Similarly In organisation Gamma, the same number of
respondents suggested that the 'fee' should be paid and the organisation
lnfonned.
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8.1.2.3 Fifth Oraanisational Dilemma
The fifth organisational dilemma was adapted from the Institute for Global
Ethics (1998). The case involved a young scientist and the choice of e!ther
accepting funding that had conditions attached which meant that an honest
report could not be produced, or rejecting the funding and thus the possibility of
researching the pollution on the Great Barrier Reef.
Tabla 8.6
Ras[;!onses to Fifth Organisational Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha
Resolution
Rafuse
Voice concerns

"

%

"

''"'

%

Gamma
%

"

10

32.26

11

36.67

7

22.58

8

26.67

Accept
Accept if transparent
Negotiate

6

19.35

3

10.00

2

6.67

3

9.68

2

6.67

3

10.00

2

6.45

4

13.33

2

6.67

Blow whistle
Other

1

3.23

3.33

2

6.67

2

6.26

3.33

2

6.26

3

10.00

2

6.67

2

6,67

30

100

He has no say
Change jobs
Depends

12

40.00

Missing
32

100

31

100

Organisation Gamma Is a tertiary education Institution and a research
organisation. It appears interesting that no respondent suggested that the
person facing the dilemma should voice his concerns in organisation Gamma.
This can be explained eHher by the fact that the respondents did not feel 11 Is
worth doing so, or that I he respondents be.Jieve thallhey have the power and
responsibility to decide what research projects they accept thus voicing concem
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Is not an appropriate approach. Interestingly the only three respondents who
suggested the researcher facing the dilemma has no say in the matter also
come from organisation Gamma which supports the former reason outlined.

Another finding is that more people from organisation Gamma sea it as a case
that is resolved based on personal preferences and feelings rather than tights
and wrongs. Two responses characteristically state:
As a young and r~ent graduate, Chrl& Is in no position to Influence the decision at all
(probably). You haven't explained what Chris's position is ethically and morally.
If he feels strongly about the issue of 11ed' research funding he should ma~e his position
known and probably be prepared to resign il he felt strongly enough.
It is Chris's choice, only he can weigh up the pros and cons. If It was me, I would do It if
it was absolu:ely necessary to keep the job. I don't see it as an ethical decision, the pros
and cons need to be weighed up and aC1ed upon,

In organisation Gamma, it was also found that respondents did not fell that
there is a real possibility of affecting the acceptance of the research at the
organisational leveL The only choice was on the person facing the dilemma
and what he was prepared to do altha personal level.
Chris can quit and blow the whistle. In the system things happen their own way. One
employee severely mak~3 a difference. Or Chris can bear it, work, lind an alternative
placement and leave.
This is outside of Chris' control and not something he needs to maKe a decision about
until management have decided whether to accept the support from the polluting
organisation.

Responses like these also indicate a possible reaction of organisational
members that are asked to behave In a way they find unacceptable. The most
respondents that suggest the funding should be accepted come form
organisation Alpha, while more people from organisation Beta suggest that
negotiations should be undertaken.
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6. 1.3 Low Complexity and Difficulty Personal Dllemmns
8.1.3.1 First Personal Dilemma

The first personal dilemma presented was about Stan, who received an extra
$50.00 from an ATM without baing charged lor it. This dilemma was developed
for this research.

The great majority of respondents from organisations Alpha and Bela
responded by saying that the person facing the dllemma should return the
mon-3y to the bank, or advise the bank of the event (see Table 8.7). In
organisation Gamma, however, half of the respondents suggested that Stan
should keep the extra $50.00.
Table 8.7
Res12onses to First Personal Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha

Seta

Gamma

0

%

0

%

0

%

Return $/contact bank

27

84.38

25

80.65

KeepS

3

9.38

3

9.68

"

46.67

He decides

3.13

3

9.68

Go to current affairs prg

3.13
31

100.00

Resolution

Total

32

100.00

15

50.00
3.33

30

100.00

The response about the current affairs refers to a current affairs program the
respondent had seen about a similar occurrence. 1nteres11ngly, lhree people
from organisation Beta resolve the case by suggesting !hat the person has to
decide, ie implying that there is no right or wrong position, but a personsituation dependent outcome that only the person facing the dllemma can
resolve.
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In organisation Alpha the emphasis of saying the person should return the
money, was mainly law related, and most respondents commel'\ted thai keepll'lg

it is stealing it al'\d that Is an offence. In Beta the emphasis is placed more on
Integrity and character.

The justification for keeping the money is an overt dislike for the banks in all
organisations. Respondents comment that banks do not fulfil any of their
responsibilities, and they overcharge for the services they provide. This, they
claim, justilies the retention of the extra $50.00. A response from organisation
Gamma justifies the: 'Thank his lucky starsl Keep it' resolution by stating:
Because I see this as a stroke olluck, not stealing. The amount of 'suflering' it will cause
to keep this Is intinillval, given the billions ol profit made by the bank. He'd probably be
charged a lee if he tried to lind a real person to hand~ back tot

This type of reasoning reveals that people are more likely to be egoistic if they
perceive other entities' behaviour to be unfair and they cannot affect any
change, and it has implications for organisational reputation and stakeholder
theory that are beyond the scope of this research.

8.1.3.2 Fourth Personal Dilemma
The fourth personal dilemma was adapted from Klimas (1999b) and it involved
a person who received $10 extra change from a shop assistant after a
purchase.

The majority of respondents in all organisations said that the person should
give back the extra change (see Table 8.8).
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This dilemma Is similar to the first personal dilemma presented, in that in both
cases the person facing the dilemma received eXIra money that did not belong
to him/her. The difference Is that in the previous dilemma a machine made the
mistake and it was for a greater amount while In the second a person made the
mistake. The respondents considered the fact that there was a person involved
in this dilemma an important difference and they were likely to justify the
decision to return the money in terms of potentia! harm to the shop assistance
In this case. Another diHerence that was of importance to respondents was that
in the first dilemma the banks were to lose, and people justified keeping the
money, especially in organisation Gamma by referring to the banks' 'robbing'
activities. The difference in amount between the dilemmas was not raised as
an issue by any of the respondents. This indicates that people considered their
personal benefit as a consequence of doing what they consider fair and the
effect that it will have on the ether party involved and not as the primary
motivation for their decision.
Table 8.8
Responses to Fourth Personal Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha
Resolution
Give$ back

KeepS

Beta
%

"

93.75

2

6.25

'"

"

"

Depends
Total

Gamma

%
93.55

3.23
3.22

"

100.00

"

100.00

"
"'
'

"

%
80.00
10.00
10.00
100.0()

Organisation Gamma again had the lowest number of people that said the
money should be returned. In all c.rganisations there were cases where people
identified the incongruency of their responses between this and the previously
presented case, with comments such as:
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Unlike the bank eKample earlier, the return ol the S10 has a direct and signillcant sHeet
on the vendor.
The respondents that did not oHer a resolution but said that It 'depends'
mentioned parameters such as how far from the shop Mark was when he
realised the mistake and what kind of service he received and whether he was
salisfled with lt, which indicate egoistic reasoning.

8.1.3.3 Sixth Personal Dilemma
The sixth personal dilemma was developed by Thompson eta!. (1994, p. 5). It
involved a parson who was approached early one cold morning by a beggar
smelling of alcohol asking for $2 to buy a coffee.

This dilemma was resolved fairly distinctly by tha majority of respondents in the
three organisations (see Table 8.9). In organisation Alpha, the most common
resolution was not to give the p"rson the $2. In organisation Beta, the most
common resolution was to actually buy the person a coHee. In organisation
Gamma it was to give the person the $2.
Table 8.9
Resgonses to Sixth Personal Dilemma
Alpha
Resolution
Not give$
Give$

Buy him col!ee
Only she de<lldes
Other
Missing
Total

'

%
46.88

'
'

21.BB
15.63

"

•

12.50
3.13

"

100.00

Organisation
Beta

'

"
'"
"

%

20.00
33.33
45.67

Gamma

'

'"
"7

%
33.33
36.67

23.33
3.33
3.33

"

100.00

"

100.00

"'

To buy the coffee shows care fer the beggar and his well being. Organisation
Beta had the greatest number of people that would perform that action. The
response 'only she decides' indicates that the respondent has a relativistic
orientation \halls context specific and a resolution cannot be formulated.

Respondents from organisation Alpha were more likely to refer to the legal
status of begging in Australia and that explains the high proportion of people
from that organisation who would not give money to the beggar, as this they
say Is an lllegai activity. In organisation Gamma more respondents comment
that the beggar should not be judged but given the money.
You should not judge him !or what he Is or has become. Assess him lor what he now
needs and what you can alford to give him. Beggars need col!ee as well as boozell

People from organisation Gamma also comment that even if the money is spent
on alcohol that will also be helpful fer the beggar. So many suggest that the
beggar should decide what to do with the money and not the person facing the
dilemma.

8.1.4 High Complexity and Difficulty Personal Dilemmas
8.1.4.1 Second Personal Dilemma
The second personal dilemma was adapted for this research from Huston
(1998). It involved a girl who is seriously ill. She is expected to die unless a
donor is found and her brother, who could donate a kidney as he shows
compatibility, refuses. The case asks respondents to suggest what the girl's
father should say to her.
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In this dilemma, most of the people who suggested the father should tell his
daughter the truth come from organisation Alpha (see Table 8.10). These
results were justified on Marie needing to know, the father needing to be honest
and the father benefiting from being honest. The majority of people {50%) who
suggested the father sh<.Juld lie (either say tests are not positive or results are
not out yet) come from organisation Beta. This appears to be an Interesting
finding, since respondents from organisation Beta have generally been more
likely to be honest In \he organisational dilemmas. However this may indicate
caring for the well baing of the daughter and not disclosing information that will
be detrimental to her health. For example:
When somebody hilS serious health problems they should not always be told the trulh.
Table 8.10
Res11onses to Second Personal Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Resolution

N

%

N

%

N

%

Nothing

9

25.00

40.00

14

46.67

10

31.25

"
"

40.00

7

23.33

2

6.67

7

10.00

'

10.00

Tests not positive
Truth

9

28.12

Resulls not out yet I
Alex rethinking

2

6.25

Who knows - he decides

7

9.36

Olher

3.33
2

6.57

3.33

7

10.00

100.00

70

100.00

Missing
Total

72

100.00

71

The responses that indicate that the father should say nothing to the daughter
relied primarily on confidentiality Issues and to a lesser degree on caring for
both children. In this dilemma, no people from organisation Beta suggested
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that the dilemma cannot be resolved and ills up to the father to do so. Three
respondents from organisation Alpha and two from organisation Gamma
suggested that or1e cannot suggest a resolution to this dilemma, as it is only up
to the person facing the dilemma to resolve it. These responses Indicate a
higher degme of ethical relativism, where what Is believed to be an applicable
ethical value

canr~ot

be easily accessed or alternatively that it is a situation that

is toe difficult and impossible to Imagine what one should do until it is
experienced.

The most respondents that suggested that the father should tall his daughter
the truth belong to organisation Alpha and the least In organisation Beta. In
organisation Bela many respondents said that the truth in this case would Inflict
further pain and suftering and It was on those grounds, not supported. This
indicates a caring orianlation for the wall being of the daughter.

a 1 4 2 Thjrd personal Dilemma
This dilemma was adapted from Klimas (n.d.a). It involved a parson telling a
friend In confidence that he was molested by one of his parents. The dilemma
asked respondents to decide what the person that was told that information In
confidence should do.

In this dilemma 50% of the respondents from organisation Gamma show a
concern for both the confidence and the well being of the friend (see Table
8.11), by suggesting that the person facing the dilemma should try to convince
her friend to get advice from professionals and qualified service providers.
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Organisation Beta has the lowest number of respondents that suggest the
same.
Table8.11
Reseonses to Third Personal Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha
Resolution
Respect confidence
Convince friend to get
advice
Advise parents I
authorities
Convince him to go to
pollee I get help

Seta

'

%

"
"

37.50
40.63

'

15.63

2

6.25

Gamma

'

%

'

%

"

51.61

"
"

33.33

'
'

25.81

2

6.45

16.13

Other
Total

"

100.00

"

100.00

2

50,()()

6.67
3.33

2

6.66

"

100.00

Responses from organisation Bela are justified however based on concern for
both the friend and the confidence. The following Indicative examples,
demonstrate that:
Helen's friend has told Helen because he wants someone to trust with this very sensitive
lnlonnation. A betrayal of this confidence would cause enonnous problems lor Helen's
friend.
The Information has been given in confidence and this should be respected. By
providing support the friend may eventually feel strong enough to take action or to seek
counselling himself.

In contrast, some responses from organisation Alpha relied on the illegality and
punishability of what has happened and the legal obi! gallon to get the friend to
report the matter and the necessity to get an expert involved. This is evident In
the following responses from organisation Alpha.
Helen should help her friend by taking them to an authority, even ff ~Is just for
counselling to deal with the situation. Because her friend Is 'still at risk' whits! noone else
knows, and the offending parent Is still around.
If Helen Is unable to persuade her friend to tell someone In authority and there Is threat
of further abuse she will need to contact authorities for her friend.
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It is important to stop the abuse happening and for the family and Helen's friend to
receive counselling, even if it means breaking Helen's friend's trust as eventually the
friend will realise that Helen had their best interest at heart.
Because the friend needs help to get over what has happened
be dealt with.

a~d

his parent needs to

Child molesters should be exposed. 11 Helen doean't tell anyone the perpetrator will go
on their merry Onll. Initially it will be extremely painful for Helen's friend and he will
probably feel betrayed. His parent needs to be taken to task. The child molester needs
to be stopped.

In organisation Gamma more people suggested that the friend should be
convinced to seek help.

8.1.4.3 FiHh Personal Dilemma
The fifth dilemma was of high complexity and difficulty. 11 was developed by
Kidder (I 996, p. 20) and adapted for this research. II involved a person who
faced the dilemma of doing a MBA and thus advancing his career or spending
time with his growing children.
Table 8.12
Res!;)onses to Firth PersorJal Dilemma
Organisation
Alpha
Resolution
Discuss with family
Postpone MBA
Do MBA
He decides/depends
Do it p11ime
Do not do MBA
What is best for family/
honour family commitment
Missing
Total

Beta

Gamma

0

%

0

%

'"
'"'

32.26

'
'
'
'
'

29.02

32.26
19.35

22.56
16.13

'
'

6.45

3.23

'

6.46

"

100.00

"

100.00

6.45

9.66
12.9(1
3.23

0

%

"

40.0

2

6.67

'
'

23.33

'

13.34
\(1.(10
3.33

'·"'

"

IO!J.O!J

The smallest number of respondents that suggested the person should do the
MBA comes from organisation Beta while the largest lotm organisation
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Gamma, which is a tertiary education institution. The most people who
suggested that he should discuss it with his family come from organisation
Gamma.

The majority of people (83.3%) from organisation Gamma hold a postgraduate
qualification, which they are currently using. That has possibly affected their
decision to suggest the undertaking of the MBA and also to discuss the Issue
wlth the family. In contrast, in organisation Alpha, only three people (9.7%) had
a postgraduate qualification and that may have affected their decision to
suggest that the MBA should be postponed.

Respondents in the three organisations discussed the implications the decision
would have on the whole family and the responsibilities undertaken as a parent.
A response from organisation Alpha for example states:
Andy took on the responsibility ot parenthood. He shoUld lultil that obligation betore
embarking on turthercommitments. It would not be lair to his wne or his kids lor him to
force the responsibility onto his wife alone.

8.2 CATEGORIES OF JUSTIFICATIONS TO THE DILEMMAS
The second open-ended question asked respondents to justify the resolution
provided In question one and explained above. In Chapter 6 the selection
process and characteristics of the ethical dilemmas of this research were
explained. The research propositions suggest that as the difficulty and
complexity increase, people will be expected to make more heteronomous
decisions in the organisational dilemmas in organisations Alpha and Gamma
(see Tabla 4.1). In organisation Alpha, which has a Rules and Code and Law
climate, people are expected to rely on organisational rules. regulations and the
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law to justify their judgements in difficult and complex dilemmas. In
organisation Gamma, which is a market organisation and appears to have a
weak ethical climate, people are expected to rely mora on the law in difficult
and complex dilemmas. In the organisational dilemmas of low complexity and
difficulty, people from organisations Alpha end Gamma are expected to make
more anomous decisions. This is Indicated by more reliance on Instrumental
justifications. In organisation Beta, more people are expected to make morally
autonomous decisions by retylng on what they consider right and wrong, and
not what the organisation or the law provides, on both types of dilemmas.

The reasoning for the given resolutions to the dilemmas was analysed both
quantitatively and qualitatively. Two raters coded the justifications lor the
resolution to the dilemmas, as it has been oulllned in Chapter 6. The coding
was performed in terms of the ethical climate dimensions of egoism,
benevolence and principle at individual, local and cosmopolitan levels (see
Table 6. I) and the personal ideologies of relativism and idealism. Due to the
small sample size and large number of cells, statistical tests were not applied to
the reasoning codes. However, ANOVA and Scheffe tests were performed in
the ethical ideology analysis and significant differences were found. The
analysis of the organisational and personal dilemmas in terms of ethical climate
dimensions is described in this section. This analysis is presented in the low
and high difficulty and complexity categories for both types of dilemmas. Each
code Is thus the sum of the three organisational or three personal dilemmas in
each group.
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8.2.1 Organisational Dilemma Justifications

The coding of the dilemmas was outlined In Chapter 6 (sea Section 6.6.3).
Thera it was clarified that a!l theoretical climate dimensions fit Into the
empirically derived climates, apart from Egoism cosmopolltan (see Table 6.7).
The cosmopolitan level of the Egoism climate is split between the Caring and
Instrumental climates. For this analysis, this dimension was included in the
Caring climate, because it was coded to reflect caring for all resources.

Respondents' justifications to each dilemma were coded In terms of their
reasoning. The maximum possible mean for each dimension is 21, being the
number of dilemmas (3) times the mm:imum score {7). The minimum possible
mean is 3 (number of dilemmas times the minimum score of 1). Most
justifications especially in the low complexlty and difficulty organisational
dilemma category used two or more types of reasoning, such as Law and Code
and Instrumental, Rules and Caring, etc.

Overall from the total 556 organisational dilemma responses in the three
organisations, eight were missing. Four were missing in organisation Alpha,
three in Beta and one In Gamma. Of those, three from organisation Alpha and
two from organisation Beta were in the high complexity categories (see Tables
8.13 and 8.14). The missing responses indicate that the dilemmas were found
too difficult or Irrelevant, or they were accidentally left unanswered. The small
number of missing responses however, suggests that overall the respondents
perceived the dilemmas as relevant and appropriate.
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The research propositions suggest that the reasoning used to resolve the
organisational dilemmas wlll be aftected by the organisational climate,
particularly in organisations Alpha and Gamma. Table 8.13 contains the sums,
means, standard deviations and number of responses per climate for the low in
difficulty and complexity organisational dilemmas. These are dilemmas 2, 4
and 6 as they were presented in the questionnaire and above.

More respondents (n:=22) from organisation Beta Included caring reasoning to
resolve these dilemmas, but respondents from organisation Alpha that used
caring relied on it to a greater extend in their judgements (M=o5.29).

The instrumental or egoistic orientation occurs most frequently in all three
organisations but it wa!l most relied upon by persons In organisation Gamma
(M:=11.00). People were more likely In Gamma to justify the resolution to the
dilemmas based primarily on that reasoning. Independence was most relied
upon in organisation Beta (M=7.08), in that organisation more people also used
caring to justify their decisions.

law and Code reasoning was used by the smallest number of respondents
from organisation Alpha (n..s), while the Rules reasoning was used by similar
numbers of respondents from organisations Beta and Gamma and more
respondents fonn organisation Alpha (n=24).
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Table8.13
Organisational Dilemma Reasoning Codes ·low Complexity and Difficulty'
ORGANISATION
Tolal

Alpha

Bela

Gemma

S"m
so

Mean

S"m
so

Mean

som
so

Mean

Mean
CODE

N

241
Caring

Law& Code

Rules

lnslrumenlel

Independence

"

"

s"m
so

"

4.55
2.66

90
5.29
3.29

92
4.18
2.17

59
4.21
2,49

53

17

22

14

114

19
3.17
1.47

37

58

4.75
2.27

4.63
2.20

5.80
2.30

24

6

8

10

370

134

134

102

5.61
2.e5

5.5e
2.57

66

24

6.35
3.20
21

4.86
2.73
21

818

299

211

308

9.40
4.68
87

9.65
4.51

7.54

31

28

11,00
5.15
28

3.77

389

123

170

96

5.9e
3.oe
65

5.13
2.72

7.0e
3.66

5,65
2.26

24

24

17

TOTAL NUMBER OF DILEMMAS

95

92

89

TOTAL SUM

665

644

623

MISSING
• The sums were calculated by adding the codes to the three dilemmas In the
low complexity and difficulty category. As a result the maximum mean value
possible is 21 (3x7).
Looking at the codes within each organisation In terms of means, Alpha relies
most heavily on instrumental reasoning and the least on law and code. In this
organisation law and coda and rules are considered synonymous, explaining
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the low mean on the former reasoning. Beta relies most heavily on
instrumental reasoning, followed by independence. The least used reasoning is
caring. Organisation Gamma relies most heavily on instrumental reasoning and
the least on caring. In tenns of numbers of respondents who used each type of
reasoning the majority from each organisation relied on instrumental reasoning
and the minority on law and code reasoning.

The analysis of the justifications provided to organisational dilemmas that were
low in complexity and difficulty indicates that the organisational climate does
have a small effect on the reasoning provided by the respondents. The
relatively low means In all categories indicate respondents applied multiple
types of reasoning in resolving these dilemmas. In organisation Beta, more
respondents utilised a caring orientation to justify the resolution they proposed,
but its Intensity as presented by the means, Is lower than organisation Alpha.
More people used organisational rules to justify their decisions in organisation
Alpha, and Law and Code in organisation Gamma. In all three organisations,
the highest means and number or respondents is found in the Instrumental
category, but organisation Beta had the lowest mean (M=7.57) followed by
Alpha (M=9.65) and Gamma the highest (M=\1.00). This b"nding indicates that
people in organisational dilemmas that are considered easy and simple are
more likely to include egoism to justify their decisions, thus supporting the
proposition that anomy is likely and possible.

The findings also indicate that the dilemmas and the Issues they raise play a
rote in the type of reasoning \halls used. This explains the general uniformity
in tenns of numbers of respondents from each organisation that used each type
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of reasoning with the exception of Caring, which was used by a greater number
of respondents from organisation Beta.

Dilemmas 1, 3, and 5 were the organisational dilemmas that were of high
complexity and difficulty. The summaries of the coded justifications are
presented in Table 8.14.

As with the low complexity and diHiculty dilemmas, the means in the high
complexity and difficulty are low, Indicating the use of multiple types of
reasoning with caring being the strongest in all organisations. In the high
difficulty and complexity dilemmas, organisation Beta had the highest mean In
caring (M=8.75) and Independence (M::6.63). Organisation Gamma had the
highest mean (M=6.73) in Instrumental (egoistic) and Law and Code
justifications (M=7.90), while organisation Alpha had the greatest mean in
Rules. These findings support the propositions stated earlier that as the
difficulty and complexity of the dilemmas increases people in organisation
Alpha are more likely to rely on the rules provided by the organisation, and
people from organisation Gamma In the law and professional code. They are
more likely to rely on external authorities to prov'1de the nomos. In organisation
Beta, people use caring and Independent reasoning, indicating the possibility of
autonomy.

In tenns of number of responses Organisation Alpha had the greatest number
in Caring (n=30), Rules (n::25) and Instrumental (n-24) orientations,
organisation Beta In Independence (n=19) and Gamma in Law and Code
(n=21). Caring was the most frequently used reasoning in all organisations,
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followed by Rules and Instrumental In organisation Alpha, Rules in Beta, and
Law and Code, and Rules In Gamma.
Table 8.14
Or,ganisational Dilemma Reasoning Codes· High Comjllexit~ and Difficulll!'
ORGANISATION
Total

"m

Alpha

S"m

Beta

"m

Gamma

S"m

Mean

Mean

Mear'l

Mean

SD

SD

SD

SD

CODE

N
608

200

"

245

"

163

Caring

7.51
3.79

6.67
3.34

8.75
4.05

7.09
3.78

81

30

28

23

46

7.90

284
Law& Code

Rules

5.50
3.69

.,
3.29

52
4.00
2.00

48

14

13

166
&91
21

426

165

135

126

6.17
3.93

6.60
3.91
25

5.63
3.63

6.30
4.40

24

20

327

147

5.95
3.46

6.13
3.53
24

79
4.94
2.72
16

6.73
3.99
15

69

Instrumental

"

55

101

293

93

126

74

5.63
3.38
52

5.81
4.39
16

6.63
3.09
19

4.35
2.18
17

TOTAL NUMBER OF DILEMMAS

93

91

90

TOTAL SUM

651

637

630

Independence

MISSING
3
2
• The sums were calculated by adding the codes to the three dilemmas in the
low complexity and dilficulty category. As a result the maximum mean value
possible is 21 (3x7).
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In the high and low diHiculty and complexlty, organisation Gamma had the
highest number and mean In the Law and Code dimension. This finding can be
explained in terms of reliance on primarily the professional code, in the absence
of strong organisational rules and norms.

In both types of dilemmas, organisation Beta had the highest mean scores In
Independence. In the assessment of ethical climates there was no significant
difference in this dimension. Organisation Beta however, is considered a clan
organisation and as such it Is expected to promote Independence as wall as
Caring.

People from all organisations are more likely to rely more heavily on
benevolence (Caring) In the dilemmas of high complexity and difficulty and Jess
on egoism (Instrumental). This finding supports the assertion that Increased
moral intensity (Jones, 1991) is likely to lead to the activation of moral
reasoning.

In organisation Gamma the same number of respondents relied on
Independence for both low and high complex'1ty and d'lfficulty d'llemmas. In
organisations Alpha and Beta, the number of people declined in the high
complexity and difficulty group. This suggests that the task autonomy provided
to people in organisatlon Gamma and the lack of a strong organisational
climate enables them to rely more on their personal values in both categories
than is the case in the other organisations. They did however relied on it to a
Jesser extend in the high difficulty and complexity group, as indicated by the
mean values.
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Following the analysis of the coding to the ethical dilemmas in terms of ECQ
dimensions, the same process was undertaken to lind out how the dilemmas
were resolved In terms of idealism and relativism (see Table 8.15).
Table a:,s
Organisational Dilemma Codes. Individualism and Relativism•
ORGANISATION
Total

S"m

Mean
CODE
Idealism
Low

complexity/difficulty

Relativism
Low

complexity/difficulty

Idealism
High
complexity/difficulty

Relativism
High
complexity/difficulty
TOTAL NUMBER OF
DILEMMAS
MISSING

so
N

Alpha

S"m

Mean

so

"

Beta

S"m

Mean

so

"

Gamma

SOm
Mean

so

"

951
10.23
4.45

293
9.16
3.85

11.77

4.45

293
9.77
4.74

93

32

31

30

1516
16.30
3.76

552

446

17.25
3.45

14.39
3.86

93

32

31

518
17.27
3.30
30

892

242
7.56
4.72

329

9.59
4.91

10.61
4.53

93

32

31

1569
16.87
3.96

574

493

502

17.94
3.90

15.90
3.84

93

32

31

16.73
3.98
30

188

183

179

4

3

365

ANOVA

321
10.70
4.95
30

(Schaffel
F=3.09
P=0.05
(~ >«,")')

F=6.78
P=O.OO
(a,y > Pl

F=4.49
P=0.01
(~. P n)

F=2.16
P=0.12

• The sums were calculated by adding the codes to the three dilemmas In the
low complexity and difficulty category. As a result the maximum mean value
possible is 21 (Sx7).

The analysis or the ethical Ideologies of respondents (see Table 7.6) did not
reveal any significant difference between the three organisations. As a result, if
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the ethical climate of the organisation does not affect ethical decision-making
there should be no difference in terms of Idealism and relativism between the
organisations.

In the dilemmas with low complexity and difficulty, organisations Alpha and
Gamma were lower in ldeal!sm and higher in Relativism In comparison to
organisation Beta. In the dilemmas with high complexity and difficulty,
organisation Alpha scored lower in Idealism than organisations Beta and
Gamma and higher in relativism. Organisation Gamma showed an increase in
Idealism In the high difficulty and complexity dilemmas and a reduction In
Relativism in comparison to the low complexity and difficulty scores.

In the low complexitt and difficulty group, the Scheffe test revealed that
organisation Beta was significantly higher in Idealism and significantly lower in
Relativism than organisations Alpha and Gamma. In the high complexity and
difficulty category, organisations Beta and Gamma were significantly higher in
Idealism, with no significant differences found between organisations in
Relativism.

In the high complexity and difficulty dllemmas, respondents from the three
organisations relied heavily on Relativism to justify their decisions. Overall,
respondents from all organisations relied on Relativism to resolve all dilemmas,
but organisation Beta showed the least variability between Idealism and
Relativism.
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These findings Indicate that despite the similarity in ideologies as measured by
the EPQ and presented in Table 7.7, the resolutions to the dilemmas differ
across the organisations. This indicates that the organisation may influence the
decisions made.

8.2.2 Personal Dilemma Just!flcallons
As was the case In the organisational codes, the means of each reasoning In
the personal codes are quite low, indicating that lhere is no dominant type of
reasoning and that respondents used more than one type to justify their
decisions. The personal dilemmas reveal some lnteresllng findings. In tenns
of ti1e question addressed In this research, the justifications to the dilemmas
should not be related to lhe elhlcal climate of each of the organisations.

However, vrganlsation Alpha, in the low difticulty and complexity personal
dilemmas, has the highest number of respondents (n=18) and the highest mean
(M=7.78) in Law and Code (see Table 8.16) and the only respondents who
used Rules justifications. Organisation Beta has the highest number of
respondenls (n=30) who used Caring reasoning.

Organisation Gamma has the highest number (n=25) and mean (M=8.84) in
Instrumental reasoning, while organisation Alpha has the larger mean (M=6.22)
In Independence {individual principia reasoning) and organisation Beta the
highest number of respondents (n=22).
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Table 8.16
Personal Dilemma Reasoning Codes- Low Complexity and Difficulty•
ORGANISATION

Total

Alpha

S"m

S"m

Mean

Mean

so

so

CODE

N

647

176

Caring

8.09
3.94

7.04
3.23
25

80

Law & Code

Rules

Instrumental

TOTAL NUMBER OF DILEMMAS
TOTAL SUM

Gamma

S"m

S"m

Mean

Mean

SD

"

235
7.83
3.93

30

so

"

236
9.44
4.35
25

240

140

6.86
3.86
35

7.78
4.02
18

8
4.00
0.00
2

8
4.00
0.00
2

488
7.51
3.92

161

108

221

7.00
3.94

6.24
2.33

"

17

6.84
4.45
25

65

lndepende~ce

"

Beta

563
8.53
4.16

"

42
6.00
3.61

58
5.80

7

10

s.n

187

261

115

8.90
3.62
21

9.32
4.47
28

6.76
3.93

"

92

90

644

630

672

17

MISSING
• The sums were calculated by adding the codes to the three dilemmas in the
low complexity and difficulty category. As a result the maximum mean value
possible is 21 (3x7).

Organisations Alpha and Beta relied most heaviVon Independence to resolve
these dilemmas while organisation Gamma on Callng. The least used
reasoning, excluding Rules which was only used in two dilemmas in
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organisation Alpha, was Instrumental in Alpha, and Law and Code in Beta and
Gamma. These findings when they are contrasted with the equivalent group of
organisational dilemmas, where the Instrumental reasoning was dominant,
indicate the possible Impact of the organisation on persons' decisions and
judgements.

In the high complexity ar1d difficulty groupir~g, there is less variability betweerJ
the

orgar~isatior~s

(see Table 8.17). All

respor~dents

apart form one from

organisation Gamma used Caring to justify these dilemmas, while very few
used Rules to do so.

Organisation Beta had the lowest number of respondents and mean {M=3.93)
in Instrumental justifications. It also had the highest mean in Caring {M=
12.61 ). In terms of Independence, organisation Beta had the greatest number
of respondents that used personal values to justify their resolutions {n=22) but
organisation Alpha had the greatest intensity {M=6.22).

In this category of dilemmas, overall, the most significant reasoning Is Caring in
all organisations, and the least significant Rules. Comparing the low and high
complexity and difficulty coding classifications (see Tables 8.16 and 8.17), an
increase in Caring and a reduction in Independence and Instrumental types of
reasoning is evident in all organisations. This indicates that as the complexity
and difficulty of personal d!lemmas increased, people emphasised the effect of
the resolution on other persons more in their justifications.
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Table8.17
Personal Dilemma Reasoning Codes· High

Com~lexit:,(

and DifficulrL'

ORGANISATION
Total

Alpha

Bela

Gamma

SOm
Mean

SOm
Mean

S"m
Mean

S"m
Mean

so

CODE

Caring

N

1069
11.65
4.13

92

Law& Code

Rules

lnstrumenlal

Independence

so

"

324
10.13
4.35
32

so

"

so

"

31

354
12.22
3.72
29

391

12.61
3.:13

209

74

4.86
2.04

4.93
2.12

4.46
2.11

"

T!
5.13
2.00

43

15

13

15

45

32

11

2

3.75
1.76

4,00
1.93

3.67
1.53

2.00

12

8

3

283

123

5.24
3.53

6.15
3.10

55
3.93
1.86

5.25
4.55

105

54

20

14

20

333

112

129

92

5.46
3.17
61

6.22
3.30
18

5.86
3.91
22

4.38
1.69

21

TOTAL NUMBER OF DILEMMAS

95

92

90

TOTAL SUM

665

644

630

MISSING
• The sums were calculated by adding the codes to the three dilemmas In the
low complexity and difficulty category. As a result the maximum mean value
possible is 21 (3x7).

In the Idealism and Relativism codes (see Table 8.1 B), most people relied on
Relativism lo justify both the low and high complexity and difficulty.
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Respondents were less reliant on Idealism for the high complexity and difficulty
dilemmas and more reliant on relativism.

Tabla 6.18
Personal Dilel!!ma Codes- Idealism and Relativism•
ORGANISATION

Tolal

S"m
CODE

S"m

Mean

Mean

SD

SD

SD

SD

N

0

0

0

931

359
11.22
4.69
32

352
11.35
4.73
31

220
7.33
5.33
30

464
14.50
4.96
32

471
15.19
4.36
31

526
17.53
4.78
30

93

296
9.25
4.34
32

270
8.71
4.47
31

6.50
2.73
30

1627
17.49
3.44
93

541
16.91
3.76
32

542
17.46
3.45
31

544
18.13

191

185

180

Relalivlsm low
complexity/difficulty

1461
15.71
4.64

93

93
761

TOTAL NUMBER OF
DILEMMAS

S"m

Gamma

Mean

10.01
5.21

Relalivlsm high
complexity/difficulty

S"m

Bela

Mean

Idealism low
complexity/difficulty

Idealism high
complexity/difficulty

Alpha

8.18
4.08

195

3.04
30

ANOVA
(Scheffe)

f=6.57

p,o.oo

(a,~>"l')

f=:3.46
Poe0.04
(pa)
f=4.18
P=0.02
(a>"l')

f=0.98
P=0.38

MISSING
• The sums were calculated by adding the codos to the three dilemmas in the
low complexity and difficulty category. As n result the maximum mean value
possible Is 21 (3x7).

In the low complexity and difficulty personal dilemmas, organisations Alpha and
Beta, had a significantly higher Idealism orientation. Organisation Gamma for
the same category of dilemmas has a significantly higher Relativism orientation.
In the high complexity and difficulty group, the lowest Idealism score was found
in organi:;ation Gamma. In the high complexity end difficulty group, there were
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no significant differences in Relativism, which was the most relied upon
reasoning.

These findings indicate that in resolving personal dilemmas, people from all
organisations generally rely on Relativism. That reliance increases as the
complexity and difficulty of dilemmas increases. This may be an outcome of
the increased concern for the effect that more complex and difficult dilemmas
may have and the need people feel to :".i.ddress it, instead of presenting a
principle or value as they are more likely to do In the low complexity and
difficulty dilemmas.

8.2.3 Summary of Dilemma Justifications

Comparing the personal and the organisational codes, in the low complexity
and difficulty category, Caring was a lot more important for more people in the
personal dilemmas than in the organisational dilemmas. As should be
expected, Rules were almost absent in the low difficulty and complexity
personal dilemmas, apart from the two people from organisation Alpha who
used it, and the least used reasoning in the high diHicutty and complexity
personal dilemmas. Both the number of people and the intensity of the
Instrumental reasoning are also reduced in all organisations in the personal
dilemmas.

In the high complexity and difficult;< dilemmas, the greatest difference is
perceived In the increased importance of Caring in the personal dilemmas and
the reduced importance in the Rules dimension. Rules and law and Code
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provide principles from an external source, white Caring and Independence are
more likely to rely on the self to guide behaviour.

Comparing the Idealism codes for low and high complexity and difficulty
organisational and personal dilemmas (see Tables 8.15 and 8.18), people from
organisation Alpha were the only ones with higher Idealism based justifications
In the personal dilemmas in both low and high complexity and difficulty
cJiegories. Organisations Beta and Gamma actually sh'JWed less reliance on
Idealism in the personal dilemmas compared with the organisational dilemmas
and more on Relativism. Organisation Gamma actually had the lowest Idealism
means in both low and high complexity and difficulty categories.

8.3 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF DILEMMAS
In addition to the analysis performed basad on the codification and
quantlfication of the ethical dilemmas, qualitative analysis was also undertaken
using the QSR NVivo version 1.2 program. Ezzy (2002) clarifies that qualitative
computer programs make qualitative analysis more efficient but they only offer
assistance in the analysis of qualitative data. In this research, OSA NVIvo was
found useful in grouping end selecting responses and themes, but as is the
case with all qualitative analyses, the researcher determined them. So the
benefit of having open ended questions and thus limiting the Imposition of the
researcher's reality in the selection of resolutions (Marshall & Dewe, 1997) is
resurfacing as an Issue in the analysis of qualitative data, because it Is based
on the researcher's reality and perception, since it is the researcher who
determines the categories.
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To limit this phenomenon, a number of explorations were undertaken with
certain themes and groupings of both suggested masoning and responses.
Some of the groupings made did not appear to be as evident in the data as 1t
was thought initially and were thus excluded. Others developed after several
readings of the responses and were created. So, even though the_researcher
affects the analysis, it is primarily detemlined by the data.

To limit the researcher's effect, Wilmer's (1997) advice was followed and the
qualitative analysis was based on internal cohesiveness rather than the
creation of clusters around predetermined categories. Data was Included into
emerging categories during reading the responses and l!s computerised
examination. Some of these categories emerged, ware found to be of high
significance. The clusters that emerged address common themes that
developed within and between the three organisatlons.

The program QSR N\'ivo enabled the researcher to create nodes that
represented clusters of reasoning. II also enabled the exploratlon of the
responses to the dilemmas in terms of common themes that ware represented
by common word usage such as role, choice, ethics etc. QSR NVivo also
enables the measurement of characters and words in each cluster, but for the
purposes of this research that was not considered necessary as the responses
to the dilemmas were quantified through their coding. The number of words or
letters was not of importance but the or.currence of certain rationale and
reasoning.
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The clusters that developed as the researcher transcribed, coded and read the
responses to the dilemmas that are relevant to the questions addressed in this
research are: character and virtue, sleep al night, role objectives, not one's job,
and way of doing business.

A summary of these clusters Is presented In Table 8.19. The first two clusters
represent self-initiated reasons that appeal to one's conscience and character,
while the last three are external and provide reasons people use In order to
deal with mainly their organisational membership.
Tab!e8.i9
Clusters of Case Dilemma Responses
ORGANISATION
Total

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Character and Virtue

42

9

29

4

Steep at Night

13

5

7

Role Objectives

55

15

20

20

Not One's Job

37

21

'

11

CLUSTER

Way ol Doing Business

19

--·---

11

7

These clusters indicate that of the total responses, organisation Alpha
respondents emphasise
una's job

more the

organisational Issues of role objectives, not

and way ol doing business (77%) and less the personal ones (23%) of
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character and conscience. In organisation Beta that is reversed and the
responses relate primarily to conscience and character (58%) and less to
organisational issues {42%). Organisation Gamma has the least percentage of
personal Issues (11%) and the greatest of organisational Issues (89%). Based
on these clusters, responses from the clan organisation are more likely to refer
to internal or personal orientations, followed by the bureaucratic and the market
organisation. The majority of the references to these clusters occurred in the
organisational dilemmas. These clusters will now be presented and analysed
further.

6.3.1 Character and VIrtue
One of the important clusters developed, was the reference to character and
virtues such as integrity, honesty, credibility, trustworthiness etc. In this node,
there were 9 references from organisation Alpha, 29 from organisation Beta
and 4 from organisation Gamma.

This was an interesting finding because it indicates the importance of character
and consistency of character in organisation Beta in particular and to a lesser
extent in organisation Alpha, and almost its absence in organisation Gamma.
In organisation Beta, there are a number of cases that indicate almost a fear of
doing something dishonest or unethical in case it becomes a habit or a
character trait. These responses were found mostly in the personal dilemmas.
Some indicative examples are:
If Stan does no! own up he could be templed to steal again.
Jl can't be trusted in liHie things, can't be tru~ted in bigger ones. At the end of the
day those issues become o11e'~; pea~e of mind. If one lakes $50 this way, noltt
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lime another Issue becomes bigger and bigger and one loses one's self respect.
II is having a clear conscience and self respect and peace of mind.
Small acts of dishonesty grow when left unchallenged.

This was a phenomenon in organisation Beta. In organisation Gamma the
references to character were mostly in the organisational case about the
supervisor who takas the credit lor someone else's work and refer to the
consistency of such behaviour.

In organisation Alpha, integrity in the organisational and personal dilemmas
was addressed. In the personal dilemmas, II was about keeping extra money
that was given by mistake such as:
Stan can hide the truth from everyone except himself. Ho will have to live wilh
his dishonesty forever and can never honestly declare his 'honesty' or integrity.
In the organisational dilemma it was about accepting money for research that
had conditions attached that could affect the nature of \he findings, and
refereed to the integrity of the organisation, such as:
Also, if word got out that the organisation was paying bribes their integrity would
be greatly diminished.

In organisation Beta it was also evident that some people believed that if the
person facing the dilemma did not behave in accordance with one's
conscience, the consequences will be severe:
The reason 1have made this decision Is because it could come back to haunt
Helen if she hasn't compiled a report that provides all the facts. I also think It Is
Important that you be true to yourself when carrying out a role.
If Chris just wants a job, than go with the flow, but as a committed scientific
researcher with moral and alhlcal beliefs and philosophies, a strong career
conscience, the11 he should withdraw, stati11g strongly his reasons and seek
fulfilment elsewhere. You cannot sit on the fence, partlcul~uly in this field of
activity. Once you have sold yourself you are then a prisoner with no principles.
This deal would no doubt be quickly exposed and Chris' future would be
jeopardised as a co-conspirator.
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In relation to the questions asked in this research, these findings indicate that
people from organisation Beta are more likely to consider personal character
and Integrity in making decisions In both their life at work and away from it.

8.3.2 Sleep at Night

The theme of steeping at night or having peace of mind, unlike the previous
themes that were found primarily in the organisational type dilemmas, was also
used almost equally in the personal dilemmas.

This theme was evident five times in organisation Alpha and seven In
organisation Beta, but only once in Gamma. In organisation Alpha it was
evident In two personal and lhree organisational dilemmas. In organisation
Beta in three organisational and four personal, and in Gamma in one
organisational dilemma. The responses in organisation Beta use stronger
language than in organisation Alpha and refer to individuals who would be
haunted if they do what the respondf'nl considers wrong:

•

Otherwise it will come back to haunt her.
...hand it back, so she can live with herself.
... if you are fearful of retribution by being honest it will haunt you. Difficult
confrontation can be realised without succumbing to retribution and
judgement.

In organisation Alpha, peace of mind and the eHect on conscience is used:

•

... and If nothing else have personal peace of mind that he has done the right
thing.
II he feels he can't go with the majority decision he will need to seek new
employment fer his own continued piece of mind.
Avoid moral dilemma later on.
I believe that if she refused to pay and the people died, it may affect her
credibility and it would certainly affect her conscience.
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8.3.3 Role Objectives
References to doing one's job or fullllllng the requirements of the role and
position were numerous in the three organisations. As expected, the majority of
the references to roles and role-based obligations were made on the
organisational dilemmas. A total of 55 such references were made.

Role objective references in organisation Alpha were made for the first dilemma
(13) and the third dilemma (2). The emphasis was on the role of an analyst to
provide an unbiased analysis based on facts. The main perspectives covered
in organisation Alpha are Included in the following responses:

•

Her role Is to present an honest assessment which should be both options.
As she does not set policy and is simply employed as an analyst planner she
should do the job she is employed to do
She is working for a public office and she is effectively making decisions on
the public's behalf, so ethically she should be honest.
Upper management may not want this option but she should not sell her soul
to satisfy them when the whole organisation requires her to make the right
decision.
Being a government agency she should provide a detailed report with all
options and leave it to management to remove the section they don't
like.
Helen's role/responsibility within the org..nlsation Is to Identify all the i~sues
and make honest and open and transpamnt recommendations of har findings
regardless of the expectations of upper management.
By becoming a 'rubber stamp' bureaucrat she undermines her own role end
lowers her value to the organisation.

In organisation Beta there was more diversity of ro!e fulfilment

referenc~s.

However as in organisation Alpha, most references to role objectives and
fulfilment were made in the first dile;.-nma (10). References were also made in
dilemma two (1), three (4) and four (5).

Interestingly, in the fourth dilemma, which was about the acceptance of the
incompetent employee, the acceptance of the employee and the responsibility
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of his per1ormance are considered a part of the job of a manager in this
organisation.
Take him and manage the employee and their performance appropriately. Don't
avoid the poor performance as other supervisors before have done.
Or part of the role includes resolving the l_ssue:
Unless she Is prepared to do these interventions the Incompetent emp!oyee
problem will conlinue to be handballed on rather than resolved.
This was dissimilar to the other two organisations, where the dilemma was
resolved primarily in terms of egoism at the local level, that is, do what will
benefit the department and thus Its manager.

In organisation Gamma, the references to role objectives were made in
dilemma one (16), dilemma three (3) and dilemma five {1). In dilemma one, the
responses focused on meeting the requirements of the role, by following the
rules and regulations. Responses also mention the requirements that need to
be fulfilled by a professional, which is something that is not evident in the other
organisations, and partially explains the high Law and Code ratings reported in
the previous section.
She doesn't set policy at her level. By leaving one of the options, she would
be making a de facto policy decision. The decision to omit one option from
the report, if made at all, should only be made by a higher-level stall member.
She Is a professional, she should be as professional as possible when
looking at the facts and doing her analysis.
She should act independently and objectively. As a professional person she
has ethical and moral obligations to others Including outside and Inside
stakeholders.
Follow the rules and regulations. In a practical situation these get modilled
anyway.

The references to role objectives are similar in the three organisations in terms
of the main use In dilemma one, and doing one's job properly. The dlllerences
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however lie in the use of this rationale In more dilemmas by respondents of
organisation Beta, and the references to professionalism in organisation
Gamma.

8.3.4 Not One's Job

These responses relate to references that rely on the definition of one's job or
poslUon and exclude anything that is oulside that definition. This was an
interesting finding because 11 supports lhe notion that the role defines the
behaviour to a large extent, and individuals may not engage In Issues that they
do not consider part of their role.

The number of references to responses and justlflcations that rely on avoidance
of the decision making capability because the task or decision did not fall within
the role of the person facing the dilemma varied greatly between the
organisatio'l. Organisation Alpha had 21 such cases and they all involved
organisational dilemmas. These instances were also addressed earlier in the
resolution to the dilemmas section. Organlsetion Beta had 5 such casas, and
three of those Involved organisational dilemmas. Organisation Gamma had 11
and they all involved organisational dilemmas.

Organisation Alpha responses can be categorlsed into two groups. One group
relies on the role or job deflnllion to avoid the rc.sponsibi!ity of decision making.
Chris' position Is junior In the company and he Is not able to Influence the
outcome
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The other group bases its rationale on the responsibilities of others that have
not been fulfilled and justifier. the avoidance of decision making on that. For
example:
It Is not her decision as to whether or not"securlty fees" should or should not

•

be paid, and the pressure should not be placed on her in her posltlun.
Because you should not have to lake the other person's problems.
The organisation should sort out the problem.
Should not have to accept unsuitable "mployee and department heed should
not place Katherine In that position.
It's Anne's fob to aid the refugees. It's her organisation's job to make sure
she gets to the refugees. The organisation should be dealing with the security
fee problem.
It Is not her probl~m
Is It her job to employ Incompetent members?
Because this 'SOrt of decision should not fall on Chris's shoulders.
!tis not her role to mentor Incompetent employees.
She Is an accountant not an HR eXpert.
It probably wouldn't be Chris's decision but, the funding should be accepted

In organisation Bela, the two personal cases referred to the father not having a
responsibility to disclose the brother's refusal to the daughter. The
organisational cases in organisation Beta were:
This Is not Phil's concern. Phil does not need to get Involved In this matter.
She sho• •ld obey the section head and place the person In a suitable job. It
Is not Katherine's prerogative to make a decision on the placement of stall.
As an undergraduate It Is Chris' responsibility to Identify the Issues and then
contribute to the decision making. I take it was not Chris who was to make
the final decision, therefore It Is the process of ensuring Issues raised are
taken into account and Influencing final decision, but it is not Chris' decision
to make.
Organisation Gamma's responses were me~re explioilly baseC: on individual
Interest (egoism). This finding lends some support to the Instrumental climate
of this organisation at the Individual level and the possibility of moral anomy.
Mid-level bureaucrat leave decisions which may backfire to someone further
up the scale.
Not Phil's posltlon f problem at all- but could inform colleague of the situation
Chris does not have any say. If the organisation accepts the money and it is
against Chris's firm optlon he should then consider his posllion. It Is not his
decision.
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•

Thl~. is outside of Chris' control and not something he needs to make a
dec1slon about until manar.ement have decided whether to accept the
support from the polluting organisation.
Because the determination of which option is 'the best' Isn't hers to make.
Raise the issue In writing with her supervisors. To push the decision higher.
It Is not her role to solve lhese problems she is a care giver, others must
address this issue.
Suggest that the problem be handled by the HR department.
The HR dept i~ a support section of the organisation that is responsible for
issues on employment. In doing so, Katherine can concentrate on the
primary responsibilities of her dep!.

The responset:: from organisation Alpha and Gamma indicate that people are
more likely to narrowly define their role and responsibility.
8.3.5 Way of Doing Business

Another cluster that developed and Is related to the previous one, Is that's how
business is. This group is similar to the previous one, in that most responses
that fit into this grouping are found in organisallon Alpha (11 ), followed by
organisation Gamma (7), and only one refnonse from organisation Beta. In this
grouping the references to local

culto~;r,

1n organisational dilemma, three were

excluded because they do not reflect the meaning of the other responses of
that's how business is and it happens all the time in business.

In organisation Alpha most responses indicate that the way of doing things
includes superiors taking credit for the work of subordinate~

•

People should never take the credit tor the work of others. Unfortunately this
happens all to~:o often in many organisations.
Phil cannot do anything to challenge the supervisor
Phil's supervisor is in a position of authority over him and no mal\er whether
he is right or wrong he will not accept being challenged by a subordinate In
front of the department reps.
Unfortunately this happens all too often in many organisations.
look, everyone knows that one of the perks of management is being able to
'share' the credit of your subordinates work now and again.
Does this over happan?l Or is this part of the criteria of a merit based
promotional system.
It happens all the timel
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In organisation Beta, the only response that referred to this grouping was in
organisational dilemma two: 'To be fair to the buyer- BUT of course this is
often not the case'.

In organisation Gamma, as was the case in organisatton Alpha, most of the
occurrences of this variable were in the organisational dilemma six, about the
supervisor.
•

Not worry about It too much.
Happens very often. Mustn't be turned Into a disaster lor working relations .
••. not attend such meetings because these things are r1 norm in many
businesses.
In business/work we spent a lot of time together people find out a person's
character etc without the need for direct confrontation.
Grin and bear Ill It happens eve.yday.

Other responses form organisation Gamma that Indicate how its respondents
f~::<el

about business and the business system include:

•

In the system things happen their own way. One employee severely makes a
difference. Or Chris can bear it, work, lind an alternative placement and
leave.
Is it a long term customer? Are there likely legal ramifications ate? It Is
basically a business decision not en ethical issue.

This last response is the epitome of this research and the anomy that it
explores. It refers to the second dilemma of knowlng about a product fault and
whether the client ought to be advised.

8.4SUMMARY
Overall, the main distinction between the organisational and personal decisions
is that the organisational dilemmas were not necessarily perceived as
addressing ethical issues, unlike the personal ones. The personal dilemmas
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regardless of degree of complexity and diHiculty or the resolution suggested,
were not in any organisation described as dilemmas that did not involve ethics,
unlike some business dilemmas, Which were described as business Issues not
ethical issues.

Another diHerence between organisational and non-organisational type of
dilemmas was that in the former, respondents especially from organisation
Alpha would make the decision not to make a decision and evade the exercise
of moral judgement. That phenomenon was not found in any personal dilemma
response In any of the organisations. In contrast In the personfll dilemmas and
in particular in organisations Alpha and Gamma, respondents reported that only
the person facing the dilemma could resolve the dilemma. This type of
response was not found In any of the organisational dilemmas.

These findings Indicate that there appears to be a perceived distinction
between organisational and non-organisational ethical dilemmas. In
organisational dilemmas it Is more likely that people will avoid making the
decision and try to avoid the responsibility for the decision. In addition,
respondents characterised some organisational dilemmas as void of any ethical
issues. That was not the case with any non-organisational dilemmas.

Beyond these general differences between organisational and personal
dilemmas, more specific disparities were noted between the three
organisations. Respondents from organisation Alpha were more likely to rely
on rules and the law in both types of dilemmas but more so in the
organisational ones. This reliance on the external nomos also justified the
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characterisation of dilemmas as void of ethics because there are laws or
organisational policies that address them. This finding supports the notion that
the organisattonat climate affects ethical decision making in the organisational
context and surprisingly there is an indication that it may also spill into the
personal context as well. So it can be said that people do not 'just do their job'
and then live their own lives, but their job and the values of the job penneate
their lives.

Respondents from organisation Beta were more likely to use a Caring
justification for both types of dilemmas. They did not perceive any dilemmas,
organisational or personal, as not involving ethics and were less likely to rely on
the law or organisational regulations to resolve the dilemmas.

Organisation Gamma had the most instrumental orientation in the resolution of
buth types of dilemmas. As outlined in Chapter 6, organisation Gamma was
perceived as a market organisation and it was expected to have an
instrumental climate. In the analysis of the ethical climate of each organisation
reported in Chapter 7, this organisation was not found to be significantly more
instrumental than the others. The resolutions to the dilemmas however,
indicate that respondents from this organisation are more likely to be egoistic,
primarily at the individual :eve\ for both types of dilemmas. Respondents
appear to be more concerned for their personal well being and not use their
capacities to do good for anyone else.

This finding provides some support for the need of the community and the
sense of community In organisations, which appears to be lacking In
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organisation Gamma. Community also implies responsibility for the other eithvr
by accepting the rules of the community as appears to be the case in
organisation Alpha or by baing benevolent to the other, the fellow-human
(synanthropos), as Is the case in organisation Beta. As a result we find more
cases of philanthropy from respondents in organisation Beta, in both types of
dilemmas.

Finally, in organisation Beta, a stronger internal orientation based on
conscience was found, than in organisations Alpha and Gamma, which had a
stronger external orientation. In organisation Alpha, this reflects the strong
organisational emphasis on the organisational role structures and tight job
design, while in Gamma It reflects its instrumental culture.
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CHAPTER NINE
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
9.1 AN OVERVIEW
Moral autonomy was examined in the early chapters. It was established that
for persons to remain persons, the most Important condition Is to remain
morally autonomous. Moral autonomy is the prerequisite for moral agency,
which provides positive freedom and responsibility for persons. Despite the
divergence of views and opinions from different disciplines, a general
agreement was identified that moral autonomy is valuable, necessary and a
preferable mode of being than heteronomy and anomy. Consciousness and
reasoning are necessary criteria for autonomous morality. Moral autonomy is
the capacity to reason well and as such the possibility of a morally autonomous
unethical decision does not exist.

Moral autonomy is restrictive and it imposes obligations towards principles and
people, to use Sharp-Paine's (1996) terminology, but these obligations are selfimposed. What makes them imposing however is not their source but the fact
that they have been validated personally (Chandler, 1999). Rest at al. (1999)
describe the difference between autonomous and heteronomous morality as
that between the self-initialed, agentlc side of morality and the external,
conforming side of morality.

Beyond the ontology of persons, the ontology of organisations was also
examined. This discussion clarified the point that if we cannot accept
organisations as moral persons, we do accept them as contexts in which
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people exercise their morality. The impact of the context upon persons was
examined, and it was argued that organisations that do not include ethical
values in their culture are more likely to promote personal behaviour that is
congruent with their culture.

The viewpoint that to be an individual requires the courage to follow one's
conscience and defy unethical and/or unreasonable authority (TIIIich, 1952)
suggests that individuals can retain their moral autonomy regardless of context
and roles. This is similar to Macintyre's (1999) prescription for constancy and
integrity regardless of context and role. In contrast to Tillich, however, Beadle
(2002) explains that for Macintyre (1995), the solution is not to enable virtuous
individuals to overcome vicious institutions, but in virtuous individuals to resist
vicious institutions.

However, to be an individual in an organisation that only perceives its role and
objectives In instrumental terms may require more then courage, it may require
super human capacities and herculean strength. It may even be impossible
because, as Wicks (1996} explains, our action is limited by what we conceive
as relevant and viable in a giver. context. To behave morally, ills necessary to
think morally. Moral thinking, argues Sharp-Paine (1996), is needed by
managers not only because it is the right thing to do but also because it
strengthens organisations and contributes to their parlormance.

In organisations, an autonomous moral decision may not necessarily be more
ethical than a heteronomous decision. An organisation that has individuals who
are capable and allowed to exercise moral autonomy, however, is mora likely
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not to need to implement and develop ethics and ethical codes. An
autonomous decision-maker is likely to use ethical reasoning to make ethical
decisions, so the organisation does not need to control him to ensure such
behaviour. Snell (2000) proposes that organisations that have a moral ethos
that corresponds with the higher Javel of Kohlberg's CMD, the autonomous
level {see Table 2.1 ), will experience a comprehensive reduction of ethical
dysfunctions. The heteronomous decision maker will rely on the organisation
for values and guidance, while the anomous decision will be perceived as a
decision that does not involve ethics and ethical reasoning.

This research sought to examine how organisations aftect the moral autonomy
of persons. Moral autonomy was considered the most important characteristlc
of persons and ethics, because it is through moral autonomy that we can have
morality. Moral autonomy Is also something that we cannot surrender nor can it
be extracted from us, as it was explained in terms ol moral agency and moral
personhood. However, organisations affect our capacity to be morally
autonomous, because we do not have the strength or capacity to exercise our
autonomy. As a result, it was assumed that different types of organisations
would affect moral autonomy, and lead to heteronomy or anomy.

The conceptual model (Figure 5.1) was developed from this premise. It
proposed that organisations that are inconsistent with the values of society, and
do not perceive their activities in a realm that is contained in, and defined by,
ethics, are more likely to lead to moral anomy. Moral anomy is perceived as
the most terrifying position, because it excludes moral deliberation.
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Organisations that define and live in wholly egoistic terms, it was assumed,
would be mora likely to have incidents of moral anomy.

Organisations that are congruent with society's values are more likely to lead to
moral autonomy or moral heteronomy. Moral autonomy, enables people to
remain persons and not be non-persons in roles. Moral heteronomy on the
other hand, is an outcome of the organisation's attempts to prescribe moral
behaviour.

The findings of this research are not based primarily on extensive statistical
analyses, because such analyses, it was felt, will reduce the richness of the
questions asked and the solutions found. However, what was considered
sufficient statistical analysis was undertaken primarily to define a framework for
the qualitative analysis. The most important findings, discussed In the following
section, result from the qualitative data that provides impressions of possibilities
rather than scientific conclusions. This is in line with MacKenzie's (2001) view
that statistical methods that assume independence in organisations prevent not
only the measurement of organisational phenomena but even the ability to
envision them.

9.2 ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
The research findings reported in Chapters 7 and 8 indicate that organisations
effect the ethical decisions of people working in them. Looking at the research
propositions presented in Chapter 5, the analysis of the dilemmas revealed
that:
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1. People from the three organisations ware more likely to rely on Caring,
which Is based on benevolence, in the resolutions of the personal dilemmas
than in the organisational dilemmas. Independence was also relied on more
in the low difficulty and complexity personal dilemmas than the
organisational dilemmas. In the high difficulty and complexity personal
dilemmas people relied mostly on Caring.

2. In organisation Alpha, which is a bureaucratic organisation, people were
more likely to use Instrumental reasoning In the low complexity and difficulty
dilemmas, indicating that people judge these types of dilemmas in terms of
benefit for themselves or the organisation. This supports the proposition
that these types of dilemmas will not be addressed in ethical terms but
rather in egoistic terms, thus leading to anomy. In the high complexity and
difficulty organisational dilemmas, people relied more on Caring, Rules and
Instrumental reasoning. II is thus not clear whether people were deciding
heteronomously as the proposition suggested.

3. Organisation Bata had a Caring climate but not a significantly different
Independence climate, indicating that it has some characteristics of a clan
type organisation. In the low complexity and difficulty organisational
dilemmas, people relied primarily on Instrumental, Independence and Rules
reasoning. This implies that the organisational wall being was a primary
consideration, as were the organisational Rules. In the high complexity and
difficulty organisational dilemmas, more people were likely to rely on caring
:1nrJ Independence, which Indicates that people were more likely to rely on
their ethical values and benevolence. Generally, more people in this
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organisation were more likely to rely on their personal ethical values to
resolve dilemmas, indicating that people are more likely to exercise moral
autonomy.

4.

Organisation Gamma was not an ideal type market organisation based on
the way its ethical climate was perceived by its members. The resolutions
to the ethical dilemmas however suggests that people in this organisation
are mostl!kely to rely on Instrumental reasoning to resolve low complexity
and difficulty organisational dilemmas. In the high complexlly and difficulty
category, people relied mostly on Law and Code, Caring and Instrumental
reasoning. This suggests that moral anomy Is more likely in the former
category and heteronomy in the !alter.

The quantitative part of the analysis indicates that organisations can possess
distinct ethical climates (see Tables 7.4 and 7.5). This climate based on the
philosophical, psychological and sociological disciplines examined in Chapter 2,
and reflected in the Ethical Climate Questionnaire, can emphasise principled,
benevolent or egoistic values. In the three organisations examined in this
research II was found that organisation Alpha had a stronger climate In Law
and Code and Rules. These two dimensions are based on a principled
orientation at the local and cosmopolitan levels (see Table 6.1). Organisation
Beta had a stronger Caring climate that Is based on benevolence, at the
individual, local and cosmopolitan levels. Organisation Gamma was not found
to be significantly stronger than the other organisations in any dimension of the
ECQ and based on the previously reported findings, it had a weaker climate in
Rules, Law & Code and Caring.
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In tenns of ethical ideologies, the people from the three organisations were not
found to have any significant diHerences in tenns of idealism and relativism
either in tenns of scores {see Table 7.6) or in tenns of high and low idealism
and relativism dimensions (see Table 7.7). They were however found to have
differences in tenns of the ethical ideology matrix (sea Tabla 7.6 and 7.9). In
this analysis of the high and low dimensions that resulted in the creation of the
four-part ideology matrix, a moderate relationship between ethical Ideology and
organisation was found. The degree to which the organisation has affected
these ethical ideologies or whether people with different ideologies are
attracted to the different organisations cannot be assessed in this research.
However the fact that the Ideologies do not correspond with the ethical climates
or the dilemma justifications suggests that the context of the issue and the
nature of the Issue itself have a greater impact on ethical decision making.

The analysis of the ethical dilemmas, presented in Chapter 6, indicates that the
reasoning used to resolve them differs between the three organisations. In the
organisational dilemmas of low difficulty and complexity it was found that more
people are likely to rely on egoism to justify the resolutions to the dilemmas in
the three organisations, as represented by the Instrumental code. However,
paopiG from organisation Beta relied less on Instrumental reasoning than
people from the other organisations. It was also found that people from
organisation Beta relied more heavily on Independence, their personal moral
values, to resolve these types of dilemmas. These findings suggest that people
in organisation Beta were more likely to exercise moral autonomy. Similar
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findings were established in the high complexity and difficulty organisational
dilemmas.

In the personal dilemmas, of both low and high complexity and difficulty,
respondents from organisation Alpha relied mora heavily on Independence.
This indicates that in personal dilemmas, people from this organisation differed
in tl·,

, . ;oning they used to resolve them and did not rely on Instrumental

reasoning. This was the case also with organisational decisions.

More importantly, however, some people in organisations ~'\lpha and Gamma
did not perceive some organisational dilemmas as ethical issues. This is an
indication of moral anomy. In addition, people from organisation Alpha In
particular would try to avoid making a decision and suggest that someone else
in the organisation should make the decision not the person facing the
dilemma.

In the organisational dilemmas, people from all organisations are more likely to
rely on Instrumental reasoning, and especially in the low complexity and
difficulty group. These findings were more prevalent In organisations Alpha and
Gamma. This can possibly be explained by the lack of moral reasoning in
those types of dilemmas in organisations that do not emphasise concern for
others, as measured by the Caring code, or reliance on personal ethical values.

In the high complexity and difficulty organisational dilemmas, there was a
reduction in the reliance of Instrumental reasoning and an increase In Caring in
all three organisations. This Indicates that people are more likely to resolve
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more complex and difficult dilemmas by relying more on benevolence, rather
than egoism. Th!s finding supports the importance of moral intensity (Jones,
1991) in the identification of ethical issues. The differences in the resolutions
between low and high complexity and difficulty suggest that moral reasoning is
more likely to be activated In the high complexity and difficulty category (Jones,
1991).

People from organisation Alpha that has a Law and Code, and Rules climate
are more likely to do what the organisation Is expecting of them, or relinquish
their decision making to the organisation. They are thus less able to behave
autor~omously ir'l moral terms. The organisation that relies on rules, regulations

and !he law in this research, is more likely to hinder moral autonomy, arid lead
to the avoidance of decision makir~g and personal responsibility for decisions.
It was also found that in organisations Alpha

ar~d

Gamma people were more

likely to cor~sider ethical decisior~s as morally neutral, considered in tenns of
personal preference, practical feasibility, or strategic interest (Bird & Waters,
1989). Persons in organisations Alpha and Gamma are also more likely to
make ethically questionable decisions to achieve organisational goals. In
organisation Beta that has a carlr~g climate, respondents are more likely to
make ethical decisions and use ethical reasoning and language for their
decisions. They are also more likely to make decisions based on their personal
values, rather than relinquish their decision making to the o.rganisatlon.
Persor~al

responsibility is promoted in organisation Beta and that leads to more

ethical decisions, because people assume the posture of their self, which
contains morality.
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This research provides some support on the impact the ethical climate has on
individuals in organisations due to its normative content which communicates to
organisations' members what they ought to do, as well as what is acceptable
and expected. It is because the organisation has the capac!ty to have an
ethical climate, that it can influence the moral behaviour of its members. This
capacity is what can affect the moral autwnomy of an orgatlisatiotl's members.

Overall, people are more likely to use ethical values ill personal dilemmas, al'ld
they are more likely to see the ethical issue in personal dilemmas. It was also
foul'\d that people are more likely to use Instrumental juslifications in the low
difficulty and complexity dilemmas {see Tables 8.16 and 8.17). This finding

may be explained by Bersoff's {1999) findin9that

in minor acts of social

deviance people are more likely to distort the implications of their behaviour
and act in contradiction to their values.

It is also indicated that despite the existence of formal codes of conduct In the
three organisations, ethical decisions differ, supporting the view that the
infom1al systems are more likely to affect behaviour (Falkenberg & Herremans,
1995). The findings support the position presented by Kjonstad al'\d Willmott
(1995) that codes of ethics may weaken the appreciation of ethics in
organisations unless the codes are supported by encouragement for critical
reflect!on, which is part of exercising moral autonomy. They also suggest that
going beyond compliance and enabling post-conventional moral development
using Kohlberg's theory, is ethically defensible because it allows people to
reach their potential. They also offer a pragmatlc outcome of this approach and
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that is that responsiveness and innovation rather than predictability and routine
are more likely.

It is also suggested that organisations that include caring in their values, as is
the case with organisation Beta, arguably broaden their members'
responsibilities by introducin:;~ moral concepts and enabling moral imagination
(Wicks, 1996). It is argued here that to overcome the separation between
ethics and business (Freeman, 1994, Wicks 1996) we must allow persons to
bring themselves to work by creatlng environments where these selves are
welcome to think, decide, speak ar1d act. In organisation Beta, where people
were expected to care more about their colleagues, customers and society at
large we found that they were more likely to think morally. In organisation
Alpha people were likely to be expected to comply with the regulalions and law
and it appears that this Is 'taken home' and used in personal decision
situalions. In organisaliofl Gamma, people were mora likely to focus on 'getting
the job done'. People from organlsatiofl Gamma, mora so than in the other
organisations are also less likely to recognise themselves as supervisors or
managers of others. This may be because the relationship and Interpersonal
concept is no\ as developed in this organisation.

The findings imply that In the orgar1isation where people were more likely to
treat ethers as they treat their family, friends and communlties, people are more
likely to make ethical decisions. These decisions are more likely to exhibit
concern for others and they are mora likely to use moral values and language
to justify decisions. This is supported by the findings reported in Tabla 8.19,
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where people in organisation Beta had a stronger internal orientation, while in
organisations Alpha and Gamma an external orientation.

In the personal dilemmas respondents were also more likely to use moral
language to both resolve them and justify the resolutions. They were also
perceived as ethical dilemmas and not as dilemmas that did not Involve any
ethical issues.

Returning to the research propositions presented in Table 5.1, It has been
found that overall people are more likely to make ethical decisions in the
personal dilemmas than the organisational dilemmas. These decisions are
more llkely to be based on their personal values, as measured by the
Independence code. They are thus mere likely to exercise moral autonomy.

It was also found that people from organisations Alpha and Gamma were more
likely to make mora anomcus decisions In the organisational dilemmas, while
they were not likely to do so in personal dilemmas.

The shift from anomy to heteronomy, from the low to high difficulty and
complexity dilemmas In organisation Alpha, was only supported in terms of
instrumental and caring judgements, as was explained earlier. In organisation
Beta, people were found more likely to rely on their personal values and on
caring to justify their dilemmas, which supports the proposition that moral
autonomy in caring organisations is more likely. In organisation Gamma, the
instrumental justifications were higher in the low diHiculty and complexity
dilemmas but not in the high complexity and difficultY dilemmas. This Indicates
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that in difficult and complex situations, people are more likely to shift from
egoism to caring and principle thinking.

9.3 LIMITATIONS

This research is an exploratory attempt to understand the organisational effect
on Individuals' moral autonomy. A major limitation of this research is the use of
researcher proposed ethical dilemmas that am removed from the respondents'
reality and context. II has been suggested by Vaughan {1998) that a person
responding to an interview, a questionnaire, or dilemmas is not subject to the
contingencies that would apply in routine decision making in the workplace.
This limitation of the current research was addressed by trying to provide
relevant organisational and personal ethical dilemmas, but it has not simulated
the organisational routine decision making context. This decontaxtualisatlon
may have resulted in the inability to capture values at work, which may be
expected to be lass personal than reflected in the findings of the current
research. In addition the usa of dilemmas makes it possible for the context of
the situatlon to be perceived differently by different respondents.

Another limitation is that this research focuses on ethical values and intention
but not behaviour. Weber and Gillaspie {1998) found significant differences
between beliefs and actions, beliefs and intentions, and intentions and actions
in business ethics. The present research effort examines only values and
intentions but not actions and behaviour.
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The need to justify the decisions made may have increaser! the relativism
found, because people may be mora likely to rely on consequences to justify a
decision. People may have felt that In order to fill in the page of the
questionnaire, they had to look at the outcomes, when in fact they based their
decisions on Idealism.

The number of organisallons and people from each organisation is limited both
numerically and geographically. A much larger sample from geographically
aispersed organisations that varied in characteristics will provide a more
adequate basis for the analysis of organisational influence on persons. In
addition further analysts can be pertonned in terms of career stage, age, and
gender. The sample selection is also affected by the refusal of the first choice
organisations to participate in this research, which is indicative of the difficulty
cf elhical research in business organisations.

9.4 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This m:: larch sought to examine the possible effect of the organisation on the
individual. To ascertain this effect different types of organisations were chosen.
Organisation Alpha and Beta were found to correspond with the expected
ethic~.!

climates of bureaucracy and clan organisations respectively.

Organisation Gamma however was not found to have a highly instrumental
climate as expected, and organisation Beta was net found to have a strongly
independence climate as expected. As a result, even though, the findings of
this research indicate that organisations do effect the ethical decisions made by
people in them differently depending on the ethical climate they possess, more
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disparate organisations may be more revealing about lhe different effects In
different organisations.

Further research In organisations that fulfil to a greater

extend the profile of the bureaucratic, clan and market organisations (Ouchi,
1980) will enlighten. this goal based empiricaltheorv,W-.QtambliiWSki, 1989) ol
business ethics by clarifying what is desirable and how it can be achieved.

The emphasis ol business ethics research has been on discovering what
affects people In making ethical decisions in organisations. In this empirical
investigation, the issue of how organisations affect the Iivas of people beyond
their lima at work was also addressed.

It appears possible that the values

adopted a\ work may filter to other aspects of life, as lt was explained in
Chapter 8. Future research in the effect of organisations on persons outside of
the organisational context will clarify if the organisation makes the place and
the people or the people make the place. Such research will enlighten the
centrality of business to ethics (Werhane, 1991, cited in Jones, Wicks &
Freeman, 2002).

A longitudinal study to explore people's ethical values prior lo joining an
organisation and after a period of organisational membership will further
enlighten the affect of the organisation on the moral autonomy of their members
similar to studies undertaken by Chatman (1989, 1991} but with the emphasis
on ethical values. Such an undertaking will also contribute to the
understanding of the affect of the organisation on the person and of the person
on the organisation.
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The relationship between organisational climate, personal values and ethical
decisions can be extended to address issues such as the existence of conflict,
and its types and resolutions in the different types of organisations.

The small number of the sample both in terms of organisations and
respondents from each organisation, limited to an Australian city, affect the
generalisability of the findings. Further research in other geographic locations
and types of organisations would contribute to the validation of the current
findings.

In addition the current research was limited to managers/supetvisors.

Research in different organisational levels may reveal different organisational
influences. tt Is expected that people in the lower levels of organisations will
differ due to power and experience disparities, from people In the higher levels
of organisations. This may be due to organisational pressures at lower levels,
or greater moral maturity at higher levels. Research by Weeks, Moore,
McKinney and Longenecker (1 999) indicates that people are more likely to
display higher ethical judgement in higher career stages.

Morality is a practical activity. Addams (1902/1964) describes morality as the
sphere of action. A situatlon, he claims becomes moral when "we are
confronted with the question of what shall be done in a concrete case, and are
obliged to act upon our theory" (pp. 273·274). In order to access that morality lt
is essential that people are asked to explain and justify their actions at work
and in their lives outside of work. A research project that is able to assess
actual behaviour and not values or intentions will provide further insight into the
possible effect of organisations.
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Additional research in the leadership and ethical reputation of the different
types of organisations will further clarify the impact leadership has on the
climate of the organisation and the Impact leadership and climate have on the
reputation of organisations. These findings will enlighten the factors that affect
the ethicality of organisations and their effectiveness in tenns of their ability to
attract the right leaders and people In them (Aibingar-Schmidt, & Freeman,

2000).

It is also necessary to examine other organisations with Caring climate
orientations to confirm the current findings. The assessment of job satisfaction
and anomy of the respondents will also provide a further insight into the
organisational influence.

9.5 CONCLUSION
The examination of the moral autonomy of people in organisations enables the
identification of the organisational characteristics that promote ethics at work. II
is found hare that the organisation with a more caring cl!mate is likely to have or
enable persons that think about and resolve ethical dilemmas, instead of
'working to rule' and trying to avoid responsibility and ethical responsibility. As
a result people in organisations with a caring climate are more likely to decide
as moral agents, as persons, and not as people in roles or subjects to rules
(Nesteruk, 1991b).

The implications of this are great lor organisations and persons. Firstly, the
findings of this research indicate that organisation Gamma in particular and
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Alpha to a Iasser extend are mora susceptible to unethical behaviour, because
people In these organisations are mora likely to usa egoistic reasoning and not
ethical reasoning. Paople in these two orgalisations are also mora likely to
avoid making an ethical decision or not recognise an athicr.l issue. As a result
and due to the lack of moral awareness and moral choice, these organisations
are more likely to find themselves performing ethical autopsies and trying to
lind out why and how their people behaved unethically.

Addressing organisational effectiveness, it was found that people in
organisation Beta were more likely to go beyond their roles and ensure that
I hay care for their colleagues, organisations and society at large. This Included
assuming extra role behaviours. People were also more likely to resolve the
issue they face and avoid passing it on back to the hierarchy. As a result the
organisational decision fragmentation and removal from the people that have
access to more infonnation Is less likely to happen. So the Issues raised by
Barnard (1938) and Vaughan (1998) among others, are less likelv to surface in
such an organisation.

In terms of the ethical behaviour of organisations and their ethical reputation,
the fact that people are more likely to usa egoistic reasoning in dilemmas that
are easy and simple and less so for more difficult and complex dilemmas,
provides some form of reassurance that at least in Issues where the impact
may be great, people are not likely to make decisions that are based on
instrumentality. This can provide a false reassurance however because as It
was discussed in Chapter 4, many important, complex and difficult decisions in
organisations are broken down into small and easy parts. The accumulation of
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these small decisions may have great implications and consequences. This Is
another reason that supports the necessity of moral awareness and moral
reasoning and thinking in every decision made In organisations.

Beyond these instrumental outcomes that need further research and
exploration, people who are allowed moral auto11omy are treated as and
assume the posture of a person and this is lhe good and righlthing to do.
Autonomy, it was explained in Chapter 2, makes people ends in themselves
and gives dignity, somethir1g that egoism does not provide (Guyer, 1998). The
capacity of moral autonomy to provide dignity to r·1rsons makes it the
reasonable and preferred alternative for persons.

Moral autonomy is not as Liedtke (1999) warns the separation or exclusion
from the community. II is about allowing and enabling persons to reach their
human potential by doing what they can and ought as human beings, which is
exercise moral autonomy. Moral autonomy is not antithetical to community, but
rather it is the foundation for en ethical community. II is based on conscious
deliberation and thinking. Moral autonomy enables dignity and provides
positive freedom. II makes oeople responsible and it removes people from
egoism. When we become truly human, we care for the other. Persons who
are autonomous living in communities that are good (McVeigh, 2002) In all
spheres and aspects including business will have a greater possibility of doing
what is right and good.

The present study establishes that different decisions are made by people In
different organisations because of different organisational characteristics. it
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has also determined that people have the capacity to reason across a range of
different dimensions when they face ethical dilemmas, but the context and
Issue promotes certain types of reasoning and inhibits others. Further research
examining the affect of the organisational values on the actual behaviour of
people in the organisational context will provide a valuable insight into why
people In organisations behave In certain ways. Such an understanding will
clarify the organisational posture that allows or enables people to behave
ethically.

This research Is subject to the limitations outlined above, but It does provide an
insight on how the organisation may affect the moral decision making process.
Humber (2002) argues that ethical decision making and organisations should
be viewed as exactly the same as ethical decision making and persons. The
suggestions that this research provides include the reasons why in soma
instances as in organisation Gamma and less so in organisation Alpha, ethical
decision making is not the same in organisational dilemmas as in personal
dilemmas. Humber, however, also suggests that business should be
guaranteed the right to moral autonomy, but he explains autonomy as a
preference. He actually stales that organisatlons "should be guaranteed the
right to judge beliefs and actions in any way they see fit" (p. 21 B). This
prescriplio;,, In the absence of the clarification of the moral status of
organisations appears dangerous because II Is based on arbitrary preferences
rather than ethics.

The findings of this research suggest that if we are going to overcome the
distinction of ethics In business from ethics and the separation thesis (Freeman,
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1994) we have to ensure that our businesses develop philosophies that go
beyond egoism and embrace the values of benevolence and independence.
Further, Werhane (1991, cited in Jones, at al., 2002) suggests that we need to
appreciate not only the centrality of ethics to business, as Adam Smith
proposes, but also the centrality of business to ethics, because they are the
plateau upon which most of us live our lives. The possibility of the
organisational values affecting the personal dilemmas in organisation Alpha,
provide a basis for further analysis in this sphere.

The findings suggest that organisations that rely on rules and regulations are
more likely to remove the responsibility from ethical decision-making, and lead
to avoidance of such decisions. Decisions are more likely to be pushed up the
organisational hierarchy, affecting the effectiveness and responsiveness of
organisations, as well as the well being of their members by
compartmentalising life, thus taking away the sell, that Taylor (1989) discusses.
The findings also suggest that such organisations are more susceplible to
unethical decisions and conduct because decision makers do not use their own
moral values and the organisation fails to provide such values but relies on
rules and regulations.

Understanding why people behave the way they do in organisations will enable
both individuals and organisations to develop systems and processes that
enable moral choice to persons in organisations. It was mentioned earlier that
historically, ethics developed with autonomous persons in mind, and Its own
theory of the person (Collier, 1998). A moral agent in philosophical ethics can
only be a person but business ethics in organisations is about the collective, not

the Individual. Collier suggests,

th;~t

"if business ethics Is to work with and

through the 'collective' as object, it requires analogous theoretical
understanding of 'business'" (p. 622). It is thus necessary to combine the
organisational with the ethical. This can be accomplished by understanding
their Interaction and effect on the organisation, the Individual and the ethics of
both.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
Questionnaire

Augu~t2000

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am uskiag you to participate in thio survey on per~onnl nnd organisational value~ and decisions
undertaken for my doctorulthe,<is ol Edith COIViln llniY<rsity, Western Australia. The purpose of
tile re>enrch is to investigate the organi~ational influence on the values of deci>ion-makers.
The effect of organisations on the individual in regards to decision making behaviour is important
becau.<e it affect> the approach organisations should adopt for the promotion and implementation of
org:misnlional values. The research involve.-; responding to gcnernl value siOtemenls and fictitious
brief dilcmm:ts, and take.< uppro~immely one hour to complete.
If you agree to participate, you may withdraw at any time without prejudice. Your responses arc
anonymous and will remain in the c~clusive possession of the researcher for analysis and study.
No reference to the identities~ the participants and the organ'tsation will be made in any use oft he
material gathered or its analy>es and reports.
This is on anonymous questionnaire. Please en>ure thm you do not write your name on the
attached. By completing the questionnaire, you are conseming to take part in this research. Your
agreement to participate allows the rc.<earcher to l"e the daUt, which may be published in academic
research papors and books provided the individual and the organisation ;Ire not identified,
Any questions concerning the project can be directed to Eva Evdokia Tsahuridu (Principal
Investigator) of the Faculty of Busincs> and Public Management. Edith Cowan University, on 9442
1944.
Please complete the questionnaire in the order provided, and ensure all questions are answered.
Place completed quc.<tionnaires in the return envelopo provided and post by 25 August2000.
Thank you for your valuable ussistance.
Kind Regards

Eva Tsahuridu
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We would llke to ask you some <lll"'tlons about tim gcncrnl dlmotc in your Oll:!lnisalion. Plco.<e aru!wor the
following ln\onru of how It!< In your or~:~~nl!iDtion, NOT how you would prefer U to b~. Plcnso boas cnndid ns
poS5Iblc, remember, all your rcspons.,. will relllllln strictly onon¥mou• nnd will HQI bo revealed to ooyon< In your
organl<alion.

'

Whot is bc.sl for everyone In the
organisation is the major consideration
here.
The..: days 1get the feeling thot in
business. indiYiduols are just not o pnrt of
things.

3

The life of the avcmge penon in business
is gelling worse, not better.

4

'
•
'
•
'

'"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Complotcl)
ogree

umplotely
d!sagr""

""'
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In thi< organisntion. people look nut for
eoeh other"• ~nrnl.

'

3

'

'

6

In this organisation, it is c~pectod that you
will alwoys do what is right for the
customers ond the public.

'
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'

6

3

'

4

'

6

'
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3
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In this organisotion, the low or ethi011l code
of tbe profession is tho mnjor
eonsid..,.lion.
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'

6

'

People here nrc concerood with the
organisntion"s interest•- to the exclusion
ufnll eho.

'

'

'

0

'
'

The most cffidcnt w:ty is nlwnys the right
way in this orgnnist1tion.
In this orgonisotlon, people proteettheir
own interests above oil else.
These days in busine<s. I don't rcol!y know
wh"m one cnn dep<nd un.

In this organisation, the first consideration
is whether n dooision violates nny low.
The mn•t important concern is the good of
all the people in the organisation"' a
whole.
In this orgnnisotion, MCh p<rson is
expected obove all to work efficiently.
Suooe ..,rut people in this orgnnisntion go
by the book.
People in this organisation strictly obey the
orgonisat!cnol policies.
·
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There is no room for one"s uwn personal
morals or ethics in thi• orgonisotion.
In this orgnnisotion, people nrc mostly out
ror themselves.

'

3

'
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om

Completely
disagree
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"
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Comple!el
ngr<e

The most impo!1Mt concern in lllis
orgonisotion is eoch perSon's own sense of
right and wrong.
·
·

'

'

4

.s

'

'

People arc expected to do nnything to
further the orgnniSIItion's intorcsts,
rcgordless of the con<cquence<.
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Everyone is expected to stick to
orgnnisntional rules nnd pmctdures.
Work ;, considered substondard only when
it huns the organi,.tion's intcrcsl<.
The major responsibility of people in this
organisation is to control costs.
People urc expected mcomply with the
law and prufc.,innnl stnndards over and
nl>ove other considerations.
Each person in thll orgnnisotion docidcs
for thcms<!lvcs what is right and wrong.
I feel no one in businc" rcnlly care> much
about what hnppens to individuals,
In this company, ~coptc llfC guided by
their own personal ethics.
I get the feeling that life at work i< not
very useful.

•=

In dtis orgnnisotion no one
whot
happens, when you iletright down toil
In thi' orgonisotion, pe..,lc arc expected to
strictly follow lcgn\ or professional
standards.
People in business don't rea11} care what
hoppens to the nc•t pcn;on.
In this organisation, pcuplc nrc e<pected to
fo!low their own pcrsonnl and moml
beliefs.
Our major concern is olwnys whot is best
for the other person.
I find it hnrd to be hopeful for the future of
the world the wny things look now.
It is very impor\Jlnt to follow the

S4 orgonisotion's rules and procedures here.
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You will nnd several stories in the following pages.
Different people will offer different solutions.
There are no right and wrong solutions.
We are primarily interested in the explnnntiol's
or reasons you give for your decisions.
Try to justil"y and explain your statements a~ 1\J\Iy as possible.
Be sure you elaborate fully. Please do not compare answers to prior cases. We
remind you again that answering the WHY question is of great importance.
Telling us what should be done is of no help to us unless you tell us WliY you think
It should be done.

Please proceed to the nell page
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Helen is n pnlioy onolys! and planner for tbe M~in Roads Dcpor!mcm. She is n rnid.lcvel bureaucra! wb<>doos nO! set polky.
but her nnnlysis certaonly docs have n role '" bow the policy agenda shopos up. Helen is now working on a highway
c•tension into the southern region of Penh. 1 "' o-.:gion is environme.Hully sensitive, yet h., e•pericnced rapid gr~wth. There
scorn to be two viable alternatives in rome plnnning. The lc""t e>pcnsive in cost. tho Spoedy Runic, is nlso thc quicke>l. h
will save nbou! R rninmcs off the other route. 1lte Grccn Route would be loss environmentally destructive. hut would cos!
the >late abnti! 10 percent more. The trnn;port lobby favors the Speedy Route whilst the environmcntnl lobby favors th<
Green Route. As Helon develop< her report. she feel; pr<l.«Ured to minimize tho po,.ibili!y of the more c•ponsivc nnd longer
route. Upper management in !he Dcpnrtmcnl Wonts to keep the agenda frcc of "'unncce.,ary" con!roversy. They hn,·e said
that they believe the Groen route is not "' flnnnoially fcosible. Titoy cneournge Holen lo leave il ou! of her report. Why
present nn option that is not the best?

What >hould Helen do'!

Why!

348

Chnt i• ocgmi;oting for a contr•ct for his comp•ny that will achieve the n:quired .<ale• for the year. He i• able to provide the required
pmduct hut he know• of o fault tho( i.< li~dy (o make it lnllre expensive fur the buyer to usc for his purposes.
What should Clint do"'

Why"!
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Anno works Wilh a non-govemmoniOI nrganizmion (NGO) which provides emergency oid 10 refugee_,, Oflon tho refugees
she ·"''k' I<> serve arc in tho moSI dcspcr-Jic of siluolion;. The aid lhal Anno's urgonizrllion provide., is lhc bridge bolwcc~
lifo and demh ••pocially for the mo51 vulnerable oflhc refugees. Without help young children, tho sick and lhc elderly arc 31
real ri•k of sickness and death. Refuge< si1uation; oro froquonlly modo more dirficull by armed factions who may be related
10 the govcrnmcm or may be luoscly organized in bands nf armed dvilians, For lftcso soldiers nnd milil]m;, tho pre>Cncc of
r~lmh·ely wonlthy aid worker;;, an opportunily for economic gain. Placing thcm,.lvcs between the NGO workers and the
refugees, the bonds of wldicrs demnnd "sccurily fees" for ;afe pa;sago. If lhC refugee worker.• do Mt pny the bribe, the
refugees on lhc other side of the n>ad-block may die of 5\orvmion or illness.
Whn1 should Anne Jn'l

Why'.'

350

Kalhcrinc is lhc o<:caunts supc'"isor in on or8anisolion. She is oskcd by the dopartmenl's head to occepl a reputedly incompelcnl
employee into her dcpartmcnl, be"""'" no one else would have hitn.
Whnt should Knthcrino do?

Why?
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As a you~g uni•ersity groduate, Chris was working f~r n scientific ro,;cnrch or~anisation studying pollution damage to coral
on AW<trnlia's Great Barrier Reef. The nrgani1-1tion had a problem common to nl\ soicnlifoc rescurch. how to gctcnou&h
funding to carry on the work, All their worrio.< appeared to be solved when quite out of the blue ono of the large
multinational corporntions operating in the country offered signif1cant ongoing financial support. There wo• a "hitch."
hnwc•er. The company had recently suffered aclvcr>e publicity through nu nrticle oloiming they were thenoscl•es
rcsponi1blc for some of tho pollution. In rclurn for the nnnncial support they not only want<:dthc research organisation to
refute these claim.<. but nlso to study a soction of the reef where there were no f"'llution problems. The scientists needed
the funding 10 sol\'0 the bmrior reefs problems and without this funding they could not accmnpli>h that task. It seemed that
efforts to find other sponsors worn meeting with no success at all. It ;_,quite clear to Chris thnt his colloague.< favor tile
occoptanco of tho funding from the multinnti<>nal COJjlorntion. h"'ing struggtod for mony years with less-tltnn-ad,qua(c
resources.
Wh•t •houtd Chris du"l

Why'!

In a department meet in~, Phi\ 's •upcrvisor Ti\by tnkcs credit for some e>Cdlcnt work nf a coUcngue who is nb..,n(. Phil knows (hat
the work reported is not Ti\by's.
What 'hould Phil do?

Why'!
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Stun goes t<l the supormarkcriO purch<e rho weekly groccric•. lie Slops nl lhc ATM to gel""""' cush. 1110 machine
in .rend or rho rcqucsrcd $100.00 disponsc5 $150.00. He checks rho receipt and finds thor "nly $100.00 is rcrnnkd.
Whnr <hould Ston J""!

Why?

--------------------------
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A friend !ells Helen in suktc;t conndcncc thO! he hos been molc>!Cd by <lnc of hi.< porcn!>. moking her pmmi<e nnt !o tell
anything to anyone. Helen'• friend i.< still up>et ond ot the time of this confe,.ion tn her appeared dimnught.
Whm should Helen da?

Why"!

356

Morkju;t bought ;ome jeon.< a( the mall. lly ntistake, tho clerk 8ivcs him back the wrong ch•nge. So Mork stond.< there with nn
extra $1 0 in his hond.
Whnt.>hnuld Mork do1

Why"!
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Whon he graduated from college with a dcgroc in science, Andy had found a solid job in his profession, m!llTicd, and
subsequcmly hod two sons. Twelve yenrs Mer, he m<>ved to another company that promi"d Slendy ndvancomcnt within it.<
munagcrial ronks. A devoted family man. he adntired his wife's dedicotion 10 raising the boys. BUI he also observed that his
sons, uppronching their teen year.<, benefited greatly from his fatherly frienJ.,hip and eoun.o;el - especially ._, they
approach<:<! whal he and his wife roolisod coulol pwvc to t>c a difr<cu!( transitional pcoi<>d in their Upbringing. So he mode a
commitment w spend plemy of time with them, playing football and helping with their schoolwork. But he also lovod his
work, and did well at it. And it quickly became apparent that, to advnnce rapidly up the monageriol ranks, he needed an
MBA. An MBA would cnohlc him W bcllcr provide for his family in the future II> y,·ell. A nearby univcr.<ity offered tloc
degree in an Ullmcth·c cvcning·and-wcokend prog~Jm thot would ullow him to continue full-time employment. B"t it wnuld
so'k up the nc<t tw" )'""" of hi• life ;ond tbmw mn;t ,f the famil)' activities into his wife's hnndo.
What >hould Andy <iO>'!

Why'!
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On n biucrly cold morning Mary is approached by a bcggor who a.<ks her for S2 for n h~t cup of coffee. Mary can cn•iiY afford to
give him the money but the beggar ho. clearly akuhol on hi• b"'"th nnd it is only 10 o'clock in the morning.

What should Mary dol

Why?
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You will lind u seriesofgenemlst.otemen15llsted below. Each sllltement reprcsenl5 a commonly held opinion and
there arc no right and wrong answ<rs. You "'Ill probobly dt.ogrre wllh some llems on<l ngr<e with others. We ure
Interested in the extent to which )'Ou ngr<e or dls.ogr<e "'ilh such molters of opinion.
Pleosc rend ench stntement carefully. Then indicate the extent to which you ngl'EC or dt.ugrec by crossing the
appropriate number, eorr""ponding to your feeling<.

""

"
"
"
'"
"
'"

Complete!
ugrec

ompletely
dlsngrcc

Ollie

A person should make certain thottheir
notions never intentionally hnrm onother
even ton sm~ll degree.

'

3

Rigidly c<><lifying nn cthicalpesitinn that
prcvenl' certain types of actions could
stnnd in the wny of better human relawm•
and adju,tmcnts,

'

3

'

3

4

3

4

3

4

1 feel no ano renlly cares much obout what
hoppen• to "'"·
One should never p•ychologically or
physkally harm nnmhcr person.
The life of the overage petwn is gelling
worse, not better.
If on ootion could harm nn ionocenl other,
then it should not be done.

'
'

5

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

s

'

'

4

s

'

4

s

'

'

4

'

'

'

4

s

'

'

s

'

4

Whe~oer n lie

41

is judged to be morol or
immoml depends upon tho circumslancos
SIU'Taunding tho action.

41

Moral standords.hould be soon"-'
indi•idunlistie; whm one person considor.<
to be mnral may he judged to he imm<>ral
by nnothor person.

43

It is never ncccs$01'}' to socrificc the
welfare of others.

"

'

3

'

1loose day• I dnn't know whom 1con
dcpcnd on.
There arc no ethical principles that ore so

4S imporlllnt that they should be port of every
c<><lc of ethics,

'"
41

'"
"

'

Whnt is cthicnl -.rics fmm one situation
nod society to another.
The dignity nnd wclfnre of people should
be the most important concern In any
se<:icty.
These days I get the feeling \hoi l"mju<t
not o port of things.
Questions of who! is ethical for everyone
cnn never be rcsol•cd since whot is mom!
or immornl is up to the individU!Il.

'

3

'
'

3

4

'

'

4

'

'

4

5

'

'

4

s

'

'

4

s

'

7
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om,

"
"

MOrn! standards lll'C simply pcrSonol niles
whichlndlc'ntihowi.pCrson'shOutd.
·
behnvo, nOd i.ce ilot to be •PPiicd in ,
makingjudgemenLS of others.
Ethical O<Jnsidcrotions in interpersonal
rulmions ore so complex thm individunls
should be allowed to formulate their own
individual codes.

"

I get the feeling that lifo is not very useful

;;

Momloctions ore those which clowly
mnt"h idenl< of the most 'perfect oction.

"

Complete!
ogroo

Completely
disagr<e

""

Risks to another should never be tolemtcd,
lrrespoctivc of how small the risks might
00,

·.,_.:,·:,'

'

'

'

'
'

'

'

'
'

'

'

;; No one core.< what hnppcns, when you get
right down to it.

"
"

"
"

Deciding whether, or not to perform nn act
by bolancing the positive consequences of
the oct ngilinst the negative ctmscqucneci
of the net, i• immoml.

Different types of mornlitios connnt be
compared ns to 'rightness'

Doing things Whkh rriay tuum othm is
60 always wrong, i~pectivcofthc benefit!;
to 00 gained.

"
"

II is h111dly fairto bringaohild into the
world tho way things look now.
Dne should not [>Crfonn on nc~on which
might in iriy way threaten the dignity nnd
welforc of anothor iildi\oidunl.
-

6

'

;

6

'

;

6

'

;

6

'

;

:·_..6-

'

;

6

'

"

'

People don't rcnlly cure whnt happens to
the next pc<Son.
No rule concerning lying cnn be
fonnulntcd: whether a lie is pcnnis.sihle or
not pcnnissihlc totally depends ujlon the
situation.

!L-·

'

'

'

;

-~' -'.

:

6 .. ·

'

6

'

6

'

··''

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

6

'

6

'

6

'

.-6

'
7 .-.·
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Please complete th" following questions about yourself:
I.

Gender

l. Your age group:

DF<malc

DMal~

DUpto25

D26to)5

0)6to45

046to55

D 5fj and over

3. What is the highest level of education you completed:
D High school
D T<ehnical colic~"'
D Undergraduate university degree

0 Postgraduate university degree
D Other, please S)"<ify: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4,

What is youroccul"'tion - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S.

How long have you boon employed in the current orgnnisation:

6.

How long have you bocn in the workforce:

7.

Du you supervise any employees? Yes D
NoD
If Yes, how many? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8.

years

)'<DrS

Which of the following best describes your living situation?

D Mlll'l'icd I Dcfaoto

D Single

D Other, pte:~sc s p e c i f y : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9.

Dn you hove children?

10. Do you have a religion?

DYes
DYes

If yes, do you practice yourrcligion? 0 Always

D '"

D'"
DSomotimes

D Never

Gcncnd Cumm•nt.o:

Thank you for completing this questionnaire
Your assistance is of great importance and value.
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